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Note on Sources

All translations and transcriptions are the author’s unless specified otherwise. Standardized Spanish orthography has been used for clarity and ease of reading. Bible quotations are taken from the Knox Bible with occasional modifications by the author. Vulgate numeration was used for the Psalms, consistent with their listing in the early modern New Spanish sources. When I refer to the Encarnación choirbooks, I am referring to the manuscript sources at the Newberry Library called *Mexican choir books*. I do this to foreground their conventual provenance, which is obscured by the generic title of the books in the Newberry’s catalog.
Late November at Clare’s place in the desert, as the sun dips below the San Jacinto peaks, Casey, Clare and I are knee-deep in poetry. Just before dinner, Cesar from the neighborhood arrives. He’s writing a book, a history of “the musical lives of nuns in New Spain,” and has invited them to join us. Echoes of convent music come wafting in with them, and as we all settle in, we form a new pod, of sorts.

Dinner is *al fresco*, masks at the ready, life lived in the moment, “in this time of COVID”—it’s not like it was in Truchas or San Miguel—poets sitting around tables, breathing in, breathing out, suffused in each other’s molecules, breathing the mountain or city air, attuned to each other’s physical cues, breathing in and out.

Chicken with mushrooms, tiny potatoes, baked eggplant with cheese, the four of us eat every bite. The nuns don’t eat a thing. Nothing virtual about chocolate lava cake, vanilla ice cream only melts in real time. I slip into a sugar-based reverie where all I see is that funny screen between the priest and me, the screen in the confessional.

*Ave María Purísima*, Father says to me in Spanish. *Sin pecado concebida*, I reply. I push back the curtain at the entrance to the confessional. I look out at the church through a huge, life-sized version of that same screen.

It separates the nuns of the Royal Convent of the Most Holy Pure Conception in San Miguel from me. The entire order is there, white habits, blue capes, eyes averted. *Ave María Purísima*, they greet me in unison, our bodies in close proximity. I can feel their pure exhalation through the semi-sheer scrim against my bristled cheek.

Poem by C. W. Emerson
Cloistered convents seem to inspire artists of various sorts. They always have. My friends, poets C. W. (Chris) Emerson and Clare Chu, were in the middle of a poetry marathon one night in November 2020 when Clare hosted a dinner. They had to write one poem every day for a week. It was the first time I had met Chris. Clare lives two doors down and across the street from me. I had only known her for some four months after crossing paths almost daily on dog walks in the pre-vaccine COVID days. During the dinner she hosted, Clare insisted that I tell Chris about my experience visiting the Conceptionist nuns’ Mother House in Toledo, Spain, and about the book I was writing, this one. Chris immediately latched on to my story and began jotting down notes on a piece of paper Clare brought to him, developing a poem about the situation at hand for his marathon assignment. What resulted is a mystical weaving together of past and present—now long passed—through the story I told over dinner and his and Clare’s recollection of their participation in the San Miguel Poetry Week while lodging at the “Posada de las Monjas” (Lodge of the Nuns), half a block down the street from San Miguel de Allende’s eighteenth-century Conceptionist convent church, La Purísima Concepción. They had visited the church multiple times, and throughout the dinner they commented on its beauty and unusual architectural features, the topic of Chapter 2. It is rare to encounter people who have visited these types of old, otherworldly spaces, let alone to be neighbors with one. Thus, I could not think of a better epigraph to open this book than Chris’s poem, the product of various fortuitous events. Then again, as Clare often reminds me, “there are no coincidences!”

The convent in Toledo that I visited and told Chris and Clare about was the birthplace of the Order of the Immaculate Conception (the Conceptionists), established in the late fifteenth century. I arrived to it on a sweltering Sunday afternoon in June 2011, seeking to gain access into the nuns’ library, which I presumed held primary sources about the order’s history. For being cloistered nuns, the Mother House inhabitants were well connected to the outside world. They had internet access, a website, and personal email accounts to confirm my stay in their convent guest quarters.

At the time designated to me by the nuns, I went to the convent’s “locutorio” (parlor), where the nuns communicated with guests through an iron grate that kept them physically barricaded from any visitors to the cloister without obstructing the ability to talk to and see one another. I waited some ten minutes in a chair next to the grate, just below a portrait of the order’s founder, St. Beatriz de Silva (see Figure P.1). Soon, two women came into the cloistered
space behind the grate; they were covered from head to toe in white, wearing black veils on their heads and blue cloaks on their shoulders—walking, talking likenesses of St. Beatriz. Nearly in sync, the nuns both said out loud, “Ave María purísima” (Hail purest Mary). Without skipping a beat, I replied, “sin pecado concebida” (conceived without sin). Sister María Nuria then said, “You know our salutation!” I said that I was not aware that these words were used as their salutation, but that I was more than familiar with the phrase from having grown up in a churchgoing Catholic family.

The “Ave María purísima” dialog initiates the confession ritual for Spanish-speaking Catholics. When receiving the sacrament of Penance (confession) one arrives before a priest in a space within a church called a confessional. The priest says upon one’s arrival “Ave María purísima,” to which the confessant responds “sin pecado concebida” and proceeds to confess any sins committed such that God would be convinced by the intercession of the Virgin Mary, hailed at the opening of the ritual, to forgive the confessant’s sins vocalized to the mediating priest. The opening of the confession ritual is different in English, in which the confessant begins by arriving to the
confessional and saying, “Bless me father, I have sinned,” without the added mediation of the Virgin Mary within Spanish confession. I performed my first confession at the age of seven with the Spanish phrase.

“Ave María purísima, sin pecado concebida” is a short salutatory prayer to the Virgin Mary that acknowledges Mary’s Immaculate Conception. Most Spanish-speaking Catholics say this prayer passively without knowing what it implies. Reciting it as a product of my sacramental learning, I gave very little thought to the theology behind “Ave María purísima” prior to engaging in the research for this book. But it is an apropos phrase for confession, a ritual through which practicing Catholics believe their sins are forgiven. The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception instructs that Mary’s soul was created by God without original sin—conceived immaculately—from the moment of the Creation, when it was believed that time began. As we will see in the pages that follow, the idea of Mary’s immaculacy from sin was bolstered in the early modern period, more so than it is today, especially within the Hispanic Church. The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary was thought to be essential in the Catholic narrative of humanity’s salvation.

After making light conversation about my Catholic upbringing and my work as a church organist with Sister María Nuria and the Reverend Mother Julia, who you will recall were locked behind the grates of the Mother House locutorio, I explained to them my interest in exploring the music of nuns who branched out from their order throughout New Spain (as colonial Mexico was called before its independence in 1821). The sisters were delighted with my curiosity about the histories and legacies of cloistered convents outside of Spain. I was then granted access to the convent archive and hosted in their guest quarters located outside the cloister for a week.

The nuns fed me two hearty meals a day in the locutorio during my stay through a small opening on the side wall, where a torno (round cabinet) would circle within the wall to deliver food from inside the cloister into the locutorio. I simply had to pull on a rope next to the torno to ring a bell that the nuns could hear inside, and within minutes a voice from behind the wall would say “buenos días/buenas tardes” (good morning/afternoon). It was an acousmatic voice, one whose source always remained unknown, but whose faint echoes I could hear from behind the torno within the wall that separated the interior world of the cloister from me. The torno would then spin around carrying a plate of delicious Spanish fare. My favorite was the paella made with the tiniest and tastiest clams I had ever eaten.
Lunch always came with chilled red wine, which at first seemed peculiar to me, because growing up in Northern California, not too far from the Napa Valley, I was taught that red wine should be consumed at room temperature. But it was summertime and quite hot in Toledo, and so the chilled red was perfect.

The week I was generously hosted by the nuns of the Conceptionist Mother House also coincided with the festivities of Corpus Christi, which filled the streets with tourists for the lavish ceremonies in the city’s famous Gothic cathedral. The festivities involved a procession of the cathedral’s consecrated communion host (the Blessed Sacrament) through the streets, accompanied by the archbishop, hundreds of priests and clerics, city officials, university faculty, and laywomen dressed in black, crowned with large Spanish peinetas (combs) on the back of their heads and draped with long, black-laced mantillas (veils). On the Sunday after the town’s main procession, the nuns also held their own procession inside their cloister, and they invited me to participate, as they needed assistance holding the canopy that is carried over the Blessed Sacrament during the procession. I was happy to help them out.

The nuns’ hospitality was compensated with a promise that I would send them copies of all my published work and the pictures I took, both of their own cloister and sources and of others following my visit. They vouched for me to nuns at other convents, facilitating my entrance into more cloisters as I continued my research in Mexico in a quest for convent music sources.

Through my research travels, I also became an intermediary between nuns in Spain and Mexico, connecting religious communities that will likely never meet in person, through the exchange of digital images of convent lives an ocean apart. All the while, I learned about the musico-religious traditions that tied my own labor as a church organist and my experience in the Mother House during Corpus Christi with convent musicians of the past. As complex and problematic as the Catholic Church has been and continues to be, especially with regard to some of its social and moral teachings, it continues to offer people with varying commitments to its doctrines paths for making a living, making art, and making music, just as it did for the New Spanish cloistered nuns whose lives I reimagine in the subsequent chapters. Along the way, I hope to elucidate some of the Church’s early modern complexities—especially surrounding gender, race, sexuality, and mysticism, and their relationship to music and nuns’ voices—that might astound contemporary audiences, whether or not they are religious.
Introduction

Veil and Voice

Some two hundred folios of handwritten seven- and eight-syllable rhymed verses make up a conversation between one Sister Clori and a laywoman named Casandra. Through a poeticized dialog, Clori reveals what it is like to be a cloistered nun in New Spain. The lack of reference to a specific convent throughout the whole of the dialog conveys a universalizing anonymity. Clori also mentions other general requirements of living in a nunnery, such as attending Mass and praying the Divine Office. The importance of the Office is highlighted by Clori’s allusion to Christ himself coming down from heaven to hear the voices of his spiritual brides resounding with angels in the convent choir:

Y así siempre la primera
sin un grave impedimento
te mire el coro, que en el

to let the choir look at you, for in it

tu amante tierno.
your tender lover awaits.

Allí con los serafines
se alternan tus acentos;
imí talos, pues dichosa
haces un oficio mismo.

There with the seraphim
your cadences alternate;
imitate them, and so blessed,
you create one and the same office.¹

Clori’s advice to Casandra is timeless, a reflection of cloistered life in any number of New Spain’s convents some one hundred years before the dialog was written (ca. 1728), or even after.

Although the rigors of cloistered life were not for every woman, its prestigious allure was promoted through the New Spanish penchant for sacramental learning. The formal interactions in which sacramental learning took place included participation in, for example, the Church’s liturgies, devotions, and seven sacraments, while informal lessons could be imparted from simple
conversations between the clergy and its flock or correspondences between nuns and future convent aspirants, like the one between Clori and Casandra.²

Sacramental learning would teach Catholics to follow paths leading to their salvation, arrival in God’s presence in heaven at the end of life on earth. Conversely, hell was seen as heaven’s opposite, the place in which God was absent. A third metaphysical location for the destiny of the souls of the departed, known as purgatory, was an intermediary place. Except for the holiest people and saints who went directly to heaven, most souls were said to be purified in purgatory before going to heaven. Although arrival in purgatory meant that salvation was inevitable, the early modern Catholic Church instilled great fear about purgatory’s scorching flames and of the monstrosities and miseries of hell should one not merit salvation.³ Jesus Christ, whose death and resurrection made it possible for all human souls to go to heaven would be convinced through the prayers and intercessions of cloistered nuns like Clori to reduce the amount of time that souls spent in purgatory.⁴ There were of course other types of intercessors and mediators, as we will see shortly, yet nuns’ prayers were regarded as being especially effective in soul saving.⁵ These types of teachings about heaven, hell, and nuns were culturally engrained in Catholic societies through the formal and informal lay-religious interactions of sacramental learning.

Confessors often sent women like Casandra to converse with nuns to discern if they possessed a potential calling to the soul-saving duties of the cloistered convent. Such generational and recruitment practices were common among New Spanish kin. It would come as no surprise if Sister Clori had been a relative of Casandra or a family friend.⁶ And should Casandra, or any woman considering profession, have been a musician, it would be all the better for the nuns to try to integrate her into the community. Music was used as an instrument for convent recruitment. As we saw before with the image of the aspiring novice as part of an angelic chorus, music, or allusions to it, features prominently in Clori’s discussion of convent life, not least in her mention of the importance of attending choir. The reference to “cadences” in the second stanza—“with the seraphim your cadences alternate”—imagine a harmonic relationship among the earthly (singing) nuns and heavenly choirs, suggesting various hierarchies of intercession between God and humans, all while attending to Christ’s omnipresence. This specific moment in the dialogue underscores the importance of sound, harmony, and music in the liturgical life of the convent necessary for the salvation of humanity.
The performative, visual, and literary aspects of nuns’ prayers in the choir are the concerns of this book, insofar as these modes coalesced with music, voice, and sound for the sake of salvation. By singing, listening, keeping silent, and meditating carefully throughout their cloistered lives, nuns could intercede in the service of humanity’s peaceful afterlife. The vague, but valuable, cadences that Clori remarked on were expressed in various vocalized forms, including recitation, chant, and polyphony. We learn from Clori of the proper expression of such salvific mediation as an interior (corporeal and mental) and exterior vocal sound:

Reza claro, y no confundas con apresura los ecos, las clausulas del oficio, que es cada voz un misterio.

Pray clearly, and do not mix up in haste the echoes, the phrases of the office, for every voice is a mystery.

Y no salgan las palabras solo a hacer ruido en lo externo, cántelas el corazón, y sea el labio el instrumento.

And words should not come out only to make noise on the outside, [let] the heart sing them, and [let] the lips be the instrument.

Porque si rezas distraída se estará mudo lo interno, y Dios que en el alma asiste, quiere oir allí tus afectos.

Because if distracted you pray the interior will be mute and God who dwells inside your soul wants to hear your affects in there.

These sacred sounds meditated upon and vocalized by nuns were immaculate sounds. This phrase derives from the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary. In Catholic societies dominated by the Spanish, devotion to the Immaculate Conception was paramount in the economy of salvation through intercession. Developed by clerics and theologians from the Middle Ages forward, the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception elevated Mary as a type of superhuman by excluding her from the grasp of original sin. She was manufactured worthy of being the mother of the redeemer Jesus Christ, thus becoming a co-redeemer herself. I argue that women who became nuns were elevated to the status of co-redeemer too, and that their voices, veiled behind cloistered walls, were essential for salvation.

Like the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, the musical and devotional sources with which nuns prayed and learned were frequently authored
by clergymen, as were the mediated texts through which we hear nuns' voices. The dialog between Clori and Casandra was not written by a woman, in fact. It is the prescriptive musing of a priest, Martín de Vallarta (1672–1729), known for writing devotional literature for New Spanish nuns. By professing as cloistered nuns and heeding instructions such as Vallarta’s, New Spanish women joined and remained in the hierarchy of intercessors for the salvation of humanity.

Examining the words of authors like Vallarta and reflecting on the information they offer up about convent culture and its role in salvation, together with the limited extant convent music sources, enables us to delve into a deeper conversation about nuns’ veiled voices, music, and gender. In so doing, this book attends to the rituals and devotions focused on nuns’ union with Christ as his spiritual wives and mothers, through the consumption of Christ’s body in the Eucharist, through imitation of his suffering and Passion, and by emulating his Immaculate mother. Nuns’ voices coalesced in devotional music, art, and literature in the expression of such doctrinal imperatives, shining light on the paths of silence and sound, pleasure and pain, chastity and sex, and prestige and humility navigated by the brides of Christ—as nuns were aptly styled—for the sake of salvation.

Music

*Immaculate Sounds* attends to the devotional synergy of the performative, visual, and literary arts fostered through the intermediary circumstances of New Spanish nuns. It builds on pioneering work from colonial Latin American music scholarship and early modern Catholic sound studies, continuing the work of the latter to probe the global early modern Post-Tridentine soundscape. To date, only a handful of known music collections remain from eight convents located in central New Spain (see Table I.1). The majority of these manuscripts are from Mexico City, the New Spanish capital built on the ruins of the Mexica capital Tenochtitlan following the 1521 conquest, and from the city of Puebla, established in 1531 from the ground up for Spaniards to inhabit some 80 miles southeast of Mexico City. These cities are the primary geographical focus within this study. They were the largest urban centers in the region, in which thirty-seven convents were established throughout the colonial period—over half of the viceroyalty’s fifty-seven total nunneries.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City and Convent</th>
<th>Religious Order</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Collection Format</th>
<th>Compilation Date (est.)</th>
<th>Current Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encarnación</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>Polyphony for Mass and Office</td>
<td>6 choirbooks</td>
<td>early 17th cent.–middle 18th cent.</td>
<td>Newberry Library, Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Inés</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>Polyphony for Mass and Office</td>
<td>1 choirbook</td>
<td>1627</td>
<td>Museo de El Carmen, Mexico City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jerónimo</td>
<td>Hieronymite</td>
<td>Chant for Profession</td>
<td>1 notated ceremonial</td>
<td>17th cent.</td>
<td>Hispanic Society of America, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enseñanza</td>
<td>Company of Mary</td>
<td>Chant for the feast of the Expectation</td>
<td>1 choirbook</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Museo Franz Mayer, Mexico City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puebla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepción</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>Chant for Mass and Office; Chant for Profession</td>
<td>1 choirbook (antiphoner); 1 notated ceremonial</td>
<td>1691; early 17th cent.</td>
<td>Biblioteca Palafoxiana, Puebla; Concepción Convent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Inés de Montepulciano</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>Chant for Office</td>
<td>1 choirbook</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>INAH, Mexico City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santísima Trinidad</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>Chant and Polyphony for Mass and Office; Villancicos</td>
<td>398 works in loose sheets</td>
<td>middle 17th cent.–middle 19th cent.</td>
<td>Sánchez Garza Collection, CENIDIM, Mexico City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oaxaca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina Coeli</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>Organ accompaniment for Matins Psalm tones</td>
<td>1 notebook</td>
<td>late 18th cent.–early 19th cent.</td>
<td>Archivo Histórico de la Arcidiócesis de Oaxaca</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mexico City and Puebla were not the only cities with music-making nuns, as demonstrated by the existence of an organ manuscript to accompany Psalms in Oaxaca’s Regina Coeli convent (bottom of Table I.1). Historical studies have also shown evidence of musical activities in women’s convents of Guadalajara, Querétaro, and San Miguel el Grande (now San Miguel de Allende). The devotional and musical practices from convents in these provincial cities reflect what historian Asunci ón Lavrin calls “inescapable uniformities” guided by convent rules and spirituality that will assist in contextualizing the music sources that do remain from our focal cities.

Some of the extant music manuscripts have already received bibliographic and codicological attention, as well as critical editions of their contents. The sources from the San Jerónimo, Santa Inés de Montepulciano, and Enseñanza convents have essentially remained unstudied (see preliminary overview of the San Jerónimo and Santa Inés de Montepulciano sources in Appendices I.1–I.2). We do not have an entire musical archive preserved from these cloisters, or of any other, to elaborate a detailed account of one institution’s full musical practices—to assess how long the manuscripts remained in use to establish historical development, for example—or do we have extensive documentation such as the chapter minutes (actas de cabildo) that have facilitated scholarship on music of the New Spanish cathedrals.

I have been fortunate to gain access to some contemporary active convents (as shown in the preface) to examine their privately held historical sources. These experiences indicate that other collections of convent musical and documentary source materials might still be preserved within active convents and parish churches, or by private collectors. However, when religious institutions serve as archives, challenges can abound. Convents and parishes do not usually have staff available to attend to researchers. Their inhabitants are often suspicious of lay people perusing their materials. This attitude is understandable from the perspective of clerics and especially cloistered nuns, who technically are not allowed to let lay people into their convents but sometimes do so ambivalently depending on the rapport one develops with them. As the preface to this book demonstrates, first impressions count. Both men and women religious whose institutions own primary sources of interest to historians of various sorts often consider their material culture, such as art, music, and ritual books, holy and/or valuable. Historical documents are safeguarded for fear of having them disorganized, damaged, or stolen, violations that have occurred in the distant past, as we will see in Chapter 1, and lamentably within recent memory, according to what I have been told.
Approaching nuns and priests with honesty and a willingness to share knowledge and resources is essential to regain trust from these stewards of such archival material.

Lay people have also preserved colonial documents and manuscripts that formerly belonged to convents—a problematic scenario, since it is difficult to locate such holdings.\textsuperscript{21} It is fortunate when owners are willing to part with or share such collectibles and family heirlooms in ways that benefit the public. The music manuscripts of the Encarnación and Santísima Trinidad repertory, for example, having belonged to antiquarian collectors of the previous century, fortuitously made their way into the public archives in which they are now held.\textsuperscript{22}

The sources for the topic of New Spanish convent music are scarce, and the archives related to the subject have many gaps in information, but the fraction of music manuscripts that I am aware of so far (listed earlier in Table I.1) serve as templates for what might have been musically possible.\textsuperscript{23} They represent the richest remains of notated music sources attesting to women’s musical activities in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century New Spain, a period that coincides with the flourishing of convent culture and spirituality across Latin America.\textsuperscript{24}

Broadening the time span provides further context for this study. Excursions into the sixteenth century assist with convent-foundational concerns, while nineteenth-century sources demonstrate a continuation of the previous centuries’ musico-devotional practices.\textsuperscript{25} For example, Fanny Calderón de la Barca’s journal from her time living in Mexico City (October 1839 to February 1842), published as Life in Mexico, is a worthwhile primary source for context. The wife of the Spanish ambassador to Mexico, Ángel Calderón de la Barca y Belgrano, Fanny imparts a feminine perspective on visiting convents and attending their liturgies from the point of view of an outsider who had not grown up Catholic. Her comment that she “felt transported three centuries back” upon her visit to the Encarnación convent reveals how old-fashioned the convent lifestyle seemed to her and other members of secular society in the first half of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{26} Other parts of her journal reveal concerns about music and soundscape, such as descriptions of profession ceremonies that can be traced to the previous centuries, discussed further in Chapter 1, and the convent choir structure, the coro, examined in Chapter 2.\textsuperscript{27}

Thus, guided by the extant sources, I will overlook notions of temporality that restrict the musicological arena to research on a single institution or
one collection of repertory and its performance practice consistent within a limited span of time. This book slides among the specificities, assumptions, and generalizations about devotional music that the porous convent archives present, eschewing a fixed date range of performance for the music examples and the devotions discussed. Acknowledging historian Stefan Tanaka’s aim to “decenter chronological time,” avoiding “a framework that predisposes us toward a progressivist and mechanistic desire,” my methodological decision has the advantage of tuning into what Julia Kristeva calls “women’s time.”

An alternate temporal ontology, women’s time is less concerned with phenomena across linear chronology, a construct that has often centered men’s actions and perspectives. Echoing “women’s time,” Tanaka validates repetition and cyclicity as characteristics of “diverse times.” *Immaculate Sounds* thus attempts to align itself closer to some early modern nuns’ experience of history as timeless, cyclical, cosmic, and conducive to mysticism.

In this vein, the sequential ordering of musical development is sidelined to bring out the voices, the liturgical cycles, the mystical revelations, and the doctrinal constructs of the life of the Virgin Mary and Christ that the extant music enhanced for salvation. The mystical experiences most relevant to this narrative include some nuns hearing messages directly from God; nuns having supernatural visions, including visions of themselves being crucified, for example; and nuns experiencing unusual movement, such as bilocation of their own bodies or the miraculous motion of inanimate objects. Such occurrences, sometimes facilitated with liturgical music, as we will see, demonstrate some nuns’ abilities to connect directly with the divine. Invoking Tanaka once more, who sought “to broaden the connections of histories to the present,” I trust that, in the broadest sense, the context I narrate will intrigue contemporary performers of early modern nuns’ repertoires, among others, and arouse current practitioners of Christianity, for whom finding ways to connect with God and seeking salvation through Christ are still paramount.

The availability of more abundant extant primary sources derived from colonial Latin American missionary settings and cathedrals has generated a robust contextual history for European sacred music abroad, with an emphasis on men’s musical performance. Yet women’s convents had critical ties to their city networks and to these types of male ecclesiastical institutions, especially cathedrals—a remnant of customs that have been well documented in European convents, especially in Italy and, to some extent, Spain. While copies of music from Spanish composers circulated within New
Spanish convents, the music of composers active in New Spain is also well represented in the villancico parts and liturgical music repertory for nuns. These men were often musicians affiliated with local cathedral chapels, and they were considered among the region’s most adept composers, vocalists, and instrumentalists.36

Musicians affiliated with the Mexico City cathedral chapel in particular experienced upward social mobility and were offered professional advantages not available to other musicians, including performance opportunities in churches around the city for additional pay, which gave them the chance to perform in convents.37 The Mexico City cathedral music chapel and the Capuchin Franciscan San Felipe de Jesús convent, for example, had close ties, through which the cathedral musicians performed on special occasions, including funerals, professions, convent dedications, or important feasts like Corpus Christi.38 The 1755 biography of Sister Augustina Nicolasa María de los Dolores, written by Mother Joaquina María de Zavaleta, the San Felipe convent abbess, notes the outstanding music (“más selecta música”) composed anew for the vigils and nocturnes associated with Sister Augustina’s funeral services. It was performed by the cathedral chapel even though the convent had the tradition of singing its own liturgies.39

In addition, nuns and aspiring nuns around New Spain were taught to sing and play instruments by musicians often associated with the cathedral chapels, if not by some of their own musically trained convent sisters. For example, in 1782 the abbess of the Balvanera convent mentioned that the Mexico City cathedral organist Juan Bautista del Águila had spent considerable time giving organ lessons to one of the convent’s nuns, and that he had introduced one of his pupils, Antonieta Vaquero from Puebla, into the convent community. Later, the abbess notes that Vaquero had successfully professed as a nun with a dowry waiver. Vaquero’s skills thus allowed her to perform for the convent liturgies in exchange for a form of remuneration paid in advance by way of exemption from the entrance dowry otherwise required for all initiates into a convent (Chapter 3). The music auditions for such waivers were also adjudicated by cathedral chapel musicians, whose assessments, often with vague remarks on the candidate’s instrumental competence and the sonorosity of the candidate’s voice, became a notarized legal record.42

The dowry-waiver process was mutually beneficial for all musicians involved.43 In building his musical career at the cathedral, Águila applied...
for a promotion to chapel master the same year he brought Vaquero to the Balvanera convent, noting in his application his tenacious dedication “to helping poor girls who want to become nuns as titled musicians.” What did he mean by titled musician?

In this context, titled musician was the legal title given to a nun exempted from paying a convent entrance dowry upon profession because her musical skills were proficient for such an exemption. Earning this title required the musician to perform for the convent liturgies. Convent titled musicians could have been the first women of European descent to work as musicians in the Americas, providing an example of how the spiritual and economic components of the New Spanish society could come together through musical networks. Such workaday transactions in Latin American convents are an example of a colonial habit.

The gendered networking among musicians across religious institutions in New Spain imbricated the elevation of women to co-redeemers with social mobility. To summarize that network, early modern nuns’ interactions with male musicians often took place when convents purchased or obtained notated music by male composers, when nuns received music instruction, when male musicians acted as guest performers for convent special occasions, and when dowry-exemption auditions were required. These collaborations were in the service of nuns’ salvific singing. The opportunity to engage in this resonance, however, was not available to all women in New Spain.

Typically, professing into a convent required proof of “old Christian” Spanish descent, excluding anyone known to have descended from Jewish and Muslim people who had converted to Christianity, known as “new Christians,” or conversos. In America, this xenophobia fostered Genealogical Fictions, according to María Elena Martínez, “the fiction of New Spain’s lack of Jewish and Muslim antecedents.” To sustain this myth, old Christian purity was archived in baptismal records and bolstered through word of mouth within what Matthew O’Hara calls “audible interactions.” Such interactions were the public, agentive vocalizations of difference expressed by individuals and groups, forming the categorical building blocks of colonial societies. In other words, if a woman who wanted to profess in a convent claimed to be Spanish, the procedure typically went as follows: first, her baptismal record was reviewed by a priest; then, witnesses who knew her family for a long time, and who themselves were Spanish, had to declare under oath that the aspirant’s family was of Spanish descent; and last, these procedures were
documented in a notarized profession record prior to a woman's admittance into a convent (Chapter 3).

In a society as hierarchical as New Spain's, that obsession with blood purity manifested in racialized discourse that called for Spanish people to avoid miscegenation with indigenous locals, enslaved Africans brought to America, and mixed-race people, known as castas. The increase in the mixed-race population as the New Spanish viceroyalty matured throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries demonstrates an obvious ineffectiveness in Spanish efforts to promote their prescribed way of life: the practice did not match the philosophy, complicating social mobility for those not deemed Spanish. Local designations of decency and high social standing, or quality of personhood (calidad), blended together matters of class and race and developed to give some people access to the services and careers offered by some Spanish institutions, especially the Church, while denying those institutional offerings to non-Spanish citizens. Cloistered convents functioned within these societal tenets, as words like decency, calidad, legitimacy, and virginity were often employed to denote a woman's aptitude for the convent.

Conveniently, convents guarded women from mixture with religious/ethnic male others, while turning them into intercessors of salvation. They became living models of the Virgin Mary's unceasing purity through their notarized “pure” lineage, and even through the apparel of some nuns belonging to Marian orders. The Immaculate Conception’s blue cape is worn by Conceptionists, and Our Lady of Mt. Carmel's brown habit is worn by Carmelite nuns. The path leading to the veil and habit was conditioned in some women since childhood through sacramental learning, and it followed a gendered “theology of containment” (recogimiento). According to Jessica Delgado, this containment was accomplished through the development of “legal practices, institutions, and resources to contain and quarantine dangerous women, protect virtuous and vulnerable women, redeem repentant women, and maximize the sanctifying power of exceptionally virtuous women.” Nuns were not isolated from indigenous or African-descended women, however.

While New Spanish society's pietistic entwinement with racialized elitism generally banned women of indigenous or African descent from professing as nuns, women from these groups were often allowed to live as servants in cloistered convents, earning their salvation by providing the menial labor that gave nuns the time to sing and pray. Only in the eighteenth century
were three cloisters founded for noble indigenous women to profess as nuns. These exclusionary practices in convent profession and the establishment of more cloisters throughout the eighteenth century were thought to symbolize successful implementation of Catholic faith among indigenous Americans.

In a region where “pure blooded” Spaniards and elite indigenous women were a minority, nuns found themselves between colonizer and subjugated. In this liminal position, nuns might well constitute part of the carefully calculated pauses and silences of a “colonial counterpoint,” David Irving’s juxtaposition of European contrapuntal sonority with the social conditions of the Spanish colonial endeavor. Apt here as well is Philip Bohlman’s broader assertion that “it is from the power to silence that the power to colonize and to subjugate eventually comes.” How did nuns silence other women while at the same time being silenced themselves and at other times being allowed to resound?

On the one hand, the multi-faceted silencing I am referring to is reflected in the nuns’ musical agency. It silenced marginalized groups of women, especially indigenous and African women, whose voices and music are hardly documented. On the other hand, the nuns’ own literal silencing was a reality. Ritualized discipline that followed rules of obedience designed by male prelates designated when nuns’ voices could be heard in prayer and song. There is also the matter of authorial voice in the writings of role-model nuns that inform us about convent musical practices. Because their experiences were often published by men in convent chronicles and nuns’ biographies, the words of such nuns have been characterized by literary critic Jean Franco as revealing an “ultimate silence.” I hope to show that the discourse about music and the liturgies in the biographies and devotional literature can be seen as valid representations of the convent soundscapes and that being silenced is not equivalent to being silent. Women found alternative ways to communicate even while silenced.

Whether nuns kept silent when they were supposed to, in other words, whether or not nuns followed their rules strictly, is impossible to determine. Descriptions of convent rule-bending and conflicts in convents outside the scope of this book indeed lead to questions about whether women were wholeheartedly committed to living out their orders’ restrictions “al pie de la letra” (literally) when they professed. Nonetheless, by focusing on the idealized sonorities governed by the extant sources I have queried, I seek to emphasize the critical role of salvation with which nuns were charged. Even the nun
who self-proclaimed as the worst of all—“la peor que ha habido”—was concerned with salvation.69 I am of course referring to the famous seventeenth-century New Spanish nun-poet Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, who was known to have said, “I deemed convent life the least unsuitable and the most honorable I could elect if I were to ensure my salvation.”70 We will come back to her later.

*Immaculate Sounds* demonstrates that the hierarchies constructed by New Spanish citizens on the path to salvation had musical, sonic, and silencing implications that shine light on women’s vocal agency within documents often mediated by male clergy—and that the mysteries of faith reverberated through nuns’ veiled voices emerge from a motley host of sources in addition to music manuscripts.71 One more example from Vallarta’s constructed dialog between the nun Clori and laywoman Casandra, introduced earlier, will suffice to reiterate how the value of sound and silence in the convent manifested through rhetorical prescription. In a section of the poem that allegorizes various aspects of convent life by anthropomorphizing these qualities as living nuns (Sister Poverty, Sister Mortification, Sister Humility, etc.), Vallarta introduces “Sor Oración” (Sister Prayer) through a gendered binary that prefaces our future discussion of virginity:

Sor Oración tiene aquí
el lugar más respetable,
pues aunque es virgen, de todas
estas señoras es madre.

Y a todas las guarda y cuida
un varón muy venerable,
que es el hermano silencio,
muy circunspecto, y muy grave.

Thus, nuns’ voices were to be heard only in vocal prayer, silenced at all other times by male authority.73

We can discern how gender differences around sound and music manifested across spiritual and practical concerns—the former in Vallarta’s excerpt: essentially, “virgin” women’s voices should only resound in prayer, otherwise “brother silence” dominates. We have already touched on the latter, in which the gendered soundscape resounded through the practical matter of men validating women’s musical skills for dowry-free professions and men composing music for nuns to sing, for example.
Nuns’ embodied vocalizations—insofar as they conveyed notions of an idealized, virgin female body, as Vallarta suggests with Sister Prayer—from within the cloister walls are preserved in nuns’ rule books, devotional literature, notarial protocols, convent records, and biographies (“vidas de monjas”). These literary sources reveal historic discourses about music. Yet with the added context of Spanish colonialism, some of the sources considered in this book also constitute archives of repertoire, a variation on Diana Taylor’s instruction that differentiates the written word as archive from an epistemology of embodied performance she denotes as repertoire.

Notated music sources, too, can be considered archives of repertoire since they are targeted toward performers literate in Western notation. By analyzing the notated music in dialogue with the repertoire archived in print and manuscript discourses, this book begins to piece together the long-fragmented history of women’s music making in New Spain’s most important urban centers for music and the arts. It reconciles actual events in the lives of early modern nuns with the music of their convents and the perfectionist overtones of devotional literature. In this way, the handwritten records, often missing folios, become more conclusive, while the music and literature, prone to seventeenth- and eighteenth-century rhetorical excess often labeled “Baroque,” start to reflect New Spanish life in a more familiar if performative light.

Devotional Literature

To date, an abundance of scholarly spotlighting and popular attention has foregrounded early modern Hispanic nuns who were famous in their own times, such as St. Teresa of Ávila and María de Ágreda, both from Spain, or Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz of Mexico City, mentioned briefly before. Both St. Teresa and Juana Inés have even garnered fictionalized historical dramas on television, including a one-season series by Televisión Española (Teresa de Jesús, 1984) and a Netflix miniseries (Juana, 2016), attesting to the fascination people have had with these nuns.

Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (here on out referred to as “Sor Juana” to distinguish her from other nuns with the same name) is a ubiquitous figure in New Spanish convent scholarship. For decades, her face has appeared on various iterations of Mexican currency. She is an icon of erudite femininity in Mexico. And her writings are an essential component of Mexican literary
pedagogy. Her literature has been the subject of intersectional analyses and interpretations, as Sor Juana's life and works make their way beyond North American research circles in Hispanic history and literature. Carla Lucero's opera *Juana*, for example, presents an unabashed queering of Sor Juana, climaxing with the nun's love scene with the Countess of Paredes. Sor Juana is often portrayed in scholarship as exceptional for her “refusal to fit within the mold of a good, submissive, and most of all, silent bride of Christ,” as Alicia Gaspar de Alba insists. Interpretations of Sor Juana's writings from Gaspar de Alba's Chicana, queer, feminist lens convince us that she was a revolutionary rather than a model of “the epitome of good women: the immaculate Virgin Mary and perfect Mother of God.”

There is, however, more to New Spanish convent culture than can be learned from the writings of Sor Juana alone. *Immaculate Sounds* does not intend to re-silence Sor Juana's impressive output—as if that were possible. Rather, I center the musical implications and the lives of seemingly “good women” featured and/or disciplined within other devotional literature to enrich the scholarly discourse with a broader subset of nuns' experiences. Some highlights include the charismatic prescriptions in Bishop Juan de Palafox y Mendoza's rules for nuns in Puebla; the chronicles of the Conceptionist-turned-Carmelite musicians Inés de la Cruz (b. 1567) and Mariana de la Encarnación (b. 1571); the life of the almost-sainted María de Jesús Tomelín (1579–1637); the fire-breathing Isabel de la Encarnación (1594–1633); and the life of Augustina Nicolasa María de los Dolores (d. 1755), written about in a rare biography published by another nun. The subjects in these sources are well known to Hispanists who have probed them for their historical and literary contents, while other sources, such as Fr. Alonso Franco's lives of nuns in the Santa Catalina de Siena convent (1645) and the biography of the widow Bárbara Josefa de San Francisco (1662–1723) of the Santísima Trinidad convent, though not completely obscure, have garnered less attention.

As is well known to historians of colonial Latin America and Spanish literary critics, the devotional literature taken up in this book documents lives within particular convents, and most of the texts were authored by highly educated clergy. Biographies of nuns present the theological expertise of their published authors, who embellished first-hand accounts told by nuns in or out of confession or written by nuns in personal reflections and examinations of conscience. How then might the voices of nuns resonate through the pens of male clerics?
To begin to answer this question, we can build on Taylor’s work and consider the biographies as archives of archives.89 The raw material written by nuns, appropriated by men of the cloth, was often quoted extensively in the final published account, as was the case in Diego de Lemus’ 1683 biography of María de Jesús from Puebla’s Purísima Concepción convent, whose amanuensis Sister Agustina de Santa Teresa was charged with writing down all of María’s divine visions and auditions.90 Excerpts from nuns’ writings made the recontextualized male-authored publication more truthful and even dramatic.91 The act of writing the preliminary source material for priests, although denying authorship to most nun writers, had certain benefits in some convents, including the promotion of wellness, the inciting of mysticism (if it can be considered a benefit), and the fostering of mutual respect among nuns.92 In Agustina and María’s case, fostering respect among the two seems more plausible, yet, more critically, the anxiety that Agustina experienced in seeking to write as accurately as possible was a concern that María tried to appease by appealing to God’s authority.93 Reading this literature on the lives of nuns out loud was a form of recreation, and informal sacramental learning, for lay and religious alike that was highly endorsed by the Church to reinforce the vow of obedience within cloistered convents and to maintain a faithful citizenry among lay people.94

Nuns’ biographies circulated widely when published, and because they aimed to sanctify their subjects, they often followed hagiographical models, such as the lives of St. Teresa of Ávila or St. Catherine of Siena, not least in their mystic revelations.95 The featured nun’s exceptionally moral upbringing by devoutly Catholic parents and/or relatives often opens the biography.96 Upon professing into a convent, the subject leads an exemplary life filled with “humility, mortification, penance, fasting, and poverty,” according to Mónica Díaz, following hagiographical precedents.97 Most nuns with published biographies suffer illnesses and die, while staying true to their vows of obedience, poverty, chastity, and enclosure with the guidance of Christ, the Virgin Mary, and other saints of their personal devotion.98

This literary framework in combination with stories of individual nuns’ experiences produced published lifelong confessions. As such, the biographies acquired sacramental authority with the power to save those who took their words to heart and confessed their own sins to a priest at least once a year. (Nuns were required to confess at least monthly.)99 The clergy held the key to salvation through its ability to absolve sins in confession;100 following that metaphor, the path to the corresponding threshold opened by such a key
was illuminated by role-model nuns in the biographies. These women could lead those seeking to imitate their lives to salvation, but all nuns continued to intercede perpetually for the souls of the departed, and every cloistered nun had this responsibility.  

Yet, there are no prescriptions for how authors were to include nuns’ feelings about workaday concerns or how to bring out a nun’s voice in a published biography. Sometimes direct quotations from nuns are highlighted with quotation marks or italics, but sometimes they are not. However, the stories that do develop expose elements of the liturgies that nuns attended round the clock, and they discuss particular convent devotional acts, occasions in which nuns’ voices undoubtedly resounded. Thus, Immaculate Sounds draws from the biographies a previously unstudied wealth of evidence attesting to music, sound, aurality, and orality within the convents. The history of music I elucidate builds from Helen Myers’ affirmation that nuns’ biographies supplement the incomplete archival record with “a myriad of details about family and religious life that Latin American historians have difficulty gathering from more traditional sources, such as legal and notarial records.” For musicological purposes, the biographies archive musical and sonic colonial habits as well.

Because music was a vital component of the liturgical and devotional life of the convents, music in the biographies could recall the affective quality of music in real life, enlivening the written narrative for readers by jogging their memory about a familiar sacred soundscape and possibly prompting readers to hear it within their own mind’s ear. For scholars, music making in the biographies remains as discourse about music. Mentions of liturgical music and the wider convent soundscape enhanced the value of a particular nun’s story. This gesture toward worth raises the question as to whom these convent sounds were valuable. They were valuable to the nuns who performed the music; to nuns who sought the intimacy of hearing the voice of God, of his mother, and of the saints directly from their divine source; and to everyone who wished to be saved through nuns’ vocalizations. New Spanish citizens were instructed that reading nuns’ biographies and heeding their pious lessons—which included listening to music devoutly, as some nuns purportedly did—would help save them.

These volumes also reflect, if only partially, Angel Rama’s notion of the colonial Latin American “lettered city.” Such an urban center would be governed by a literate upper class that ascribed sacredness to writing even as written words may have “seemed not to spring from social life but rather
be imposed upon it and to force it into a mold not at all made to measure,” according to Rama. Musicologists have expanded on the lettered city by proposing a sonic parallel that incorporated embodied performance. The resulting “resounding city” relied on music in its written (compositional) and performative aspects, as well as aurality that at times depended on the participation of various ethnic groups living in New Spain, including indigenous people, African and Asian people, Europeans, and mixed-race people. 

Music in nuns’ biographies springs from social, devotional, and liturgical life. We can observe features of both concepts, lettered and resounding, in nuns’ biographies and other sources. Fanny Calderón de la Barca’s journal attests to servants pumping the pipe-organ bellows in the Encarnación convent, for example. Rule books refer to church bell ringing, a highlight of early modern soundscape studies, rung by ringers who came from various social classes; bells were essential for the daily function of convents and cities.

The notes written by nuns from Mexico City’s Franciscan Corpus Christi convent compared briefly to the resulting published convent chronicle illustrates one example of the lettered and resounding city’s molding of actions into illusive writing. This convent was the first of three convents founded for noble indigenous women to profess as nuns in eighteenth-century New Spain. The convent archive retained both the manuscripts written by nuns and the accounts embellished by male clergy, as in the manner of a nuns’ published biography. In many other convents where similar writing practices occurred, the manuscripts written by nuns were destroyed after the priests used them to base their publication, but nuns’ notes that remain from Corpus Christi are revealing, and they incorporate an instance of music making in that cloister. In the (male) published history of the convent, Sister Antonia de los Santos, one of the indigenous founders of the convent, was said to have sung the hymn to the Immaculate Conception Tota pulchra es constantly and to have played the vihuela, the guitar-like stringed instrument ubiquitous in the early modern Spanish world. We will encounter the vihuela and its rich symbolism again in Chapters 4 and 5. In the unpublished notes about Sister Antonia, her convent sisters simply stated that she was a singer and dancer (“cantadora y bailadora”), no more, no less.

At the surface level, the version elaborated by the priest presents Sister Antonia as an exemplary pious musician, while upholding the long-held fact that Franciscans traditionally had been proponents of the Immaculate Conception doctrine (Chapter 1). However, it is also encouraging that musical
moments in these types of constructed narratives are plausible enough to be based on the experiences of real nuns, not least musicians like Antonia. A nun known for singing would certainly have sung *Tota pulchra es* at some point, especially in a Franciscan house (say on the feast of the Immaculate Conception, celebrated yearly on December 8). Other writings—such as the convent chronicles of Sisters Mariana de la Encarnación and Inés de la Cruz (remember, not Sor Juana), both of them musicians—indicate that some nuns were as pious as what Antonia’s male biographer tried to convey. Such detailed chronicles written by musician nuns are rare. Even though their narratives are not exclusively about music, comments regarding their liturgical duties suggest that music was integral to their daily lives, sometimes overwhelmingly so.

In addition to accompanying the liturgies with their voices and instruments, convent musicians enhanced internal devotional acts, such as processions of patron-saint statues around the cloister. Musicians also accompanied processions of the Blessed Sacrament, the consecrated host in every Catholic Church used for eucharistic devotion, especially for the feast of Corpus Christi (Chapter 4). Nuns performed music to entertain aristocracy, patrons, or high-ranking clergy upon visits to the convents. It is not known what music was heard in New Spanish convents during these visits. In late sixteenth-century Barcelona convents, villancicos and polyphony were performed for visits from royalty. In nineteenth-century Mexico City, Fanny Calderón de la Barca tells of what was performed over dinner during her visit at the Encarnación convent, in which “A young girl . . . brought in a little harp without pedals, and while we discussed cakes and ices, sung different ballads with a good deal of taste.” We will see that the performance of villancicos and polyphony, and the ability to accompany oneself on harp, continued in the intervening centuries.

For these visits into the convents, as well as for the convent liturgies, the music would have depended on each convent’s financial resources. Generally, one might expect to hear reciting tone and monophonic chant in most convent church liturgies; polyphony and vernacular villancicos would likely be heard in wealthier convents on important feast days. It is no surprise that the Encarnación, having been one of the richest convents in Mexico City, left extant parts to grand polychoral vocal polyphony—an elite Spanish sonority that would enhance important feasts. There is also evidence that villancicos were performed by the Encarnación choir in the 1670s, even if no villancico manuscripts remain from this convent.
Villancicos are popular sacred songs of the early modern Hispanic Church. These polyphonic works were sung with instrumental accompaniment in paraliturgical contexts, such as processions or during the adoration of the Blessed Sacrament. In the liturgies, they were typically performed in groups of eight around the lessons at the Office of Matins through the mid-eighteenth century, or they were sung at various moments in the Mass, including the offertory and communion. The extant manuscripts from Puebla’s Santísimas de Trinidad convent preserve numerous villancicos whose texts parallel the messages conveyed in sacred paintings, nuns’ biographies, and other devotional literature for nuns, including guidebooks for good Catholic practice, order-specific rule books, and printed sermons. The musical, visual, and literary arts thus coexisted in an enclosed aura of devotion that seeped through the crannied wall of the cloisters most conspicuously as the sound of veiled voices.

Veil, Voice, Virginity

There remains much to learn from women’s musical lives to flesh out the soundscape of colonial Latin American cities and to amplify women’s contributions to Mexican history. As a point of departure, I would like to reflect for a moment on the work of the pioneering scholar of Mexican women’s history Julia Tuñón Pablos. I am especially interested in the peculiar translation of her book—so popular in Latin American Studies courses—from the Spanish Mujeres en México: una historia olvidada into English as Women in Mexico: A Past Unveiled. A more literal translation of the subtitle would be “a forgotten history,” as “una historia olvidada” does not mean “a past unveiled.” The essential message in both titles is that the book’s contents instruct on something not widely known about.

However, the power dynamics change in the translation of “historia” to “past”: the ideological bedrock sustaining “historia/history” crumbles into a reference about time lapsing and difference. Indeed, as Zachary Schiffman instructs, “the past is not simply prior to the present but different from it.” In addition, the original “olvidada” (forgotten) suggests a more happenstance phenomenon as opposed to the English title’s “unveiled,” which alludes to having the potential to reveal what is concealed. The less literal translation into English is convenient for the purposes of Immaculate Sounds, as the ideology shifts from the Spanish emphasis on a subject (“history”) to
highlighting an action (“unveiling”), giving the title in English a performative element.

This process of veiling and unveiling in literature is a great entry point for thinking about cloistered nuns, who sang wearing veils on their heads as a marker of distinction. The veil was so cherished by nuns that being deprived of wearing it was used as a form of reprimand across various religious orders. The details of what shortcomings or sins led to such unveiling are scarce, and to recall what I said before, are not the focus of this book, which aims at asserting the co-redemptive capabilities of these women who were doubly veiled. The walls and shrouded grates and screens of convents further concealed already-veiled women and their singing, demarking further their difference from secular society. By emphasizing this double veiling here, we can recall that New Spanish citizens’ experience of listening to cloistered nuns’ voices was acousmatic, a circumstance in which one hears a voice whose source is unknown, derived from ancient Pythagorean tradition. Pythagoras lectured from behind a curtain—much like the nuns singing from behind the veil and grille and curtain of the choir space (Chapter 2). Reminiscent of the virginal state of the invisible angels in heaven, the bodiliness inherent in the voices of nuns is virgin, as we began to observe with the virgin “Sister Prayer” earlier.

The condition of human sexuality known as virginity was socially constructed. For some women, the label of virginity—attesting to their lack of sexual contact with men—was literal; for others it was rumored; and for some, like widows, it was aspirational and symbolic. Virginity in the case of nuns was more a state of mind, fueled by the vow of chastity, than merely a corporeal attribute that could be concealed physically, though it was often idealized as an allegory for prayerful music and sound (Chapter 1). As such, salvation could be achieved by the songful intercession of any nun, regardless of traditional virginity status.

The salvific power attributed to such vocalizations resided within the unknown dialog with God that existed in the minds of nuns prior to the vocal pre-semantic component of their song. Those internal dialogs between God and nun will never be known to us, however learned they may or may not have been, however manufactured by the influence of male superiors they may or may not have been. There is where a nun’s agency resided—within an arena that demanded a singing pure heart (as Vallarta and so many other clerics noted in their directives to nuns), and that required a sonorous embodied voice practical for the convent choir, corroborated by male musicians, often from the cathedral, in dowry-waiver protocols (Chapter 3).
A requisite for nuns, as we observed with Vallarta’s dialog between Clori and Casandra at the opening, was that the external sound during the liturgies may as well be mute if the internal did not conform to the divine. For this reason, Sister Isabel de la Encarnación wrote, quoting the Epistle of James (1:26), that the religious fervor of any nun would be in vain if she could not control her tongue (“enfrenar su lengua”). Control comes from the interior, which can regulate the muscular organ that assists in articulating the exterior sound. Through the scriptures Sister Isabel adds the tongue to the lips of Clori as a vital instrument of the vocal ensemble, placing it as an embodiment of the discipline and interiority that would be required for divine communication. The messages of the internal voices heard by some nuns and described in their biographies are what gave such role-model women their exemplary valence, revealing that an “intensification . . . of the contemplative process,” as Elizabeth Rhodes puts it, was taking place in New Spain.

We can see at play here parallels with contemporary vocal ethics. For Mladen Dolar, the (sounded) voice is quieter than the metaphorical (internal) voice, which, although silent to the outside world, loudly resounds reason, nature, and divinity in the thinker’s interiority; it is “the voice of the heart.” Adriana Cavarero’s problematization of the long-held Western philosophy that “woman sings, man thinks” is apt as well, since there was much for nuns to remember and contemplate—that is, think—while singing. There are examples from Sor Juana’s villancicos for the Virgin Mary, in which Sor Juana proposes a (female) counterpoint to God’s divine (male) intelligence. That thinker/singer is the Virgin Mary, imitable by her closest imitators—cloistered nuns.

The cultural history of music that follows expands on two themes. The first is acousmatic discipline (Chapters 1, 2, and 3), which carries on as an underlying thread throughout. Building on issues of enclosed and vocalized thinking/singing, this section of the book employs an understanding that the voice of God resounded as the Virgin Mary herself—in other words, that the Virgin Mary was thought to be the voice of God. Such Marian harmonies resound in, for example, sermonized allegories of the Immaculate Conception doctrine preached to nuns and printed and disseminated for posterity. The nuns would be reminded that their own voices could in turn echo back a divine, if veiled, sonority from behind their choir grates. Like the Virgin Mary too, ordinary women became divine resonators— mediums for delivering God’s message—when they were initiated as nuns into a life
of constant discipline. The convent choir space, where the majority of the sacred music under consideration in this study was performed, was a disciplined space within the disciplined space of the cloister itself. Unity is the book’s second theme, which branches out from the ritual components associated with Christic devotion, as Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the earthly joys and sorrows that a disciplined life merited for nuns, a foretaste of union with Christ in heaven—salvation. Such union could be accomplished when nuns participated in the sacrament of the Eucharist, consuming the bread consecrated at Mass, which contained Christ’s body. Similarly, mortification rituals and Passion devotion literature helped nuns envision themselves following next to Christ during his Passion step-by-step with some nuns envisioning bodily union, in which their bodies were crucified on top of Christ.

The chapter titles are presented as questions that ask who individual nuns were:

Chapter 1: Immaculate Conflicts: Resounding Mary’s Immaculate Conception, or Who Was Sister Flor de Santa Clara?

Chapter 2: Sonic Thresholds: The Grates of the Cloister and the Lips of Nuns, or Who Was Sister Rosa?

Chapter 3: Disciplined Sounds: Dowry Waivers and Race, or Who Was Mariana Josefa de Señor San Ignacio?

Chapter 4: Feasting Sounds: The Eucharistic Honeymoon, or Who Was Sister Paula?

Chapter 5: Redeeming Sounds: Resounding the Passion of Christ and His Spiritual Brides, or Who Was Sister Marina de San Francisco?

In these chapters, I lift the metaphorical veil that posterity has placed on the women named in each title to understand them despite their historical obscurity. Their names were worth writing down in the past because of their voices. These titles are acousmatic questions, recalling from earlier that the nuns discussed in these chapters were invisible to the New Spanish public that attended convent liturgies. The titles are the past-tense iteration of the perpetually repeated, and unanswerable, acousmatic question that listeners articulate when presented with the sound of a voice, “Who is this?” Nina Eidsheim argues that there is no inherent, unique identity
in voice, but rather a multiplicity of possibilities raised by the acousmatic question.  

*Immaculate Sounds* presents possibilities for the acousmatic voices of the five New Spanish nuns in the chapter titles. The sources on which their names are found are inconclusive as to the details of these women's lives, but allow us to ponder questions about doctrine, space, discipline, and devotion and their relationship to music and voice. Ruminating on the archival remnants that preserve their names while fleshing them out with other extant historical and musical sources acknowledges the women named in each chapter title as vital components of a collective that was depended on for salvation. Salvation through this apparatus relied on a chain of vocal ideology: the invisible sonorous quality attributed to the Virgin Mary as the voice of God reverberated through the vocal intercessions of invisible cloistered nuns. I want to underscore that this salvific hierarchy was manufactured from audible interactions and archived discourse that elevated the Virgin and nuns to the status of co-redeemers.

Chapter 1 begins with a disagreement over villancicos in the Encarnación convent, setting the tone for the chapter’s explanation of the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception and the dramatic founding of the first order of nuns to arrive in New Spain who were dedicated to the Immaculate Conception. For Catholics, the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception was an essential preface to the story of salvation initiated by Christ’s birth. Through the doctrine, the Virgin Mary herself, as mother to the Word made flesh, becomes entwined with the Creation narrative. Mary was considered the voice of God at the Creation, a voice for nuns to imitate through their adherence to their profession vows. It was a voice that nuns too could pass on via the concept of auditory imagination, recalling a person's voice when reading the texts that a departed person once created or once vocalized.

Chapter 2 discusses the most important space of the cloister, the church choir, in which nuns like the soloist Sister Rosa sang for all the liturgies, hidden from public view. The grates and screens of the choir were the architectural products of vows of obedience and enclosure that created the acousmatic circumstance of nuns’ liturgical music. Rules for behavior within the choir space preserve many gestures to be carried out while singing certain words of the liturgy. The chapter argues that the choir was the quintessential location where agency was negotiated through nuns’ efforts to please God, themselves, and their convent patrons with music. The type of written
and embodied knowledge transmitted through nuns’ biographies and the prescriptive rules for choir behavior reveal a divine epistemology mediated by nuns’ musical activities in the choir.

Chapter 3, which builds on the notion that the notarial record is a disciplined space, explores how the sound of discipline manifested in both obvious and ambiguous ways within the music-dowry-waiver process. The racialized restrictions that prevented African, indigenous, and mixed-race women from becoming nuns are examined in the context of the music-dowry audition. We learn that the documentation of such processes preserves a fiction of embodied discipline: that of a nun’s family line with the continence to produce a “pure” Spanish daughter, qualified to become a musical bride of Christ. As such, notarial records of the music-dowry-waiver auditions and disbursals are an archive of multiple repertoires of disciplined sounds, from witness testimonies to references to polyphony.

Chapter 4 attends to the various metaphors attributed to the Eucharist in convent villancicos, beginning with a profession villancico for one Sister Paula, the erotic tone of which reminds us how intimate communion was for cloistered nuns. The poetics of eucharistic villancicos and devotional literature were frequently linked to the vow of obedience, to Marian devotion, and to other Christological devotions, such as the Passion. The extensive music and literature dedicated to this most sensual of the sacraments suggests that understanding the doctrine of Christ’s resurrected body disguised as communion bread was a formidable task, even as unyielding belief in this mystery was essential for salvation. Nuns were supposed to be advocates of eucharistic faith, as they were the brides of the Body of Christ. The supernatural experiences surrounding the eucharistic devotion of Sister Bárbara and Sister María de Jesús, narrated in their biographies, demonstrate how certain nuns were elevated as role models of eucharistic faith and how nuns could be transformed by and into the Body of Christ for crucifixion.

Chapter 5 brings the salvation narrative to its close by demonstrating how nuns honored Christ’s Passion. Following a long tradition of female mysticism, characterized by Jean Franco as a “higher and more immediate form of knowledge than scholastic theology,” some nuns experienced ecstatic visions in which they were crucified once they had lived out perfectly the four convent vows of obedience, poverty, chastity, and enclosure. Their biographies were the ideal literature for nuns and novices to learn to love and contemplate Christ’s Passion, as required by their orders’ rules. Narrative words alone and carnal images of crucified nuns attached to Christ on the
cross, however, were not enough to expound on the benefits of the Passion to the most devout cloistered women. This chapter brings to light fascinating musical allegories and hymns buried in Sister Bárbara’s biography, as well as an analysis of her convent’s villancicos for the Virgin of Sorrows. It argues that singing served both as a channel for Passion devotion and as a prize for achieving monastic perfection, living out the vows in such a manner that would yield immediate union with Christ in heaven upon one’s death.

Emphasizing the role of nuns’ vocal music in New Spain invites a revised understanding of vocality in religious practice and the sonic qualities of women’s personhood. The acousmatic brings attention to nuns’ out-of-sight, vocalized prayers as a parallel to Catholic doctrines that required belief without seeing. Notions of discipline and unity were required to promote such beliefs, and the sacrifices made by women who became cloistered nuns brought to life and resounded some of those teachings in a gendered manner.
PART I
ACOUSMATIC DISCIPLINE
1

Immaculate Conflicts

Resounding Mary’s Immaculate Conception, or
Who Was Sister Flor de Santa Clara?

It was mid-December 1610 in Mexico City. The Church was in its preparatory season of Advent, leading up to the celebration of Christ’s birth at Christmas. The nuns of the Encarnación convent had just celebrated the feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary, on December 8. But now, in this time usually filled with joy, some of the nuns were nervous. Their music books were missing. Without them, the nuns would not be able to celebrate the anniversary of Christ’s birth adequately.

A musician priest of the metropolitan cathedral, located just three blocks from the convent, had caused the nuns’ alarm: Antonio Rodríguez Mata (d. 1643) had all five of the missing books. He had borrowed them from Sister Flor de Santa Clara, the convent “vicaria de coro” (choir vicar), but had failed to return them despite the nuns’ repeated requests. The diocesan vicar general and the attorney general were summoned. The nuns of the Encarnación demanded that Mata be imprisoned if he failed to return the books immediately following the denunciation. The threat of jail time was serious, but so too was the alleged offense: Mata was impeding the nuns from performing their liturgical music for Christmas.

According to Sister Flor and some of her convent sisters, the books contained motets and other pieces used for singing the Divine Office (“muchos motetes y otras cosas de música con las cuales se oficiaba y solemnizaba el Oficio Divino”).¹ Mata was asked by the vicar general for his testimony to confirm or deny the nuns’ claims. He corroborated that he had taken five music books from Sister Flor. Yet, Mata challenged the nuns’ report and stated that the missing choirbooks were not books of motets. Instead, Mata asserted that the books in question contained chanzonetas—another word for villancicos, essentially—for various liturgical feasts. He also gestured toward the music being the work of his own hand (“puntadas y trabajádaslas [sic] más de su mano”), though it is not clear if he meant he
had composed, notated, copied, or re-worked the pieces. Villancicos were sung for the liturgies and paraliturgical devotions on important feast days, not least Christmas and various Marian feasts, such as Mary’s Immaculate Conception, Nativity, and Assumption. The popularity of villancicos drew citizens into the convent church liturgies, especially Matins. This service of the Divine Office was rich with plainchant and polyphony on major feast days, in which villancicos were often sung in place of or in addition to the responsories. The word *motete* was used liberally in New Spanish music sources for labeling various kinds of sacred songs, especially responsories.

How the Encarnación nuns understood musical terminology is not certain, but they did not appear concerned with labels. They just wanted their books back.

Indeed, the nuns’ actions reveal that they considered the theft significant, but Mata provided no additional comments about the missing books, as if having composed and/or dealt with the music in some way were enough for him to justify keeping them. Typically for the archive, the historical record ends with no extant written conclusion to the incident, except that Juan de Salamanca, the vicar general, sided with the nuns in a December 24 memorandum ordering Mata to return the books or face imprisonment.

The surviving documentation of this 1610 conflict thus leaves us with more questions than answers: Why did Salamanca side with the nuns? Did Mata give the books back after all? We can assemble some plausible conclusions by applying our knowledge of liturgical concerns, the matter of music ownership and practice, collaboration among musicians in New Spain, and nuns’ agency. It is worth speculating over these issues, even if the porous historical record fails to cooperate further, because this account is one of the earliest handwritten historical documents about nuns’ music making and their networks in New Spain.

Aside from the conflict, we can appreciate the one-to-one personal collaboration between convent musicians and cathedral musicians and assume that such borrowing—and returning—between people like Sister Flor and Mata was reproduced across many religious institutions for the flourishing of liturgical music programs. The musical networks in New Spain traversed by Mata and the Encarnación nuns reached far beyond the borders of individual cities. Convents in Mexico City, for example, used music composed by chapel masters from nearby Puebla, and Mexico City musicians supplied their music compositions to convents in Puebla. The Encarnación convent was known for recruiting women musicians from outside the region and
other cities, and especially from Puebla. This exchange of musicians modeled the networking for the establishment of convents, whereby nuns from one cloister would set off to another cloister in the same city or a different one, either to establish a new community of nuns in the same order or to profess in another order.

The details of the Encarnación convent’s singers and ensembles are lost forever, and yet the mention of needing notated music to perform villancicos presupposes that the convent maintained certain performing forces. We can imagine a choir with the skills to sing plainchant for sure, required of all convent choirs, and polyphony as suggested by the presence of books containing multi-voiced villancicos. The convent likely housed competent instrumentalists to accompany the music, as was typical for the execution of both polyphony and plainchant. Moreover, this notarial record also confirms that the Encarnación convent nuns customarily sang villancicos even as no remnants of villancico manuscripts from this convent have come to light. Records of the archbishop of Mexico City’s visit to the convent decades later, in 1673, document the nuns’ financial investment in musical resources, including notated music and a listing of villancico purchases. The nuns of 1610 ultimately won the legal battle because, most likely, their convent had purchased the books for their liturgies. No other explanation can account for their presumed victory—the vicar general’s support—in the documentation.

Given the nature of his defense, Mata clearly considered the music his property. His statement conveys an indifferent assumption that he was not subject to the nuns’ demands. Yet, given the events that occurred after the Encarnación nuns’ denunciation, we can infer that he returned the books in time for the convent’s Christmas liturgies and that the incident did not tarnish his reputation. In 1614, Mata assumed the responsibilities of chapel master of Mexico City cathedral and was promoted with the full title upon the previous chapel master Juan Hernández’s retirement in 1618. Mata remained in the post until he died in 1643.

Could Mata’s apology to the nuns eventually have come in musical form? More polyphonic music for the Mass and liturgies of Holy Week at the Encarnación survives in six choirbooks at the Newberry Library in Chicago, supporting the convent’s ensemble proposed earlier. These choirbooks include some works attributed to Mata, evidence of yet another direct connection between this composer and this convent. Copied within Mata’s lifetime in the Encarnación choirbooks are his four-voice St. Luke Passion and an eight-voice setting of the antiphon Asperges me. The latter contains no fewer
than three utterances of *misericordiam* (mercy), passed back and forth between two choirs (see example in Appendix 1.1). Sung at the start of most Masses throughout the liturgical year, this penitential antiphon speaks of the washing away of sin while the priest, sprinkling water upon the congregants gathered in the church, ritually enacts the text and commemorates everyone’s Baptism. Still, in a society so concerned with salvation, such cleansing rituals were not enough to guarantee salvation. The intercession of cloistered nuns was critical for salvation as well.

As such, very little might distress a high-ranking cleric more than knowing that nuns under his jurisdiction were being prevented from performing their liturgical duties, singing for salvation. We will encounter more evidence of the vital need for convent music performance in Chapter 3, where we will look at how nuns sought to recruit musicians for their convents free of dowry waivers. Furthermore, in 1712, another group of Conceptionists in Mexico City, the Jesús María convent nuns, sponsored the publication of a devotional guidebook written by the renowned Jesuit confessor—of Sor Juana, archbishops, and viceroy—Antonio Núñez de Miranda, in which he tells the nuns to learn music perfectly (“aprendais perfectamente música”) and sing and play as many instruments as possible to praise God and to serve well in the convent liturgies. And around 1815, some two hundred years after the Mata-Encarnación conflict, Archbishop de Fonte y Hernández summarized his visits to the Encarnación convent, in which he encouraged all the nuns to learn to sing the Office well, stating that “no other thing will please their husband [Christ] more than praising him with a song that he likes.” These examples are a far cry from supposed bans on convent music imposed by the Council of Trent (1545–1563), a matter we now know was left for local bishops to decide. The Hispanic Church clearly supported, and even encouraged, nuns’ musical activities for the liturgies. Liturgical music in women’s convents was indispensable for the salvation of humanity.

Thus, Sisters Flor de Santa Clara and Francisca de Jesús at the Encarnación were willing to fight for the return of their music books. They depended on them to sing and could not sit quietly by, allowing themselves to be taken advantage of by a priest-musician who knew the nuns could not simply leave their cloister to chase him down for the books. And notaries were at the ready to aid nuns in their networking with the urban community.

This chapter attends to conflicts around music and sound whose resolutions steered toward the path of salvation, such as the one between the
Encarnación nuns and Mata. The causes of the conflicts can be practical, as we just experienced, but they can also be personal; they can be embodied; and they can be doctrinal, as we will see by diving deeply into the history of the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception. By focusing on conflicts whose resolutions steered toward the ideal path of salvation, through the intercession of cloistered nuns, this chapter argues that nuns’ voices, music, and bodies were intimately tied to the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception.

Throughout the early modern period, Church leaders in New Spain had an obsessive desire to confirm the validity of the Virgin Mary’s exclusion from original sin, that is, her Immaculate Conception. This doctrine had its own history of conflict, one resolved with politics and propagated in New Spanish convents through notions of aurality and musicality tied to virginity and the virginal Incarnation of Christ. Nuns were required to believe in this doctrine upon professing as full black-veil choir nuns throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Some orders required separate oaths defending the doctrine with spoken voice and hands (pen-to-paper signatures), while some nuns even offered their bodies as collateral, wishing to die lest the Virgin Mary be identified as anything other than immaculately conceived.13

The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary was a complicated doctrine that defied logic.14 As we will see, the Immaculate Conception would be bolstered in New Spain by the arrival of the first nuns in the sixteenth century under the title Order of the Immaculate Conception, out of which all other orders of cloistered nuns trickled out to form more convent communities across New Spain. The artistic and devotional creations fostered in and for cloistered convents where women vowed to model the Virgin’s purity were especially meaningful given the nuns’ gender-normative parallel as spiritual wives and mothers to Christ, female roles that male clerics did not embody.15 Disclosing the virginity status of male religious was also not of prime concern for the Church the way it was for nuns, a phenomenon that in some orders was expressed musically.16

The virginity status and racial status of women wishing to profess in a convent were automatically adjudicated by the Church’s doctrinal and liturgical prescriptions. In other words, to the extent that the bodies of indigenous women and non-virgin women (such as widows) wishing to profess as nuns were in conflict with the Church’s ideal for the brides of Christ, we will see how that embodied conflict was sublimated to yield more intercessors for salvation. We will observe how musical virginity was echoed in Marian devotion, not least devotion to the Immaculate Conception, sermonized to nuns
as music from God’s very mouth at the Creation, carrying God’s Word made flesh—Christ.

If such messages in printed sermons, which circulated through all New Spanish convents, were taken to heart, we can imagine Sister Flor de Santa Clara urgently needing the convent’s missing music books to sing Christ, the savior, to life on Christmas. This song would be consistent with the Virgin Mary’s vocal message remaining in humanity’s auditory imagination via recitation and singing of her prophetic words in the *Magnificat*, singing words surrounding her miraculous virginity as narrated in scripture, and singing devotional music dedicated to extolling her essence. As we will see, auditory imagination, a component of reading in which lectors imagine an author’s voice, precisely because reading is closely tied to hearing, would aptly apply to the veiled voices of New Spain’s cloistered co-redeemers.

**Conceptions**

The founding of the Order of the Immaculate Conception (Conceptionists) at the end of the fifteenth century in Toledo, Spain, was no less political than the doctrine for which this order of cloistered nuns was named (see Table 1.1). Beatriz de Silva (1424–1492) founded the Conceptionists with unwavering support from the Franciscan Archbishop of Toledo Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros and Queen Isabel I of Castile. They both wrote to Pope Innocent VIII pressing him to establish the order. The close relationship among Beatriz, the archbishop, and the queen suggests that favoritism might have been involved in the order’s founding. Cisneros was Isabel’s confessor, and Beatriz was a good friend to the queen. In 1484, Isabel donated a property in Toledo for the Conceptionist foundational cloister. The property continues to serve as the Mother House grounds for Beatriz’s order to this day. Not only did the establishment of this new order serve as a public testament to Isabel of Castile’s defense of the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, but it also fulfilled Beatriz’s divinely inspired purpose to establish an order of nuns named after this Marian advocation.

The Conceptionist order’s foundation was not without supposed divine intervention. Prior to befriending Isabel of Castile and moving to Toledo, Beatriz was a lady in waiting for Queen Isabel of Portugal. According to legend, Beatriz was locked in a trunk for three days because the Portuguese Isabel was jealous of Beatriz’s good looks; she was known to be a very
beautiful young woman, references to her beauty playing into the narrative of sacrifice associated with becoming a nun.\textsuperscript{19} Indeed, a beautiful woman of her class would be assumed to have no trouble finding a suitable spouse. And so, the fact that she eventually chose to lock her beautiful body up in a cloistered convent played into the Church’s rhetoric of sacrifice.

Blas Fernández de Mesa dramatized Beatriz’s conflict in his 1664 comedy \textit{La fundadora de la santa concepción}, which focuses on a vision Beatriz had while trapped in the trunk. This vision was the event that prompted the foundation of the Conceptionists. Within the dark confines of a trunk, Beatriz saw the Virgin Mary, whose presence gave her an assuring message. Beatriz recalls the Virgin dressed in white and blue, informing Beatriz that she would survive her torture and come out of the trunk to become a vigorous defender of the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception as founder of an order of nuns named after this Marian doctrine.\textsuperscript{20}

The dramatic version of her story was only partially true. The official history of Beatriz’s life, documented in various reprints of the Conceptionist

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|p{0.8\textwidth}|}
\hline
1424 & Beatriz de Silva born in Cueta, Portugal \\
1447 & Beatriz becomes a lady in waiting for Queen Isabel of Portugal \\
1453 & Beatriz joins the Royal Santo Domingo Convent in Toledo, Spain, following a vision of the Virgin Mary \\
1484 & Queen Isabel I of Castile gifts property for Beatriz to establish a convent with twelve other women \\
1489 & Conceptionists established under Cistercian rule with Pope Innocent VIII’s bull \textit{Inter universa} \\
1492 & Beatriz dies and Felipa de Silva, her niece, continues as abbess of the Toledo Mother House \\
1494 & Conceptionists begin following Franciscan rule ordered by \textit{Ex supernae providentia} bull \\
1508 & Conceptionist breviary developed by Ambrosio Montesino \\
1511 & Conceptionist rule created by Fray Francisco Quiñones and approved by Pope Julius II in \textit{Ad statum prosperum} bull \\
1516 & Conceptionist Ordinances appended to the rule \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Timeline of foundational events for the Order of the Immaculate Conception}
\end{table}
Order’s rule, tells that the Virgin communicated to her without speaking, simply appearing dressed in blue and white. This version in the rule books also narrates another of Beatriz’s visions: after she got out of the trunk, she fled Isabel of Portugal’s court, and en route to Toledo she heard two men dressed as Franciscan friars call to her in Portuguese, greatly frightening her, as she thought they were the queen’s henchmen out to murder her. Instead, they informed her that she would be the mother of many daughters without losing her virginity, a model of the Virgin Mary indeed. She realized that they were actual friars, the two most important Franciscan male saints no less, St. Francis himself and St. Anthony of Padua. Their appearance before her and their message made Beatriz understand that the order of nuns she was to establish should be dedicated to the Immaculate Conception.

Why would the mere presence of Franciscans signal to Beatriz that the order she would found should be dedicated to the Immaculate Conception? The answer lies in the doctrine’s origins and history. By the time Beatriz founded the Conceptionists with royal and papal backing, the Marian title “Immaculate Conception” had gained great admiration across Iberian lands since the introduction of the doctrine in 1218. At its fundamental core, the Immaculate Conception centers on the concept of original sin, which stems from Adam and Eve’s disobedience and subsequent casting out of the Garden of Eden, as narrated in the Book of Genesis.

In Genesis 2:16–17, Adam and Eve live freely in the Garden, except that they are prohibited from eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. In the following chapter, a snake entices Eve to eat of the forbidden fruit, and Eve convinces Adam to do so as well, which prompts them to notice their nakedness and to hide from God’s presence when he calls on them after their sinful consumption. They are subsequently banished from Eden: Adam is destined to toil for his sustenance, and Eve becomes subject to her husband’s domination and is told that she will suffer childbirth pains in the future. The snake, as the archetype of sin, is threatened to be crushed under the foot of a “woman,” interpreted by Christians as the Virgin Mary, who gave birth to the savior, the conqueror of sin.

Other parallels emerged within patristic texts and beyond. Early Christianity established the Virgin Mary to have birthed Christ without pain. Christ was thought to have been incarnated by the Holy Spirit entering the Virgin Mary through her ear, which can be read against the idea of Eve’s sinfulness being initiated when she heard the serpent’s message and used her voice to tempt Adam, thus adding an aural and oral component to
the downfall. In the biography of Sister María Anna Águeda de San Ignacio (1696–1756), the first prioress of Puebla's Santa Rosa convent, the biographer José Bellido reminds readers in the chapter on María Anna's Marian devotion that just as Adam was assisted in humanity's downfall by Eve, so too was Christ assisted in its redemption by a woman, the Virgin Mary, as a co-redeemer.

Yet as a counternarrative, less so to Mary's elevation than to Eve's downfall, Gloria Anzaldúa interprets Eve psychoanalytically as an inventor of consciousness, “the sense of self in the act of knowing,” indeed of realizing “carnal knowledge,” as evidenced by the perception of being naked after her consumption of the fruit. Such consciousness did not escape Mary's understanding of the functions of the flesh, as can be ascertained from the Annunciation narrative when she questioned the announcement that she would give birth to the son of God by remarking on her own virginity: “I have no knowledge of man” (Luke 1:34). The critical contrast thus comes in the distinction between the sounds that both virgin women received. The sounds that penetrated Eve's ear, the voice of the snake that caused her to disobey and therefore to lead a life of lost virginity and painful procreation, were simply vibrations carrying uttered words. The sound that entered Mary, by contrast, was the Holy Spirit bringing in God's Word—Jesus, the Word of God made flesh (John 1:1)—that in entering Mary's body through her ear preserved her virginity and yielded an unconsciousness to sexuality.

As we will see, this discursive element, together with Mary's vocal consent to the Incarnation (her vow of obedience), would seem to be the seminal justification for sonifying virginity in some of the convent sources examined later. The Incarnation narrative also supported the sonification of Mary herself as the embodiment of virginity, “revealing,” as Leigh Schmidt instructs, “the axial Christian exchange between body and soul, fleshly obedience and divine revelation,” in the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception. Christ's Incarnation became inseparable from devotion to the Virgin Mary, as implied by the Marian devotional title Our Lady of the Incarnation—the namesake for the Encarnación convent where Sister Flor de Santa Clara resided and fought for her choir's villancicos. The miraculous Incarnation was especially significant in Franciscan spirituality.

Another central point of Catholic doctrine held that humanity’s “first parents,” Adam and Eve, had bequeathed their sin upon all people, known as original sin, requiring the sacrament of Baptism for absolution. Therefore, the Virgin Mary's humanity undoubtedly raised questions as to whether she
too had inherited Adam and Eve’s sin. Two theories arose concerning the Virgin Mary’s association with original sin. Maculists believed that Mary was conceived with original sin but was delivered from it—or sanctified—in her mother’s womb. The immaculist theory took more time to develop.\(^{33}\) In the fifteenth century, it was thought that Mary’s parents, St. Joachim and St. Anne, conceived Mary chastely through God’s miraculous handiwork; artists attempted to capture this moment by painting Mary’s parents embracing at the Golden Gate of Jerusalem.\(^{34}\) Through divine intervention, immaculists came to argue, Mary thus avoided obtaining original sin as inherited by all human offspring conceived through copulation. By the sixteenth century, it was established that Mary’s body was conceived through ordinary human intercourse, but that her parents did not experience lust. God kept Mary free from sin altogether at the instant her soul was created in time immemorial at the Creation, preceding Adam and Eve’s downfall.\(^{35}\)

The honoring of and devotion to Mary’s Immaculate Conception was not ubiquitously celebrated within the Catholic Church; it had its skeptics. Members of the Dominican and Franciscan orders entered the maculist-immaculist conflict on opposite sides, with Dominican theologians upholding the maculist opinion and Franciscans becoming vehement defenders of the Immaculate Conception, eventually naming the Immaculate Virgin Mary a patron saint of their order and promoting the doctrine in every way publicly. Hence, Beatriz’s commitment to establishing the Conceptionists came upon her realization that it was St. Francis and St. Anthony who were talking to her on the way to Toledo. Any kind of Marian devotion suggested by Franciscans would undoubtedly have to be immaculist by custom.

The official proclamation from Rome defining Mary’s immaculacy with certainty remained unheard, as even the 1546 session of the Council of Trent avoided specifying how the Virgin Mary had been conceived. By the seventeenth century, impatient immaculist supporters, particularly in Spain, began to pressure the Church for an official definition of the Immaculate Conception.\(^{36}\) Meanwhile, defense of the Immaculate Conception continued to abound in typical Catholic ways, big and small: from the aforementioned extraordinary royal support for Beatriz de Silva’s founding of the Order of the Immaculate Conception to universities requiring oaths from its faculty and students swearing defense of the doctrine; from naming churches and chapels after the doctrine to patronizing artwork dedicated to the Immaculate Conception. Royal support from the Spanish monarchs continued almost as if out of hereditary tradition, with the strongest lobbying to
Rome for papal decree of an immaculist doctrine coming from King Philip IV. As a result, Pope Alexander VII conceded to the immaculists in 1661, officially defining Mary's Immaculate Conception in the apostolic legislation of *Sollicitudo omnium ecclesiarum*:

The devotion of Christ's faithful toward the Virgin Mary, His most blessed mother, is ancient, according to which they believe that by a special grace and privilege of God her soul was preserved immune from the stain of original sin from the first instant of its creation and infusion into the body in view of the merits of her son Jesus Christ, the Redeemer of the human race, and in this sense honor and celebrate the feast of her conception.

Support for the Immaculate Conception was from its inception contentious and political in Spain and elsewhere in Europe. Not surprisingly, Mesa's play, centered on Beatriz's founding of the Conceptionists, came out in 1664, shortly after Alexander VII's bull solidified the doctrine. That same year, the Church in Spain was granted permission by the pope to celebrate the Immaculate Conception liturgies.

Among the many allegorical pictures honoring Philip's life in Isidro Sariñana's 1665 *Llanto del occidente*, one image shows him singing to the Virgin Mary of the Immaculate Conception (Figure 1.1). The Virgin Mary appears, hair down, hands folded, standing over a globe, cape flowing in the air—key symbols in her Immaculate Conception iconography. The Virgin stands almost dreamlike out of a cloud at the far left, the definition of her Immaculate Conception a dream come to realization for Philip and all immaculist zealots, a fruition worthy of dancing for joy. Below her, a banner displays the solmization syllables *Sol Fax Mi Rex*. The descending tetrachord has a double meaning here: *Sol Fax Mi Rex* stands for "Sun Torch My King" (*Sol hacha Mi Rey*)—a bit of a play on spelling and words on Sariñana's part (*fax* meaning *hacha/torch* in Latin). In this way, he explains that the Virgin would no doubt respond to the king's gestures in song. Her brief song acknowledges that the sovereign is the torchbearer of a light of truth as bright as the sun to illuminate the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, now clearly defined by the Church, for all to understand.

Because of Philip's insistence that the pope specifically deem immaculate the Virgin Mary's conception, which lead to the bull of 1661, believers were, thereafter, able to sing the Immaculate Conception's praises free of any doubts. The engraving thus shows the king standing in the manner of a
courtly dance pose with his feet forming a ninety-degree angle, a reverential sign of respect before and after a dance.\textsuperscript{42} The pose harks back to King David worshiping God in dance before the Ark of the Covenant (2 Samuel 6:14–15).\textsuperscript{43} He gestures with his right hand extended toward the Virgin, as if he were a chapel master directing the invisible ensemble of Catholic humanity in singing Mary’s immaculacy loudly and unabashedly, notes Sariñana. But Philip IV also holds his left hand to his lips, giving a hushing signal, signifying that all naysayers against the Virgin’s Immaculate Conception—such as the Dominicans—would henceforth not be able to contradict immaculacy.\textsuperscript{44} Sariñana thus allegorized the king as a fine musician, one who knew how to manipulate appropriate moments of sound and silence for musical effect, prompting the Virgin to resonate in sympathy and gratitude for the quieting of the maculists and any other skeptics.\textsuperscript{45} This would not be the last time that music was used as a metaphor in support of the Immaculate Conception.

Of course, by the time of Philip IV’s intervention, Conceptionist nuns had been swearing oaths to the doctrine and singing the Immaculate Conception’s
praises and Office for some 175 years. This devotional gesture was granted to Beatriz de Silva and her new order thanks to her sovereign connections and ties with the ever-immaculist Franciscans. It was Ambrosio Montesino, the famed Franciscan poet of Isabel of Castile’s court, who is credited with developing the breviary containing all the texts and hymns for the Office and Mass of the Immaculate Conception in Toledo, circa 1508. Because prior to receiving their own rule in 1511 the Conceptionists followed the Franciscan rule, a proper Conceptionist breviary would have given the order a greater sense of independence, as Beatriz de Silva desired. No copy of this first breviary survives, save for an updated version from 1551, which indicates that the Office was only to be performed on simple days and non-festal Sundays in addition to, and not a substitution for, the regular Divine Office to be performed from the Roman breviary in accordance with the Franciscan tradition.

However, the Franciscan friars retained no administrative control over Conceptionist convents. Since their establishment, the Conceptionists remained under the supervision of a local bishop and not male regulars. In other words, there were no male Conceptionist friars or monks. But even after receiving their own rule in 1511, the Conceptionists held some honorary links to the Franciscan order. The Conceptionist rule itself, after all, had been confirmed by the Franciscan-educated Pope Julius II, and the appended 1516 ordinances were developed by the Franciscan Provincial of Castile. The feast of St. Francis consequently was considered a major feast for Conceptionists. Early modern Franciscan literature on the order’s history always considered the Conceptionists a branch of their order in both Spain and its dominions. For example, upon the founding of the first Conceptionist convent in Mexico City, the Purísima Concepción convent, the Franciscan chronicler Augustín de Vetancurt (1620–1700) writes that this cloister was the first of the Order of St. Francis established in New Spain. Similarly, in a 1787 catalogue of Mexico City indulgences, Fray José de Ávila lumps Conceptionist convent churches together with Franciscan churches in a list of places for penitents to visit to gain plenary indulgence on the feast of the Franciscan protomartyrs. Perhaps not so coincidentally, Mexico City’s Confraternity of St. Francis was based in the Conceptionist convent of Regina Coeli, where the confraternity celebrated a lavish Mass with a sermon, whose publication was paid for by the Regina Coeli nuns themselves as patrons of the confraternity. And, as has already been alluded to, even the initial arrival of the Conceptionists in the Americas is attributed
to the bequest of an influential Franciscan, the first bishop of Mexico City, Fray Juan de Zumárraga.\textsuperscript{54}

**New Spanish Conceptions, Disseminations, and Soundscapes**

The nuns of the Purísima Concepción convent in Mexico City prided themselves on being the first cloistered convent in New Spain, frequently signing their documents with the addendum of “oldest convent in the city.”\textsuperscript{55} Table 1.2 lists all the convents in New Spain, starting with the cities with the largest number of convents. Other orders of nuns in New Spain branched out from the Conceptionists, such as the Carmelites, Hieronymites, and Franciscans, who themselves founded other convents and more orders, and they expanded into other cities too. For example, the Augustinians were founded from the Hieronymites, and the Dominicans in Oaxaca were established when Franciscans were called to teach the beatas of the Santísimo Rosario how to chant, eventually leading to their full profession as Dominican nuns in 1576.\textsuperscript{56} Yet Mexico City’s Purísima Concepción convent itself is noted for having fostered the highest number of founding nuns who established other convents.\textsuperscript{57}

After the Conceptionists, the Bridgettines and the Company of Mary were the only orders whose founding mothers came from Spain.\textsuperscript{58} Sister María Ignacia Azlor y Echevers (1715–1767), founder of New Spain’s Company of Mary, was born in New Spain to Spanish aristocrats, then she left for Spain in 1737 to profess in the Company, later bringing this order to Mexico City.\textsuperscript{59} In 1752, Sister María Ignacia established the Virgen del Pilar convent in Mexico City, colloquially called the Enseñanza Antigua (“Old Teaching”) because of the Company of Mary’s emphasis on teaching. This was not her first time in Mexico City, despite having been born in the remote north of New Spain in what is now the state of Coahuila, then part of greater Texas (\textit{Provincia de los Texas [sic]}).\textsuperscript{60} From 1734, she lived in Mexico City’s Purísima Concepción convent after her father died, leaving her orphaned; her mother had passed away the year before that.\textsuperscript{61} The nuns of the Enseñanza Antigua convent that she founded published a biography of María Ignacia in 1793, which, among other things, notes that she was a talented musician and assisted the nuns of the Purísima Concepción convent when she lived there by accompanying the choir on violon during the liturgies.\textsuperscript{62} Her choice to profess in the Company of Mary in Spain was to satisfy her deceased parents’—especially
Table 1.2  New Spanish convent establishments, drawn from Asunción Lavrin's *Brides of Christ, 359–361*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City and Convent</th>
<th>Religious Order</th>
<th>Foundation Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mexico City</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purísima Concepción</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina Coeli</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesús María</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jerónimo</td>
<td>Hieronymite</td>
<td>1585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de la Encarnación</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Catalina de Siena</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Inés</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan de la Penitencia</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo</td>
<td>Augustinian</td>
<td>1598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Isabel</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San José de Gracia</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Teresa la Antigua/San José</td>
<td>Carmelite</td>
<td>1616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de la Balvanera</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardo</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Felipe de Jesús</td>
<td>Franciscan Capuchin</td>
<td>1666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Teresa la Nueva</td>
<td>Carmelite</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Brigida</td>
<td>Brigittine</td>
<td>1735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Enseñanza Antigua (Virgen del Pilar)</td>
<td>Company of Mary</td>
<td>1752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe</td>
<td>Franciscan Capuchin</td>
<td>1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Enseñanza Nueva (Guadalupe)</td>
<td>Company of Mary</td>
<td>1811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Puebla</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Catalina de Siena</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purísima Concepción</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jerónimo</td>
<td>Hieronymite</td>
<td>1597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Teresa</td>
<td>Carmelite</td>
<td>1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santísima Trinidad</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Inés de Montepulciano</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Mónica</td>
<td>Augustinian</td>
<td>1686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Ana</td>
<td>Franciscan Capuchin</td>
<td>1704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Rosa</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soledad</td>
<td>Carmelite</td>
<td>1747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City and Convent</th>
<th>Religious Order</th>
<th>Foundation Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oaxaca</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Catalina de Siena</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina Coeli</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Mónica</td>
<td>Augustinian</td>
<td>1697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San José</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de los Ángeles</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guadalajara</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purísima Concepción</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa María de Gracia</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Teresa</td>
<td>Carmelite</td>
<td>1695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Mónica</td>
<td>Augustinian</td>
<td>1718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesús María</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Ignacio de Loyola (Concepción)</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Querétaro</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara de Jesús</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San José de Gracia</td>
<td>Franciscan Capuchin</td>
<td>1717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora del Carmen</td>
<td>Carmelite</td>
<td>1803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Valladolid (Morelia)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Catalina de Siena</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de Cosamaloapán</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Cristóbal de las Casas</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de la Encarnación</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mérida</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de la Consolación</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Villa de Carrión-Atrixco (Atrisco)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara</td>
<td>Franciscan</td>
<td>1618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pátzcuaro</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>María Inmaculada de la Salud</td>
<td>Dominican</td>
<td>1744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Miguel el Grande (de Allende)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purísima Concepción</td>
<td>Conceptionist</td>
<td>1754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Santa María de los Lagos</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San José</td>
<td>Franciscan Capuchin</td>
<td>1756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Salvatierra</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Purísima y San Francisco</td>
<td>Franciscan Capuchin</td>
<td>1767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Irapuato</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de la Soledad</td>
<td>Company of Mary</td>
<td>1804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aguascalientes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe</td>
<td>Company of Mary</td>
<td>1807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
her mother’s—wishes, but she selected Mexico City’s Purísima Concepción convent before moving to Spain to take her vows primarily because of her personal devotion to the Immaculate Conception. Allegiance to this doctrine was no doubt also the primary reason why the first convents in New Spain had been established under the Order of the Immaculate Conception, almost two hundred years prior to María Ignacia’s brief stint in Mexico City’s first and oldest convent. All convents and orders that developed from this first convent to cloister women throughout New Spain would likely swear an oath of allegiance to the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception.

Established in 1540 by Mexico City’s first bishop, Juan de Zumárraga, the Purísima Concepción convent foundation was preceded by some ten years of unsuccessful attempts to form live-in schools for Spanish laywomen to teach the daughters of Spaniards and to indoctrinate indigenous women. The conflicts resulting in the failed attempts to found the schools were personal and cultural, as would be expected within the gendered power imbalance the Spanish patriarchy sought to instill. Many of the women did not want to live outside their homes.

Moreover, the Spanish curriculum was at odds with the value the indigenous Nahua community placed on women performing hard labor alongside their husbands. The curriculum educated women to become pious household caretakers, and, thus, Nahua men were finding Spanish-educated indigenous women less suitable for marriage. Concerned that the education of indigenous women would negatively impact Christian practices of marriage among indigenous peoples, the Spanish Crown rejected all forms of live-in schooling for indigenous women.

Live-in schooling was allowed to continue for Spanish women following European models. Yet, as cultural historian Pilar Gonzalbo Aizpuru attests, “to talk about women’s education in colonial times is to refer to everyday life.” Reading, writing, arithmetic, sewing, and cooking skills were learned by seeing and doing and were not taught purposefully with a curriculum. The arrival of the Company of Mary in the eighteenth century with its main purpose as a teaching order has thus been characterized as a revolution in women’s education.

As the Spanish community in New Spain grew, the need emerged for the “Old World” tradition of securing women’s reputations through belief in the theology of containment, in which women were required to have “a husband or a wall” around them to guard their honor, as Craig Monson puts it bluntly. Cloistered convents served as institutions of basic learning for
young women and provided them with the option to become fully professed nuns. The Spanish were not quick to forget the spiritual benefits disbursed by cloistered convents in sixteenth-century Spain, the saving power of cloistered nuns’ intercessions. In the absence of a prospective husband in the same or a higher class, or for families who could not afford expensive dowries for their daughters to contract a marriage, becoming a nun maintained a woman’s virginity and the social status of her family while providing spiritual prestige, a notion we will come back to later. Some twenty years after the establishment of the Purísima Concepción convent, the Mexico City council wrote to Philip II imploring the Spanish king’s financial support to expand the convent church and cloister, which the community had outgrown, meanwhile claiming that the city had some two thousand virgin women unable to secure marriage and who had expressed a desire to become nuns.

The Purísima Concepción convent eventually received the funding for its enlargement through patronage from the Crown, giving it royal designation, a title given to just three other convents in New Spain: the Jesús María in Mexico City, Querétaro’s Santa Clara convent, and La Purísima Concepción in San Miguel. The Jesús María convent was famous for supposedly housing Philip II’s illegitimate daughter Micaela de los Ángeles, according to Carlos de Sigüenza y Gongora’s grand history of that cloister, Parayso occidental (1684), in which he speculates over the convent’s reception of royal patronage around the time of her arrival. Indeed, Micaela would have been the great aunt of our immaculist zealot Philip IV, and she had previously been cloistered in the Purísima Concepción convent before arriving at Jesús María.

Unlike the other two royal convents, the Purísima Concepción still struggled with overpopulation, with as many as two hundred nuns in 1592. This number does not include their servants—many of them poor Spanish women who could not afford profession, indigenous women, or enslaved African women—or the young women living there under the nuns’ tutelage. This might explain the haste with which the number of convents in the city doubled from 1593 to 1598, a relatively short time compared to the thirty-plus years it took to establish the four convents that followed the Purísima Concepción (see Table 1.1).

Evidence of music making in sixteenth-century convents is rare, but so far two sources have been found to exist. A reference to a 1577 Dominican profession ceremony in Oaxaca’s Santa Catalina de Siena convent, in which ten novices sang their profession vows (“todas hicieron su profesión cantada”), is cited by Josefina Muriel as evidence of music performance in the early
period of New Spanish conventual life. Another source is in an encomiastic poem that singles out the heavenly sonority from Mexico City’s Purísima Concepción convent around 1598. In his collection of pastoral poetry *Siglo de oro en las selvas de Erífile* (1608), Bernardo de Balbuena (1568–1627)—the future bishop of San Juan, Puerto Rico, and a capable poet—lauds Mexico City’s many monastic institutions within the book’s eighth and final chapter. Each convent receives a three-line stanza of eleven syllables in chain verse. On the Purísima Concepción, which begins his almost chronological poetic list of ten convents, he writes,

La Límpia Concepción, cuyas gargantas
Suenan a cielo, y en aqueste fueron
De sus vergeles las primeras plantas.

The Immaculate Conception [convent],
whose throats
Sound like heaven, and in this were the first plants in the gardens of this [city].

Manuel Ramírez Aparicio quotes these verses in his 1861 history of Mexican convents closed as a result of the Reform Laws to suggest that Balbuena enjoyed the music performed by the nuns in the convent church, in which “the daughters of this convent distinguished themselves above all through music.” Balbuena’s poetry stops with the San Lorenzo convent, founded in 1598. Although *Siglo de oro* was published in 1608, the poetry includes no mention of the Santa Isabel convent, established in 1601. Thus, we can safely assume that his poetry is referring to, at the earliest, a late sixteenth-century musical—vocal—tradition at the Purísima Concepción convent.

Balbuena’s use of the word gargantas (literally “throats”) maintains the rhyme scheme with plantas, which voces—“voices,” his actual meaning—would not do. He could have also used músicas but chose not to. His poeticizing of the throat, the human anatomical structure where voice is created, thus re-embodies those heavenly sounding veiled voices—invisible to lay parishioners attending the liturgies in the convent church, as we will see in the next chapter. This relationship between throat and voice follows the Aristotelian model that the throat is the instrument of voice, a notion widely held throughout the early modern period. Thus, Balbuena fulfills the pastoral task he set forth, versifying the body with allusions to garden greenery in the long tradition following from the Song of Songs.

Botanical metaphors for cloistered convents remained in the pen of devotional writers throughout the seventeenth century and beyond. The complete title to Carlos de Sigüenza y Gongora’s 1684 *Parayso occidental*, on the
history of Mexico City’s Jesús María convent, is revealing in this regard and shows Balbuena’s influence: “Occidental Paradise: Planted and Cultivated by the Liberal and Beneficent Hand of the Very Catholic and Powerful Sovereigns of Spain, our Lords, within their Magnificent Royal Convent of Jesús María in México.”

It was common for the archbishop of Mexico City and the vicereine to visit the convent to enjoy the fruits of their administrative labor, especially coming to hear the nuns sing and to take refreshments in the beautiful patios and gardens within the cloister. This was even more symbolically important because the vicereine and her husband represented the convent’s most illustrious patrons, the Spanish king and queen.

In 1698, inspired by his friend Sigüenza y Góngora, the Franciscan Agustín de Vetancurt spoke proudly about Mexico City’s cloistered convents with similar references to flora and talk of the arts and senses, conflating them with militaristic imagery:

The prayers of prudent virgins and brides of Jesus are like armies of angels arranged by choirs, [who are] appalling to hell and beautiful to heaven; in nuns’ convents God has established His prisons and in them formed armies who suppress the rigors of God with their prayers that soothe and pay homage to the Divine Justice, obliging Him to distribute His mercy; they are an affront to the infernal enemies, dishonor of their deceitfulness, because it is divinity’s elegance to conquer with lilies, to triumph with roses, to subject giant demons with women doves! There are no words with which to ponder the majesty celebrated with the Divine Cult, music, fragrances, the greatness of their temples, cleanliness of the altars, and participation in their choirs.

His direct quote from the antiphon for the Common of Virgins, “Prudent virgins” (Prudentis virginis), conflates liturgical music with real-life praise for women opting for the salvation-generating conventual life, in which they obliged God to distribute mercy—prudent like the virgins in the parable the antiphon glosses (Matthew 25:1–13). The devotional arts fostered in the convent walls were allegorized as flowers produced by virgin plants. On the one hand, Vetancurt harnesses aesthetic enjoyment to proselytize to female readers or listeners. On the other, together with Balbuena and Góngora, Vetancurt is propagating an agenda criolla, in which those born in New Spain of Spanish parents (criollos) would self-promote their native land as being as pious as the king’s Old Spain and as paradisiacal as the Old
Testament Eden of Adam and Eve. The cloistering of women, presented as essential for the salvation of society, was nothing new, nor was their consistent oversight by male clergy, whether for literary reasons or administrative concerns (as we will see shortly with examples from the archbishop’s visits to the convents).

Yet women subscribed to the garden metaphors as well. The 1720 accounting of all the living and deceased nuns at the convent of Santa Clara de Atlixco (now a suburb of Puebla), written by its abbess Sister Leonor de San Antonio, refers to the cloister as a “garden of the Lord.” We can also imagine nuns’ extant manuscripts as verdant art gardens simulated with doodles and drawings of flora and fauna that the nuns would have admired in their own convent gardens. In Appendix 1.2, several decorated initial letters signal the start of the individual voice parts of the polyphonic works, bringing outdoor life into the more private interior of the nuns’ music books. Appropriately, there are snakes depicted around a Salve Regina setting, reminiscent of the Virgin Mary’s conquering of sin (see Appendix 1.2).

To nuns, their cloistered gardens also had another personal connection to the Virgin Mary, who was allegorically titled *hortus conclusus* (enclosed garden), in reference to her virginal purity, and was often depicted with various other attributes drawn from the Litany of Loretto, the Book of Sirach, the Song of Songs, and Genesis. The attributes, including titles like “tower of David,” “sealed fountain,” “thornless rose,” and “lily of the valley,” accompanied images of the Immaculate Conception, encircling the Virgin’s floating body, including an example painted by Nicolás de Texada Guzmán for the Jesús María convent profession book of circa 1584 and another anonymous example from circa 1774 (see Appendix 1.3a and 1.3b).

By the nineteenth century, Fanny Calderón writes of a lush garden during her visit to the Encarnación, commenting on its soundscape and pleasantness:

The fountains sound so cheerfully, and the garden in this climate of perpetual spring affords them such a constant source of enjoyment all the year round, that one pities their secluded state much less here than in any other country. This convent is in fact a palace. The garden, into which they led us first, is kept in good order, with its stone walks, stone benches, and an ever playing and sparkling fountain. The trees were bending with fruit, and they pulled quantities of the most beautiful flowers for us; sweet-peas and roses, with which all gardens here abound, carnations, jasmine, and
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heliotrope. It was a pretty picture to see them [the nuns] wandering about, or standing in groups in this high-walled garden, while the sun was setting behind the hills, and the noise of the city was completely excluded, everything breathing repose and contentment.93

Perhaps in the seventeenth century the convent gardens were not yet lush enough to provide enough flowers for important feast days. In 1673, the archbishop of Mexico City approved some 110 pesos for the Encarnación convent to spend on flowers and candles for their titular feast on March 25, the Incarnation, which was the same as the feast of the Annunciation.94 The accounts of Archbishop Payo Enríquez’s administrative visits to various convents between 1672 and 1675 are of this practical manner, indicating lists of items owned by convents, lists of feasts and devotions, and costs affiliated with them.95

The archbishop’s documentation is equally suggestive about musical goings-on in convents and the practices that ensured the nuns’ adherence to their vows and to the way of life conducive to salvation.96 They include mention of singing to the Blessed Sacrament when it was exposed and funding sung memorial Masses for the repose of deceased patrons. Costs for instrument repair and music purchase are enumerated within the bounds of a prohibition on the excessive purchase of music, such as villancicos, as was the case at the Encarnación (see Appendix 1.4). These sources provide a perspective on the management of convents, these milieus where musical activity was both indispensable and monitored to give the impression of a cultivated garden of salvation of which Vetancurt boasted and which nuns presumably tolerated.

Redemption through the song of “prudent virgins,” however, assumes that all nuns were virgins, which was not always the case. This matter was certainly not addressed in the archbishop’s visits, through which he aimed to produce documentation of the convent way of life that led to salvation. Given that virginity would most closely align nuns with the Virgin Mary’s essence, it was, nonetheless, a topic of great concern in other sources that nuns heard, read, and saw.

Virgins and Aspiring Virgins

The portrait of Sister María Manuela Josefa de Zamacona y Pedroza in her profession regalia places before our eyes a blossoming plant of Balbuena’s
and Vetancurt’s flowery language (Figure 1.2). This genre of portraits commemorates the day nuns took their final profession vows. The crown with flowers symbolized marriage to Christ, who was often held in the sitter’s hand in the form of a statue of the Christ Child or a crucifix, while placed in the other hand was a palm frond (symbolizing martyrdom) or a candle. Sometimes the nun is depicted wearing a wedding ring. Art historian James M. Córdova remarks on the affinities that profession portraits had with secular wedding portraiture, not least the rose, a sign of a woman’s sexual honor. In the case of María Manuela’s portrait, the rose is held in the Christ Child’s hand to offer to her, indicating that she was a virgin.

Biographical sketches often accompanied the portraits, either on the bottom of the painting or in a side panel. María Manuela’s portrait indicates at the bottom that she took the habit in Puebla’s Dominican Santa Inés de Montepulciano convent on June 1, 1795, which means this was the day that she began the novitiate. Her biographical sketch also indicates that she professed fully one year after her trial period as a novice on June 12, 1796.

The 1709 choirbook from María Manuela’s very own convent indicates the music she and the choir were to sing when she received all the profession trappings depicted in the portrait: veil, crown, and so on. The music consisted of antiphons and responses from the feast of the virgin martyr St. Agnes:

\begin{quote}
\textit{Posuit signum}: He put the sign on my face, that I may receive no other lover.

\textit{Amo Christum}: I love Christ, into whose nuptial chamber I shall enter, whose mother is a virgin, whose Father does not know woman, whose organ sings to me with melodious notes: when I love him, I am chaste; when I touch him, I am pure; when I receive him, I am a virgin.

\textit{Annulo suo}: He has pledged to me with his ring and has ornamented me with immense jewels.

\textit{Induit me}: The Lord has clothed me with a vestment of woven gold and has ornamented me with immense jewels.
\end{quote}
The music in the choirbook essentially follows the same plan in a 1789 Puebla Dominican rule book that outlines the profession ceremony. The individualization of the Trinity into Christ (son) and Father (God) in *Amo Christum* is noteworthy and will be salient in distinguishing female spirituality and for making other theological claims, as we will see in later chapters.

The choirbook, however, differs from the rule book regarding the response *Amo Christum* and antiphon *Annulo suo*. In a boastful expression of chastity, purity, and virginity, the response is conspicuously filled with language of musicality, communicating a heavenly performance by the bridegroom.
Christ’s ensemble, and resounded by the convent choir and professing novice. This and all the chants for profession in this choirbook are in mode 7. The most florid among all the chants is the melisma on the word “virgin” in the final phrase of the response *Amo Christum*, “I am a virgin” (virgo sum), expressed in a sine-wave-like melodic gesture whose turns are on the chant final G (Example 1.1). Beneath the chants *Amo Christum* and *Annulo suo* a note indicates, “If [she] is a widow one sings the following in place of this:”

For widows

*Ipsi sum:* I am espoused to him, whom the angels serve, whose beauty the sun and the moon admire.

*Annulo suo:* My Lord Jesus Christ has pledged to me with his ring and has adorned me with this crown as his bride.104

The message could not be clearer in this localized instance of a music manuscript, hand copied for the Santa Inés de Montepulciano nuns, departing from their order’s prescribed printed, published rules. While we may never know with what frequency widows took the habit and professed into this or other convents, this manuscript confirms that indeed the reality of the circumstances required a slight change in the music, for what an embarrassment it would have been to follow the printed rule book precisely in the case of a non-virgin woman, requiring her to chant *Amo Christum* and to sing rhapsodically about unqualified virginity. The 1789 rule book does distinguish between virgins and non-virgins elsewhere.

The nuns of the Santa Inés de Montepulciano convent were following the already established logic that virgins and non-virgins should be distinguished through music. According to the rule book, at the start of the Dominican profession ceremony the priest, nuns, and choir would sing the antiphon for the Common of Virgins, *Veni sponsa Christi*—“Come, bride of Christ, accept the crown which the Lord has prepared for you forever. Alleluia”—together with a psalm pairing.105 The instructions for the ritual indicate that the antiphon was to be sung with Psalm 44 (*Escrutavit cor meum*) if the novice was
a virgin, but if she was widowed the choir and novice should instead sing Psalm 84 (*Benedixisti Domine terram tuam*). Like *Amo Christum*, Psalm 44 harnesses music and voice with references to the tongue, lips, and harps to suggest joy and pleasure:

Joyful the thoughts that well up from my heart, the King’s honor for my theme; my tongue flows readily as the pen of a swift writer. Yours is more than mortal beauty, your lips overflow with gracious utterance; the blessings God has granted you can never fail. Gird on your sword at your side, great warrior, gird yourself with all your majesty and all your beauty; ride on triumphant, in the name of faithfulness and justice. . . . God has given you an unction to bring you pride beyond any of your fellows. Your garments are scented with myrrh, and aloes, and cassia; from ivory palaces there are harps sounding in your honor. . . . Listen, my daughter, and consider my words attentively; you are to forget, henceforward, your own nation, and the house of your father; your beauty, now, is all for the king’s delight; he is your Lord, and worship belongs to him.

Psalm 84 for widows, non-virgins, is a song of contrition, but it also has an aspect of aurality, referencing what is heard, as the subject seeks to listen for God’s forgiving voice:

What blessings, Lord, you have granted to this land of yours . . . pardoning your people’s guilt, burying away the record of their sins, all your anger calmed, your fierce displeasure forgotten! And now, God of our deliverance, do you restore us; no longer let us see your frown. Would you always be indignant with us? . . . Show us your mercy, Lord; grant us your deliverance! Let me listen, now, to the voice of the Lord God; it is a message of peace he sends to his people; to his loyal servants, that come back, now, with all their heart to him.

Hearing both these psalms in relation to virginity suggests a potential never-ending conflict. Psalm 44 touts virginity as the reliable weapon, “your sword at your side,” that assists in winning the battles of a skilled warrior, recalling Vetancurt’s prudent virgin armies from before. It is also a mark of difference, “an unction to bring you pride beyond any of your fellows.” Psalm 84 is only cautiously optimistic that God will forgive those who have lost their virginity.
The Conceptionist and Hieronymite orders shared the same initiation rituals. They also distinguished virgins from non-virgins at the start of the novitiate with *Veni sponsa Christi* and Psalm 83 in mode 8 for virgins. The same psalm in mode 1 would accompany the antiphon *Veni electa mea* for non-virgins, which states, “Come my chosen one and I will place you on my throne, for the king has desired your beauty. With your comeliness and your beauty set out, proceed prosperously, and reign.” The distinction here is not just textual but truly musical, as *Veni electa* can be used for both the Common of Virgins and Common of Matrons. And Psalm 83 is considerably neutral:

How blessed, Lord, are those who dwell in your house! They will be ever praising you. How blessed is the one who finds strength in you! Where there are hearts set on pilgrimage, the parched ravine turns into a water-course at their coming, new-clad by the bounty of returning rain. So, at each stage refreshed, they will reach Sion, and have sight there of the God who is above all gods. Lord of hosts, listen to my prayer; God of Israel, grant me audience! God, ever our protector, do not disregard us now; look favorably upon whom you have anointed! Willingly would I give a thousand of my days for one spent in your courts! Willingly reach but the threshold of my God’s house, so I might dwell no more in the abode of sinners! Sun to enlighten, shield to protect us, the Lord God has favor, has honor to bestow.

Singing the same psalm in different modes, even in the closely related modes 8 and 1, which have the same range and set of pitches (D–d), indicates a slight impartiality regarding virginity status, but their differing finals and reciting tones would steer the chant in different directions sonically. It is, of course, the antiphon that governs the selection of the corresponding psalm’s mode, and it is not unheard of that *Veni electa mea* could be in mode 8. It is very likely that the mode 1 *Veni electa* was what was commonly circulating in the convents, not least since the Santa Inés de Montepulciano choirbook has such a setting (Example 1.2). This choirbook also has a setting of *Veni sponsa Christi* in mode 8 (Example 1.3).

In the full profession ceremony for Conceptionists and Hieronymites, *Veni sponsa Christi* is sung once more, this time with no indication of mode to correspond with virginity status or with a psalm designation, as was done in the final profession for Dominicans. Curiously, however, two seventeenth-century
sources for the ceremony—one extant from the Púrisima Concepción convent in Puebla and the other in Ceremonial para las religiosas geronimases de México, a Hieronymite ceremonial book preserved at the Hispanic Society of America in New York—both contain the exact same Veni sponsa Christi chant.109 The setting is not in mode 8, as it would have been sung for virgins entering their novitiate, but rather in mode 7, and with no distinction about virginity at the final profession, as the Dominicans practiced (see Example 1.4). Although the range of the mode 7 chant is higher overall, and both mode 8 and mode 7 versions end on their typical G final, the mode 7 chant is considerably less celebratory, as it is more syllabic and lacks the festive Alleluia at the end. Perhaps this was a concession in the final profession ceremony, using the same chant setting for virgins and non-virgins as a musical symbol that all who professed the vow of chastity would promise to maintain their virginity in perpetuity and that non-virgins would aspire to virginity—hence Vetancurt’s aforementioned assumption that all nuns were virgins. Both virgins and non-virgins could become brides of Christ. In so doing, they became intercessors of salvation for all. It would seem, however, that the initiation processes of some orders required the bodies of virgins and non-virgins to be distinguished at some point, and, as we have seen, this distinction could involve music.
The Carmelites, the Company of Mary, and the Franciscans did not emphasize the virginity status of their initiates, nor did male religious orders. This was unlike the Conceptionists, Hieronymites, and Dominicans. The absence of this distinction in the initiation process did not, however, lower the prestige of virginity in the eyes of some of these orders, as evidenced by attempts to mark virginity with an aesthetically appealing imagined sound in other types of sources.

The Puebla Carmelite Isabel de la Encarnación (1594–1633) once envisioned the whole of heaven opened up as described in the Book of Revelation. She saw a choir of virgins joining Christ with many “dances, feasts and rejoicing, singing a multitude of hymns” (danzas, fiestas, y regocijos, cantándole mil alabanzas). She recognized many nuns from her lifetime who had died and gone to heaven, some singing and others silent because they had been married prior to profession. Isabel remarked,

O my God, what they are missing out on for not being virgins! O, who could possibly warn the world about the dignity that is lost for those who are not [virgins]. . . . Blessed are the Carmelite nuns if they keep their profession [vows] strictly until they are in the next life; they will never know the great mercy that God has granted them through their vows.

The allusion to nuns keeping their vows strictly would suggest potential loss of virginity post-profession, instances of which were rare in New Spain, but
not unheard of. Still, the emphasis in this moment of Isabel’s biography is on previously married women, likely widows, entering the convent and living a life that earned them salvation in heaven, but nonetheless resulting in a musical penalty in the afterlife, silence from singing. The Carmelite chronicler José Gómez de la Parra also remarked on Isabel’s vision, specifying that it was one Sister María de la Asunción that Isabel saw, “not entering in the music of the lamb because she had been married.”

Promoting fear of such a post-mortem silence was not unusual for nuns’ biographies, which encouraged pious behavior in life and, in this case, virginity. The uncertainty expressed in Psalm 84 for non-virgins in the Dominican ceremonial meets its negative realization in Isabel’s vision that attaches sexual morality to music—in opposition to early modern associations of women’s public music making with immorality. The lesson for women seems obvious: maintain virginity, become a nun, sing for salvation in this life, and, therefore, sing a more joyful song in heaven.

This lauding of virginity in these texts had its roots in devotion to the Virgin Mary, the virgin of virgins. The “sovereign dignity” of Mary’s virgin womb pregnant with Christ, for example, was a topic for profound reflection in one of the chapters of a 1738 Franciscan meditation book for novices. In addition, of course, the Virgin was honored with Marian devotional art and music ubiquitously across the early modern Catholic world.

In some New Spanish convent sources, the Virgin Mary was specifically marked by sound and made to resound—made to echo—to instruct on her Immaculate Conception. This has overtones with the attempts by some orders, not least the Conceptionists, to distinguish virginity sonically. In a sixteenth-century Spanish manuscript of the Conceptionist profession ritual preserved in the Conceptionist Mother House in Toledo, the profession antiphon is not Veni sponsa Christi or Veni electa mea. Rather, it was the antiphon for the feast of the Immaculate Conception, Conceptio tua, which alludes to vocality: “Your conception, Virgin mother of God, announced joy to the whole world: For out of thee arose the sun of justice, Christ our God: Who, by paying for evil, gave blessing; and confounding death, gave life everlasting.”

Bringing us closer to an early modern understanding of the Immaculate Conception’s sonic implications is the Franciscan profession sermon for one Sister Mariana de San Francisco. She professed in Mexico City’s Santa Clara convent in 1686 on the feast of the Immaculate Conception (December 8). The sermon delivered by Juan de Ávila taught on virginity’s origins. It is
called *Pureza emblemática* (Emblematic purity), and its contents recall the warrior concept alluded to in Vetancurt. In *Discipline and Punish*, Foucault comments at length on the early modern idealization of soldiers whose “docile bodies” were manipulable to the point of creating “small scale models of power.” Similarly, the manipulation of early modern female bodies to maintain virginity was leveraged by the Spanish legal system, in which the maternal line was key, because “blood purity and civil legitimacy could only be absolutely established through the maternal line.” The most powerful and elite citizens of New Spain tended to be those who maintained their family’s pure lineages via female relatives of proven virginity prior to marriage, granting their families high social status and prestige. Elite families whose daughters were not capable of securing a well-to-do husband had their prestige and status secured when their daughters’ virginity was guarded in a convent, by becoming a professed nun, rather than being lost to a lower-class suitor. According to Juan de Ávila’s sermon, the emblem of virginity is a hieroglyph of an ancient warrior woman with wings, armed and ready to defend herself against the evil of sexual relations, as her sacramental learning would undoubtedly have guided her in doing.

This warrior woman is a direct parallel to the Immaculate Conception doctrine’s source in the Book of Revelation (12:1–6), the Woman of the Apocalypse. A favorite topic among New Spanish artists, she is depicted in Miguel Cabrera’s famous painting as victorious in the battle over original sin, “exterminator of all things reptilian,” symbolized by her winged flight to safeguard the Christ Child from a multi-headed dragon, recalling the snake from Eden (Figure 1.3). Like a warrior, Mariana would take on a battle with concupiscence, arming herself with the vows of chastity and enclosure offered by the cloister.

To vocalize these vows, Mariana would need to rely on virginity’s vocal component, as exemplified by the hieroglyph of the pre-historic virgin woman, depicted with her mouth open and with the words “Spirits like yours replenish heaven” (Spiritus eius repleabit Caelos) flowing from it, so as to suggest that virginity yielded salvation. The Virgin Mary too was the model for virginity’s vocal component, according to Ávila, because she composed the *Magnificat*:

> My soul magnifies the Lord.
> And my spirit rejoices in God my Savior.
> For he has looked with favor on the humility of his handmaid.
Behold, from henceforth, all generations will call me blessed.  
For the mighty one has done great things for me, and holy is his name.  
His mercy is for those who fear him from generation to generation.  
He has shown strength with his arm,  
He has scattered the proud in the thoughts of their hearts.  
He has brought down the powerful from their thrones and lifted the lowly.  
He has filled the hungry with good things and sent the rich away empty.  
He has helped his servant Israel in remembrance of his mercy. 
According to the promise he made to our ancestors, to Abraham and his descendants forever.

The prophetic utterance of the *Magnificat* was the result of human belief in Mary’s virgin pregnancy with the savior son of God, which became
musicalized for all religious to sing daily paired with an antiphon at the Office of Vespers. The aurality surrounding the circumstances of the *Magnificat* is closely tied to the virginal Incarnation and has implications for the vow of obedience, hence its inclusion as a topic within a sermon on the profession day of the virgin Mariana de San Francisco—on the feast of the Immaculate Conception. Recalling the salient New Testament narrative confirms that the first human to believe the miracle of the Incarnation was the Virgin Mary herself, impregnated by the Holy Spirit at the Annunciation when she vocalized the words “Behold the handmaid of the Lord” in response to the Angel Gabriel’s directive that she would conceive God’s offspring (Luke 1:38). As we observed earlier in our discussion of original sin, tradition held that the Holy Spirit entered through her ear. Mary refers to herself as a handmaid both in her words at the Annunciation and within the *Magnificat*, thus differing from the Song of Hannah, long thought to be a model for the *Magnificat* but lacking such humility. Mary’s vocalized humility would have been of prime importance to nuns obliged via the vow of obedience to follow Mary’s servitude to God.

In the Bible, the Annunciation is immediately followed by the Visitation story: Mary visits her cousin, Elizabeth, also pregnant with John the Baptist. Elizabeth and John represent the second instance of human belief in the Incarnation. Upon Mary’s arrival to her cousin’s house, John leapt within Elizabeth’s womb at the sound of Mary’s greeting, and Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit. This interaction with her cousin prompted Elizabeth to exclaim in a loud voice,

Blessed are you among women and blessed is the fruit of your womb. How have I deserved to be visited by the mother of my Lord? Why, as soon as ever the voice of your greeting sounded in my ears, the child in my womb leaped for joy. Blessed are you for your believing; the message that was brought to you from the Lord shall have fulfilment. (Luke 1:41–42)

These are the words to which Mary responded with the *Magnificat*. And so, the Annunciation and Visitation stories, while making great reflections for the feast of the Immaculate Conception, also add to the devotional weight that accompanies Ávila’s reference to the *Magnificat*. His profession sermon connects the inherent vocality in these stories of the Virgin Mary’s life to Mariana’s virginity. Vocalizing the profession vows of obedience, poverty, chastity, and enclosure is the definitive step for women to become
nuns—perpetual resonators of the *Magnificat* daily, echoing the Virgin Mary’s words and meditating upon them. Even the words of Elizabeth’s response to Mary became music in antiphon form, *Benedicta tu in mulieribus* (“Blessed are you among women and blessed is the fruit of your womb”); they are the words to the prayer of the rosary as well, an essential component of nuns’ vocal Marian devotion.128

*Benedicta tu in mulieribus* was also the verse for the Christmas responsory *Sancta et immaculata virginitas*, a mode 6 setting we have extant from Puebla’s Purísima Concepción convent antiphoner, dated 1691 (Example 1.5). The text of the responsory reads, “O holy and immaculate virginity, I know not by what praises I may extol you: for you have born in your womb, whom the heavens could not contain.” The chant conveys an overwhelming sentiment: heaven, not capable of containing Christ, sends him to earth, stunning the subject of the chant (humanity) into knowing not how to venerate Mary, whose holy, immaculate, and virginal womb carried the heavenly gift of salvation, God made man. The Franciscan novice meditations elaborate on such an apotheosis, claiming that since for the love of God some mystics were prone to transcendence, “truly the soul faints” at the thought of Mary actually containing God’s entirety within her “blessed entrails” (“bienaventuradas entrañas”).129 The chant gives us an alternative to this focus on the Virgin’s anatomy. In *Sancta et immaculata virginitas*, the Virgin Mary is rhetorically abridged to the essence of her soul (immaculate) and her body (virgin). These qualities are mysteries of faith that stupefy humanity: Indeed, how could Mary’s soul have been conceived immaculately before time at the Creation? How did a virgin body conceive God in the form of a human child? They are theological questions that even music cannot answer.

The chant’s melisma on “immaculata,” which ends on F, the chant’s final, prepares the ear for a long melisma on “virginitas,” taking the same pitch (F) from “immaculata” and ascending to the apex of the chant on B-flat. This ascent is echoed in the verse with its opening “Benedicta,” Elizabeth’s loud exclamation at the Visitation, rising to the same highest point, a musical tribute to humanity’s belief in the Incarnation. There was no better praise with which to extol Mary than with the words her cousin Elizabeth taught humanity loudly in the biblical narrative, *Benedicta tu in mulieribus*. The Visitation is thus fused with belief in the Immaculate Conception doctrine via the verse’s placement with the responsory *Sancta et immaculata virginitas*, reminding us of the Immaculate Conception’s quintessential role
in salvation. Redemption commenced with the birth of Christ, with pre-natal assertion at the Visitation and Annunciation.

In less than a month after her profession, Mariana de San Francisco would hear and be required to sing these Christmas responsory texts, reminding
her of an additional, special vow that Ávila appends in his profession sermon dedicated to her. This fifth vow that Mariana would vocalize, in addition to the four traditional vows of obedience, poverty, chastity, and enclosure, was her defense of the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception. The sound of her voice promising to keep all of these vows would greatly satisfy Christ, her betrothed, as Ávila instructs by quoting the famous passage from the Song of Songs, so pertinent to nuns’ vocality, “Show me but your face, let me but hear your voice, that voice sweet as your face is fair” (Songs 2:14).

The Immaculate Conception and the Voice of God

The Virgin Mary too desired to hear her praises vocalized. Because of Jesus’ own self-reference as the Light of the World (John 8:12; 9:5), since the mid-sixteenth century Mary has often been allegorized as the one which gives birth to light—or to the sun, as observed in the antiphon Conceptio tua quoted earlier. She is the dawn (aurora/alba). Quite revealing in this regard is the title of the Augustinian preacher José de Santa Gertrudis’ 1699 sermon to the Regina Coeli nuns of Mexico City, Birth of the Best Dawn, Mary (“El nacimiento de la mejor aurora, María”), for Mary’s nativity celebrated on September 8. But it was in his 1706 sermon for the same feast, delivered to the Balvanera convent nuns, that he explained the aurality surrounding this aurora. “Aurora” is related to avium oras (the hour at which the birds sing). Because of this etymological relationship, music was, he argued, the best way to venerate Mary and implore her mediation on behalf of salvation. This belief is exemplified by Santa Gertrudis’ sermon titled Sophisticated Harmonies with which the Musician Nuns of the Convent of our Lady of Balvanera Concluded the Octave of the Birth of Our Lady. The divinely ordered harmonization of linguistics and the phenomenon of bird song called for Marian music. Santa Gertrudis enjoins the nuns to sing Mary’s praises with equal festivity on the octave of the feast as on the day of the feast itself, with the music-theory lesson that the octave in music produces the same sound as the unison, but at a higher pitch. “Music’s purpose is to go up and down [in pitch],” explains Santa Gertrudis further, “because tones are higher or lower than each other, and it makes composition elegant. No good musician descends if not to rise or rises if not to descend.” Thus, because of the rise and descent of pitches in music, he claims that Christ and Mary are best modeled in music, since
Christ descended from heaven to be born of a human being and to dwell among mortals, and through this occurrence Mary was elevated—ascended to the state of holy, immaculate, virgin, as we observed before in the responsory Sancta et immaculata virginitas. Moreover, “everything sung is about Mary’s birth,” reminding the Balvanera nuns of what they already knew, that without Mary we do not receive Christ, salvation.

There is no extant music from the Balvanera convent, but a villancico for the feast of Mary’s nativity from Puebla’s Santísima Trinidad convent, Con qué gala en el campo (CSG.285) by the New Spanish musician Francisco Vidales (1632–1702), expresses in music so many of the tropes discussed so far. Vidales started off as an organist in Mexico City cathedral and then moved to Puebla cathedral. His provision of music to convents perhaps came through a connection fostered by his uncle, the Mexico City cathedral chapel master Fabián Pérez Ximeno, whose music is found in the Encarnación choirbooks and in the Santísima Trinidad repertory, and whose three daughters—Vidales’ cousins—were Conceptionist nuns. For the Santísima Trinidad nuns’ celebration of Mary’s birthday, Vidales sets a text about Mary’s sinlessness, her association with flowers, and the dawn in typical villancico format with an estribillo and five coplas.

**Estribillo**


With what elegance in the field a rose is born, with all her splendor blooming in candidness. She is the dawn’s laughter. Ah, how graceful. See, what a pearl. Notice, what a dawn! For grace sews her in purities.

**Coplas**

1. Rosa, qué agraciada naces como aurora, pues con tu hermosura ninguna se roza. Rose, gracefully born as dawn, your beauty with no other compares.
2. Señora, que libre de tributos gozas el mayor renombre de reina y señora.
   Lady, that freed from tributes you enjoy the highest renown as queen and lady.

3. Hermosa azucena, entre espinas sola, de quien ya se dijo toda eres hermosa.
   Beautiful lily, alone among thorns, of whom it was already said that you are all beautiful.

4. Concha peregrina, de quien se desbrocha la perla más neta sin romper la concha.
   Pilgrim shell, from whom the clearest pearl unfolds without breaking the shell.

5. Aurora sin llanto, mañana sin sombra, luna sin menguante, y sin noche aurora.
   Dawn without weeping, morning without shadow, moon without waning, and dawn without night.

We have already encountered the rose of copla 1 and lily of copla 3 as a reference to Mary’s purity; in describing the lily’s “all beautiful” isolation among the thorns, Vidales quotes directly from the Song of Songs. The last line in copla 3 is translated from the Latin Tota pulchra es, which has been a passage directly associated with the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception since the Middle Ages. To these references, we can add the fourth copla’s metaphor of the pearl produced from the pilgrim shell, the icon of the way of St. James (the pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela). The scallop shell associated with the pilgrimage has traditionally symbolized the female anatomy, here unbroken—virgin—as it produces its pearl.

The piece is set for two tiples (sopranos), alto, tenor, and likely bass accompaniment, though that part is missing. It is in mode 5 (B-flat, F final, C mediant), a suitable mode for the topic because it is joyful, according to Nassarre’s 1724 Escuela música. The coplas are set homophonically, and both imitative polyphony and homophony texture the estribillo. The most salient moment in the piece comes at mm. 37–38 when “ay” (ah) is sustained with a whole note (darkened semibreve in the manuscript), preceded and followed
by pauses, then repeated for a dotted whole note value before continuing to resound Mary’s gracefulness/humorousness—the word “graciosa” means both (Example 1.6). In fact, Mary is full of grace, but in typical villancico popular manner, she is also funny, the dawn’s laughter. What else can one do among reflections of her complicated, miraculous attributes that once again stun the subject? Here, the subject does not faint, as with the mystics referred to in the Franciscan novice meditations earlier; this time it gasps—ay, ay—and seeks comic relief in laughter.

“With laughter,” notes Brandon LaBelle, “the movements of the mouth exceed so many limits, to occupy and break, as well as reaffirm the edges of the social order.”144 Thus, another aural component is projected onto Mary’s attributes that clearly exceed the social order’s boundaries and those of the natural order too as suggested in copla 5.

Mary’s virginity yielded excess spirituality for women seeking to be more perfect brides of Christ. Puebla’s Bishop Juan de Palafox y Mendoza (1600–1659) lauded virginity in his 1640 rule book for Conceptionists as follows:

O highest condition among the wives of the Lord, justly comparable with the angels in heaven! O highest condition! It is not only comparable with the angels, but rather in some way it exceeds them. Preserving purity in that spiritual nature is easier than preserving it in the human [nature].145

The “O” exclamations denote the urgent need for Palafox to find listeners with whom to communicate his valuable point.146 The bishop emerges
as a divine resonator, a medium for delivering a divine message—one that outlasted Palafox. Originally published in 1641, the preface was reprinted verbatim in a 1773 Hieronymite rule book, preserving Palafox in the auditory imagination of nuns with no living memory of him. Charged to lead a life of prayer for their own salvation and that of the secular world they left behind, nuns would best complete their mission by attending to clerical instructions, like those of Palafox and other sermonizers, that reminded them of the virtues they possessed. It was possible for all to be saved, but the status of nuns’ virginity yielded different treatment on earth and when they supposedly earned salvation in heaven, as we observed with Sister Isabel’s apocalyptic vision.

Their model was the Virgin Mary, Woman of the Apocalypse, defender against sin and defended as immaculately conceived. The words of one convent sermonizer, Marcos Jaramillo, labeled her a well-crafted melody, a fantasia, in a 1712 printed sermon delivered to the Franciscan nuns of the Santa Clara convent in Querétaro:

Skilled musicians call a tune a song of fantasia when, not pleased with the laws or rules of music, as these would be too mundane, a composer searches for an idea of a different type, using voices, trills, pitches, or instruments without breaking the rules of music, and also not following them strictly; [he] creates a song that delights and even draws admiration from the [other] skilled [musicians]; thus, the rules are not broken, and neither is his art governed by the rules. This is what the Eternal Father did as he sang Mary [into existence] in the high choir of glory.

Aptly titled *Feast of the High Choir* (*Fiesta del coro alto*) for the feast of the Immaculate Conception, this sermon sonified the Virgin Mary with the Trinity, individualized to make a theological point. Since Christ was the Word of God made flesh, then the Virgin Mary—whose soul was conceived without original sin throughout pre-temporal eternity—is the voice of God; the Holy Spirit is God’s tongue. Passed on from generation to generation, God’s voice, and its message—the Word of God made flesh, Christ—comes to life when nuns vocalize their vows to become perpetual singers of Mary’s words in the *Magnificat*:

In the *coro alto* of this church, it is Mother María de la Trinidad who raises her voice: “a woman in the multitude said aloud” [Luke 11:27]; in
the high choir of glory it is the Virgin Mary, as mother, who is intoned by the Trinity.\textsuperscript{151}

We will learn more about the coro alto—the high choir, a structure physically raised off the floor in which nuns sang their liturgies—in the next chapter, but suffice it to say that in this quotation, Jaramillo was speaking directly to the nuns in their place of singing in the back of the church, the inspiration for the sermon’s title. The biblical citation embedded in this quote can also be read in line with Marian devotion, appropriate for the feast of the Immaculate Conception. According to chapter 11 in Luke’s Gospel, there was a woman in the crowd who responded to Jesus by saying aloud, “Blessed is the womb that carried you and the breasts at which you nursed” (Luke 11:27), so reminiscent of Elizabeth’s praise of Mary at the Visitation.\textsuperscript{152} Jesus offered a conflicting response to the woman, “Should we not say, blessed are those who hear the word of God, and guard it?” (Luke 11:28), so reminiscent of Mary, the Woman of the Apocalypse, the Immaculate Conception over the antithesis of sin. What Jaramillo meant was that the nun Mother María in the convent choir is like that woman in the Gospel, who without knowing the Virgin Mary personally still sings her praise and leads the rest of the convent choir in song for the salvation of humanity.\textsuperscript{153} It was her duty.

Who, then, was Sister Flor de Santa Clara, who opened this chapter with the conflict arising over the liturgical music books penned by Rodríguez Mata? She was an imitator of the Immaculately Conceived Virgin Mary, or at least she attempted to be. As we have seen, the Immaculate Conception doctrine, which was at first so contentious, resolved into preaching to nuns that Mary was the eternal voice of God. The daily chanting of her \textit{Magnificat} contained the prophecy of salvation, the very Word of God made flesh. Such a vocalization was essential to belief in her virginal status, in constant conflict with the reality of human procreation, and lauded for women in New Spain to imitate, especially if they were to maintain their family honor. Sister Flor’s singing of the \textit{Magnificat} and all other liturgical music—since “everything sung is about Mary’s birth,” as we observed in Santa Gertrudis’ published sermon to the Balvanera nuns—would maintain the Virgin Mary, and Christ by association, in humanity’s perpetual auditory imagination.\textsuperscript{154} Sister Flor too might sing Jesus to life, just in time for Christmas, the birth of humanity’s salvation predestined through Mary’s Immaculate Conception. Let us now consider the space in which this singing took place.
Sonic Thresholds
The Grates of the Cloister and the Lips of Nuns, or
Who Was Sister Rosa?

Just under the bass part of the Kyrie to the anonymous *Misa “Bonae voluntatis”* (Mass “of good will”) in a New Spanish choirbook, one of the few scripts in prose among the various doodles and drawings within the choirbook’s marginalia reads, “This is the *Bonae voluntatis* Mass that Rosa sings” (see Figure 2.1). It perhaps seems meaningless now, centuries removed from the first quarter of the eighteenth century, approximately when it was written. Still, the phrase compels one to wonder about the name Rosa. Is this a first name or a last name? It is likely a first name, given that early modern Spanish societies de-emphasized surnames, especially within informal matters like this. The first scholars to mention this scribble established that the collection of choirbooks in which Rosa’s Mass was located belonged to women musicians, noting salient clues such as the lack of text underlay in many low voice parts and the labeling of one of the books as property of Mexico City’s Encarnación convent.

The Encarnación’s copy of this *Misa* is incomplete, but it corresponds to a nine-voice Mass by Mateo Romero (ca. 1575–1647), a Flemish composer active in Spain. It is polychoral, an impressive sonority, because of its grandeur, popular in New Spain. The choruses are divided into two groups of soprano, alto, tenor, and bass, with a soprano voice making up the third “choir”; the choirs are all meant to be accompanied by organ and string and wind instruments to double the bass. This information solves the composer’s identity and slightly clarifies the marginalia’s message. Rosa is becoming less anonymous. Did she sing the soprano part? This part is missing, like so many other voice parts in the Encarnación choirbooks’ compositions, but yes, perhaps she was the main soloist. Indeed, why else would someone have written such a label on the page?

It was not uncommon for convent musicians to place names on pages of music manuscripts. A roster of close to sixty instrumentalists and singers
from Puebla’s Santísima Trinidad convent (active ca. 1660–1720) has been generated from similar labeling practices in the music manuscripts of that convent. This list includes some eleven nuns named María, and tied for second place are Inés (Agnes, in English) and Rosa with four each. Their names and dozens of others are scattered on loose sheets of music covering all the vocal ranges and instrumental parts of several villancicos. And as with the Encarnación’s Rosa, we know little else about these women other than the fact that they were musician nuns.

Like the voices of many nuns, Rosa’s was always meant to be anonymous, even as this Mass setting highlighted the soprano voice. A glimpse of the Gloria is instructive as to how Rosa’s solo works with the larger ensemble. It demonstrates why the Mass was nicknamed *Bonae voluntatis*. The choirs respond syllabically to Rosa’s various iterations of godly worship—“Laudamus te” (We praise you), “benedicimus te” (We bless you), and so on—with antiphonal repetitions of “bonae voluntatis” between each of the solo’s iterations (Example 2.1).
Example 2.1  Romero, *Misa “Bonae voluntatis,”* Gloria (mm. 10–32)
The contrast between two four-part choirs interjecting the same phrase together in homophonic chunks makes the lone soprano stand out, more so because of the wide distinction in performing force size than through any displays of soloistic virtuosity.\textsuperscript{11} Rosa’s phrases are hardly melismatic, though slightly less syllabic than the choirs’ music. In all the other movements of this
Mass, the soprano solos are typically short and stepwise as they are in the Gloria, here consisting of the same stepwise tetrachord from A to D to highlight a tonal excursion, shifting from the opening tonal center E.

While Rosa’s voice joined a one-hundred-plus-year tradition of singing within “the ideal combination of sumptuous sonority and clarity of text setting,” as polychorality has been described by Noel O’Regan, her high-stakes singing that would save the world required the utmost decorum. Every detail of when, where, and how convent choirs would sing was prescribed following an ordered monastic tradition. No one was to know that it was Rosa singing _Misa “Bonae voluntatis”—_ even those around her in the choir were not to make a fuss about her talent. But whoever wrote her name on the manuscript wanted it known that this _Misa_ was Rosa’s to sing.

This chapter is a meditation on this attempt to highlight Rosa’s identity in the manuscript, offering an exploration on the methods by which nuns’ anonymity was established and maintained. To get to know Sister Rosa as well as possible, we must turn to canonical, mystical, acoustical, and architectural circumstances to examine some of the prescriptions around her singing. These sources necessarily invite an examination of the convent grates, especially the grates of the coro, the choir space, where Rosa performed her Mass and all other liturgical music within the convent church. The coro grates are thresholds to the outer world the nuns left behind. They are a physical manifestation of the rules of obedience and enclosure, veiling already veiled women’s bodies and voices, yet at the same time calling attention to them. They are thresholds that guard the nuns’ very own bodily thresholds, their lips.

Drawing on Brandon LaBelle’s definition of the lips as entryways into “deeper pleasures, deeper intimacy,” and aligning this description onto the lips of nuns singing within their coro, we can appreciate how this space in a convent church building was a privileged place of female spirituality. The early modern notion that speech and song from the open mouths of women would signal their unchastity would be subverted in the coro, whereby unseen, regulated open mouths would still suggest a chaste singer—a nun. The coro was the space where Sister María de Jesús and Sister Bárbara Josefa experienced many of their divine visions and heard divine voices. We will encounter these nuns repeatedly in the chapters to follow, because of the rich narratives about convent culture provided in their published biographies. Their role model lives guided nuns’ behavior for the liturgies, nurturing a comportment that might initiate a connection with Christ through song, as
both María and Bárbara experienced. Moreover, agency was negotiated in the coro through nuns’ efforts to please God, themselves, and their lay convent patrons with their acousmatic voices, which, recall, are voices whose sources—the bodies that generate them—are hidden from sight owing to the coro grates.

This does not imply that the coro was the only place within convents where musical performance took place. The multi-instrumentalist Nicolasa de la Santísima Trinidad, who professed in Puebla’s Carmelite convent in 1649, accompanied herself with harp and vihuela, “singing very spiritual words” as a form of weekly devotional recreation in the convent garden. A 1762 ordinal for nuns at the Concepción convent illustrates that the nuns celebrated the feast of St. Sebastian with a procession around the arches of the cloister, singing a litany to the accompaniment of bajón into the open air. These outdoor musical performances have been characterized as open resonances, because they had the potential to be heard by the urban community that surrounded the convent.

Back inside the walls of the convent rooms, the Dominicans at the Santa Rosa convent had the tradition of processing into the refectory for lunch singing a responsorial Kyrie, De Profundis (Psalm 129), and Pater Noster led by a cantor and answered by the whole community of nuns. And once inside, the cantor intoned the blessing that every practicing Catholic recites before eating to this day: “Bless us, O Lord, and these thy gifts which we are about to receive from thy bounty, through Christ our Lord. Amen.” The Hieronymites had a similar ritual before eating. Blessing the food that nourished the community was no small gesture, but as we will see, the sustenance sowed and reaped during the liturgies in the coro satiated a different appetite, one for the senses as the rule for Dominicans nurtured appropriately, “Let the ears hunger for the Word of God.”

**Structure and Function of the Coro**

New Spanish convent churches built in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries typically had two choir structures, an upper coro alto built on top of a lower coro bajo, as illustrated in Francisco De la Maza’s classic diagram from his 1956 architectural overview of convent choirs, *Arquitectura de los coros de monjas en México* (Figure 2.2). These spaces were on the opposite wall of the convent church from the high altar; the nave essentially ended
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at the grate of the coro bajo, separating the nuns from the public church space where lay people gathered to attend services, as seen in a modern-day photograph of Puebla’s Concepción convent coros (Figure 2.3). Puebla has convent churches with some of the best-preserved coro structures in Mexico; their impracticality for contemporary worship has led many former convent churches in Mexico to demolish the coro to lengthen the church nave.23

In Figure 2.3 we can see the nave’s central processional aisle, flanked by pews for parishioners, leading to the speaker-like, grilled rectangular threshold of the coro bajo. To the left of it remains a small, square, cabinet-like opening called the craticula, through which priests delivered communion to nuns in the coro bajo. To the right of the coro bajo screen is a door through which women would enter the coro bajo to become initiated into the novitiate during the ceremony for the taking of the habit.24 Just before the coro on the right side of Figure 2.3, perpendicular to the coro wall, is the wall of the church nave with a large brown portal through which parishioners enter the church from the street. The left side wall of the church nave, as well as the coro wall, guarded nuns’ interior claustral spaces.

The coro alto, whose floor makes up the ceiling of the coro bajo, can be seen just above the coro bajo screen in Figure 2.3: three grated, window-like openings demarcated by two central columns. Remnants of this structure
in the modified Mexico City Regina Coeli convent church can be seen in Figure 2.4. Both churches still have organs in their coro alto, as can be seen in the pictures, but the grates at the Regina Coeli convent church have been destroyed. The construction of these convent churches along the exterior walls of nuns’ claustral compounds, often taking up entire city blocks, resulted in their churches having long facades facing the urban surroundings that ran the whole length of the nave (Figure 2.5).

Lastly, the semicircular gap above the coro alto grate that joins with the barrel-vaulted ceiling would have been covered up by a painting or an ornate fan-like grille called an abanico (fan, literally). The only seventeenth-century example of such an ornament is preserved in Puebla’s Santísima Trinidad convent (Figure 2.6). Elaborate craftsmanship on features of the coro like the abanico demonstrate “architecture . . . of fabulously advertised distinction,” according to Helen Hills. These types of ornamented choir structures have been described by Hills as an inversion of Foucault’s panopticon, in which the power of seeing without being seen is given to the cloistered nuns behind the grilles—and behind the lay people in the nave—rather than to the lay people themselves, free to leave the convent church.
Figure 2.4 Coros with modified coro bajo to lengthen nave, Regina Coeli convent, Mexico City, built ca. 1732

Figure 2.5 Long facade, Regina Coeli convent, Mexico City
Variations on such choir structures and screens for restricting nuns’ contact with laity during liturgical services abounded throughout the Catholic world. Enclosure rules date from the late thirteenth century, and they were strictly reinforced by the Council of Trent, not least in Italy with the reforms of Carlo Borromeo in 1577. The application of these rules resulted in “interior churches” for nuns built up and down the walls of European convent churches. The New Spanish double structure opposite the high altar was typical of Spanish convent design, with an example of the same construction located in Zaragoza’s Franciscan Santa Catalina convent, as we learn from the biography of Sister Jacinta de Atondo (1645–1716). Another example is in Ávila’s Cistercian convent of Santa Ana. In a way, that distance between the high altar and the coro wall created a ceremonial space reminiscent of that found in Spanish and Latin American cathedrals, where the enclosed coros were separated from the altar; in the cathedrals, though, the coros were in a central position within the cathedral nave rather than on the wall of the church building, opposite the altar. Back in nuns’ convents, priests attending to special ceremonies for the nuns at the coro grate, which required them to process across the nave, would undoubtedly call attention to the cloistered women to whom the priests were ministering.
But this architecture raises the question about where nuns attended the liturgies—where they sang—within the elaborate space designed for their enclosure: upstairs in the coro alto or downstairs in the coro bajo. One of the earliest references to the split coro alto and coro bajo comes in a 1537 petition to Spain from Bishop Zumárraga and other New Spanish prelates. The bishops of New Spain were still hoping to establish convents for the education of indigenous women, an unsuccessful venture, as we saw in Chapter 1. The bishops requested to build a cloister with a convent church incorporating a coro alto and coro bajo—a structure they must have recalled from living in Spain, since nothing like it existed yet in New Spain. The bishops envisioned the possibility of racial separation, “in which mestizas could be upstairs and the daughters of the naturales downstairs.”

Where the Spanish nuns, who would theoretically educate these women, would sing their liturgies is anybody’s guess, but the social hierarchies of the time may provide a clue. In this case, the privileged space in Zumárraga’s imagined scenario might be the coro bajo, as indigenous people (implied by naturales, “natives” literally) were seen as pure in comparison to the mestizas, women of mixed indigenous and Spanish blood.

A less likely scenario proposed in a history of the Santa Clara convent in Querétaro suggests that the novices used the coro bajo and the fully professed nuns used the coro alto. This, however, would prevent the novices from learning by seeing and singing the liturgies required of their training. We know that novices who were musicians accompanied fully professed nuns with their instruments and voices. In 1692, the Mexico City cathedral chapel master Antonio Salazar reported that a young woman living in the San Bernardo convent named Ana Javiera de Algora should be allowed to take the habit, in other words to become a novice, to assist the choir by singing and by playing the vihuela and violon. Thus, keeping novices and fully professed nuns in separate coros would not make sense from a pedagogical or liturgical standpoint, unless novices were expected to learn by listening downstairs in the coro bajo.

Other practical uses for the double structure in Spain pertain to less hierarchically charged scenarios, such as the mundane seasonal cycle. During the hot summer in Zaragoza, the nuns of the Santa Catalina convent used the coro bajo, which they colloquially called the “summer Matins coro”; in the winter, they used the coro alto, where the heat would rise to keep them warm. In the Inmaculada Concepción convent of Caracas, polyphony was performed in the coro alto and chant was performed in the coro bajo, suggesting acoustic considerations.
Similarly, a mid-seventeenth-century instruction book from the Franciscan Santa María de Jesús convent in Spain states that singing upstairs was acoustically better than singing in a coro bajo. Could the coro alto have had better acoustics? Perhaps, since a contemporary architectural analysis of several convent coros in Puebla indicates that the coro alto often had a higher ceiling than the coro bajo. Both coros of the Santísima Trinidad Convent measured 63 ft. long x 35 ft. wide—more than half the length of the church nave, which was 105 ft. long. But the coro bajo ceiling at the Santísima Trinidad, built in 1673, was 19 ft. high, while the coro alto had an enormous 44 ft. barrel-vaulted ceiling of grey limestone for reverberating the nuns’ voices.

To date, De la Maza’s assertion that the coro alto was the space for attending the Office and that the coro bajo was used for attending Mass has remained unquestioned. Plenty of sources indicate subtle nuances that both coincide with and complicate this arrangement, particularly regarding Mass. Perhaps the location of the craticula for distribution of communion in the coro bajo would indicate that nuns attended Mass downstairs, as communion is typically received during the liturgy of the Eucharist in the Mass. And perhaps the location of the organs, the ideal instruments for liturgical accompaniment, in the coro alto would suggest that liturgical singing took place upstairs, whether for the Office or the Mass.

What the biographies of Sister María de Jesús (active in Puebla’s Concepción convent) and Sister Bárbara Josefa de San Francisco (active in the Santísima Trinidad) indicate is that the Office was indeed upstairs and that nuns could attend Mass upstairs as well. Bishop Juan de Palafox’s rule for María de Jesús and Bárbara’s order also indicates that Mass was attended within the coro alto; its curtain, used to conceal the nuns further, was ordered to be lifted only for the elevation of the Eucharist during Mass so that nuns could partake in spiritual communion (Chapter 4). Most revealing as well is the account in the biography of Sister Sebastiana de la Santísima Trinidad, a Franciscan of the San Juan de la Penitencia convent in Mexico City. Her biographer included many direct quotes from Sebastiana’s own writing about her devotional experiences in the coro alto: “After ringing for Prime (which lasted more than a half hour) [I] came down for communion. Upon finishing, I went up to the coro until noon.”

In addition to what Sister Sebastiana’s quote suggests, we have other clues suggesting that communion for some nuns’ orders did not in fact take place during the Mass, but often as a separate devotional activity. Most convent rules comment on the feast days on which communion was to be taken, and
these tend to be specified in chapters other than the ones on attending Mass and Office. The Franciscans could take communion during Mass or after confession, though Sister Sebastiana’s account would suggest local variants. The Augustinians and Dominicans specify that communion was to be taken after the Office of Terce and not during Mass. The Conceptionists took communion first thing in the morning at 5 a.m. around Prime. The Hieronymite rule also suggests a separate communion session, in which the nuns in the coro bajo received communion, then guarded the communion hosts left at the cratícula while the priest entered the cloister with a handful of hosts to administer communion to the sick nuns within the convent who could not come down to the coro bajo. The San Jerónimo convent conveniently had its confessional in the coro bajo. It would seem that nuns could thus attend Mass wherever they wanted, upstairs or downstairs, though the ones who sang in the choir were likely upstairs if the organ was there; and they were all upstairs for the Office, which they were required to pray together as a community.

Details of Archbishop Payo Enríquez’s 1672–1675 administrative visits to various Mexico City convents suggest the coro alto was the most important space: all of his recommendations for the convents were to be read aloud every fifteen days for a year, and his handwritten notice to that effect was affixed to the entrance of the coro alto, presumably because this would be the space where the nuns would see it most often. In addition, specifically for the Encarnación convent, the archbishop insisted that the abbess and vicar not allow the servants to attend Mass upstairs, but rather downstairs in the coro bajo, for no reason other than “as is tradition.” Does this mean that the entire convent community—nuns, novices, servants, and so on—all attended Mass downstairs, or are we to assume that this was another attempt at designating liturgical attendance location based on class, nuns upstairs, servants downstairs?

Fanny Calderón de la Barca noted a particularly memorable experience confirming that the coro alto of Mexico City’s Encarnación convent was the prime location for singing in the nineteenth century:

After supper we proceeded upstairs to the choir (where the nuns attend public worship, and which looks down upon the handsome convent church) to try the organ. I was set down to a Sonata of Mozart’s, the servants blowing the bellows. It seems to me that I made more noise than music, for the organ is very old, perhaps as old as the convent, which dates three
centuries back. However, the nuns were pleased, and after they had sung a hymn, we returned below.54

A priceless glimpse of the musical and liturgical traditions that stem back to the seventeenth century (as we can gather from comparisons to Archbishop Payo Enríquez’s visits to this wealthy convent), Calderón de la Barca’s journal entry recounts the musical and social dynamics that a musical space like the “upstairs” coro offered, with her mention of “public worship” suggesting the Mass.

**Nuns of the Coro**

The level of importance of the liturgical feast days determined music selections, from the most elaborate polyphony to chant and reciting tone depending on nuns’ musical abilities and convent resources.55 The times at which nuns gathered into the coro alto for the Divine Office and either coro alto or bajo for Mass varied from order to order, from the strictest observance of Matins at midnight, for ascetic orders like the Capuchins, to a more comfortable afternoon or evening hour for most others (see Table 2.1).56

A variety of devotional services and paraliturgical services occurred within and between the basic schedules, depending on particular feast days or convent ceremonies. Many orders, not least those dedicated to the Virgin Mary (such as the Conceptionists), prayed the Office of the Virgin, a shorter Office focused on Marian devotion interspersed with the monastic Office. Matins and Vespers for the Marian Office took place before Matins and Vespers of the monastic Office.57 The nuns had to pray this Office of the Virgin kneeling.58

Administrative and inaugural ceremonies, such as professions and elections of abbesses, took place in the coro bajo because they required male clergy to assist either inside the coro bajo or outside the grate.59 Nuns’ funerals also took place in the coro bajo, as it was the space that contained crypts below the floor to inter the bodies of the deceased sisters. Further emphasizing this area as a space for the dead, the Purísima Concepcion convent nuns in Puebla traditionally used the coro bajo for symbolic reasons as well. A 1762 ceremonial instructs that the nuns would pray Good Friday Vespers in the coro bajo in a quieter volume than usual; this, including the silencing of church bells and shutting the door to the bell tower, was a sonic way to honor Christ’s death.60 Other convents had the daily tradition of
### Table 2.1 Sample convent liturgical schedules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Augustinian</strong></th>
<th>Prime, Terce, Sext, None</th>
<th>Mass, Sext, None</th>
<th>Vespers</th>
<th>Compline</th>
<th>Matins, Lauds (for the following day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capuchin</strong></td>
<td>Midnight Matins, Lauds</td>
<td>Prime, Terce, Sext, None</td>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>Vespers</td>
<td>Compline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carmelite</strong></td>
<td>4 a.m. Prime, Terce</td>
<td>6 a.m. Mass</td>
<td>Sext, None</td>
<td>Vespers, Compline</td>
<td>Matins, Lauds (for the following day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Company of Mary</strong></td>
<td>6:00 a.m. Prime, Terce</td>
<td>7:00 a.m. Mass, Sext</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Vespers</td>
<td>Compline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conceptionist</strong></td>
<td>5:00 a.m. Prime</td>
<td>6:30 a.m. Mass, Terce, Sext, None</td>
<td>Vespers</td>
<td>Compline; Matins, Lauds (for the following day)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dominican</strong></td>
<td>4:00 a.m. Prime, Terce</td>
<td>6:30 a.m. Mass</td>
<td>Sext, None</td>
<td>Vespers</td>
<td>Compline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:00 p.m. Matins, Lauds (for the following day)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
processing to the coro bajo at noon, reciting Psalm 50, *Miserere Mei*, to pray for the salvation of convent prelates and patrons.\(^{61}\) It was beneficial to society for nuns to be in their coro interceding for their patrons during special prayer services, the Mass, and the Divine Office, but they could also pray for the repose of their own souls too. The Hieronymites performed twice yearly the Office of the Dead and a Requiem Mass for the departed members of their own order on the day following the Octave of the feast of St. Jerome and the day after the Octave of Epiphany. Those who did not know the Office of the Dead ("las que no supieran")—typically convent servants, as we will see later—had to recite one hundred Our Fathers and Hail Marys with the words *Requiem aeternam* appended at the end of every Ave María.\(^{62}\)

The coro defined hierarchy among convent inhabitants with respect to liturgy and devotion, marking difference of status among women in the convent. The nuns “of the coro,” also known as black-veil choir nuns, were elite women who paid an entrance dowry upon profession, or those who were given dowry waivers on account of their musical abilities (Chapter 3). Those who could not afford full profession after the novitiate remained as white-veil nuns who worked as convent servants, known as *legas*, and they were required to do various chores around the cloister, such as cooking and cleaning—and pumping the pipe organ bellows, as Calderón de la Barca pointed out earlier.\(^{63}\) Indigenous, African, and mixed-race women, denied any type of veil, were tasked with menial labor and were sometimes called *donadas*, literally “donated ones,” since it was considered a pious deed when convent benefactors donated a servant or an enslaved woman to the convent or when a nun professed into the convent and brought her own servants who could assist the community.\(^{64}\)
Convent servants earned their room and board by freeing the choir nuns of hard labor and chores so that the nuns could focus on the liturgical schedule. To show gratitude for the privilege of serving nuns, servants were charged with reciting a certain number of prayers during particular Office liturgies, as in the case of the Hieronymite Office of the Dead mentioned earlier. Daily, they said twenty-four Our Fathers and Hail Marys during Matins, five of each prayer during Lauds, and seven for each other Office. This was dictated by Mexico City Archbishop Francisco Manso y Zúñiga (1587–1655) and became standard practice as later reprints of the rules indicate. The Dominican rule for the Santa Rosa convent nuns in Puebla similarly required twenty-four Our Fathers at Matins, twelve at Vespers, and seven for the rest of the liturgies, but it also justifies their role in the convent eloquently: “The legas, having been welcomed for physical labor, earning their daily bread by the sweat of their brow, are not required at the Office like the choir nuns, as it is sufficient for them only to hear Mass, and in place of the Office they should say the customary Our Fathers and Hail Marys.” The Capuchins were only slightly more egalitarian with their legas, calling on them with three bell strikes to join in the choir for quiet reflective prayer at the end of Matins, Prime, and Compline; for each of these three liturgies, the signals for the nuns to have the legas called into the coro were the prayers *Benedictus Dominus Deus Israel*, *In conspectus Domini*, and *Nunc dimittis*, respectively.

The coordination of all the activities that took place in the coro was charged to the vicaria de coro, the leader of musical activities in the convent, third in line to lead in the convent after the abbess and vicar (assistant abbess) in Conceptionist convents. In the absence of the abbess and vicar, for example, the vicaria de coro was considered the highest-ranking nun in the refectory. In any convent, the choir vicar was typically among the most musically experienced nuns there, and it was her duty to ensure that competent musicians were selected to perform and that they rehearsed ahead of time for the liturgies. Bishop Palafox encouraged convent musicians to practice:

> To avoid defects and errors, principally [by] the one who performs the Office, and those who say or sing the lessons, [they should] go over them before entering the coro.

Similarly, Mexico City’s Archbishop Manso y Zuñiga notes:

> The Divine Office must always be said in a tone with the appropriate pause that is indicated in the middle of each verse, except on principal feasts, in
which it will be sung, avoiding all vanities and multiplicity of notes in the
song. . . . And so that there are no defects in the pronunciation and accents,
principally by the one who performs the Office, practice before entering the
coro the Antiphons, Chapters, Lections, and prayers to be said or sung. The
singers are to do the same.71

Clearly, the Office was the most important liturgy for nuns, as evidenced by
these prelates’ insistence that it be performed as articulately as possible. As
we will see in Chapter 3, it is these rules imposed on nuns by their prelates
that would seem to justify their (sometimes desperate-sounding) requests to
recruit more musicians when their choirs lacked sufficient performers to sing
the Divine Office liturgies adequately. The Franciscan Capuchins make it a
point in their rule that no one is to be exempted from the Office, regardless
of social standing or quality (qualquier calidad); not even the most learned
(letrada) could skip the Office.72 We will see in the next chapter how social
standing was enmeshed with convent musical needs for the Divine Office.

Attendance at daily Mass was also critical, as nuns were required to per-
form in various memorial Masses bequeathed by patrons, but instructions
for attending Mass were often looped into convent rules pertaining to the
Office. The term “coro” was thus used to enhance convent roles, as observed
in the titles of “black-veil choir nuns” and “choir vicars,” but it could also de-
note an equalizing space where all black-veil choir nuns, regardless of class as
the Capuchin rule highlights, were required to be present.

More broadly than the previously proposed reverse panopticon, but in the
same vein of thought, Foucault’s category of “disciplinary space” as it evolved
from “mystical calculus of the infinitesimal and the infinite” in early modern
monastic models applies well to our consideration of the coro.73 He suggests
that “disciplinary space tends to be divided into as many sections as there are
bodies or elements distributed.”74 We could thus consider the coro a disci-
plinary space within the disciplinary space of the cloister, which altogether
would, according to Foucault,

Establish presences and absences, to know where and how to locate
individuals, to set up communications, to interrupt others, to be able at
each moment to supervise the conduct of each individual, to assess it, to
judge it, to calculate its qualities or merits.75

The communication “set up” in the coro was an intercession with the divine
for salvation as well as a communication in sung prayer between the nuns. In
this light, it is no wonder that the coro was also spoken of synonymously with the Divine Office liturgy itself, whose proper execution was analyzed by particular nuns in their leadership roles; by priest and prelate administrators of the convent; and by God, the saints, and the Virgin Mary transmitting their assessments to visionary nuns, as we will see later.

Chapter 3 of the Conceptionist rule ordinances, on praying the Office, is titled “Attending Coro,” and it states the care and intimacy with which the nuns should approach their duty:

With attention [and] great care, the nuns must desire, above all, to observe the spirit of the Lord and his holy work, with purity of heart and with devout prayer, cleansing their consciences of the earthly desires and vanities of this age and becoming one spirit with their husband Jesus Christ through a bond of love, through which the deepest desires of the virtues are reached, and which perpetuates enmity toward the vices that contaminate souls and separate us from the Lord. This prayer is what makes us love our enemies and pray for those who persecute us and slander us, as the Lord says. And through this most excellent task, enclosure, work, and the rigors of the order are turned into great ease. Because this work that is so necessary to save us is best performed in this holy order, [let] those who are of the coro say the Divine Office during solemn feasts, convent feasts, and their octaves, and greater Sundays and minor Sundays and ferial days according to the Roman Breviary.76

Archbishop Manso y Zúñiga also emphasized the saving power of nuns’ attendance of coro.77 The liturgies had to be performed with genuine will and piety through the articulation of vocalized prayers and numerous gestures learned by the nuns.

The gestures interspersed throughout various texts of the Office included signs of the cross, head nods, bows, profound bows, genuflecting, kneeling, and full prostrations on the floor. Such outward physical signs of piety are peppered into devotional material from throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and listed exhaustively in a nineteenth-century manuscript of rules from an unknown Franciscan convent in Mexico City.78 It draws from the 1703 Manual summa de las ceremonias de la Provincia de el Santo Evangelio de México (see Appendix 2.1). Similar instructions for Dominicans are in a 1789 rule book for Puebla’s Santa Rosa convent (see Appendix 2.2).
With a few examples of the degree of body contortion indicated for different moments, from the head nod up through the profound bows and prostrations, we can notice seemingly universal instructions as well as orderspecific ones. The Franciscans required the nuns to enter the coro alto by passing through the center, facing the high altar, and kissing the floor. Both the Franciscans and Dominicans required a head nod right after the intonation of a psalm and antiphon. Likewise, head nods were required whenever the names of Jesus, Mary, and St. Dominic were invoked in Dominican houses. The Franciscans suggested more specific nods: minimal when St. Francis was invoked, medium for Mary, and a deep nod for Jesus.

A profound bow, described by the Franciscans as one in which the palms of one’s loose hands would reach the knees, was performed at the doxology (Gloria patri). It also initiated the Magnificat during Vespers, as well as the hymn Tantum ergo, but only if the Blessed Sacrament at the high altar was not exposed; if it was exposed, Tantum ergo was to begin with a full genuflection. The Dominicans defined their profound bow as one requiring the crossing of arms under the habit’s scapular, followed by an inward tuck in which the elbows touch the knees; among the various occasions for this gesture were the first doxology of every Office liturgy and the first prayer in both the Mass and Office. For all other instances of the doxology, the Dominicans also had a mid-way bow, usque ad genua, that did not require the abdominal tuck, in which the head was to come down parallel to the knees.

These gestures were not supposed to interfere with the singing or reciting of the words—a tension between bodily practice and vocal practice in which the latter was privileged. Indeed, the gestures likely served as mnemonic aides for the prayers, in addition to serving as embodiments of humility and reverence. The genuflections seem to carry the highest risk for mistakes, as indicated by the Franciscans, who specified:

The genuflections are not performed before the words that require them nor afterwards, but rather at the same time that they are uttered, and all of the community and the cantors must take care not to get out of tune. There is a danger in long clauses for the voice to crack, and as such, if these are being sung only by the cantors, they may genuflect after the words.

Division into groups within the coro functioned to support the overall antiphonal nature of the Office, typically with a group of cantors and then the
rest of the community divided into two groups (or choirs) facing each other, plus any number of instrumentalists, all coordinated by the vicaria de coro.

The organ also had its own liturgical voice, often playing instrumentally during odd- or even-numbered verses of psalms and hymns in alternation with the choir, in which case the text was recited quietly by the choir during the organ solo; the organ also accompanied the verses sung by the choir. This was an aesthetic choice, as Gaspar Isidro Martínez de Trillanes, the dean of Puebla Cathedral in the early eighteenth century, commented to the Santa Inés de Montepulciano nuns, as recorded in their choir book’s handwritten notes. The nuns inquired whether they needed to sing during the organ solos, to which he responded no—“otherwise, what is the purpose of the organ?”

In addition, the organist could help keep everyone on pitch with brief interludes when the cantors needed to genuflect after their singing. In a 1791 manuscript of hymns for Vespers from the Santísima Trinidad convent, a side note for the hymn Vexilla Regis indicates that the organist “can play a bit while the singers kneel,” just before the words O crux ave (O hail the cross). Both the Franciscan and Dominican choir rules specify this genuflection at these words too, showing how various types of sources across different orders reinforced similar liturgical practices. The Dominicans were slightly more unyielding with regard to mistakes in singing, requiring nuns who faltered in their singing to perform the venia, a prostration particular to the Dominicans, which required them to lie on the floor on their right side.

This kind of prescriptive material passed down from bishops, monks, friars, and priests existed together with more rhetorical devotional instructions for the coro, such as the confessor Martín Vallarta’s insistence that “among all your [nuns’] duties, let the Divine Office always be the foremost . . . do not pray it outside the coro, I beg you . . . the coro must be your center.” The Dominican chronicler Alonso Franco tells of an exemplary nun in Mexico City’s Santa Catalina de Siena convent, Juana de Santa Catarina, who was a talented musician but was “of such virginal restraint and modest composure that she never sang alone, but always with her community.” Her voice was to be reserved for the coro, only to intercede with Christ for salvation. We will observe in what follows how supernatural occurrences also defined the coro’s centrality.

The Mystical Coro

It was no small task for nuns to be mentally and spiritually prepared for the Office several times daily. This was especially the case on important feast
days. Antonio Aribol, Sister Jacinta’s biographer, describes the coro as a dynamic place on Corpus Christi when the consecrated host was exposed on the church’s high altar throughout the day for all the nuns and faithful to adore. He writes, “When the Blessed Sacrament is exposed, the coro is like a celestial beehive, where the ingenious and laborious rational bees enter and exit; and they attend successively all day with fervor.” Aribol characterizes the coro as an area where intense work was carried out for the adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, the church’s consecrated communion host believed to contain the real Body of Christ, discussed more in Chapter 4. On two separate occasions, Sister Jacinta mentions that working in the coro—that is to say, praying the Divine Office—was refreshing for her. She never let her ailments keep her from her duties in the coro:

Though poor health had fatigued my body, arriving in the coro to be with my Lord was restful. . . . Matins began, and I persevered to not lose sight of my Lord by removing any impertinent image that attempted to distract me. Once I collected myself, I felt my body being consumed into my heart as my attention focused on my Lord. My ears remained to listen, and my mouth to speak, but even my vision was interiorizing. The affections grew with the sound of the organ as my soul melted in the Divine praises. . . . When I went to the coro, my body felt relieved, with great calm; I could stay for many hours without growing tired. The Lord makes all the expense. When the Divine Office began, I felt a strong desire to love my Lord. And being in this state of mind, I sometimes became so absorbed with the affections I felt for my Lord that I could not hear singing, nor did I realize where I was; I did not even recognize myself; the longing I felt kept me occupied. This did not last long, because I would come back to my normal self and continue singing with the sisters, but, without knowing how, I became absorbed again.

The irony that hard work would be refreshing yields to the spiritual union with Christ experienced by Sister Jacinta and other mystics. Such contradictory effects have been characterized as inversions in hagiographical writing, which is what nuns’ biographies aimed to become, the life story of a future saint. Inversions can be traced to St. Teresa of Ávila’s experience of the simultaneous pain and pleasure affiliated with her direct contact with God, which she wrote about as if with a “love for oxymora,” as described by Cordula van Wyhe, that would set a standard for future biographies detailing mystical experiences. We will observe the commingling of pain and pleasure regarding Christ’s Passion in Chapter 5.
Yet, for all that Jacinta de Atondo’s transcendence seems to follow mystic precedents, while exceeding the ordinary demeanor required by nuns in the coro, it was the music performed while she was in the right state of mind that heightened her transcendent experience. Instrumental music, and particularly the organ, elevated her affections. “And I would desire to play that instrument,” she continued, “to worship my Lord with heart, lips, strength, senses, and with all the limbs of my body.”90 An instrument as technologically sophisticated as an organ would allow her to do so.91

Other types of instruments generated different kinds of visions. Sister María de Jesús heard Puebla’s Puraísimas Concepción convent church bell tolling the Office hours as the literal voice of God calling her to the coro, rather than as clanging cast metal.92 Rumored to have a sixth sense, Sister María once instructed a novice to ring the call for Vespers, claiming that the convent bell ringer had fallen asleep. And when the novice arrived at the bell tower, she was amazed to find that the bell ringer had been sleeping, just as Sister María had foretold; the novice proceeded to fulfill her task.93 María incorporated the sound of the convent church bell as a vital part of her spiritual and aural experience of the Divine Office. Her biographers further claim that she was never once late to the coro.94 On the contrary, she always arrived in the coro before the start of the liturgies, because the first bell stroke of the Office brought her a vision of the Virgin Mary surrounded by angels. If María considered the bell toll the voice of God, then the appearance of the Virgin Mary at the sound of the convent bell should come as no surprise given what we learned about the voice of God in Chapter 1. Thus, María de Jesús would arrive at the coro early to welcome her Lady and role model.95

Sister María de Jesús received most of her divine revelations specifically within the coro.96 This location reified the post-Tridentine notion that mysticism, especially that experienced by women, should be carefully controlled (disciplined or analyzed, recalling Foucault), ideally within monastic enclosure as exemplified by the writings of St. Teresa of Ávila.97 To emphasize Sister María’s supernatural virtue, her biography by Diego de Lemus (1683) included a frontispiece with a sketch of María with her eyes partially shut, signifying that she was having a mystical vision (see Figure 2.7).98 To her left, the cloud shows her being received into heaven by the Virgin Mary and saints.
The Virgin Mary also visited the convent coro on other occasions, not just at the bell tolls:

The venerable mother [María de Jesús] was attending Vespers on one feast for the Guardian Angel, and as the sisters were singing, seated in their usual spots, she noticed that in between every two nuns, there were angels holding green and beautiful saplings in their hands. She also noticed the Empress of Heaven [the Virgin Mary] presiding over the celestial choir
The angels mimicking the nuns’ reverential gestures during the doxology is a moment in which the angels follow the nuns’ lead, an inversion of Vallarta’s call for nuns to imitate the angels in the choir, as directed through Sister Clori in the introduction. In this vision, the angels had to comply with the nuns, because the Virgin Mary was guiding the nuns in prayer and song. With the Virgin Mary leading, the nuns prayed and sang these Vespers in a state of grace that yielded a sincere offering of praise and intercession for salvation, allegorized as flowers.100

That convents were a foretaste of heaven, with angelic voices and all, was a frequent metaphor in convent literature, especially in nuns’ biographies. On one occasion during the feast of the Ascension, María de Jesús even demonstrated her abilities in bilocation, her biography setting the scene in both coros to analogize the heavenly hierarchies. María de Jesús and Sister Gerónima went downstairs for communion; Sister Gerónima proceeded first through a staircase that connected both coros and then headed back up the same way, having seen Sister María follow her and take communion after her.101 The staircase they used was the only way to travel between the coros, but when Sister Gerónima arrived upstairs, she found that Sister María was already there. When she inquired with the nuns about how María de Jesús arrived in the coro before she had, the nuns informed Gerónima that she had been there all day and never left her seat. How could Sister María de Jesús be in both the coro alto and coro bajo at the same time?

The biographer Francisco Pardo explained this as a sign that “this bride of Christ, on account of her merits, went up from the coro bajo, belonging to the angels in heaven, to the coro of the cherubim, who enjoy God’s glory with more proximity.”102 Sister María de Jesús was literally ascended on Ascension Day, which commemorated Jesus’ ascension into heaven. Her biographies elevated her for the purpose of her beatification.103 And the convent coro figured prominently in this panegyric because its
physical disposition in the church lent itself very well to metaphors with heaven.

We can begin to observe how particular feasts and events within the liturgies were worth mentioning in the biographies as slice-of-life moments. They stirred the mystical thoughts of visionaries in the coro while reinforcing real coro rules and practices, such as the bow at the doxology (Gloria Patri). Similarly, the confessor of Sister María Josefa de la Encarnación (1687–1752), active in Mexico City’s Encarnación convent, narrated stories from nuns who once witnessed María Josefa go into ecstasy during the singing of the Magnificat at Vespers for the feast of St. Lawrence. She became so dazed that she was unreactive to the other nuns slapping her and pulling her hair to try to bring her back to reality. During Matins for the feast of St. Ambrose, she had a vision of Christ in heaven with his five wounds at the same time that she beheld him radiant as the sun, shining from the consecrated host at the high altar—all while kneeling at the venite adoremus verse of the invitatory Psalm 94. In return for her exceptionally virtuous meditations and prayers, on the feast of the Assumption in 1735 the Virgin Mary scattered flowers over María Josefa as she took communion at the crátícula. Her confessor described María Josefa’s daily prayers as flowers to Christ, his mother the Virgin Mary, and the saints. The Virgin Mary thus returned the favor, assuring María Josefa of her intercession by scattering flowers over her on the day that commemorated Mary’s Assumption into heaven. Such visions give us a foretaste of how Christ’s Passion and Marian devotion become entwined with eucharistic devotion and music, which we will attend to in Chapter 4.

The liturgical calendar provided points of reference for cloistered nuns to recall their own mystical experiences or those of other sisters in the coro, which they could then retell in their own writing and/or in oral history given to biographers. Indeed, nuns tended to narrate “a process spanning many cycles,” incorporating references to convent celebrations, feasts, and liturgies to make sense of mysticism’s timelessness, rather than relying on specific dates and linear chronology. The date of the Assumption in the earlier example was almost certainly the Jesuit biographer José María Genovesi’s addition to anchor María Josefa’s experiences in historical time. Drawing on Julia Kristeva’s theory of “women’s time,” Kathleen Ross examines the juxtaposition of confined space and time, essential to the patriarchy, with the unencumbered, timeless, spaceless ecstasy of mystic experiences in the Jesús María convent, as incorporated into Sigüenza y Gongora’s chronicle of that convent. Mystics were free of enclosure within their own bodies and
minds. María Josefa’s biography likewise incorporates both the nuns’ own conception of time and Genovesi’s attempt at writing chronological history.

Reflecting on the nuns’ cyclical-liturgical thought process in María Josefa’s biography allows us to make considerably more sense of her visions occurring on seemingly random feasts: St. Ambrose (December 7), then, some eight months later, St. Lawrence (August 10) and the Assumption (August 15). The phrase *venite adoremus* is sung on all three days. María Josefa’s narrative at first alludes to Marian devotion as the stimulation of her transcendence by noting the singing of the *Magnificat* on St. Lawrence Day as the triggering moment. Yet it is also on the feast of St. Lawrence that the words *venite adoremus* (which brought about her vision on St. Ambrose Day mentioned before) feature in the invitatory prescribed at Matins: “Blessed Lawrence, martyr of Christ, is crowned triumphantly in heaven: Come, let us adore the Lord” (Beatus Laurentius Christi martyr triumphant coronatus in caelis: *Venite adoremus Dominum*). The recollection of María Josefa’s mystical experiences closes once more with Marian devotion, as Mary pours flowers over her during the feast of the Assumption, a celebration that calls for a supplemental invitatory antiphon, performed at Matins to enhance the occasion’s solemnity. This antiphon quotes directly from the portion of Psalm 94 in which everyone in the coro kneels during the words *venite adoremus*. Within this cyclical-liturgical mindset, then, phrases from liturgical music jogged nuns’ memories, while enhancing the mystical experiences of others.

A four-voice polyphonic setting of the invitatory antiphon for the Assumption *Venite adoremus regem regum* was copied in the first half of the eighteenth century for use in María Josefa’s convent during her lifetime. The manuscript from the Encarnación choirbooks only includes text underlay for the two highest voices, while the tenor and bass lack full text. The bass includes notes that read “En C Sol Fa Ut” and “En D La Sol Re,” referring to the specific pitch according to solmization and thus suggesting that this line would have been performed by a transposing instrument.

The piece is in two sections corresponding with the two halves of the text, the first acknowledging Christ as king of kings and the second the Marian text for the feast:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venite adoremus</th>
<th>Come let us adore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>regem regum,</td>
<td>the king of kings,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuius hodie aetherium</td>
<td>whose mother, the Virgin, today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgo Mater assumpta</td>
<td>has been taken up to high heaven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>est caelum.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It begins in a downward imitative cascade across all the voice parts, “ve-nite” drawn out with long note values, as well as “adoremus” with melismas, highlighting this critical moment in the antiphon’s psalm source in which the community is supposed to kneel (see Example 2.2). The phrase “regem regum” repeats in the soprano, but not in any other voice, and it is the alto part that takes on a four-measure melismatic emphasis on “regum” (mm. 6–9). The alto once again has a lengthy melismatic role in the second half of the antiphon, embellishing “assumpta” (“taken up,” or literally “assumed”) in an eight-note flourish across three measures (mm. 18–20).

The start of the antiphon’s second half at m. 10 staggers the imitation of its opening phrase “cuius hodie . . . ”: the soprano is imitated exactly an octave below by the tenor line, and then the alto’s entrance is imitated exactly an octave below by the bass, but only through its opening dotted motive. The general upward trajectory of these opening lines across each voice fully captures the occasion of Mary’s ascent into heaven. The piece then continues in free counterpoint, but the pairing up of voices remains significant. In the second half of m. 18, the soprano pairs up in thirds with the alto’s eighth-note figure, followed by the alto pairing in thirds with the tenor at the end of m. 19, then followed by paring between the tenor and bass in m. 20. Finally, the pairing of voices in thirds moves upward again to the tenor and alto parts (m. 22), which proceed into a rhythmic cadence that allows the soprano to take the eighth-note motive in a stepwise ascent leading to the closing of the antiphon. In this way, the salvific pair, Mary and Jesus, are extolled across every voice part through these third pairings, likely a symbol of Mary’s entwine-ment with Christ in the Trinity. The text repetition scheme is also signifi-cant. The second half of the antiphon has more repetitions of the text than the first half. As if to leave no doubt that the piece is for Mary’s Assumption, the message “assumpta est caelum” repeats three times in the soprano; “mater” repeats twice in the alto before “assumpta est caelum” repeats twice in this voice, then finally “est caelum” repeats again. Although likely played by instruments and not sung, the tenor part’s logical text underlay would repeat “assumpta est caelum.”

Polyphony punctuated some of the most salient festivities. It was a con-trapuntal exercise of various repetitions across various voices, which no doubt must have been enhanced—echoed, repeated again—by the walls and ceilings of the coro reverberating the nuns’ voices and instrument sounds among themselves and echoing as acousmatic, veiled voices beyond the coro grates. The encounters with sacred texts repeated across the liturgical year,
Example 2.2 Anonymous, *Venite adoremus regem regum*, Encarnación convent choirbook 6, folios 131v–132r
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whether in polyphony or not, also prompted some to remember particular moments of ecstasy, even if repeated months later, as we saw in María Josefa’s biography. Given what we now know about the transcendent effects of repetition, we might also consider Sister Jacinta’s ecstasy over the organ’s sound and Sister María de Jesús’ visions with the convent bell ringing as more than just aesthetically prompted flights of the mind. While their hypnotic effects were potentially owed to their repetitiveness, we know for certain that these sounds, as well as liturgical singing, were closely tied to the space of the coro, with its repetitive rituals and communal intimacy throughout the day and liturgical year.

The joy of music making and listening in the coro documented in the biographies sets an example for proper behavior in the convent, one of the primary purposes of nuns’ devotional literature. These examples of liturgical song parallel Caroline Walker Bynum’s and Frank Graziano’s notion of psychologically inflected mysticism, in which aesthetically induced transcendence through music is the cause for nuns’ visions, auditions, and bilocation abilities. These extraordinary events humanize the omnipresence of God. His omniscience is assigned directly to specific nuns without anyone in the convent knowing when their mystic sisters could see, feel, or hear God and the Virgin Mary. Sometimes God communicated messages to particular nuns about the behavior of other nuns in the convent. This added another level of internal surveillance to the so-called reverse panopticon while prescribing agency to certain role-model nuns.

That the voices of nuns had the power to reach God’s ears, but that his voice could only be heard by a select few in the coro is also exemplified in the biography of Sister Bárbara Josefa, who lived in Puebla’s Santísima Trinidad convent. Once, she was enjoying the villancicos performed in her convent for Corpus Christi, but God intervened with an admonishment:

Child, that music is not for me; stop enjoying it. Weep over these offenses that your sisters cause me; the secular people come to amuse themselves with the musicians; and your sisters sing to amuse them without any reverence to my blessed body in the Sacrament.

The choir had been singing villancicos requested by lay people throughout the Octave of Corpus Christi. Miguel de Torres, Bárbara’s biographer, noted that he would have to write a separate volume to tell of all the occasions in which singers performed such sacrilege. Once more the famous passage
from the Song of Songs is used to set an example, as we observed in Chapter 1. “Show me but your face, let me but hear your voice, that voice sweet as your face is fair,” is used by Torres to note that the nuns’ voices would only resound in the church and never make it to God’s ears if their intention was not to sing to him exclusively.\textsuperscript{119} Such abuse of sacred music was believed to earn nuns a heavy dose of torment upon their death: Sister Bárbara had a vision of nuns who had repented for their misbehaviors in the coro being cleansed by the fires of purgatory, suggesting eventual salvation was possible after purgation in that liminal space that proceeded death but preceded heaven in Catholic doctrine.\textsuperscript{120} Sacred words leaving the lips of nuns could also be sinful if not directed in a certain way, and they could cause listeners to sin without their even knowing it.

Bishop Palafox y Mendoza’s rule for nuns in Puebla was specific about what things should be avoided in the coros regarding the performing arts to keep the nuns in a state of righteousness, “comparable to the angels in heaven.” Palafox writes:

\begin{quote}
In no feast or occasion shall there be dances in either coro, and no plays . . . and the villancicos, and all else that is sung, shall not contain profane words, unworthy of religious composure and modesty. As such, we prohibit guitars, rattles, drums, tambourines, and other instruments that contradict the modesty and the seriousness of the divine cult\textsuperscript{121} and religious profession.
\end{quote}

Such a specific list indicates that these situations must have taken place, revealing some of the convents’ possible performative delights and a host of instruments nuns could play, in addition to the suggestion that profane words from secular poetry and the theatrical world could get mixed into sacred songs.\textsuperscript{122}

In another moment where Sister Bárbara was listening attentively to villancicos on a different Corpus Christi feast than the previous occasion, she was said to have heard them directly from the angels.\textsuperscript{123} Her biographer was inspired by the unspecified villancico of Bárbara’s experience to include Thomas Aquinas’ “Adoro te devote” in Spanish translation for readers of her biography to contemplate, a hymn that explains the mystery of the Eucharist by recalling that hearing the word of God was enough to believe in his presence within the consecrated host without actually seeing, touching, or tasting.\textsuperscript{124} We will come back to this moment in Bárbara’s biography in Chapter 4, which treats eucharistic devotional music in more depth, but for
now we can consider one villancico that potentially navigates a fine line between sacred and secular poetics in its effort to (de)mystify the Eucharist.

The anonymous villancico *Yo quiero bien* (CSG.122, ca. 1673–1691) from Sister Bárbbara’s convent is scored for two sopranos, alto, and bass accompaniment. In typical villancico fashion, it consists of a through-composed estribillo notated for the full ensemble and strophic coplas for which the musical texture reduces to two voices.

**Estribillo**

I love genuinely,
y and I must say whom [I love].

**Coplas**

1. I love genuinely, says the soul,
a certain handsome man, so easygoing
that I take him by the hand,
and I watch him face to face.

2. I love him as I love my own life
and my love is so great,
that I want all lovers to desire
to love him as well.

3. I desire, but not to be desired,
I love, but not to be loved,
for I want to be committed,
without anything in return.

4. I love him, finally, because only he
is worthy of love,
so much so, that coming from him
any favor would be disdain.

We would expect that the coplas might clarify that this is not a secular love song, that Christ is the object of affection, and therefore the source of redemption, but they do not state this explicitly. We only know that it is a eucharistic song because the title page indicates as much.
Would this piece have broken the bishop’s rule against profane poetry? Probably not, as it is reminiscent of the amorous poetry of St. Teresa of Ávila’s confessor and spiritual director, St. John of the Cross. Drawing from the Song of Songs, St. John’s poetry alludes to God as an un-named lover of a female human soul. “Cast as a woman,” as Elizabeth Rhodes notes, the voice of the soul “satisfied the exigencies of hegemonic gender constructs” in the early modern period. Yet the words of the villancico, with references to a “galán/handsome man” who is “llano/easygoing” in copla 1, allude more to Jesus, the human incarnation of the Trinity, rather than the omnipresent, fatherly God or invisible Holy Spirit. In Chapter 1 we observed how convenient it was for the profession response Amo Christum and a sermon for the Immaculate Conception to refer to individual components of the Trinity to convey personal messages and explain doctrinal mysteries to nuns. Thus, in alluding to Jesus, this villancico has a certain vitality when performed by women’s voices, musicalizing a physical sensuousness that was just barely avoided in St. John of the Cross’ writing. We will attend to more of this direct physical union between Christ and nuns in Chapter 4. The last two coplas of Yo quiero bien also suggest a one-directional relationship common in convent devotional material that expounds on self-denial: “desiring without being desired,” “loving without anything in return,” “favor would be disdain.”

While we do not have evidence as to how the words of such vernacular hymns were understood by nuns, Sister Bárbara’s biography at least gestures toward appropriate role models for sacred poetry and literature. In addition, Sister María Anna Águeda de San Ignacio of Puebla’s Santa Rosa convent wrote a series of meditations for reflecting on various moments of the life of Christ during each part of the Mass, including all parts of the Ordinary and Proper. Sister María de Jesús’s biographies also underscore ways of achieving proper contemplation while singing.

**Coro Flowers**

At Puebla’s Purísima Concepción Convent, singers in the perfect state of grace—what Dominicans call virtuous attention (“virtual atención”) because of the virtue it requires—could readily generate flowers when singing the Office in the coro. As Sister María de Jesús once claimed to have observed, her assistant Agustina de Santa Teresa was singing during solemn Matins for Christmas and at every cadence an angel removed flowers of various shades
and colors from her mouth. Intrigued, Sister María proceeded to ask Sister Agustina what she thought and felt while she was performing, to which she replied:

I began to sing so that my voice would be heard most sonorously in heaven, in the name of our holy mother church: all my breaths and all the words I pronounced were acts of contrition, of humility, of love and appreciation that I offered from the bottom of my heart to our newborn savior. They were also pleas for abundant grace on behalf of the faithful, for the conversion of sinners, the return of heretics to our holy faith, and other graces, and favors to benefit particular people.

Flowers once more appear as a trope for well-expressed musical sound, symbols of successful intercession for salvation. The Jesuit José Parreño aptly described the flowers of devout prayer and song in his 1794 preface to a novena for the Virgin of Sorrows, sponsored by the Jesús María nuns. Recalling the garden and botanical metaphors we observed in Chapter 1, it is worth observing how Parreño notes that flowers are “a sign of the affects that our lips insinuate and that the heart sprouts,” another rhetorical variation echoing Martín de Vallarta earlier in the century within his dialog between Sister Clori and Casandra we encountered, with hearts singing and lips as instruments to channel salvation. Altogether, the image of the coro is projected as a secret garden within a garden, lush with colorful and fragrant flowers.

If Sister Rosa—who opened this chapter had read Sister Agustina’s passage, she might have been inclined to sing her soprano solo in a similarly pious manner. Such rhetoric provides a florid example that outlines church leaders’ expectations for prayerful singing, effective in interceding for salvation. Just as the coro grates are a physical manifestation of enclosure rules, the examples in the biographies remain as indications that even thinking about music and its meaning was regulated by vows of obedience and enclosure. The architecture, the prayers, the visions, the metaphors, and the misbehaviors associated with the coros were an integral part of nuns’ musical experiences.

Who was Sister Rosa, whose *Misa “Bonae voluntatis”* in the Encarnación convent choirbooks opened our discussion of the coro? She was a singing wallflower whose enclosed resounding took place within an exceptional space, a threshold of female sounds emanating from a world, a garden, veiled
from the gaze of New Spanish citizens. The coro was a place for both Rosa’s performance and anonymity, a place not only to follow the rules of singing and praying for salvation, but also to express her individual piety and, if she were so inclined, even to experience mystical visions connected to her singing. As we will see in the next chapter, it took a certain type of discipline to arrive in this space, and to be able to remain there.
Disciplined Sounds

Dowry Waivers and Race, or Who Was Sister Mariana Josefa de Señor San Ignacio?

We know that on the day of October 13 sometime in the 1790s, Mariana Josefa de Señor San Ignacio professed in Mexico City’s San José de Gracia convent. We know this from a profession portrait painted of her and marked with a date, but the portrait itself merits attention before we tackle the mystery of what year it was painted (Figure 3.1). Mariana’s white habit and blue cape of the Conceptionist order and the black veil are embellished with embroidery executed in fine gold and white threads. A white pleated scapular drapes down the front of her torso. At the same time, another piece of finely stitched cloth, a stole-like sash called a yoke, frames the strand of rosary beads around Mariana’s neck. She wears a circular badge called an escudo, here depicting the Immaculate Conception flanked by Saints Joseph and Francis of Assisi, functioning doubly as an artistic device and as an element fundamental to her order’s accoutrements. The escudo forms the top of a triangle of devotional art within the portrait, above a Christ Child statue held in Mariana’s right hand and a palm frond in her left hand bearing a small oval-shaped picture of Saints Joseph and Clare. The portrait’s emphasis on St. Joseph, depicted twice, reminds viewers of Mariana’s patron saint and stems from her middle name, Josefa. As shown in a biographical sketch we will discuss momentarily, Joseph (José) was also Mariana’s father’s name, and thus St. Joseph was likely a family patron saint. The presence of the Franciscans Clare and Francis in the portrait would likewise signify support for the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, which Mariana swore to defend in her profession ceremony.

We are now familiar with the space within the San José de Gracia convent where Mariana’s initiation would have taken place (see Chapter 2). The artist would have peeked through the grates of the coro bajo to see her in her profession regalia, as was sung about in the antiphons discussed in Chapter 1. The convent choir and Mariana herself would have sung antiphons appropriate for a virgin woman. But how do we know that Mariana was a virgin?
Her relevant family background in the portrait’s biographical sketch below her image says nothing about virginity. As we see in the text, it reads,

Portrait of M. María Anna Josefa de Sr. Sn. Ignacio: Professed nun in the Convent of San José de Gracia: legitimate daughter of Dn. José Francisco Ventemilla and Dña. María García. Professed on 13 October 179[?], 16 years, 13 days of age. Josephus ab Alzibar [sic] pinxt. a 179[?].4

Diving deep into the fortuitous archival process clarifies both Mariana’s virginity status and the portrait’s mysterious date. The last numbers on the dates

Figure 3.1 Alcibar, Votive Portrait of Sor M. María Anna Josefa de San Ignacio, 1793. With permission from the Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest
are difficult to read because they appear scratched off at the top. With only the bottom half of the numeral being legible in both instances, it could be either a 3 or a 5—and indeed, art historians have dated the portrait 1795, while the Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest, where the artwork is preserved, has it cataloged as 1793.⁵

My intention was never to solve an art-historical discrepancy, but I found the resolution preserved among the hundreds of convent dowry contracts in Mexico City’s Archivo General de la Nación (AGN). On October 2, 1793, the nuns of the San José de Gracia convent requested a dowry waiver from the archdiocese for a sixteen-year-old young woman wishing full profession among the convent’s ranks. She had completed her year-long novitiate in the convent, and she sang and played the organ. These skills could qualify her for a dowry exemption as a “titled musician” (“a título de música”) in exchange for her performance in the liturgies.⁶ The request reads:

Most excellent and illustrious Lord,

We, the abbess, vicar, and counselors of this convent of our holy father San José de Gracia, affiliated with and in obedience of your excellency, placed at your feet in the most proper fashion, report that one year after having completed her approval and novitiate, Sister Mariana de San Ignacio requests to be admitted into the solemn profession to be a choir and black veil nun as a titled musician, as an organist and singer. For this purpose, we humbly beseech that your excellency approves what is necessary for the usual proceedings. [We sign] in continuous obedience of your illustrious excellency and with the affection of humble and attentive servants who venerate your illustrious lord reverend father.

María Rosa del Niño Jesús, Abbess
María Micaela del Corazón de Jesús, Vicar
Ana Ignacia de S. San José, Counselor.
Juana de la Santísima Trinidad, Counselor.
Clara de Jesús, Counselor.
María Dolores de Jesús, Counselor.⁷

The information that follows in the notarial record is decisive in concluding that this Mariana is the sitter of Alcíbar’s portrait.

As is typical of dowry contracts, the candidate was asked questions to establish her position as a novice in the convent and her identity within society
prior to entering the cloister, as well as her aptitude for the fully professed life. The notary recorded the responses of the young woman in question:

And being by her name and surname of the religion, calidad, filiation, nature, state, and age, she said: that she is called, as stated, Sister Mariana de San Ignacio; a Spanish virgin, born in Mexico, legitimate daughter of Don José Ventemilla and Doña María Loreto García, [and she is] of the age of sixteen.8

The portrait and the AGN record coincide in month and decade; notarizing a dowry waiver ten days prior to profession makes the date range completely logical. The sources are also in agreement on the convent, the candidate’s name and age, and both her parents’ names. Alcíbar’s portrait is the portrait of a singer and organist named Mariana de San Ignacio.9

There are some other peculiarities worth unpacking from the AGN document. Calidad is a consequential term that will come up in this chapter regularly. In this instance, the notary was being comprehensive, as calidad encompassed so much of what was already spelled out and understood in the quotation. In these contexts, calidad was what Jesús Ramos-Kittrell calls “an aggregate of attributes (e.g., employment, institutional rank, personal connections) that gave an all-encompassing impression of a person’s social reputation and image, and thus defined one’s status among Spaniards.”10 More specifically, Ramos-Kittrell argues, “it referred to a number of factors, including economic status, occupation, purity of blood, and birthplace, in short, to ‘reputation as a whole.’”11 Legitimacy, the overlapping word in both the painting and the record, was a designation for blood purity.

Calidad in this case also describes people such that their identity is commensurate with their discipline, their ability to fashion themselves into a particular Spanish social mold. Given that Mariana’s notarized dowry record attends to her musical abilities, how might these legal and artistic displays of discipline, both of them visual, correspond to disciplinary or disciplined sound? In other words, does discipline manifest in a musical or sonic equivalent to the visualized disciplinary spaces of the notarial record and the profession portrait? In seeking the answer to this question within the types of sources available, those examined throughout this book so far, this chapter undertakes an “acoustically tuned exploration” to argue that the sound of discipline manifested in both obvious and ambiguous ways.12

The painting and notarial record coincide in their capturing of discipline as well. Except for a sitter’s biographical sketch and face, the portraits
are highly conventional with little change other than minor order-specific details drawn by the artist.13 “The consistency of pictorial format and bridal iconography effectively lessens differences and emphasizes commonalities,” notes James Córdova, “thereby establishing a kind of corporate religious identity among New Spain’s nuns.”14 From the notarial side, the formulaic nature of colonial Latin American entrance dowry protocols and dowry-waiver documentations makes them disciplinary spaces.

The disciplined space of the notarial record shapes and molds personal narratives into legal rhetoric believed to be true for the readers and writers of the documents.15 Like a profession portrait’s artist choosing the regalia for his sitter based on her convent order, family devotions, and other such factors, a notary public also had several rubrics of legal phrases with carefully placed blank spaces to fill in personal details, such as dates, personal names, and convent—to discipline an individual into the legally binding social condition at hand. The characterization of notarial writing, in the words of Asunción Lavrin, as “ritual phrases,” especially for recording convent admissions, is apt here.16 Strategic repetition, or redundancy, as with the earlier quote about calidad, is a key characteristic of discipline.17 The strategy of repeating certain stock phrases in the notarial record would convince Church authorities that the women named in the records were fit for the convent. In other words, the Church carefully vetted every woman before she engaged in spiritual marriage when professing as a nun and becoming a bride of Christ.18

Disciplinary sound is central to this book. Thus far, I have posited the resonance of virginal bodies singing from the disciplined, acousmatic space of the coro that hid nuns’ identities, but that allowed for their voices to resound into the public’s ears in the church naves. This chapter builds on that finding by investigating the disciplinary sounds implied in the music dowry-waiver process itself and exploring how sound became implicated within the disciplined space of the notarial record.19 The “usual proceedings” the San José de Gracia nuns requested in their letter—which consisted of a music audition and a formal background check of the candidate’s calidad—are missing from Mariana’s file. Such records, surviving in some cases with more thorough documentation of these proceedings, would provide documentary evidence to Church officials that a woman could initiate into the disciplined life of the convent to intercede for humanity’s salvation. That discipline was understood by New Spanish society in a highly racialized manner, as the music auditions woven into testimonies of a candidate’s family lineage make evident. As such, this chapter also gives a nuanced sense of how Mariana might
have understood herself and how she comprehended the various politics of salvation and its sonic and racialized dimensions.

Profession villancicos document the spiritual ascent of women like Mariana into the salvation economy offered by the Church, a documentation in art that mirrors how the notarial record documented a woman’s ascent in society upon profession.20 The profession portrait seems somewhere in between, at once reproducing biographical material relevant to the notary and using iconography that makes the nun look saintlike. The trope of ascending and descending has been accompanying our narrative in various ways, including Sister María de Jesús’ bilocation, ascending to the coro alto (Chapter 2), and the Virgin Mary’s elevation to immaculately conceived, allegorized in the rise and fall of musical pitches (Chapter 1). In this chapter, we will dwell momentarily on the phenomenon of rising and falling before arriving at the dowry-waiver process, following a roundabout path that attends to real music and voice first.

**Prelude to the Dowry-Waiver Process**

Martin de Vallarta’s quip that “vows and constitutions are the feathers with which the nun flies to heaven, but even feathers can be heavy” also uses the trope of ascending and descending, with its reference to feathers signaling the wings of either angels or birds that carry the nuns to heaven.21 It reminds aspiring nuns of the burdensome nature of the disciplined life necessary to thrive in the convent. Delving into the devotional media, such tropes are found in nuns’ actual music too, as seen in the anonymous villancico *Tonada sola a lo divino* (CSG.109, ca. 1717), written for Sister Clara Gregoria de la Ascensión of the Santísima Trinidad convent in Puebla. Its title page indicates that she is the dedicatee.

**Estribillo**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si el dulce metro de mis ansias vuela por remontarse en alas del deseo, no se fatigue por subir. Pues logro que a mis manos se venga todo un cielo, ay dulce dueño, ay amor que en ti el alma busca su centro.</td>
<td>If the sweet rhythm of my longing soars to climb by wings of desire, may it not tire from rising. Because the entire heaven comes into my hands, oh sweet master, oh love that in you the soul seeks its center.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coplas

1. Hoy por buscar al esposo,
se oculta en el casto velo
la que amante solicita
en sus finezas el centro;
Ay dulce dueño,
ay amor que en ti
el alma busca su centro.

2. La libertad que consagra,
es última del deseo
que dichosamente arde
de puro amor en el fuego;
Ay dulce dueño,
ay amor que en ti
el alma busca su centro.

3. Las voces con que se ofrece,
son cadenas de su cuello,
dándole a precios el oro,
del mas amoroso incendio;
Ay dulce dueño,
ay amor que en ti
el alma busca su centro.

4. Por unirse al dulce esposo,
a el mundo pone en desprecio,
y llamándole amoroso,
repite con dulces ecos;
Ay dulce dueño,
ay amor que en ti
el alma busca su centro.

The piece is for solo tiple and bass accompaniment. Its F final, C modulation, and B flat in the key signature place this villancico solidly in mode 5, a joyful mode, appropriate for an initiation ceremony. The text of the first copla suggests profession as the most obvious context for this piece, because
it speaks about a one-time occasion, “today,” rather than a general yearlong or yearly devotion. Voice is present in copla 3, its localization in the throat reminiscent of Bernardo Balbuena’s poetry we read in Chapter 1. This villancico focuses on the external body part—the neck—where a woman would don a (gold necklace) chain of jewelry, conflated in the poetics here with the chains of servitude/slavery. The subject is metaphorically leashed into the professed life when she vocalizes her four vows—united to the unnamed sweet groom of copla 4, which would be Jesus.

The tiple voice and accompaniment interact mostly in intervals of thirds accompanying a text that cheers on the nun—in contrast to Vallarta’s cautionary words, “but even feathers can be heavy.” The estribillo is prone to word painting: as seen in Example 3.1, the pitches in the tiple gradually ascend over an octave through the words climb (“remontarse”) and wings (“alas”) in mm. 5–8; the word “wings” is then set to a melisma of fluttering quarter notes (mm. 7–8). Elaborating on the theme of struggle within flight, to which Vallarta referred, the singer finally performs two fatiguing leaps of an octave at the end of the phrase, “may it not tire from rising” (“no se fatigue por subir”). The word rising (“subir”) is set to a leap from F4 to F5 in mm. 15–16, then from D4 and D5 in mm. 20–21.

The question remains as to whether Sister Clara Gregoria de la Ascensión, named on the title page of the villancico manuscript, was the singer and/or the woman professing for whom this villancico was composed. In the Santísima Trinidad repertory to which this Tonada belongs, Clara’s name is not found on any other sheet of music; had her name been written on a particular voice or instrumental part, and not just on the dedication page, that would have indicated with more assurance that she could have been a convent musician, like Rosa in the previous chapter. Her name is also not in the text of the estribillo or the coplas, as in other profession villancicos in the Santísima Trinidad repertory composed specifically for the women named in the poetry. So, if she was not a musician and she is not named in the text, then the most likely possibility is that she was the sponsor of the piece, as it was not uncommon for nuns to give money in support of music, art, and particular devotions within their convents. Or, indeed, she could have been the woman whose profession this was meant to celebrate, except that the text of the profession villancico was more generic and could be sung for all other women professing into the Santísima Trinidad convent and not just for Clara alone.

Listening to these pieces would seem to be similar to listening to a devotional villancico, like those examined in other chapters of this book. It
would be like looking at a profession portrait and only experiencing the saintliness of the image without the biographical data about birthdates, family, legitimacy, and calidad. As shown later, calidad was implied for anyone worthy enough to have such a composition written in honor of a bride of Christ.

If Clara had been a musician, she might have even taken part in the singing of this villancico on her profession day. Were she applying for a dowry waiver, she might also play a piece like the *Tonada* to demonstrate her musical skills, as villancicos were reported to have been used for these evaluations. The music dowry-waiver records do not specifically mention villancicos, but indicate “papeles de música” (music papers/parts),
as in one Ana Javiera de Algora’s 1692 records for her acceptance into the San Bernardo convent as a singer and performer of the violón and vihuela:

For the purpose of being examined in music and with the assistance of the mother prioress and other nun musicians of said convent who were in the coro bajo, and Antonio de Salazar chapel master of the said holy cathedral church, Br. José de Loaysa Agurto, and José de Espinosa, bajón player from said chapel, whom his mercy appointed for said examination, and after said teachers took out some music parts and the nuns other [parts], [Ana Javiera] sang and accompanied them and also played violón and vihuela for which the nuns were pleased.29

Álvaro Torrente explains that in Spain “papeles de música” were manuscripts of “music copied in separate parts and normally implying vocal works with continuo and obbligati instruments.” In addition, Torrente adds that such manuscripts consisted of “music in modern style,” that is, “music composed by the contemporary cathedral composers” as opposed to stile antico polyphony sung at the music stand.30 There is no reason to believe that this did not include villancicos or that this labeling was any different in Mexico City, as Javier Marín López confirms while also reminding us that the violón was important for “doubling the bass line of the continuo . . . [and it] accompanied and reinforced the low registers.”31 The reductive capacity of the disciplined notarial space thus begins to divulge how its brevity obscures the specificity of what was performed.

The proficiency of a candidate’s skills—her usefulness—was completely left to the cathedral chapel masters and musicians to determine. For the notary, a middleman, and the archbishop, who ultimately approved the waivers, the musical selections played at the audition would seem to make no difference so long as the musical skills of the candidate made it worth investing in her profession. Entrance dowries provided by women when they initiated into the convent were expensive and a major source of convent funding that could be invested to gain profitable returns that would sustain the convent.32 Investing in music would seem to have its own return, principally the benefit of attracting convent patrons who would continue to endow the convents with donations, including sung memorial Masses that maintained the economy of salvation.33 That specific monetary return was obscured in the dowry-waiver process, however,
as it foregrounded the usefulness of the musicians for solemnizing the liturgies instead.

The notarized music dowry-waiver process is preserved in fragments at the AGN in dating from the 1670s through the 1850s. Fanny Calderón de la Barca also witnessed a novice professing with a dowry waiver in the 1840s:

In the Convent of the Incarnation [Encarnación], I saw another girl sacrificed in a similar manner. She was received there without a dowry, on account of the exceeding fineness of her voice. She little thought what a fatal gift it would prove to her. The most cruel part of all was, that wishing to display her fine voice to the public, they made her sing a hymn alone, on her knees, her arms extended in the form of a cross before all the immense crowd. . . . She was a good-looking girl, fat and comely, who would probably have led a comfortable life in the world, for which she seemed well fitted; most likely without one touch of romance or enthusiasm in her composition; but having the unfortunate honour of being niece to two chanones [sic], she was thus honourably provided for without expense in her nineteenth year. As might be expected, her voice faltered, and instead of singing, she seemed inclined to cry out. Each note came slowly, heavily tremblingly; and at the last she nearly fell forward exhausted, when two of the sisters caught and supported her. I had almost made up my mind to see no more such scenes, which, unlike pulque [agave liquor] and bullfights, I dislike more and more upon trial; when we received an invitation, which it was not easy to refuse, but was the more painful to accept, being acquainted, though slightly, with the victim.34

Powerful words from an enlightened woman, at once in awe of Mexico City’s religious culture, as already seen in previous chapters with her description of the convent coro and garden, but also taken aback at the sacrifice young women undertook to become co-redeemers along with Christ and the Virgin Mary. She calls this singer a victim and evokes Passion imagery and sacrificial language as did profession sermons of the previous centuries.35 Moreover, Fanny’s writing is clever and picturesque, indirectly citing body size and sex appeal as contributors to the maintenance of cloistered convents and their antiquated lifestyle of uniformity and repetition—discipline.36 The tone gives her writing verisimilitude.

Once a woman’s “exceeding fineness” in performance earned her a dowry waiver, like Fanny Calderón’s acquaintance at the Encarnación convent, she
was legally bound to perform specifically on the instrument on which she was declared competent, or to sing in the case of vocalists. In 1747, for example, Sister María Rosa de San José was admitted to Mexico City’s Purísima Concepción convent as a bajón player (bassoonist). She requested archdiocesan permission to stop playing the bajón, which was aggravating an infection on her tongue, provoking much pain and distress. María Rosa assured the vicar that she had already started learning to accompany with the violón (viol) since she could no longer play the bajón “to supply the basses with it.” She was clearly worried that she could not accompany the choir adequately on the bajón anymore, the stakes of which should be familiar from the discussion in previous chapters about rules calling for music to be well performed in the liturgies. Then María Rosa explains that the choir vicar and musicians she accompanied were satisfied with her progress on the violón, and that therefore her monthly lessons with a teacher were worth the cost.

The nuns at the same convent some fifty years prior described the commitment to a music dowry-waiver’s requirements as an obligation too. It was work in the most righteous service of salvation. In 1691, they put forth a candidate named Juana Dominga de Bereo for a reduced dowry at 1,500 pesos raised charitably, which was half the price of a full dowry. She was sixteen years old and had been raised in the convent since the age of two; knowing music—as it was obviously taught to her in the convent—she already assisted in the choir as a singer, the nuns said, “offering herself with many affections that sometimes she edifies us and it touches us to see the punctuality with which she attends to everything even without having the obligation.” Fulfilling obligations indeed seems inherent to discipline.

**Deep in the Dowry Waiver Process**

The “Proceedings performed about the blessing of the habit for Mariana de San José y Machuca, so that she can be received as a choir and black veil nun in the Convent of the Concepción with the Title of Musician” (henceforth “Proceedings”) contain the complete notarized dowry-waiver documentation of one Sister Mariana. The first document in the proceedings is her proof of Baptism, which took place on October 3, 1677, as confirmed by a priest who consulted a book of Spanish baptismal records held at the cathedral. Mariana’s initial qualification for the convent was confirmed through record of her Baptism, which indicated that she was the legitimate daughter
of Agustín Fernández Machuca and Isabel de Salazar, confirming she was the offspring of Spanish parents who had received the sacrament of Matrimony through the Church and that she was not a bastard child (“hija natural”). This record documents the Church’s reproduction of itself through sacramental process, requiring Mariana’s family to have engaged in prior sacraments in order for her to qualify for profession.

After the documentation of Baptism, a letter from the nuns of the convent offers a plea to the archdiocese on the musician’s behalf:

Inasmuch as we are extremely short of singers, due to the death of some who were the entirety of the choir and promoters of divine worship, due to their great skill and dedication, we need to receive others in their place because there are few who have remained for this ministry, and at present we have been introduced with a musician who is very skilled, and she sings with a good voice with much training, which is an advantage because she can start singing without being taught. . . . She is the legitimate daughter of the accountant Agustín Fernández Machuca, deceased, and Doña Isabel de Salazar, his legitimate wife, who is so poor that she is sustained through alms. And to become a nun, to which her virtue inclines her, she has taught [Mariana] music.

This information duplicates what the priest would have confirmed from the baptismal record regarding Mariana’s lineage while also supplying a few more details about the convent’s seemingly dire need for competent musicians to lead the choir, the presence of a trained musician “with a good voice” capable of filling the vacancy, and the financial affairs of Mariana’s family that necessitated a dowry waiver. The class, socioeconomic, and gender power imbalances typical in the “disciplining of sound” on paper begin to reveal themselves from the initial records confirming that Mariana is poor but Spanish, and that musical ability—which had to be certified by men, as shown later—could take a woman out of destitution. Within the Spanish colonial world view that, according to Andrew Fisher and Matthew O’Hara, “reflected a sliding scale of inferiority among subsets of the Crown’s vassals,” Mariana found herself in a situation in which both parties, the Concepción convent and the Machuca family, benefited from her musicianship.

The petition was signed by the notary José Rubio on November 9, 1694, and taken to the cathedral canon and Vicar General Antonio de Anunzibay...
y Anaya, who had it reviewed by Archbishop Francisco Aguiar y Seixas. On November 10, the archbishop granted permission for Antonio de Salazar (ca. 1650–1715) and José de Loaysa Augusto (ca. 1625–1695), cathedral chapel masters, to evaluate Mariana’s musical skills. The examination took place on November 15 in the convent parlor. In some records, the assessment took place in the coro bajo. The main concern was that a grate should separate the men and nuns, except under special circumstances. In 1731, for example, the nuns of the Encarnación convent were given permission for the chapel masters to enter the cloister because the audition “could not be done across the grates.”

The chapel masters would bring sheets of music to the convent for these types of auditions, and the nuns also provided samples of music for the aspirant to perform. Again, the specifics of the pieces of music are unknown, but presumed to have been villancicos and/or polyphony.

After the exam, Salazar and Loaysa’s evaluations were summarized by the vicar general in a statement dated the day after the exam, November 15, which makes a point of specifying Mariana’s Spanish appearance:

There appeared a Spanish woman who called herself Mariana de San José, the subject of these accounts, and the said chapel masters took out different sheets of music and the nun-musicians of the said convent took out others, which she sang and accompanied with said musicians. Similarly, she sang another song on her own while playing the harp with much skill, and her voice is very sonorous.

Anunzibay adds another layer of certainty about Mariana’s “person, judgment, and circumstances” by confirming her Spanish lineage, idealized as commensurate with the life of a future bride of Christ. The notarial record disciplined Mariana’s personhood, in which her calidad and voice became legally fused into the mold of a titled musician nun—“a título de música.” For those who were instrumentalists, it was the same molding process. The quality of their instrumental performance was judged on how well it accompanied song or played out vocal lines and organ versets (an important substitute for the voice, as we saw in Chapter 2). In any case, the fact that Mariana looked Spanish in appearance continued to build on the convent nuns’ declaration that Mariana was of legitimate birth and on the priest’s baptismal verification. The documents reveal a gradual unfolding of witnesses to Mariana’s Spanish identity confirmed through vocalized testimonies about her family lineage. All these reiterations were important since merely
appearing Spanish was not enough evidence of the calidad necessary to be a bride of Christ.53

The vicar general’s statement about Mariana’s musical skills draws upon a legal rubric repeated many times across the various dowry-waiver protocols to describe generic musicianship competence reported by the cathedral musicians. Loaysa and Salazar stated that her voice was clear, high, and sonorous, making it “very useful and necessary for the celebration of the Divine Office in the said convent, and [she] also plays the harp, with which she can support the rest of the members who remain in the choir.”54 Implied in this prioritizing of usefulness and necessity is the weight of the convent’s salvific calidad stemming from the daily vocalized prayers within the nuns’ liturgies, which relied on competent musicians to sustain adequate communal singing.

The records, including Mariana’s, never explicitly mention what musical skills the cathedral musicians tested, though other documents show that rhythm, multi-instrumentality, and contributions to polyphony were important. For instance, in a later period at the Encarnación convent, the then cathedral organist, Manuel Martínez, who served circa 1784–1809,55 suggested that Anna Manuela Herrera, who aspired to become a nun with the dowry waiver for organ playing, required more time under the tutelage of her male teacher (maestro) to help her with rhythm. But it was only a small defect (“defectillo”), which would not hinder her from obtaining the dowry waiver. Martinez builds on the formal rubrics of the past cathedral musicians, saying, for example, that Anna Manuela plays with some knowledge (“algún conocimiento”) and that she does not lack liveliness in her playing (“viveza parece no la falta”). Furthermore, usefulness is presented in terms of service, as “it appears that she will serve very well if she does not allow herself to forget what she knows, and if she takes the precaution to prepare herself ahead of time and learn what she has to play.”56 In this example the disciplinary space of the notarial record expands to include the traditional disciplinary components required to be a successful musician, alluding to the muscle memory necessary for instrumental competence, developed by repetitive practice.

In 1691, Salazar and his colleagues auditioned the multi-instrumentalist Felipa Rodriguez de Aguilar, who sought a music dowry waiver to become a nun in Mexico City’s San José de Gracia convent. She was competent in four instruments: the bajón, tenor (tenor bajón), faraute (literally “herald,” and thus probably a type of trumpet), and tenor de chirimía (tenor shawm).57 These types of instruments could replace a singing voice, although Felipa also sang contralto.58 With these musical abilities, she could fill a vacancy in
the choir after one of its members had died. Indeed, the abbess of San José de Gracia wrote in terms of necessity, stating that “the choir is in much need for the Divine Office, and the one who can actually perform is unavailable because the physicians have warned me that it is a threat to her life.”59 In his evaluation of Felipa, the cathedral bajón player José de Espinosa praised her skills, commenting that her contralto voice alone should earn her a dowry, as there were already many tiples in the nuns’ choir.60 “It will assuredly be a service to God, our Lord, for her to receive the habit,” remarked Espinosa, “because this witness knows that the choir of said convent lacks voices and instruments like hers.”61 Though Espinosa specified that low voices were a particular need in the San José de Gracia convent, Felipa’s low voice must still have been rare, given the excitement in the tone of the cathedral musicians’ account: “even better was the discovery of her contralto voice with which she sang with much skill.”62

The specification of tiple and contralto voice types suggests polyphonic singing at this convent, despite the lack of extant music sources from San José de Gracia. Around 1728, almost forty years after Felipa’s audition, the nuns at the Purísima Concepción convent also requested permission for a music dowry for a harpist and contralto singer named María Rita de San Miguel, identified by the nuns as one “skilled in chant and polyphony.”63 They reflect on why it is so important to have trained singers, exhibiting a concern for aesthetic taste in some unknown degree of musical skill: it is not because other nuns cannot sing—as all are required to sing—but because they “sing by ear without knowing music.”64 They list an organist, two bajón players, and a tenor bajón player among their modest cohort of instrumentalists, but state that one is “blind with cataracts” and “the organist is almost blind.”65 They mention that even though everyone is at least supposed to know how to chant, these women only performed on instruments, because they “lacked voices.”66 Whatever that meant, lacking voices must have been the complete opposite of the equally vague “sonorous” characteristic that earned trained vocalists a dowry waiver, with everyone else in the convent communities falling somewhere in a middle range of amateur singing ability. The mention of the instrumentalists’ disabilities would be for the purpose of hastening the matter of María Rita’s recruitment, as if at any moment the organist and bajonera could cease accompanying on account of their visual impairments.

The convent choir vicar Sister Gertrudis Angela de Jesús Nazareno also shared her concern for the lack of musicians in the choir. She self-described as being in “charge of caring for music and chant in the choir and [making
sure] that the divine worship and regular observance does not decline.” Remarkably, hers is the only record that separates chant and music, again suggesting polyphonic practice, and she said that the few choir members that remained were

overwhelmed with sung chaplaincy Masses and other obligations from our patrons, in addition to the necessary religious functions of funerals, Matins, and other [services] that your illustriousness would agree are indispensable.68

The indispensability of liturgical singing in convents, articulated by Sister Gertrudis here, is at once more indicative of why over one hundred years earlier the vicar general of Mexico City sided with the nuns of the Encarnación convent when they demanded that their liturgical music books be returned, which we observed at the opening of Chapter 1. Gertrudis’ outline of the responsibilities placed upon her choir suggests that Mexico City’s Purísima Concepción convent was a musical hub well into the eighteenth century, carrying on a tradition dating back to the sixteenth century, also explored in Chapter 1. The chaplaincy Masses were those memorial Masses paid for by patron mortgages to be sung in perpetuity, depending on the specifications of their donation, for the repose of patrons’ souls after their death.69

We do not have evidence as to the number of chaplaincy Masses at the Purísima Concepción, but records from other Mexico City convents, such as for the San José de Gracia Convent around 1673, inform us what was possible for just a few patrons. At San José de Gracia, it was traditional to perform fourteen sung Masses yearly for the repose of the soul of the convent patron Fernando de Villegas and thirteen for the patron Juan Navarro and his wife.70 The convent choir also sang ten Masses every time one of its nuns died.71 The number of chaplaincy Masses for the prestigious Purísima Concepción—recall, it was the oldest nuns’ cloister in New Spain—would likely be higher than this. In honor of Christ’s age of thirty-three when he died, some convents in Spain sang as many as thirty-three chaplaincy Masses for each deceased person.72 Sister Gertrudis Angela, likely desperate for help to ease the load of so many services, had nothing but positive things to say about María Rita:

The archbishop has been informed of this necessity and about the availability of a noble and virtuous girl, and skilled in the art and the practice
of music, who has a contralto voice very apropos for the choir and for the necessities of our own [choir]. [She is] equally elegant in accompanying with harp, a legitimate daughter and with all the circumstances necessary for the convent as evidenced by her proof of Baptism.\textsuperscript{73}

She does not neglect to reiterate the most important part, of course: María Rita’s legitimacy and family lineage, an assurance, as in the preceding baptismal record, of pure Spanish descent.

By the time of María Rita’s audition, Manuel Sumaya had taken over the role of cathedral chapel master from Salazar, who retired in 1714. Sumaya was called in to adjudicate, and he noted:

I made her play various works and other items necessary for the service of the choir on the harp instrument; and she immediately played and solfeged parts and works of polyphonic pieces in diverse tones, as many as I placed in front of her, with skill, accuracy, effortlessness, and intelligence.\textsuperscript{74}

This would indicate that sight-reading with solfege was part of the audition. He also auditioned her in voice, which he found “sweet and very apropos for all of those pieces in which she does not play the harp.”\textsuperscript{75} This hints at a performance practice, indicating that some pieces were accompanied by harp and others were not. Her skills would be “honed and perfected” because of the choir’s great need.\textsuperscript{76} Sumaya’s account is one of the most elaborate in terms of musical detail, and, even so, it reveals very little else other than the involvement of sight-reading and self-accompaniment for instrumentalists. Still, this and the preceding examples show some of the ways in which music commentary, considerably less redundant than the family background check, was embedded into the dowry waiver process.

The handwritten autobiographical notes of María Casilda del Pozo y Calderón (1682–1730), who wanted to become a nun in Mexico City, also reveal the relevance of solfege and routine practice, while indicating her religious fervor and willingness to discipline her life with music and the veil:

I would say to the Lord that I would first take my own life [rather] than offend him, because my intention was only to love him and never offend him. And since the demon occasioned many situations to offend the Lord, I restrained myself, and as such I desired to come to this city, and to join a convent. And being that I did not have a dowry to become a nun I began
to learn music and soon learned it because I started with the principles of plainchant and I knew how to play the harp, and I learned solfege within two years, well enough that I could accompany any sheet of music on the violón and harp. And with the desire to become a nun, I worked very hard to learn, day and night, and it served as a good distraction.77

It is not clear whether she eventually became a nun. She and her sister were under the care of a priest in Mexico City when she penned her autobiography. They were orphaned and essentially lived as the priest’s servants. Her words supplement the notarial process for dowry waivers and inform us, however vaguely, of her gradual process of learning solfege by building on her knowledge of plainchant, and even suggesting that learning music was enjoyable, if only “a good distraction.”

Returning to the proceedings of our previous harp player and vocalist, Mariana de San José y Machuca: after she passed her music audition, more discussion of her lineage ensued, which was part of the process for all candidates. On November 18, 1694, a day after Mariana’s music exam, Anunzibay informed the archbishop that she had passed the test, and the prelate gave permission to investigate her lineage and Spanish identity more thoroughly, requiring two witnesses. A priest, Ambrozio Fernández de Leon, and a longtime family acquaintance named Juan de Arvo stood in, and the latter testified:

[Her parents] procreated the aforementioned as a legitimate daughter, and, as such, they raised her, fed her, always called her daughter, and she has always called them mother and father in their house and in public and [I know] that [her parents] are Spanish old Christians, pure from all bad lineage of the Moors, Jews, and those punished by the inquisition or other tribunals. . . . Mariana de San José is a virtuous person of good life and customs, and she has no impediments that will hinder her receipt of the blessed habit which she seeks.78

Arvo’s testament would assure the church leaders that Mariana was free of the perceived marks of undesirable ancestors. Any variants on these statements for proving Spanish blood purity would have to include the phrase about being Spanish and old Christian, which would suggest no mixture with Muslim or Jewish converts (new Christians). For instance, in the 1667 testimony of Nicolás Neira Barboza in support of Juana Tellez de la Banda,
who aspired to enter the Encarnación convent, Barboza swore that Juana’s parents were “Spanish without any mixture, nobles of all the calidad of old Christians, pure of all bad race.” The term race (“raza”) thus had religious overtones, though Covarrubias’ 1674 edition of *Tesoro de la lengua castellana o española* adds *Indio* (Indian) to the mix. In addition, the Spanish associated blackness with slavery and infidelity, lumping those of African descent as a type of impure “bad race,” the implication of which for convent admissions we will discuss later. The term *casta* (caste) applied for those of mixed Spanish and non-Spanish lineage, whether indigenous, African, or their mixed descendants.

The Spanish thought that the qualities necessary to become a bride of Christ in New Spain were substantiated with these lineage testimonies. At the center of this racialized rubric was the aspirant’s bloodline, which was supposed to be indicative of moral, disciplined Spanish parents, who did not miscegenate with religious and ethnic others, and the aspirant’s own decent calidad. These features were believed to be passed from one true Spanish Christian to another when they maintained pure Spanish lineage, confirmed through word of mouth.

The final step in a candidate’s evaluation involved a scrutiny of her personality, and for Mariana this stage arrived on November 19, a day after confirmation of her Spanish lineage. She was asked for her name, the name of her parents, her age (seventeen), and her assurance that she desired to become a nun by her own free will without being coerced. Her responses were satisfactory enough for the nuns to be granted permission to take a vote on Mariana’s acceptance as a musician novice.

**Pious Deeds and Racialized Scandals**

The Colegio de San Miguel de Belem became a feeder school for this convent dowry-waiver process to receive competent musicians. It was founded in October 1746 by the Archbishop of Mexico City Juan Antonio de Vizarrón y Eguiarreta as a music school where women could learn music before becoming nuns. It was not the first time this prelate centered women in one of his pious deeds (*obras pias*). Three years prior to founding the school, he left a prestigious 4,000-peso lottery dowry for poor women who wanted to profess free of expense. Concerned for his salvation, he believed that the dowry, along with several memorial Masses he funded, would help ensure
his soul “a most clement compassion in the divine justice.” These charitable dowries were quite common for wealthy citizens to establish, especially for the benefit of orphans. The minimum requirement for reception of a charitable dowry was once again the calidad inherent in Spanish lineage, “strictly excluding all other casta, race, or mixture,” a limiting factor imposed on the Colegio de San Miguel as well. As casta denoted people of mixed lineage, the archbishop’s redundancy makes this racialized restriction even more emphatic.

When convents knew of a young woman in their midst who wished to profess but was unable to do so because she lacked a dowry, the nuns would enter her name into a general lottery (“sorteo”), which took place on the feast of the archbishop’s name day, the feast of St. John the Baptist on June 24. The names of all the candidates from all participating convents were written on slips of paper and placed in an urn for selection. In a symbolic gesture to Matthew’s Gospel (“So shall the last be first and the first last,” Matthew 20:16), the final name drawn out received the dowry. The woman selected in this way would then participate in a public procession and Mass at the cathedral on the feast of St. Peter on June 29, a major feast in the cathedral liturgical calendar.

These lottery dowries were competitive and a potential source of scandal. As one investigation from 1738 to 1739 preserved at the AGN attests, Spanish physical appearance and proximity to non-Spaniards could be deceiving, and word of mouth was the standard evidence for lineage. The title of the notarized documents discloses the type of rumor that might disqualify a potential candidate: “Inquiry orders regarding the calidad of María Ana de la Cámara, who won the raffle for orphans from the church of the San José de Gracia convent, on suspicion of her calidad as a mulatta woman.” It was the sacristan of the San José de Gracia convent, Nicolás de Mujica, who accused María Ana “of being the daughter of the sister of a negra [black woman] who is the errand girl of the same convent.” He claimed that it was not just suspicion, but that her calidad was “public and known in the entire neighborhood of San José de Gracia.” And this was corroborated by a second witness, a priest by the name of Manuel de Estrada, who “considers her [María Ana] a mulatta,” the term for a mixed-race person of African descent, because of her mother’s relationship to the convent servant. Because of these allegations, on December 24, 1738, Vicar General Francisco Dávila Gómez de Cervantes prevented María Ana from participating in the lottery procession, this one to have taken place on that same Christmas Eve day.
The calidad necessary for María Ana to become a nun was considerably diminished because of her mother’s supposed association with blackness. Since 1599 the calidad of black people in New Spain had become appended to the impure calidad of religious “bad race” associated with the Jews, Muslims, and new Christians. The racialization of caste was well underway by the time of María Ana de la Cámara’s situation. The documents used both “negra” and “mulata” to describe the convent errand girl, depending on the argument. Those who accused María Ana of being unqualified because of her mother’s relationship with the errand girl labeled the errand girl “negra,” and those who testified that this girl was not related to María Ana’s family used the word “mulata.”

María Ana contested, “I am a poor Spanish virgin without protection, circumstances recommended by law for the protection of your holiness.” What did she mean by “protection”? Becoming a nun at the San José de Gracia convent, under the administrative jurisdiction of the archbishop, would offer her the archbishop’s—the Church’s—indirect protection from the secular world. Poor, but Spanish, she was deserving of her family lineage to be safeguarded with her virginity safely preserved in the convent, as discussed in Chapter 1. María Ana requested that the archdiocese send its prosecutor to receive an alternate witness account of her lineage, asking that “the witnesses be especially queried as to the calidad of my mother, and of her parents my grandparents,” because it was her maternal grandparents’ lineage whose purity was in question.

A slew of (male) witnesses were called upon: one José Rodríguez, married with Clara González, residents of the same neighborhood; one Mario de Valeriano de Arse, married to Juana Tomasa Navarro; a tailor named Juan Ortúñez; and one Juan Sánchez. All were Spanish, citizens of Mexico City who had known María Ana’s family for as long as thirty to more than forty years. They all coincided in knowing María Ana since she was born, and they agreed that she was a Spanish virgin, daughter of Juan de la Cámara and María Teresa Quiñones Aguiarines, and that “they are Spanish and have not heard anything to the contrary,” insofar as they also knew the maternal grandparents José Quiñones and Petra de Salazar to be Spanish. They also confirmed that the grandparents raised a mulatta orphan named Juana who was the convent errand girl, and that they “have no knowledge that she is related.”

It was word of mouth, as documented in these notarized protocols and baptismal records, that prevailed in both scandalizing and legitimizing a person’s
calidad based on the racialized categories of the time. And with the information provided by María Ana’s witnesses, on January 9, 1739, Archbishop Antonio Vizarrón y Eguiarreta had her exonerated of “the supposed defect of her mother being the sister of a mulatta.” She was to be granted her dowry for the convent. Moreover, she was allowed to join in the public display of her charitably established award by being incorporated into the cathedral’s procession for the next available liturgical feast that called for such festivity, which in María Ana’s case would be, ironically, the feast of the Purification of the Virgin Mary (“La Candelaria”/“Candlemas”) on February 2, a grand celebration that was solemnized with much music and the performance of villancicos.

**Racialized Discourse and the Virgin Mary**

Among such high-stakes, legally consequential genealogical oversight for convent admissions, the notarized music dowry-waiver process would seem like obscure pieces of a musical soundscape attesting to the unspecified musicianship skill level of those who wished to become convent musicians. The candidates’ suitable Spanish lineage repeats (or resounds) more often—literally a writing down of an oral and aural knowledge—as María Ana’s witnesses attest when saying they “have not heard anything” that would deny her adequate calidad for becoming a bride of Christ. There is a gendered component as well, given that the witnesses for these testaments are always men, though the nuns confirm as much about legitimacy in their petitions too.

The rhetoric of hearing and lineage comes together in a particular villancico for the Santísima Trinidad nuns composed by Nicolás Ximénez de Cisneros, who was the Puebla cathedral chapel master from 1726 to 1747. Dedicated to the Nativity of Mary, *Sacratísima Virgen* is set for solo tiple and bass accompaniment. Given the emphasis on self-accompaniment for some of the dowry-waiver candidates, this villancico could have been used as an audition piece. The estribillo’s subject comments on a circumstance that was probably more common than not in convents. Not knowing solfege—that is, not knowing how to read music—does not necessarily mean that one cannot sing. The Virgin Mary is implored to hear the devotional offering in song as if she were a chapel master ready to hear an audition. This estribillo reminds us that Mary has been compared to a chapel master before as observed in Chapter 2, when she appeared to Sister María de Jesús conducting the Puebla Purísima Concepción choir.
The onomatopoetic simulation of drum accompaniment mentioned in the latter part of the estribillo is typical in villancicos that refer to music of percussion instruments. But to convince the Virgin to listen to this drum song, the notation presents the subject’s skill in the most basic way. To demonstrate some semblance of musical competence, the singer is given a chance to show her ability to match pitch in the two central instances when the text calls the Virgin to listen. When the bass presents the briefest instrumental interlude in mm. 6 and 14 of Example 3.2, the pitches of that interlude are matched by the voice an octave above in the measures that follow, setting the words “oíd, escuchad / listen, hear” and “escuchad, atendad / listen, pay attention” from lines 5 and 9 in the estribillo poetry. Clearly redundancies are necessary when imploring the Virgin, as is also evident if we consider the popularity of reciting the rosary in Marian devotion, for example.

As exemplified in Chapter 1 with Vidales’ villancico *Con qué gala en el campo*, also to celebrate Mary’s birth, a litany of sorts presented in the coplas of *Sacratísima Virgen* demonstrates fundamental knowledge of the Virgin’s attributes essential to teach and/or reiterate her purity, virginity, and immaculacy.
1. Que sois nube hermosa
   oí predicar,
   sí, por mi vida,
   de tal calidad,
   que no tenéis sombras,
   que es más que asombrar.
Sí, por mi alma,
   toca zagal,
   el tin ti rin tin,
   con el tan ta ran tan.
Que esta nube es la Virgen María
   y voto a tal,
que no ha habido señora más linda en el linaje de Adán.
Toca zagal, el tin ti rin tin, con el tan ta ran tan.

2. Muy llena de gracia, sé, Virgen, estáis.
Sí, por mi vida, y nunca menguáis, pues dándonos siempre os queda quedan.
Sí, por mi alma, toca zagal, el tin ti rin tin, con el tan ta ran tan.
Que Dios hizo de vuestra pureza tan bello cristal, que en él nunca se vio la culpa por más que quiso mirar.
Toca zagal, el tin ti rin tin, con el tan ta ran tan.

3. De Dios sois, Señora, madre sin igual.
Sí, por mi vida, pues no hay que ser más, sois palma, oliva, y estrella del mar.
Sí, por mi alma, toca zagal, el tin ti rin tin, con el tan ta ran tan.

... that there has never been a more beautiful lady in the lineage of Adam.
... Keep playing, young shepherd, the tin ti rin tin, with the tan ta ran tan.
... Most full of grace, I know, Virgin, you are.
... Yes, for my life, and you never deplete, for, by always giving to us, you remain beyond full.
... Yes, for my soul, keep playing, young shepherd, the tin ti rin tin, with the tan ta ran tan.
... For God made such a beautiful crystal out of your purity that, in it, no guilt has ever been seen, however much one wanted to look at it.
... Keep playing, young shepherd, the tin ti rin tin, with the tan ta ran tan.
... Of God you are, Lady, a mother unequalled.
... Yes, for my life, for there is no need to be more, you are palm, olive, and star of the sea.
... Yes, for my soul, keep playing, young shepherd, the tin ti rin tin, with the tan ta ran tan.
Que María es ciprés,
azucena y manantial,
por espejo, sol,
luna y aurora,
y todo con propiedad.
Toca zagal,
el tin ti rin tin,
con el tan ta ran tan.

That Mary is a cypress,
lily, and wellspring,
for mirror, sun,
moon, and dawn,
and all that is fitting.
Keep playing, young shepherd,
the tin ti rin tin,
with the tan ta ran tan.

4. También sois escala,
no para bajar.
Sí, por mi vida,
que, a los que enseñáis,
no queréis que sepan
nunca declinar.
Sí, por mi alma,
toca zagal,
el tin ti rin tin,
con el tan ta ran tan.

You are also a ladder,
not for descending.
Yes, for my life,
that, the ones you teach,
you do not want them to ever know of
declining.
Yes, for my life,
keep playing, young shepherd,
the tin ti rin tin,
with the tan ta ran tan.

And, at that, sacred Mary,
I want to leave it,
for, even though no one
is worthy to speak of you,
notwithstanding,
there is much to be said.
Keep playing, young shepherd,
the tin ti rin tin,
with the tan ta ran tan.

Additionally, consistent with the argument that calidad in New Spain is
performative, “expressed through behavior as well as appearance,” the coplas
reveal a performance of the Virgin’s calidad.107 Behavior in the piece is
represented by proper singing abilities already established in the estribillo,
a musician demonstrating proper singing to the expert musician/chapel
master Mary. Appearance is reflected in the Virgin’s attributes that associate
her with fineness and crystal (copla 2), and with the palm, olive, and cypress
trees (copla 3), the arboreal majesties of the Old Testament so prevalent in
her Immaculate Conception iconography (recall Appendix 1.3).
Copla 1 sets the tone for the performative list that follows, referencing Mary’s beauty stemming from her calidad, stemming from her lack of darkness (“sombra/shadow”), stemming from her lineage. It seems uncannily familiar to much of the rhetoric attended to so far in the dowry-waiver process. Referring to shade as sin is of course not novel in this villancico’s poetics, as we saw in Vidales (Chapter 1), and as is common in other Marian villancicos and Christmas villancicos with Marian overtones. All the while, copla 1 also introduces the interspersing of the onomatopoetic drumbeats from the estribillo, reminding listeners of the performance within the performance.

Because the coplas are set strophically, one cannot associate word painting with each one individually. The stepwise ascents and descents that prevail in this melody appear most scintillating if we skip down to copla 4, revealing a text that sets a musical driving force over these ascents and descents, thus tone-painting that individual copla’s words. Copla 4 speaks of Mary’s attribute as the ladder to heaven—a conduit of salvation—taken from the Book of Genesis, in which Jacob dreamed of a ladder reaching from the ground all the way to heaven, “a stairway for the angels of God to go up and come down” (Genesis 28:12). The music for the tiple in mm. 33–34 is set to a stepwise ascent beginning on “escala/ladder” and a descent of pitches for “no para bajar/not for descending” (Example 3.3). This basic compositional strategy

Example 3.3 Ximénez de Cisneros, *Sacratisima Virgen* (CSG.297), coplas, mm. 32–36
to elucidate the text accompanies all of the previous coplas as well, a performative gesture underlying the topic at hand: Mary’s calidad and lineage, as explained in copla 1. As such, copla 1 establishes the topic of the poetic narrative to follow, and copla 4 provides the musical rhetoric based on the tone painting of some of this final copla’s key words, recalling that everything associated with the Virgin Mary is about ascending to heaven—salvation—and not descending.

In setting the poetic tone about her calidad, copla 1 presents a superior status, “[the most] beautiful lady in the lineage of Adam,” sidestepping her Hebrew (Jewish) lineage from the House of David, of which there is no mention. “In the lineage of Adam” could be a catchall phrase for humanity at large, but when paired with calidad, it is undoubtedly an early modern Spanish code for race.109 We will see more of this eliding of Mary’s Jewish heritage in Chapter 5. Thus, texts about lofty things, cloud without shade (copla 1) and the top of a ladder (copla 4), flank coplas 2 and 3 with their focus on Mary’s fine attributes, and all the coplas are accompanied with the tone painting affiliated with copla 4’s text. In addition, copla 4 resonates with the word-of-mouth validations in the dowry process that transmitted notions of individuals’ and families’ calidad among society. Indeed, as line 16 of copla 4 suggests, there is so much to say about the Virgin Mary’s calidad, but no one is worthy to speak, because she is the most beautiful human.

**Beauty, Blackness, Baptism**

Mary’s beauty resounds musically when calling to mind the sermon by José de Santa Gertrudis to the Balvanera convent nuns, also for the Nativity of Mary (see Chapter 1). Santa Gertrudis described the most basic function of music being the ascent and descent of pitches. That pitch relationship was best modeled in Christ’s descent to earth and Mary’s ascent by means of being Christ’s mother, as the sermon outlined. The general trajectory of this dialectic is nonetheless upward, toward heaven, toward salvation. But this message begins to resound differently when considering the notarized initiation protocols required for the nuns who would sing and listen to these Marian songs. The gendered power dynamic is flipped in the villancico *Sacratísima Virgen*, as the Virgin Mary herself supersedes any testimonies—even male
testimonies like those necessary to confirm calidad in the dowry process that helped certain women become nuns.

As women ascended in society through their initiation into the convent, they had Mary’s ascent as a model. The Virgin Mary rises on the metaphorical ladder that she herself represents, according to the Church and the villancico Sacratísima Virgen. She is the physical conduit through which the message of salvation, the Word of God made flesh, traverses. And Mary is now the chapel master in Sacratísima Virgen, judging whether the subject can indeed intone well—reproduce what the Virgin can do better than anyone else, resound salvation.110

Like Sacratísima Virgen, which documents in musical notation a singer subject’s desire to demonstrate singing ability and the Virgin Mary’s—superlative—calidad, a baptismal record documented a sacramental ritual and family calidad, but it was ongoing word-of-mouth that kept validating that document within people’s lifetime. Likewise, the only way to demonstrate that one can sing is simply to open one’s mouth and sing. When María Ana de la Cámara’s witnesses reported hearing nothing to the contrary about her pure Spanish lineage, the problem raised by those claiming a defective calidad was settled. A silencing on the one hand of a supposed impurity, in this case María Ana’s relationship to blackness, allowed for a resounding of another sort. Like King Philip IV’s hushing gesture in his image before the Immaculate Conception in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.1), María Ana’s naysayers were quieted. Proof of María Ana’s purity, as evidenced by her admittance into the convent, would be echoed when she sang for the salvation of the world in the convent choir.

The testaments of experienced cathedral musicians—the very ones who composed villancicos— remarking on not having heard anything to contradict the skill and sonorousness of aspiring musician nuns has some parallels to the attestations of witnesses hearing nothing that would contradict a woman’s claim to calidad. Hearing must be disciplined into the notarial archive to triumph over a visual contradiction: seeing the mulatta Juana growing up in María Ana’s maternal family house resulted in some people assuming that María Ana’s mother was related to Juana, but hearing nothing to contradict pure Spanish lineage after further scrutiny, according to more male witnesses, resolved the issue. The nuns, hearing a musically competent woman, and wishing to have her initiated into their convent free of dowry expenses on account of her potential service in the choir, also required
male intervention to audition the skills of the musician and to make an assessment—however vague—that would be credible to Church leaders after it was notarized, disciplined to a legal standard that the nuns’ testament alone could not validate.

Blood purity also became the standard for women to initiate into cloisters founded specifically for indigenous women. Their proceedings echo similar language expressed by witnesses for the Spanish validation of legitimacy, such as referring to nobles “known by blood” (“conosidos así por sangre”). To demonstrate something equivalent to old Christians, they include phrases attesting to women’s devout Catholicism according to what has been heard or not heard (“ni ha oído decir”).

African and African-descended women remained ineligible to become brides of Christ in New Spain, save for one rare case. Juana Esperanza de San Alberto was allowed to profess on her deathbed after a life of enslaved servitude in Puebla’s Carmelite San José convent. Her exceptional inclusion in the Carmelite house presents an example of the “episteme whereby Africans assess their colonial Mexican world with a situated knowledge that informs their personhood as black and Catholic.” Prior to her profession at death’s door, the nuns admired Juana Esperanza’s humility, piety, mortification, and—notably—silence. Her attributes leading to her worthiness for profession were justified by Juana Esperanza’s proximity to the Spanish nuns, her enslavement having “saved Esperanza from paganism and enabled her to be baptized as a Christian.”

Baptism would seem to be the minimum qualification for the salvation of a Christian soul. Yet, in the Church’s economy of salvation in New Spain that relied on the continuous sung prayers of nuns, Baptism became the minimum qualification for women to enter the racialized convent entrance proceedings. It was a sacrament of initiation into the Church that at once also initiated people into a particular lineage—disciplined, molded by the notaries to suit the Church’s needs by documenting word of mouth with pen and paper. If fictitious naysaying challenged a person’s place in that mold, as with María Ana de la Cámara, more word of mouth was sought to prove otherwise to male clergy. As we have seen, the music dowry-waiver process was inserted into that disciplined space, and perhaps the adjudication of musical skills was more objective than proof of blood purity. No records of anyone contesting a woman’s musical abilities have come to light.
Who was Sister Mariana Josefa de Señor San Ignacio, whose portrait we reflected on at the beginning of this chapter and adorns the cover of this book? She was a disciplined musician, talented and rehearsed enough to seek out a music dowry waiver to profess in the convent of San José de Gracia. Her family lineage, disciplined by the notarial record, allowed her to join the disciplined convent life, to play the organ and sing in perpetuity for her own salvation, that of her family, that of the convent patrons, and for the salvation of the world she left behind.
PART II
UNITY
4

Feasting Sounds

The Eucharistic Honeymoon, or Who Was Sister Paula?

The spiritual marriage between a nun named Paula and Jesus Christ was celebrated with the composition of an anonymous villancico that commemorates Paula’s profession at the Santísima Trinidad convent in Puebla with a very personal take on eucharistic devotion. Most of the music for the villancico is missing from the manuscript, and its date of composition has only been estimated to somewhere in the seventeenth or eighteenth century.¹ What remains of the villancico are fragments with salient indications about the piece. It was polychoral for eleven voices, divided up among three choirs. The first choir’s bass part and tenor part survive, but without text, as these parts were performed by instrumentalists.² The only part that remains with text is the tiple from the second choir, underlaid with poetry for an estribillo, a solo arioso part, and one copla. Both the estribillo and arioso texts contain gaps as well (indicated by the ellipses), as these lines would have been sung by the other choir parts that are now missing.

Estribillo
Albricias, zagalas,                      Good news, maidens,
que Jesús se ha desposado,              for Jesus has married,
[ . . . ]                               [ . . . ]
y fue cierto, por amor,                and it was true, for love,
que, dando a Paula la mano,             that, by giving his hand to Paula,
ella suba y baje Dios.                 [he] let her rise and let God descend.
Que, siendo desiguales,                That, while being unequal,
están conformes,                       they are in accordance,
[ . . . ]                               [ . . . ]
es caso de mucho acierto,  it is a very correct case,
nombre singular  singular name
y concierta con el verbo,  and it agrees with the word,
el nombre Paula se ha puesto  the name Paula she has taken
[ ... ]  [ ... ]
y, declinando al ser nuestro,  and, declining to our being,
[ ... ]  [ ... ]
todos le están aprendiendo.  everyone is understanding it.

Arioso
Pues amor, con casos y tiempos  For love made this word
hizo este verbo  with cases and tenses
[ ... ]  [ ... ]
va de festejo, vaya, vaya,  let it be a celebration, let it be,
pues, ya le declinamos  for we have declined
casos y verbos,  cases and words for her,
[ ... ]  [ ... ]
va de festejo.  let it be a celebration.

Even though this text remains incomplete, the phenomenon of rising and descending, a prominent feature in the devotions discussed in prior chapters, makes its way into this estribillo, modeling the notion of the heavenly divine joining the earthly human. The text that follows elaborates on Christ’s union with his new bride Paula as an allegorical grammar lesson, with double entendres that an English translation cannot capture. Critically, “nombre singular/singular name” also means “singular noun,” and “verbo/word” is the Spanish term for the Word of God made flesh, Christ (John 1:1). In this allegorical Latin grammar lesson, cases, tenses, and declensions work lovingly, according to this estribillo, to create a cohesive unit of communication with the Word of God. Marrying Christ reconfigures Paula for her proper role—as a bride of Christ—just as words are reconfigured (declined) in Latin to fit their syntactical meaning.3

The presentation of Paula’s spiritual marriage to Christ as a grammar lesson in the villancico Albricias, zagalas would seem to indicate that she and her family were of a well-educated background and might have understood some of these basic rules of Latin grammar for the text to be
meaningful. We can also make another assumption about class. A villancico composed in three-choir polychoral style indicates Paula must have come from a well-off family, as it was not uncommon for the rich to honor their daughters’ professions with grand-scale polyphony. The exact moment at which profession villancicos were sung is unclear and not prescribed in any ceremonial, but here, the copla that follows the estribillo suggests a practice of singing villancicos after the ceremony. The first line of the copla would not make sense if the villancico were performed before Paula took her vows.

Copla
Esposo de Paula es ya, Now Jesus is the husband of Paula, 
Jesús en el sacramento. in the sacrament.
Durará el pan de la boda The wedding bread shall last 
si mete al novio en el pecho. if she inserts the groom in her chest.

Sister Mariana de la Encarnación, who in 1616 left the Jesús María convent together with the musician Sister Inés de la Cruz to establish the first Carmelite convent in Mexico City, recalled villancicos performed at the end of the profession ceremony:

In the hands of the Lord Archbishop, we made our profession, reiterating the vows and promising to keep the first rule of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel. Then he placed on us the black veils and gave us communion, which concluded the ritual together with the ceremonies of our holy order and with many villancicos.

Mariana de la Encarnación confirms what the text of *Albricias, zagalas* suggests, that profession villancicos were performed after the profession ceremony and that communion was offered to newly professed nuns following their convent initiation, another detail missing from profession ritual books.

Moreover, the copla elaborates on Paula and Christ’s mystical marriage and the role of the Eucharist in it, revealing that nuns might approach their relationship with the Eucharist intimately. The Eucharist is the sacrament of the Body of Christ. Catholics believe that the communion bread and wine are converted—transubstantiated—into the Body and Blood of Christ by
priests during the consecration at the liturgy of the Mass. The transformed bread and wine, visible as such, contain the invisible resurrected Christ. In this villancico, “wedding bread,” or wedding feast, of course refers to the banquet served at a wedding party as analogous to the sacramental feast, the eucharistic bread (host) distributed to Paula at communion. But it is also an idiom that means “honeymoon.” Paula’s honeymoon—that is, the consummation of her spiritual marriage—would be relived every time she consumes the sacrament, the host containing the Body of Christ Jesus. Unlike the copla in Sister Clara Gregoria de la Ascensión’s profession villancico from the previous chapter, the union with Jesus celebrated at the profession ritual is made explicit in Albricias, zagalas: this union is facilitated by the Eucharist. Thus, Paula’s villancico implores further investigation into how New Spanish nuns engaged in the complex rite of the Eucharist through their music and their own devotion to the Body of Christ, which is the central topic of this chapter.

The late medieval and early modern Catholic Church fostered eucharistic devotion universally. The Eucharist became a sign of Catholic victory over heresy and paganism; a source for drama, music, and art centered on teaching the mystery of transubstantiation; a ritual incentive for the faithful to take part in the Church’s sacrament of confession to receive the Eucharist; and the central item of worship at the annual feast of the Body of Christ—Corpus Christi, honored by both Church and city with a major procession on the city streets. Corpus Christi was celebrated in women’s convents by processing the Blessed Sacrament inside the cloister while nuns sang eucharistic songs, such as the villancicos we will see later.

Yet, among all believers in the core essence of the Eucharist, nuns stand out as special advocates in the heteronormative Church’s eucharistic agenda. Because of their gender, nuns had a more direct union with Christ that did not rely on additional heterosexual allegorizing, such as the feminizing of the soul that was essential for male mystics like St. John of the Cross and others known to employ amorous language in their writing. St. Teresa of Ávila knew this special relationship that nuns had with Christ, reflecting on communion’s foretaste of the final union of the brides and groom in heaven in her Interior Castle. No other faithful believer could become what they received through communion in the erotic manner described by Paula’s villancico. It is so physical in its deployment of the female monastic body as the receptacle of the Body of Christ’s divine love, freely given to those
who lead a life of sacrifice and obedience, as exemplified in St. Bernard of Clairvaux’s interpretation of the Song of Songs. There is a tension between mystic-carnal desire and divine love in St. Bernard’s protagonists of the Song of Songs: “Christ is the lover of the Canticle, his bride sometimes the Church, sometimes the individual soul, sometimes the monks of Clairvaux, his audience and sometimes the Virgin [Mary],” as Marina Warner suggests. Among these possibilities, however, we do not often hear of monks and the Virgin Mary inserting within themselves Christ the groom, or honeymooning with communion hosts, as is the case with nuns and heard in Paula’s profession villancico.

To elaborate on how this carnal banquet of sounds complements the wider trajectory of salvation traversed so far, this chapter will first review some familiar biblical narratives with respect to the Eucharist and address the two ways in which nuns received the Eucharist: sacramental communion (physically receiving the consecrated host and ingesting it) and spiritual communion (not receiving the consecrated host but imagining its consumption vividly). We will observe how villancicos from the Santisima Trinidad convent for eucharistic devotion expressed Church teachings about Christ’s humanity dwelling in the consecrated communion host. These types of villancicos enhanced the reception of communion for nuns. Together with devotional literature, they helped to elevate nuns as models of eucharistic piety and contrition. Because the Eucharist is the Body of Christ, some attention must also be given to the saint who gestated Jesus, the co-redeemer who undoubtedly makes her way into eucharistic devotion, the Virgin Mary.

By placing eucharistic villancicos sung by nuns in dialogue with the eucharistic devotional literature nuns read, I argue for a more sonically inclined understanding of spiritual communion for nuns. Indeed, the Body of Christ itself was comparable to music in a sense. Like music, the Body of Christ is invisible. It is conveyed through the communion host just as the tune of a melody is conveyed through an instrument’s sound or a resounding voice. When nuns engaged in listening and singing music for the Eucharist, it constituted a form of spiritual communion.

Communion of the Eucharist incorporated all senses. Being the most sensual of the sacraments, it involved seeing, tasting, and even smelling the bread that constituted the communion host. The nuns could see and smell the hand of the priest conveying the host. They could also hear the priest’s voice through the cratícula when he announced, “Corpus Christi,” the signal to the
nuns that they should open their mouths and receive the Body of Christ. Out of the view of the priest, a very bodily experience of Christ could ensue. As the host contacted mouths, tongues, teeth, throats, and various other insides, the Eucharist, an instrument of salvation, touched the nuns’ vocal instrument during communion. And as Paula’s villancico expressed, it reached the heart, as alluded to in inserting Christ in her breast/chest. Despite this deep penetration—and the symbolism that communion deployed among nuns—the sacrament of the Eucharist never involved seeing the actual resurrected Body of Christ within the communion host, just as sounds and melodies are incapable of being seen.

Sound in the early modern period was increasingly understood in terms of physical vibration. As such, claims within eucharistic villancicos that God himself is in the music notes, and that Jesus is a string instrument, resonate in the ears. This resonance spontaneously provided the deep penetration of Christ’s body without sacramental communion (ingesting the host). Communion through hearing music would thus constitute a spiritual communion. It was a quasi-physical reception absent in the ocular-centric devotional literature that often called upon nuns to envision Christ’s presence inside them despite not having received the host physically.

So far, we have encountered how the incarnation of Christ, one in the same with God the Creator and the Holy Spirit in the Trinity, elevated the Virgin Mary as timeless, immaculately conceived—the voice of God. Turning now to eucharistic devotion and its importance in nuns’ convents through the notion of invisibility brings veiled nuns intimately closer to the common description for the Body and Blood of Christ as veiled by wine and bread for communion. The phenomenon of foodstuffs containing Christ, perceived by the sense of taste, is called “accident,” and we will see this word referenced in the relevant devotional literature. The grounding of the Eucharist’s metaphysical aspects in the common act of ingesting physical bread (a wafer, actually) during sacramental communion conveys a sensory incongruity that the brides of Christ dispelled when they consumed, prayed to, and sang about the Eucharist. Multiple levels of veiling occur: Christ’s body is veiled in bread, and nuns’ bodies are doubly veiled by vestments (habits) and grates. Mysteries of faith are thus presented as veiled beings. As we will see in the teachings of Bishop Palafox y Mendoza to Puebla nuns, because both Christ and nuns sacrifice their bodies—the former in death on a cross and the latter
in metaphorical death to the world via enclosure—for the salvation of others, their mystical union at communion is synergistic. In other words, the sacrifice that so shocked Fanny Calderón de la Barca at the profession ceremony, as we observed in Chapter 3, is precisely what New Spanish society admired about nuns.

Charged with maintaining and modeling belief in the Eucharist’s essence, nuns are once more elevated through their faithfulness manifested in their own experience of receiving communion. Reception of communion was concomitant with their ideal penitence—enjoining nuns to vocalize weeping to cleanse their consciences—and their adherence to rules of obedience. Obedience to a superior, such as an abbess or confessor, prescribed the manner in which a nun could partake in the reception of communion on any given day: sacramentally or spiritually, with the latter achieved through imaginative help from the senses—seeing the host and imagining consumption of it, or listening to the Body of Christ through convent music, as I argue.

However, some of the most privileged nuns, like Sister María de Jesús and Sister Bárbara, from Puebla, superseded vows of obedience. As I will show in this chapter, the divine love that they modeled for other nuns allowed them to receive communion either daily or in extraordinary ways that circumvented their prelates’ orders. Just as we observed music enhancing mysticism in Chapter 2, so too did receiving communion yield mystical ecstasies. And why would it not? Indeed, as we observed in Chapter 1, the Body of Christ, the Word of God, and all that is divinely prescribed, such as the Immaculate Conception and virginity, have also been described as musical.

The constructed narratives in nuns’ biographies, as well as order-specific rules and other devotional literature, echo the messages in villancicos that nuns sang for the Body of Christ: words of contrition, consumption, contemplation, and belief in the eucharistic mystery. Resonances between eucharistic devotional items, both read and heard, convey nuns’ lived experiences and idealized prescriptions to reach divine transformation through communion.

The examples of María de Jesús, Bárbara, and other nuns who had mystical experiences, together with the villancicos, would instruct nuns—like Paula, named in her profession villancico—in how to repent, to feast on, and listen to the Body of Christ. Their example would instruct nuns to become one with their spiritual groom on earth. Nuns would be encouraged to enjoy
their “wedding bread,” their honeymoon, and as such, they would anticipate a life of imitating Jesus’ Passion.

The Virgin Mary Houses the Eucharist

The Virgin Mary was considered the second Eve, a doctrine symbolized by the fact that Eva (Eve in both Latin and Spanish) spelled backward becomes the Ave (Hail) from Gabriel's salutation to Mary at the Annunciation in the Gospel of Luke: Ave gratia plena. So too was Christ considered a second Adam. The sin of disobedience committed by the early ancestors of humanity was acquired by listening to the snake, as we observed in Chapter 1, and reacting with the most mundane of actions: consuming a piece of fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Therefore, in the Christian New Testament parallel, disobedience would be subverted through a more elaborate feast prepared through obedience, consumption of the Body of Christ.

Adam and Eve’s disobedience was reversed by Christ and the Virgin Mary, whose obedience to God’s will through her consent to the motherhood of Christ the savior was predestined in her Immaculate Conception. Jesus accepted his Passion to redeem the world, becoming “obedient to death, even death on a cross” (Philippians 2:8). Through Mary, the world received Christ, and through his death and resurrection, God’s order was restored. Subsequently, the Church was founded with its seven orders, or sacraments: Baptism, Eucharist, Penance, Confirmation, Matrimony, Extreme Unction, and Holy Orders. The most complicated of these is the Eucharist, in which, to reiterate what was said earlier, the eating of Christ's body, disguised as transubstantiated bread, is partaken as sustenance and healing, a reversal of the sin and destruction caused by Adam and Eve's sampling of forbidden fruit.

In the eleventh century, the Church began to rely on the Virgin Mary to emphasize Christ’s actual presence in the Eucharist. “Mary herself was augmented in the eucharistic context. She became . . . the person who had intimately constituted the sacred,” according to Miri Rubin. From this intersection of Marian and Christic devotion arose allegorical references to Mary as a type of baker or the oven that cooked the bread for the Mass, didactic allegories that related the divine mother and child with ordinary tradespeople and tools.
Mary’s body was also used to represent sacred items that churches used to reserve the consecrated host, such as a tabernacle and a monstrance. The former is a metal box located on the high altar, which houses consecrated wafers (hosts) for communion. Each church usually has a large host referred to as the Blessed Sacrament. The Blessed Sacrament is used for eucharistic adoration, displayed publicly, or processed during feasts. It is placed in a circular viewing glass (viril) within an ornate metal display case called a monstrance. Spanish cathedrals commissioned some of the largest monstrances in Christendom for displaying the Blessed Sacrament. Some monstrances could reach up to eight feet high, resembling multi-level houses of palatial grandeur with columns containing niches for inlaid statues of saints, covered in precious metals and jewels. It should come as no surprise that Puebla cathedral, dedicated to the Immaculate Conception, had a statue of the Immaculate Conception built into one of its large monstrances.

The 1738 New Spanish Franciscan novice meditations, discussed in Chapter 1, provide examples of the types of Marian-eucharistic discourses that made their way to New Spain as images to be conjured up for devotional purposes. In emphasizing the astonishing reality of Mary’s virginal pregnancy with the entire Trinity, Franciscans were instructed to imagine the Virgin pregnant in her home in Nazareth, surrounded by angels who had moved into Mary’s house to adore her womb constantly in song:

There they [the angels] sang sweet hymns taken from the sacred scriptures to the Blessed Virgin and to the Word made human in her purest womb. Your womb, they would sing, is like a pile of wheat surrounded by lilies, because it has within it the bread of heaven surrounded by virginal purities. Lord, you are more beautiful than any other son of man; grace has spilled from your lips and also from the lips of your Blessed mother, especially after using them to consent to the incarnation, saying: “Behold the handmaid of the Lord.” O, what immense joys these angelic songs would cause in the soul of the pregnant sovereign!

Steeped in vocality in its recollection of the Annunciation dialog, this meditation reprises the metaphor of Mary’s womb as the enclosed garden. In contrast with the sin committed in the Garden of Eden, the enclosed garden of Mary was sinless for the sake of producing a salvific crop, as symbolized by
lilies guarding wheat. Unpacking the allegory, wheat is the whole grain that becomes processed into the bread of the hosts consecrated at Mass, which contain the veiled Body of Christ.

Villancicos also employed the wheat metaphor, as in the two extant verses of *Trinidad de Dios, señores* (CSG.114) from the Santísima Trinidad convent:

Trinidad de Dios, señores,  
que el cielo abajo se viene  
y, en vez de dorado rocío,  
doradas espigas llueve.

A la tierra debe  
tal cosecha el cielo,  
pues trigo coge  
cuando siembra nieve.

Trinity of God, Lords,  
that heaven comes down  
and, instead of a golden dew,  
it rains spears [of wheat].

Heaven owes  
such a harvest to the earth,  
for it harvests wheat  
when it sows snow.\(^\text{29}\)

Only two voice parts remain, a tenor and a tiple part, but a note on the tenor part indicates, “To play with six fingers, to harmonize with three/Para tañer por seis dedos, para templar por tres.”\(^\text{30}\) The verb *tañer* suggests accompaniment on a plucked string instrument; the *Diccionario de autoridades* provides the example that Orpheus played (*tañía*) the citole, or vihuela. The three voice parts suggested in the note would allude to the three persons of the Trinity, a combination of eucharistic and Trinitarian devotion, convenient since the feast of Corpus Christi, the Church’s major annual celebration dedicated to honoring the Eucharist, fell on the Thursday after Trinity Sunday. Harvesting wheat when snow comes down would be a metaphor for transubstantiation, the conversion of bread by the priest’s blessing at the Mass into the consecrated host containing the Body of Christ. Mary’s body would thus be the fertile ground, or garden, that yields the fruitful harvest of the Trinity—the indivisible union of God the Father, Christ the Son, and the Holy Spirit. But as we will see, emphasis on the second person of the Trinity, Christ Jesus, was often associated with the eucharistic devotion of nuns, as already implied in Sister Paula’s profession villancico *Albricias, zagalas*.

The multi-layered trope of Mary’s house in the Franciscan meditation, referring both to her womb and to her physical house, was also employed fruitfully in nuns’ profession sermons. In Juan Rojo de Costa’s 1668 sermon
for María de San Simón’s profession in Mexico City’s San Jerónimo convent, Rojo adds another meaningful layer by speaking of the purity exemplified by lilies thriving in the warm virginal garden (“las azucenas de sus virginales candores”), representing the convent and hinting once more at the enclosed garden associated with Mary. Rojo’s sermon draws a parallel with the literal enclosure of the convent cloister meant to guard María de San Simón’s perpetual virginity but also filled with patios and gardens for the nuns to grow plants and flowers, as we observed in Chapter 1.

Given the central role of communion of the Eucharist in the mystical marriage of nuns consecrated at the profession ritual, as well as Mary’s role in incarnating God’s humanity, Jesus, contained in the communion host, the biographies of nuns also convey Marian-eucharistic rhetoric. For example, Mary was envisioned as the gate to Sister María Anna Águeda de San Ignacio’s heart containing the Body of Christ. Puebla’s Santa Rosa convent, where María Anna was cloistered, observed a forty-hour prayer service to the Blessed Sacrament. This devotion, popularized by the Jesuits and Capuchins in New Spain, required the nuns to pray before the exposed Blessed Sacrament in the Church’s monstrance for forty hours, and eucharistic villancicos could be sung during this service. While María Anna venerated the consecrated host during the forty-hour devotion, God showed María Anna her heart as if it were a tabernacle. María Anna saw herself inside it alongside the Body of Christ and with Mary at the gate, attending to who may enter and join Christ. This gives us a more descriptive account of the intense interiorization that Sister Jacinta de Atondo experienced—“my body being consumed into my heart . . . my vision was interiorizing”—at the sound of the organ (Chapter 2).

The Virgin Mary’s role as a chief attendant between her son Christ and his union with his spiritual brides also plays out in Sister Isabel de la Encarnación’s eucharistic ecstasy at the Santa Teresa convent in Puebla. In song, Sister Isabel describes Mary as a madrina, godmother, though sometimes translated as matron of honor, for Isabel’s mystical marriage to Christ, relived on an occasion on which she took communion. These examples all underscore Mary’s role as a medium, a go-between, an intercessor for salvation that nuns could imitate. Isabel de la Encarnación meditated upon Mary’s Immaculate Conception by referring to sin’s representation in the dragon from the Apocalypses (Chapter 1), while honoring Christ in the Eucharist as the sacrificial Lamb of God that takes away the
sin of the world and grants peace, as sung in the *Agnus Dei* at Mass before the priest takes communion. Isabel sang:

- Ya no más corderito de oro, ya no más.
- Ya no más corderito de paz, ya no más.
- Ya está vencido el dragón.
- Su obstinación, y porfía
- Con el Nombre de María
- Ya está vencido el dragón,
- Jesucristo lo venció,
- Con los méritos de su Pasión.
- Ya no más corderito de mi corazón.
- Ya no más corderito de oro, ya no más.
- A las bodas del cielo llaman aprisa:
- Ay, Dios, ¿y quien será esta?
- Cristo es el esposo, y la Virgen la madrina:
- Dichosa el alma que fuere digna.
- Ay, Jesús mío, ¿y quien será digna?

No longer, little lamb of gold, no longer.
No longer, little lamb of peace, no longer.
The dragon is slain.
Its determination and stubbornness
With Mary’s name
The dragon is slain,
Jesus Christ defeated him,
With the merits of his Passion.
No longer, little lamb of my heart.
No longer, little lamb of gold, no longer.
The weddings of heaven call with haste:
Oh God, and whose will it be?
Christ will be the groom, and the Virgin the god mother:
Blessed is the soul that is worthy.
Oh, my Jesus, and who will be worthy?

The nuns who observed Isabel singing these coplas, as her biographer called them, were amazed at the flames of fire coming out of Isabel’s mouth while singing, especially because she was not known to be a musician. In a reversal of what we observed previously in Chapter 2, in which music led to and enhanced mystical encounters, now the Eucharist is exciting a nun to sing in ecstasy, the fire of divine love unable to be contained in Isabel’s heart. Just as the Eucharist acted on nuns’ bodies, assisted by the Virgin Mary who birthed Christ, so too could the Eucharist act on the Virgin Mary’s body to further dispel doubts about Christ’s body in the host.

The Assumption of the Virgin Mary has been celebrated on August 15 since the seventh century. While no word of this phenomenon exists in the Bible, tradition in non-canonical texts held that when Mary died, her body and soul were taken up to heaven by Jesus and the angels, who came down to earth and escorted her up. It was a major feast in New Spain for which polyphonic music was considered most appropriate, not least because Mexico City cathedral was dedicated to the Assumption. The Assumption villancico *Al aire que se llena de luces* (CSG.283) by Francisco Vidales from the Santísima Trinidad convent draws on many of the common themes
typical of Assumption villancicos. Natural elements—such as earth, wind, and fire, as in the estribillo—are a metaphor for totalizing praise.\textsuperscript{41} Mentions of royalty allude to her crowning upon her arrival in heaven, as copla 2 indicates, reminding us that she is Princess/Queen/Empress of Heaven, the latter a title we observed in María de Jesús’ mystical vision in Chapter 2 when the Virgin was seen conducting the choir of angels and the convent choir in the coro.\textsuperscript{42} The final copla attends to Mary’s mediation of the earthly and heavenly as she transitions upward, and all of the coplas allude to the musicality of the angel choirs that would have accompanied and festooned her rise to heaven, the same angels with whom nuns’ voices would echo, recalling Vallarta’s instructions (Sister Clori’s dialogue) to nuns long ago in the introduction.\textsuperscript{43} From the perspective of nuns’ professions, copla 5 resonates with the vow of poverty and the fire of the estribillo suggests the burning prevalent in divine love. Yet what sets this villancico apart is that the estribillo and copla 3 do not mention Jesus coming down to escort the Virgin up, but rather describe Jesus in eucharistic terms: the bread of heaven, bread and flesh, nourishment to be consumed.

\textit{Estribillo}
\begin{quote}
Al aire, que se llena
de luces y claridades.
Al fuego, que en amor
los arpones están ardiendo.
A tierra, que, de pan
de los cielos, toda está llena.
\end{quote}

\textit{Coplas}
\begin{quote}
1. Entonen los nueve coros
de las sacras jerarquías
glorias de reyes supremos, gracias, festejos, gustos y caricias.

2. Canten, que a su mismo trono sube su princesa misma, cuyo soberano asiento honra, avasalla, adora y amplifica.
\end{quote}
3. Canten, que, si ella se sube, 
   baja en ese mismo día 
aquel fruto de su vientre 
en pan y en carne, 
en manjar y en vida.

   Sing, for, if she ascends, 
in that same day 
that fruit of her womb descends 
in bread and flesh, 
in banquet and life.

4. Canten, que mil sacramentos 
   se han hecho por su huida, 
pues piensan que ha de faltarles 
gracias, amores, 
prendas y alegrías.

   Sing, that a thousand sacraments 
have been made because of her flight, 
for they think that they will lack 
graces, loves, 
garments, and joys.

5. Canten, que como en sus dones 
faltó la cosa más rica, 
anda en precio su belleza 
cara y muy subida.

   Sing, for, as the richest thing 
was lacking among her gifts, 
the price of her beauty is 
costly, and very elevated.

6. Canten, que cielos y tierra, 
cómo deben en justicia, 
atan su vida hermosura, 
cy llenmen y bendigan.

   Sing, for heaven and earth, 
as they justly owe, 
bind beauty to her life, 
and call and bless.

The extant music parts present a two-choir polychoral work for eight voices, of which the tiple of the first choir and the alto and tenor of the second choir survive. Like so many of the manuscripts from the Santísima Trinidad repertory, these contain the names of two nuns who presumably performed the parts: Sister María de San Juan on the tenor part and Sister María Teresa de San Francisco on the alto. Remarkably, the latter name is decorated with the same vine-like figures we observed in the decorated initials of the Encarnación choirbooks in Chapter 1, recalling the claustral gardens (see Appendix 4.1).

The disappearance of at least five music parts notwithstanding, we can observe in the estribillo how rhythm conveys the weight of transformation imparted on humanity with Christ’s return to earth in the transubstantiated bread that yields the thousand sacraments—infiniti, in reality—alluded to in copla 4. Example 4.1 is the estribillo’s transition from a sprightly duple
Example 4.1  Vidales, *Al aire que se llena de luces* (CSG.283), mm. 20–30
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T. 2
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Tip. 1
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A. 2
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T. 2
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Tip. 1

\[ A \text{ tierra, a tierra,} \]

A. 2

\[ A \text{ tierra, a tierra,} \]

T. 2

\[ A \text{ tierra, a tierra,} \]
meter to a long-note triple meter upon the bread of life’s arrival to earth, “a tierra.” A reprise of the estribillo’s previous stanzas about wind and fire continues in triple meter after this weighty arrival to earth. The coplas maintain that rhythm in accompanying the Marian text. Changes between meters are common in villancicos, but when accompanying such thematic gravitas, a compositional decision of this sort raises rhetorical the question as to its technical purpose.

The co-mingling of Marian and Christic reverence was up to each nun’s imagination, though the devotional material they engaged with and the liturgical cycle would guide their meditations and prayers. The villancico Al aire que se llena de luces would be appropriate for the feasts of both Corpus Christi and the Assumption. Corpus Christi is typically no more than three months away from the feast of the Assumption, and so the villancico would bridge Mary’s and Christ’s humanity through a seasonal reflection on the Eucharist and support the liturgical mindset of cycling from one feast to another.44

Additional examples of Marian (Assumption) and eucharistic devotion in nuns’ biographies reflect on the physical concern of coming down from and going up to heaven. Recall that in Chapter 2 Sister Mariana de la Encarnación was showered with flowers from the Virgin Mary as she took communion through the coro bajo wall at the crátila on the feast of the Assumption. Similarly, the very thought of the Virgin Mary’s transition from earth to heaven animated the eucharistic devotion of Sister María Anna Águeda de San Ignacio at the Santa Rosa convent in Puebla as the feast of the Assumption was approaching. In anticipation of the feast, before receiving communion on August 13, Sister María Anna “considered what would be the disposition of the grand queen for her final communion.”45 (There is that signal to Mary’s sovereignty once more.) Upon receiving communion, María Anna was taken up next to the Virgin Mary, “having received the divine son and remaining submerged in very close union with the most loving mother.”46

Because of the Eucharist’s power to unite between the earthly and the heavenly, María Anna was elevated to the Virgin Mary’s proximity when she took communion, a reciprocity between two mediating sources, the Eucharist and the Virgin Mary. Mary brings Christ to humanity, and Christ’s resurrected body in the communion host brings humanity close to Mary. The
Eucharist thus enacts a post-resurrection echo of Jesus’ entrustment of Mary to John at the crucifixion that we will examine more closely in Chapter 5, thus yielding a never-ending cycle of dual devotion owed to Mary and Jesus’ “incomparable closeness,” as Miri Rubin described.47 Such closeness was also captured with musical allegory. In the chapter on Sister María Anna Águeda’s Marian devotion, her Jesuit biographer José Bellido described the relationship between Mary and Christ as being like two citharas that vibrate in sympathy with each other when one is plucked.48 Thus, Bellido hints at Mary’s co-passion with Christ, which we will begin to attend to later and discuss more fully in Chapter 5 as well.

**Frequency of Eucharistic Feasting**

Given the harmonious effects that were possible when consuming the Eucharist, such as uniting nuns with their husband, Christ, and their quintessential role model, the Virgin Mary, one might expect that nuns would want to receive communion as often as possible. In fact, many of the exemplary nuns with published biographies were known to have received communion daily. But to convey their model obedience as well, limits were imposed on the frequency of communion, which also yielded extraordinary moments involving spiritual communion.

A nun was to take communion as many times as her confessor or convent abbess allowed her, and there were minimum requirements stipulated in each order’s rules based on feasts of the liturgical calendar. As discussed earlier, there were two forms of receiving communion: spiritual communion and sacramental communion. The former took the form of personal prayer and penance underscored with a spirit of longing for redemption and for the Body of Christ, deeply imagining reception of the communion host.49 Sacramental communion involved physically eating the communion host delivered by the hand of a priest into the mouth. We observed in Chapter 2 that nuns received sacramental communion on a schedule around the Divine Office and Mass.

To give a few examples of the feasts on which sacramental communion was required for nuns, the Conceptionists were to receive communion on the feasts of the Immaculate Conception, Christmas, Visitation, Annunciation,
Purification, Assumption, on the first week of Lent, throughout Holy Week, on Easter, Pentecost, Corpus Christi, the feast of St. Francis, and on All Saints Day. The Dominicans were required to take communion every Thursday and Sunday as well as on Christmas, feast of the Circumcision, Epiphany, Maundy Thursday, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost, Corpus Christi, all feasts of the Virgin, the feast of St. Dominic, St. Peter, St. Paul, and All Saints. The Hieronymites took communion on the first Sunday of Advent, on Christmas, Purification, first, fourth, and sixth Sunday of Lent, Maundy Thursday, Ascension, Corpus Christi, Assumption and nativity of Mary, St. Jerome day, and All Saints. The Bridgettines were less specific about feasts, merely mentioning that communion was required twice a week and on every major feast, along with confession twice weekly, or more if the mother superior required it.

Some of the most personal messages about nuns’ obedience, the Eucharist, and its meaning within the Mass were left behind by local New Spanish bishops. The liturgy of the Mass requires attendance of all practicing Catholics on a weekly basis, usually on Sunday, and daily attendance by all religious (nuns, monks, priests, etc.). The Mass re-creates the sacrifice of Christ’s Passion, relived as communion bread that is transubstantiated into Jesus’ resurrected body by priests. This is the liturgy that commemorates Christ’s last supper prior to his Passion, in which Jesus instituted the Eucharist: “on the night when he was being betrayed, [he] took bread, and gave thanks, and broke it, and said, take, eat; this is my body, given up for you. Do this for a commemoration of me” (1 Corinthians 11:23–24). The archbishop of Mexico City José Pérez de Lanciego y Eguilaz also had much to say to nuns about the recurrence of Mass in a pastoral letter:

Consider that the love of Christ was not satisfied with having redeemed us through his Passion, and death, expending all of his being for our love, but rather, he wanted that this benefit be repeated frequently in the sacrifice of the altar [the Mass], because even though he redeemed us, we would still continue to be sinners, and he knew that we would once more offend [him].

Similarly, in a published farewell address by Bishop Juan de Palafox y Mendoza given as he departed back to Spain under political duress in 1649,
he instructs nuns on the importance of the Mass and recommends that they take communion as often as possible, “to receive their husband with purity and frequency.” Palafox articulates how important communion is for all Catholics, as he also instructed male religious to take part in the sacraments often and to remember to say the daily Mass.

Yet despite the necessity for male clerics to celebrate the Mass and consecrate the Body of Christ for all to partake of it as frequently as possible, Palafox’s message to male religious lacks the amorous synergy he appended in his farewell to the nuns. For nuns, then, the distinction between human love and divine love facilitated through communion thus gets muddled, as in the profession villancico Albricias, zagalas and as we will see in other examples later.

Moreover, Palafox reminds nuns how important their union with Christ was for the salvation of humanity. He says that when nuns receive communion, “the fire of love enters that consumes our faults”—divine love’s burning sensation is characterized by Palafox as capable of incinerating sin. Palafox also reveals the transformation that each nun could experience when taking communion: “[she] converts into [her] God.” He concludes with a typically Palafoxian allegorical summation, as we observed in Chapter 1 when he praised virginity, now rhapsodizing on the eucharistic feast:

O celestial and eternal union, in which heaven and earth unite to make the earth heaven! O celestial and eternal union, in which the divine touches with the human and makes the human divine.

Suggestive of audible speech, we may recall that through these “O” exclamations Palafox beckons listeners. Moreover, I reiterate that Palafox’s enthusiastic proclamation of unity with Christ through communion is only within his message to nuns and not to male clerics, whom he addresses in the same document.

For those nuns who, for whatever reason given to them by their confessors and abbesses, could not take communion with the frequency that Palafox alludes to, spiritual communion would suffice. The essence of spiritual communion is that it would yield the same satisfaction that sacramental communion provided for nuns, placing them in “a state of
charity” that would lead to salvation. Attending Mass and seeing the host raised up by the priest after quoting Christ’s words, “take, eat,” was the key moment for spiritual communion. This ritual is referred to as the elevation. For this reason, as we saw in Chapter 2, the coro’s curtain was raised so that nuns could see the host during the elevation and imagine taking it and eating it.

Sometimes, spiritual communion was more practical, as when nuns were too sick to come downstairs for sacramental communion. Again, depending on the confessor’s advice, sometimes the priest did enter the cloister to administer sacramental communion to sick nuns. But sometimes they did not, and nuns’ biographies provide us with useful examples of what nuns could do to make a spiritual communion without being able to see the host elevated at Mass. When Sister Bábara Josefa was ill and could not attend Mass or receive sacramental communion in person, she was said to attend Mass spiritually, by silently reciting all of the prayers and imagining all of the rituals taking place at the high altar. Bábara also heard Christ’s voice calling her from the tabernacle and inviting her to receive communion. He said to her, “If all the sick raised their wings of the spirit with vehement desire to fly to their sacramental spouse, I guarantee that as a prize for their devotion, you would be healed.”

The anonymous villancico *Pide el alma el sacramento a 4* (CSG.097) from Bábara’s Santísimia Trinidad convent augments the Eucharist’s healing power, suggesting that it was a lifesaving remedy. The piece takes its title from the first line of the first copla, and it maintains an atmosphere of urgency throughout, because the death of a sickly soul is imminent. Such urgency is conveyed through rhythm. The coplas are in a quick-moving duple meter with a syllabic text on short note values. The poetics of divine bread coming down from heaven in the estribillo are set to notes of longer duration and triple meter, the music alluding to the Eucharist’s power to calm through satiation and through its pleasant, sweet taste as the last line suggests. Since the late Middle Ages, mystics had associated the Eucharist with sweetness, and this characteristic is what the estribillo emphasizes with multiple repetitions “dulce sabor” as it moves toward its final cadence (Example 4.2).
The villancico suggests that tasting sacramental communion’s sweet medicine is the only remedy to heal the soul, sick from love for the Eucharist. Naturally, the active ingredient in the communion remedy is the Body of Christ that it contains. Yet copla 4 emphasizes that the soul would nonetheless die eventually without ever seeing Christ in the bread. The true and final remedy is death and reunion with Christ in heaven. The subject in its earthly
life must therefore, if convinced by the enticing estribillo sung by the nuns, rely on faith to trust that Christ's body is truly present in the Eucharist and consume it as often as possible.

**Estribillo**

Pan divino del cielo,  
que el amor me dio,  
todo es gloria,  
comerle,  
que dulce sabor.

Divine bread from heaven,  
that love gave me,  
everything is glory,  
eat from it,  
what sweet flavor.

**Coplas**

1. Pide el alma el sacramento,  
dénselo por Dios,  
que se muere de un achaque,  
y es el achaque de amor.

The soul asks for the sacrament,  
provide it for God's sake,  
for the soul will die from infirmity,  
and it is the illness of love.

2. Tiene su vida en la hostia,  
dénsela porque es rigor  
que se muera sin remedio,  
a prisa Cuerpo de Dios.

Its life is in the host,  
provide it because it is cruel  
to die without remedy,  
make haste, Body of God.

3. No te nieguen la comida,  
déjenle ver el sabor,  
que es milagro de los cielos,  
que coma a quien le crio.

May you not be deprived of food,  
allow for its flavor to be seen,  
which is a miracle from the heavens,  
eat the one who has created you.

4. En el pan está el remedio,  
muérase viendo que no llegue,  
quien le da la vida,  
en el remedio mejor.

The remedy is in the bread,  
die without seeing him arrive,  
the giver of life  
in that perfect remedy.

The death of the subject / the soul / the nun without seeing the Body of Christ in the host was also captured through the musicality of birds, a phenomenon encountered in Chapter 1 in affiliation with Marian devotion. The villancico *Cisne, no halagues* (CSG.245) by Miguel de Riva (d.
1711) expounds on the ancient myth that swans sing most beautifully before they die. 69

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estribillo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cisnes, no halagues, Swan, do not flatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tu muerte, rigores rigors with melodiousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>con suavidades. when you die.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estribillo’s and coplas’ text compel the subject to weep over sins committed rather than to sing beautifully in solipsistic neglect of the Eucharist’s great mystery. In these circumstances, copla 5 instructs that “crying is the sweetest harmony,” as is silence, according to copla 6 (see full text and translation in Appendix 4.2).

The harmony that accompanies the estribillo sets the mood for the whole piece, which consists entirely of homophonic texture performed by an alto voice, two tenors, and bass accompaniment. The estribillo cadences back and forth between A minor and A major harmony, a characteristic taken up as well in the coplas, which carry on the estribillo’s homophony and triple meter. The coplas cadence in A major, but the estribillo finally cadences in A minor. Example 4.3, taken from the estribillo, shows that from mm. 7 to 20 several dissonances in the form of tritones are heard, formed by B natural and F natural sung together by two voice parts. Each tritone precedes a sighing gesture in a single voice part, moving down a half step from F natural to E natural. At m. 8 the tritone is formed by the bass and tenor 1, followed by the sigh in tenor 1. In m. 11, the tritone is created by the alto and tenor I; the sigh is in the alto, repeated in that voice at mm. 12–13. At m. 16, tritone harmony is once more created by the alto’s F natural and tenor I’s B natural, putting the sigh in the alto again. At mm. 19–20, the tritone is in the harmony of the two tenors on the first beat of m. 20, and the sigh is carried by tenor II across both measures. The minor seconds between F natural and E prepare the ear for a middle cadence on the sixth scale degree, F major, in mm. 22, accompanying “rigores/rigors.”

The piece is in mode 7 (no key signature, A final, D mediation), whose affective description from Nassarre’s Escuela música places the harmony in direct service to the poetics. Music in this mode can make listeners sad, it can move them to tears, or it can deceive the ears. 70 It aligns with the message of a swan merely singing a pleasant song for its own sake,
Example 4.3 Riva, *Cisne, no halagues a 3* (CSG.245), mm. 7–22

A. Cis-ne, no ha-la-gues

T. I con sua-vi-da-des, cis-ne, no ha-la-gues

T. II Cis-ne, no ha-la-gues

Acomp. a tu muer-te ri-go-res,

a tu muer-te ri-go-res,

a tu muer-te ri-go-res,

con sua-vi-da-des, cis-ne, no ha-la-gues

con sua-vi-da-des, cis-ne, no ha-la-gues

con sua-vi-da-des, cis-ne, no ha-la-gues
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and yet the tritones would suggest that the swan’s final song was not beau-
tiful at all.

*Pajarito que en el aire elevado* (CSG.151) by Diego de Cáseda (d. 1694) is similarly firm in its message on the need for contrition, with its calls
to weeping, to approach sacramental communion (see full text and transla-
tion in Appendix 4.3). It is an accompanied duo with only the music for the
accompaniment and one tiple voice remaining, and thus missing a second
voice. The extant vocal part in the coplas employs a sixteenth-note to eighth-
note melisma to simulate birdsong, part of a sequence over fifths in the bass
leading to the coplas’ final cadence (Example 4.4). The melisma tone paints
words that suggest both music and voice (copla 1 “gorjeos/chirps,” copla
3 “destemplanza/tunelessness,” copla 4 “llanto/weeping,” copla 5 “puntos/
notes,” and copla 6 “pausas/rests”). The message in copla 2, “firmness of faith in the heart is greater than the flux of the voice,” is reminiscent of Sister Clori’s words of advice to Casandra from confessor Martín de Vallarta’s Luz que guía el camino, encountered long ago in the introduction: “let the heart sing them, and let the lips be the instrument.” Furthermore, copla 5 reminds nuns to align their singing with God’s music because “God is in the notes,” a gesture toward the same divine vocality we observed in Chapter 1 with Jesus being the Word and the Virgin Mary being the voice of God. Riva’s villancico Que enigma tan bello (CSG.249) carries a similar message in its fourth copla, “wholly bread to the eyes and wholly God to the ears” (full text and translation in Appendix 4.4), recalling the advice in the Dominican rule we observed in Chapter 2, “Let the ears hunger for the Word of God.”

If God is in the notes and is music to the ears, then singing and listening to eucharistic music would constitute spiritual communion, since through the act of listening to those notes the listener is being penetrated with God. Moreover, singing penitent birds would seem to allude to the never-ending state of contrition and examination of consciences that nuns were implored to engage in so that they could have their minds constantly focused on their spiritual perfection—the better to receive Christ sacramentally on a regular basis and to be prepared for their final union with Christ when they died.

What behavior would cause nuns to be assigned spiritual communion over sacramental communion was not discussed in the published biographies. It was left to the confidential confines of the confessional or within the chapter of faults, in which nuns revealed their misgivings to one another in community. At times, however, confessors and abbesses simply assigned spiritual communion to test a nun’s obedience and/or to confirm eucharistic miracles. Such was the case once when Sister María de Jesús’ abbess asked her to refrain from sacramental communion. The spiritual communion that she experienced combines much of the amorous rhetoric of union between bride and Christ we have attended to so far together with a reflection on the sweetness of communion and the allegory of the penitent bird singing in the eucharistic villancicos. María de Jesús envisioned the consecrated host traveling directly up into her mouth while she prayed in the coro:

The same God in the sacrament arrived in Mother María de Jesús’ mouth, her husband entering through her lips, then sweeter, for being more communicable, since he came to introduce himself into her chest with sacramental accidents, and flights of tenderness. Through this stronghold of love
that excels in wonder and appears miraculous, the heavenly husband gave his virgin wife on this occasion the delight of the wedding bread [honey-moon], the tokens of eternal life, and the communion of his sacramental body, without the abbess’s prohibition interfering, the greater taste of all the hidden glory, and all the charity revealed in the host, communicated to this peaceful dove, who thus tasted the purest grain of the most glorious laurel, in the innocent circle of the sacrament.72

There is that word “accidents,” referring to the bread of the communion hosts perceived by taste, now allegorized as the wedding bread, and thus displaying the erotic undercurrents of nuns’ relationship with Christ. The passage uses the same phrase, “pan de la boda/honeymoon,” as Paula’s profession villancico. Here, Sister María takes on the same image of a bird as in the estribillo of Pajarito, but in this case she is a dove, feeding on the sacrament in the form of laurel seed, a sign of sure salvation as prefaced by the promise of eternal life previously describing the benefits of consuming the “wedding bread.”73 We can observe in this example how authority was assigned to certain women in the convent: on the one hand, the reverend mother had the authority to prevent other nuns from receiving communion; and on the other hand, exceptional women like Sister María could receive communion directly from God, bypassing the priest’s hand altogether.74

Similarly, Sister Bárbara’s agency took the form of extreme self-awareness. She consistently performed her own confessions mentally by examining her conscience four times daily. Weeping for forgiveness over any imperfection, she also sought out the sacrament of confession with a priest as often as possible.75 According to her biographer, Torres, the copious tears she shed were pleasing to Christ, as also suggested in the two villancicos Pajarito que en el aire elevado and Cisne, no halagues.76 Convent rules often specify that confessors “know the core of consciences,” but it would seem that Bárbara was intimately knowledgeable of her own conscience.77 She took sacramental communion on a daily basis at the Santísima Trinidad convent. When she received communion, she described it as an “intimate feast.” Informing her biographer of her experience immediately prior to and after receiving communion, she used now-familiar matrimonial language:

She believed she was like a wife ready for the spiritual nuptials that she would celebrate with the supreme majesty; and finally, she found herself as if wedded in the glorious possession, and immanent reciprocation, with
which she enjoyed Christ, her soul completely transformed, and the Lord completely united and transformed in his wife.\textsuperscript{78}

Here Bárbara’s reception of communion enlivens both the spiritual wedding and the honeymoon. Her body and the body of Christ become one flesh, one sacrifice.

The absorption and assimilation of the Body of Christ in the host, whether through sacramental communion or imagined in spiritual communion, transformed nuns into the same substance of the sacrificial lamb, Christ, whose Passion was re-created at Mass. That sacrifice too, which nuns accepted by taking on the four vows, was one that clergy remarked upon heavily as well. “We are overjoyed,” announced Bishop Palafox in his 1641 rule for Conceptionist nuns, “to see the example and spirit with which for divine mercy the virgins of our diocese follow the Lamb of God, their husband.”\textsuperscript{79} A similar message, over one hundred years later, in a 1760 profession sermon for Sister Josefa María de San Antonio in Mexico City’s Purísima Concepción convent, came in the form of Franciscan Diego Ossorio asking a rhetorical question: “who is Josefa’s groom?” He answers that it is a lamb.\textsuperscript{80} The reason for this, he says, is that Jesus Christ “is known to us as a redeemer and in the holy Passion he humbled himself, surrendering to the torments like a most docile lamb without opening its lips to complain.”\textsuperscript{81} That obedient silence, taken up by sacrificing himself to the will of God, is inverted in the vocalization of nuns’ profession vows, a careful use of sound, silence, and vocality on the sermonizer’s part. Josefa modeled the sacrifice of the Lamb of God by solemnizing her profession, vocalizing her vows of obedience, poverty, chastity, and enclosure, and consummating her mystical marriage through communion.\textsuperscript{82} As we will see, this consistent message that music and voice is inherent in Christ, the Lamb of God (Agnus Dei)—and that understanding his mysterious nature in the Eucharist calls for singing, weeping, chirping, and silence—will also employ instruments in resounding the Eucharist’s mysterious tune.

### Eucharistic Passion Devotion

On one feast of Corpus Christi, Sister Bárbara was in the coro listening to and meditating upon the words of a eucharistic song, a unique situation of attentive listening among New Spanish convent sources. The pieces
she was listening to had to have been in Spanish, since she did not understand Latin. In narrating Bárbara’s experience, Torres reveals some of the musical practices through which the Santísima Trinidad convent celebrated Corpus Christi. He used whatever details Bárbara told him about the piece she heard as the impetus for a digression on the nature of the Eucharist:

For these solemn octaves, the nun muses compose some sacred poems that they sing to the sound of well-tuned and sonorous instruments in harmonious music; and, at the same time that these were being sung in the choir, Sister Bárbara meditated on the meaning of the words, which she heard [as if] directly from the sovereign intelligences [the angels]; and in order that, among the many songs that are sung, the good musicians (for the devout souls are that) may have the song composed by the angelic doctor St. Thomas to pay his homage to the Blessed Sacrament, which the highest seraphim celebrate with their singing, I decided to translate into Spanish the same poem that St. Thomas wrote in Latin, both because it is very devotional and because none less than a St. Thomas occupied himself with it. And it was also the occupation of such a sovereign king as David not only to sing, but also to dance in the sight of all his people and before the Ark of the Covenant, which contained the manna, which is a prefigurement of the sacrament of the Eucharist. And, in fact, the Eucharist [Eucharistia] is the true anagram of the Cithara of Jesus [Cithara Iesu]. And, since it is the sweet and most divine Jesus that plays it while we eat at the table, it will not be an offense to religious seriousness, but rather a praise of our tender devotion, to sing to his majesty the following poem, which contains the heroic virtues and lofty thoughts that those who sing it devoutly will find in it.

Following this passage, Torres then provides readers with a Spanish translation of St. Thomas Aquinas’ well-known Adoro te devote. In this hymn, the mystery of the Eucharist is explained by recalling that hearing the Word of God was enough to believe in Christ’s presence within the consecrated host. “If sight, taste, touch, if they effect you, in as much as they perceive they are deceived,” elaborates Torres. He continues, “And only the ear can surely proclaim you because it is a faithful witness of your Word.” St. Thomas’ words, and Torres’ analysis of them, support the notion of spiritual communion through listening as well.
The aurality of St. Thomas Aquinas’ hymn pairs well with the anagram that Torres presents, Eucharistia / Cithara Iesu, which has concordances in the 1640 Jesuit book of emblems *Imago primi saeculi Societatis Iesu* and in Pedro Calderón de la Barca’s sacramental play *El divino Orfeo* (1663). Both sources reflect on Christ as the new Orpheus, with the power to save with musical performance, except that Christ’s music, as Torres alludes through the anagram, resounds from Christ’s presence in the Eucharist.

Yet the cithara had a long tradition in female spirituality as well, not least in women’s Passion devotion, and specifically in the Passion devotion of Sister Bárbara. As we will see in the next chapter, she envisioned and felt herself crucified and performed upon by Christ, indeed, as if Christ were playing her in the manner of strumming a cithara. Given such a vivid encounter with the Body of Christ, the villancico to which Sister Bárbara must have been listening attentively and which she must have described to Torres—leading to his exegetic digression on the Eucharist, its historical worship in song from King David forward, the anagram, and the translation of *Adoro te devote*—was José de Cáceda’s *Qué música divina* a 4 (CSG.153). Its approximate date range of 1673–1720 coincides with Bárbara’s lifetime in the Santísima Trinidad convent. Moreover, the villancico expounds on the Eucharist allegorized as a cithara and/or vihuela.

**Estribillo**

Qué música divina, acorde y soberana. Afrenta de las aves con tiernas, armoniosas consonancias. En quiebros suaves, sonoros y graves, acordes y acentos ofrece a los vientos. Y en cláusulas varias sentidos eleva, potencias desmaya.

What a divine music, consonant and sovereign. More beautiful than birdsong, with delicate and harmonious consonances. With soft, resounding and profound pauses, it offers chords and stresses to the winds. And it lifts the senses with various clauses, weakens the capabilities.

**Coplas**

1. Suenen las dulces cuerdas de esa divina cítara y humana, que a un son que es de los cielos forma unida la alta con la baja. Resound, sweet strings of that divine and human cithara, for it unites high with the low, sounding as if from heaven.
2. De la fe es instrumento
y al oído su música regala,
donde hay por gran misterio,
en cada punto, entera consonancia.

3. Del lazo a este instrumento
sirve la unión que sus extremos ata,
tres clavos son clavijas
y puente de madera fue una tabla.

4. Misteriosa vihuela,
al herirle sus cuerdas una lanza,
su sagrada armonía
se vio allí de siete órdenes formada.

5. No son a los sentidos
lo que suenan sus voces soberanas
porque de este instrumento
cuantos ellos perciban serán falsas.

6. Su primor misterioso,
que a los cielos eleva al que lo alcanza,
no le come el sentido
porque es pasto su música del alma.

It is an instrument of faith
and it gives its music as a gift to the ear,
where there is, mysteriously,
only consonance in each note.

The rosette of this instrument
unites its ends,
three nails are [tuning] pegs and
a cross is the soundboard.

Mysterious vihuela,
as its strings were stricken with a lance,
sacred harmony was seen
formed out of seven orders [strings].

Not for the senses,
what your sovereign voices resound,
because from this instrument
what the senses perceive will be falsehoods.

Its mysterious delicacy,
which raises to heaven whomever reaches it,
is not consumed by sense
because its music is sustenance of the soul.

The poetic theme of this villancico can be traced to Origen, who characterized Christ’s divinity as a psalterium and Christ’s suffering humanity as a cithara. The very image of Christ stretched on a cross like strings across a soundboard was one that convent prelates encouraged nuns to imagine as a lesson in patience. The metaphor lived long and well beyond Origen’s time, even taking on new, regional instruments, such as the Spanish vihuela.

The vihuela’s lazo (rosette) was purely decorative, and the word is used here in copla 3 merely to describe the opening of the soundboard. The opening amplifies the sound of the plucked strings by allowing their vibrations to resonate within the body of the vihuela. The soundboard and strings are essentially less resonant on their own, but when these features are combined on one instrument, they produce a more resonant music. Similarly, Christ’s body coming together with the cross redeemed the world; a wooden cross by itself would have been useless.
In copla 4, the performance of the vihuela is compared to the piercing of Christ’s side with a lance (lanza) while on the cross—an action yielding an outpouring of blood and water (John 19:33–34). The confluence of these two substances in the text invokes Christ’s dual human and divine natures alluded to in copla 1. Christ’s death on the cross, which was historically confirmed when a Roman soldier pierced his side with a lance (John 19:34), resulted in the redemption of humanity. The vihuela’s sonority is redemption; its sound is salvation for listeners immersed in its resonance, supporting once more the notion that singing and listening to eucharistic music would constitute spiritual communion—“God is in the notes.” Christ’s death was the foundation of the Church and its seven sacraments, also known as orders (ordenes). Copla 4 expounds on this definition derived from the fact that each sacrament was “ordered” to have a specific ritual, connecting the seven sacraments to the vihuela’s seven ordered strings. The most important sacrament was Holy Orders. Only through this sacrament could the other six take place. The sacrament of the Eucharist, moreover, renewed the nuns’ redemption. This same message was extended in symbolic fashion in Que música divina, making the piece a most satiating selection for spiritual communion—“sustenance for the soul,” as copla 6 describes.

The estribillo’s imagery overlaps with the eucharistic allegories suggested in Pajarito que en el aire elvado and Cisne, no halagues, suggesting that Christ’s music is indeed more beautiful than that of birdsong. The silencing and weeping of the birds allow for Christ’s song to resound and take over the body’s “potencias/capabilities,” as the estribillo concludes. Silencing allows for Christ’s song to be heard; weeping as a form of contrition qualifies one for reception of communion. Those capabilities, “potencias,” frequently referred to in villancicos, are the capabilities of knowledge, love, remembrance, understanding, will, and memory. As Sister Bábara contemplated the specific meaning of these poetics, she would humbly let the Body of Christ steer her memory toward her exemplary Passion devotion, while reliving her honeymoon with Christ. Because the profession villancico Albricias, zagalas also dates from around the time that Bábara lived in the Santísima Trinidad convent, she may well have known Sister Paula, that villancico’s subject.

Who was Sister Paula? She was the Body of Christ, metaphorically transubstantiated in her profession villancico Albricias, zagalas, which elevated her up in song, honored through music as Mary and Christ were with devotional villancicos dedicated to their mysterious attributes. We observed in Chapter 3 how profession portraits depicted nuns as saintly. Profession villancicos were a sonic equivalent, resounding to the ears what the profession portrait revealed to the eyes. As such, Paula, like Bábara and other devout nuns, would be called to walk the way of the cross when feasting on the Body of Christ to imitate him in body, soul, and song.
Redeeming Sounds
Resounding the Passion of Christ and His Spiritual Brides, or Who Was Sister Marina de San Francisco?

A mid-eighteenth-century document (ca. 1770) of two folios in length, preserved at the Archivo General de la Nación, reports a request from one Sister Marina de San Francisco, abbess of the Purísima Concepción convent—recall, the oldest—in Mexico City. The document, signed by Marina along with five assistant convent administrators (see Appendix 5.1), explains that they sought to install an indulgence devotion. Such a devotion required people to attend particular liturgies or prayer services, and, in return, they would receive an indulgence, a remission of the temporary consequences for sin. The indulgence devotion that Marina proposed invited people to come to the Purísima Concepción convent to participate in a new feast honoring one of the scenes from the Passion of Christ. In no small number of words, Marina called it the “feast of” Christ, dressed in white, mocked as a lunatic by Herod. Presumably, there would be a statue of Christ dressed in white for devotees to venerate inside the convent church.

Marina’s letter was addressed to the Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of Rites in Rome—at that time, Cardinal Flavio Chigi (1711–1771). His prefecture (1759–1771) overlapped with his tenure as the Protector of the Franciscan Order (1765–1771), in which he was charged with promoting worldwide Franciscan interests among the Church’s governing body in Rome. Showing keen initiative and an entrepreneurial spirit, Marina made use of her order’s very loose ties to the Franciscans. She claimed to be a member of the Order of St. Francis, perhaps intending to curry favor with Chigi. Marina’s proposed feast would take place on a Friday in Lent and would consist of Office liturgies and a Mass that the nuns’ own convent chaplain, Joaquín Niño de Córdova, had composed. The petition emphasizes that this was already a feast celebrated heartily in Mexico City’s Jesús María convent on the Wednesday of Holy Week, a most solemn week in the liturgical calendar that commemorates Christ’s Passion leading to Easter Sunday.

Marina also wanted the indulgence to apply retroactively to the souls of those who died prior to the feast’s inauguration, that it be designated a privileged
indulgence. In this way, Marina’s devotion would save as many souls as possible, and not only benefit those who participated in the live festivities. She requested that the feast include exposition of the Blessed Sacrament, so that the surrounding indigenous community (“pobrecitos indios,” literally, “poor little Indians,” she wrote), who lacked frequent viewings of the Blessed Sacrament, the church’s consecrated host, could be inspired by the Eucharist.

In this petition, Marina’s concern for representing Christ’s humility at the Passion melds the visual and the linguistic. Multiple times, Marina recalls Christ’s whiteness, referring to the white tunic that the statue for veneration in the church would be wearing—which would reflect the white habit of her order, but it also had an association with lunacy. Christ’s humility is implied in the petition’s reference to him as a lunatic for accepting his Passion, another iteration of the silent lamb metaphor we observed in the previous chapter. In addition, the word *loco*, meaning crazy or lunatic, appears frequently in the text and underlined for emphasis.

Whether or not the feast came to fruition remains a mystery. There is no mention of this feast in any other known archival document, its absence implying that even if the feast did occur, it fell far short of the proposed level of grandeur, even locally. Marina de San Francisco’s request has the ring of desperation: the Conceptionists hardly referred to themselves as Franciscans, nor did they customarily engage in the purposeful indoctrination of indigenous people, which was the concern of male mendicant friars. If the nuns’ devotional offerings within their convent churches brought in the participation of indigenous communities, this would be a welcomed bonus for the Church at large rather than the expectation.

The image of Christ that would be venerated at this feast is somewhat unusual too, because it comes from a singular account found only in Luke’s Gospel. Still, reflections on Christ mocked before Herod might have been familiar to Marina and a broader subset of nuns, considering Juan Sebastian de la Parra’s Passion meditation hymn assigned to the Office of Prime:

Salve hora sacra,
In qua Domine Iesu Christe,
Mane ad Pilatum, & Herodem ductus es
Reductus veste alba illusus,
Fortiter accusatus tacuisti,
Domine iesu Christe,
Has omnes affectiones tibi offero,
Pro illis gratias agio,
Pro illis miserere mei & Ecclesiae totius.

Hail blessed Hour,
in which the Lord Jesus Christ was led before Pilate and Herod in the morning,
dressed in a white vestment, mocked,
accused, keeping silent.
Lord Jesus Christ,
I offer you these affections.
For them I give thanks,
Because of them, have mercy upon me and the entire Church.
These words come from the *Salva hora sacra* meditations, a series of prayers on themes of the Passion to be recited during each Office liturgy. In his explanation, Parra noted that, “just as all the mysteries of the Mass are a living representation of the Passion of Christ our Lord, so too were the canonical hours [the Divine Office] instituted in its memory.” Parra’s message about the Office was relevant to nuns seeking to imitate Christ’s Passion throughout their daily lives. Here, imitation is said to be achieved by constant recollection of Christ’s steps on his way to the cross.

Parra’s book was recommended by the famous confessor Antonio Núñez de Miranda in his *Distribución de las obras ordinarias* (1712), another guide for nuns like Marina to meditate on the Passion at each liturgy of the Office. The sisters of the Jesús María convent sponsored the publication of *Distribución*. As mentioned before, their convent had already inaugurated the feast of Christ mocked and dressed in white. In the 1755 biography of Sister Augustina Nicolasa María de los Dolores, we learn that Sister Augustina’s meditations for the Office at Mexico City’s Capuchin San Felipe convent were in line with instructions like Núñez’s, as she envisioned particular points of the Passion for each Office hour: Christ’s imprisonment at Prime, the coronation with the crown of thorns at Terce, the scourging at Sext, the crucifixion at None, the piercing of the side at Vespers, and back to Christ tied to the column for Matins to begin the cycle anew. Whether in a published devotional book or in an exemplary nun’s biography, such examples were intended for nuns’ spiritual enrichment and modeling, aids for imitating Christ, achieving perfection, salvation, and union with Christ in the afterlife. As we saw in the last chapter, a foretaste of this union was experienced through communion. However, what did imitating Christ’s Passion mean for nuns, beyond constant recollection of the stations of the cross, and what role did music play in achieving successful imitation?

This chapter attends to this question and to some of the year-round Passion devotions in which nuns engaged. Christ’s visible presence throughout various steps of his Passion, particularly his crucifixion, takes precedence, a contrast to the invisibility of his resurrected body in the Eucharist that we observed in the last chapter. But just as nuns were charged with contemplating and imitating the bravery and suffering of their spiritual spouse at the Passion, they could also be moved to sadness through sermons, music, and poetry that enjoined them to lament Christ’s suffering and death along with his mother in the popular devotion to the Virgin of Sorrows. A Marian title that highlights her anguish over Christ’s torture and death, the Virgin of Sorrows stirred conflicting emotions, as we also learn of the joy the Virgin Mary contained in her heart for the salvation narrative of Christ’s
life to come to fruition with his death. We will observe how music rewarded nuns’ perfection when imitating Christ and following the Virgin’s example.

**St. Francis and the Cross**

Marina’s love for the Passion of Christ undoubtedly follows a long tradition in Christianity, ingrained in New Spain through Franciscan penitential piety that emphasized humility, bodily suffering, reverence to the cross, and imitation of Christ. In addition to being the founder of the Franciscans and one of the patron saints of various orders of religious and confraternities since the Middle Ages, St. Francis of Assisi was also said to model the imitation of Christ’s suffering, not least because of his stigmata, in which he miraculously bled at his extremities, wounded in the same manner as Christ at the crucifixion. Francis was even invoked in convent rules on the role of novice teachers, because of their responsibility for establishing Passion devotion among their pupils at the start of the conventual life:

> She should give them time to read books of the holy doctrine and great devotion, so that they learn to feel the Passion of our Lord and love it and imitate it, since it is the basis on which our father St. Francis and all the saints learned and initiated [their missions]; it is in one’s best interest to know how to feel the Passion of our redeemer and to motivate oneself to imitate it because of the tenderness of his love communicated to those who truly focus on his cross and Passion.

Christ’s suffering was the very foundation of a saint’s saintliness, as described in this excerpt from a Conceptionist rule. Nuns too could become saint-like if they had profound spiritual formations based on imitating the Passion. Here, the rule also emphasizes that the Passion, Christ’s physical pain, suffering, and death, might also convey Christ’s tenderness and love. How did such a seemingly extreme dichotomy—love and pain—coalesce within convent spirituality?

Sister María de Jesús’ convent Lenten devotions emphasized this connection between love and bodily pain, helping to prepare her convent sisters, as well as all who read her biographies, for the Passion recollections of Holy Week. She and her sisters at the Purísima Concepción convent in Puebla would recite thirty-three Credos—one for each year of Christ’s life—daily
throughout Lent. The prayer took place in the coro, and the nuns who completed all the recitations received a special vision:

In order to be in a better mindset to celebrate Holy Week, which required daily meditation on the labor, distress, sorrow, and wounds of their crucified spouse and deceased loved one: the convened virgins continued to say the Credo this number of times [thirty-three] every day until the so-called Lazarus Friday (the one before Good Friday), and on the said penultimate Friday of Lent, that squadron of virgin souls (led and commanded by Sister María de Jesús) took a sacred crucifix—which is now venerated in the coro, placed in the middle of one of its niches—and put it on an altar surrounded by reverent decorations and affections. At that time the mute image, or dead image on the crucifix, having always had its eyelids shut, opened its eyes miraculously, and that Lord, nailed on the cross, nailed them [fixed his eyes] or placed them sweetly on all the nuns that had fulfilled the said devotion, and he remained staring at his very wives who had served him well. . . . Sister María de Jesús asked her sovereign and dead-on-the-cross husband himself to deign to give a blessing to all the nuns of that cloister.

The language about the nuns’ dead husband is intriguing, because it indicates an ontology of Christ that is omnipresent and vivified to nuns at their pious request. He has always been dead and resurrected to early modern believers, but here a conjuring of his divine infinity, overlooking chronological time, is captured within specific moments of his (after)life signaled through particular devotional images.

Such an affective description within a miraculous event would elevate the nuns as worthy of Jesus’ visual attention from the cross. The only other time Christ communicated non-verbally from the cross with a stare was documented exclusively in Luke’s Gospel accentuated through another avian-aural phenomenon. At the crucifixion, when the rooster crowed to confirm the Apostle Peter’s denial of Christ, Peter wept as Jesus looked directly into Peter’s eyes from the cross at that moment (Luke 22:59–62).

The nuns’ engagement with the crucified Christ would also inspire the communal prayers of anyone who heard or read the biography such that their own prayers before a crucifix or any other work of art depicting Christ’s Passion, such as Christ mocked by Herod as described before, might yield a similar blessing.
For religious communities, these types of prayers before Passion artwork could also include mortification, in which nuns physically deprived themselves of food and bodily comfort, which could include wearing uncomfortable hairshirts (cilice) or beating themselves while praying. During these penitential sessions, some orders required the recitation of the psalm *Miserere mei* and the antiphons *Christus factus est* and *In Conceptione tua* along with a verse and prayers. An association of mortification and suffering with music is thus suggested here, given the musicality of psalms and antiphons—familiar from frequent performance during the Office throughout the year—and the daily recitation of the Credo at Mass.

Attempting to experience Christ’s physical pain throughout the Passion was a supplementary benefit of mortification, which was primarily intended to prevent the impure thoughts inimical to the vow of chastity and therefore good singing. Maintaining their chastity was a sacrifice compared to martyrdom. Passion devotion connected very well to nuns’ vow of chastity, and likewise to their vow of enclosure, which was also meant to guard chastity physically and symbolically. Even convent inhabitants recognized as the most devout, such as Sister Bárbara and Sister María de Jesús, mortified themselves; the self-regulatory tone in their biographies did not preclude the acknowledgment of impure thoughts, which were inevitable but tamable.

For Sister Bárbara, the practice of mortification at the Santísima Trinidad convent in Puebla was essential for overcoming thoughts that contradicted her vow of chastity—whatever they were; her biographer Torres does not provide explicit details. Still, nuns’ biographers purposefully compared their subjects’ steadfast faith to manly strength, “a characterization that ran contrary to the weakness of character attributed to most lay women,” according to Asunción Lavrin. Torres described Bárbara’s efforts in gendered terms: the word “masculine” (varonil) animates the force with which Bárbara would beat her body, both in communal discipline and in private flagellation after her meals. Sister Bárbara indeed fasted as a form of mortification, but as an exemplary nun she was known for fasting more than eating; the resulting weakness supposedly empowered her to fight off sins against chastity. In these moments of mortification, Torres calls on the example of the Dominican St. Catherine of Siena as Bárbara’s role model, although he could just as easily have invoked her patron saint, Francis, as he too experienced bodily suffering in imitation of Christ. In order to emphasize that even the most renowned saints struggled against yet overcame thoughts of the flesh, Torres notes that Catherine was the saint who fought the strongest battles
to repel sins against chastity. Imitating Catherine’s mortification practices, “invigorated by her [Bárbara’s] masculine force,” Torres reports, helped her to triumph over visions of obscene character.

Women from the Old Testament also served as models for mortification rituals, if obliquely through clever association. In his novena for the Virgin of Sorrows statue venerated at the Jesús María convent in Mexico City, the Jesuit priest José Parreño intended for nuns to think of mortification when considering the tambourine with which Miriam accompanied herself and the Israelite women in their song of joy after God had drowned the Egyptian army.

Miriam the prophetess, Aaron’s sister, went out with a tambourine in her hand, and all the women followed her, with tambourine and with dances, and took up from her the refrain, a psalm for the Lord, so great he is and so glorious; horse and rider hurled into the sea. (Exodus 15:20–21)

An instrument made of dead animal skin, the tambourine must be beaten to resound, just as every nun living the chaste life of the convent must mortify herself to be a good singer (“buena cantora”), Parreño instructed. What resonance would a good singer—a mortified, “masculine,” nun—resound?

For starters, the most masculine attribute a nun could take on was Christ’s very own crucifixion. The 1792 funeral sermon of Sister María Ignacia, abbess of the Capuchin San José de Gracia convent in Querétaro, includes such an image. The print of María Ignacia depicts her crucified on top of Christ while wearing the crown of thorns (see Figure 5.1). An example of what art historian Cristina González calls “eccentric iconography,” it depicts violence that is nevertheless peaceful in aspect, because of the tranquility in the nun’s and Christ’s dead faces. Above the image appears an appropriate citation from Galatians 2:19, “With Christ I am nailed to the cross.” Below the image, there is a four-line poem that quotes from Venatius’ Crux fidelis: “Sweet nails, my love you hold crucified; I see myself on the cross with him, because with him I am to die.”

The image has precedents in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century European Passion artwork. It is in accordance with Capuchin piety, demonstrating the order’s interest in asceticism and mystical union enhanced with erotic overtones. These crucifixion images are an ascetic alternative to the famed crowned-nun profession portraits we observed in Chapters 1 and 3. Capuchins depicted crucified nuns to assert their order’s austere lifestyle amid the late eighteenth-century reform-driven Church and Bourbon monarchy. The Bourbons were at odds with the supposed excesses of monastic
life, including the ostentation of individual nuns’ piety demonstrated in such paintings.35

Perhaps meaningful to New Spanish nuns for political reasons in the eighteenth century, the rhetoric displayed in convent portraiture is legible in nuns’ biographies from throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and it was not just a product of the Capuchin order’s asceticism. The image of María Ignacia resonates with Sister María de Jesús’ Passion
prayer, taught at the Purísima Concepción convent during her tenure as abbess:

May my hands be nailed with yours, my heart pierced by the lance that penetrated yours, my feet penetrated like yours with nails: I die, Jesus, with you on your cross, and may I die from your divine love.36

Similarly, as a reward for her strict adherence to her vows, Sister Bárbara was granted a transcendent vision, in which God spoke to her as she was nailed to a cross:

“Child, this is the cross of the religious life: all nuns that take up the cross, and embrace it with joy, are consoled by it. Take it with great love, and tell your sisters to resign themselves to it, and they will live a joyous life, and they will be rewarded when they die.” With such divine instruction, Bárbara remained crucified joyfully on her cross.37

Here we have another example of a seemingly illogical cause-and-effect, typical of hagiographic inversions, “in part because death was inverted into life’s highest achievement: salvation and birth into eternity,” according to Frank Graziano.38 This type of mystical imagery in convent literature also had a sonic component, the resonance of José Parreño’s “good singer” signaled earlier, but in the form of a string instrument. What followed Bárbara’s crucifixion was her biographer Torres’ explicit association of music-making with the nun’s perfect adherence to her four vows and devotion to the Passion. The cithara and its affiliation with the Passion sacrifice re-created at Mass through the Eucharist that we observed in Chapter 4 now makes its forecasted return. Recalling that the divine cithara is not just a wooden cross, but the conjunction of Christ’s body crucified on the cross that constructs the allegorical instrument, it is implied that Bárbara is crucified on top of Christ, like María Ignacia and María de Jesús discussed earlier:

And since through the heavenly cross the true Apollo gave his beloved [Bárbara] the best cithara, after having plucked her with the spirit, he filled her with the inspiration that allowed her to sing these verses, congratulating herself because of her crucifixion.39
1. A la sombra de la cruz,  
vuela ya mi corazón;  
porque de la religión  
halló en su sombra la luz.

To the shade of the cross,  
my heart soars;  
because through the religious life,  
it has found light in its shade.

2. En la cruz Jesús exalta  
su obediencia; y si se funda  
en humildad más profunda,  
será obediencia más alta.

On the cross Jesus exalts  
his obedience; and if it is founded  
upon profound humility,  
it will be the highest obedience.

3. Vid es con racimos de oro  
la cruz; pero esta riqueza,  
se disfraza en la pobreza,  
porque es oculto tesoro.

A grapevine with clusters of gold  
is the cross; but this richness  
disguises itself in poverty,  
because it is a hidden treasure.

4. Claro espejo es mi Jesús  
en la cruz de la limpieza,  
si el trono de su pureza  
estuvo al pie de la cruz.

A clear mirror of cleanliness  
is my Jesus on the cross  
since the throne of purity  
was at the foot of the cross.

5. En la cruz fijo mi amado,  
aquel claustro me labró,  
en donde mi alma se entró  
por la puerta del costado.

Attached to the cross, my beloved  
built me that cloister,  
in which my soul entered  
through the door on the side.

6. Así la cruz me figura  
en su extremada grandeza  
la obediencia, y la pobreza,  
la castidad, y clausura.

In this way, the cross  
in its enormous greatness,  
represents to me obedience and poverty,  
chastity and enclosure.

The strophes here are in *redondilla* form, common to many villancicos. The form consists primarily of octosyllabic lines, within quatrains following an ABBA rhyme scheme. This will not be the last time that Torres incorporates a Passion hymn without including musical notation. The absence of music suggests that such hymns might have been sung to a familiar tune or an improvised melody by nuns who encountered them in reading about Sister Bárbara’s life.
The first strophe functions as an introduction to the poem, with the sixth and final one serving as the conclusion. The first inverts the darkness produced by the shade of the cross into a more optimistic space filled with light, the light of salvation. The foot of the cross becomes a place for comfort by way of the convent life and the four vows—the promised road to salvation in the cross for nuns and for the benefactors invoked in their daily prayers. Each of the next four strophes treats one of the vows individually, and the final verse summarizes all four vows. This sixth strophe also foreshadows a vision attributed to Bárbara later in her biography, an episode in which she witnesses Christ on the cross as a judge on Judgment Day, and she is reminded that the four wounds on Christ’s extremities are a symbol of her own four vows and those of every professed nun.41

The fourth strophe is somewhat more elusive than the others, expounding on the vow of chastity without explicitly stating it in the way that strophes 2, 3, and 5 recall the other three vows: obedience, poverty, and enclosure, respectively. While the summary in strophe 6 lists chastity among the four vows, strophe 4 replaces the word “chastity” with “pureza/purity” in order to maintain the redondilla form, rhyming “pureza” in the third line with “limpieza/cleanliness” in the second.

But there is more to the word choice than just rules of poetics: strophe 4 also salutes the Immaculate Conception. Because each strophe expounds on the ways in which individual vows derive from Christ’s death on the cross, this strophe indicates that Christ was indeed a mirror of purity because the “throne of purity”—the Virgin Mary—accompanied him on his Passion and was at the foot of the cross, in its shade. Furthermore, any reference to Mary as the throne of Christ’s purity points directly to Immaculate Conception devotion: Mary’s Immaculate Conception was said to enable her pure gestation of the Son of God who redeemed the world by his death on the cross.42 We have also observed a similar combination of Passion and Marian devotion in Isabel de la Encarnación’s spontaneous and fiery eucharistic hymn within her biography, which we attended to in the last chapter.43

The Virgin Mary too would be a model of joy, suffering, and love as expressed in these examples and even more explicitly in Diego de Oviedo’s Franciscan Passion reflections, Manual de ejercicios para los desagravios de Cristo (Manual of exercises for the reparations of Christ). Originally published in Mexico City in 1705 and reprinted in 1736, the meditations each intersperse a series of miniature hymns, denoted as “música,” to be sung to an improvised tune; they gloss the topic of the meditations, meant to be
used for Passion reflection throughout the liturgical year. The final hymn is a Spanish translation of the entire Salve Regina, troped with texts that personalize the well-known hymn (see Appendix 5.2). Universal Marian devotional hymns aside, there also existed reflections dedicated specifically to the Virgin Mary’s moments at the foot of the cross.

The Sorrowing Mother Weeps

The devotion to the Virgin Mary in anguish over her son’s Passion developed its own cult in the twelfth century with strong Franciscan promotion. It spread across the Catholic world as devotion to the Virgin of Sorrows. The iconography of the Virgin of Sorrows often depicts the Virgin dressed in dark mournful drapery with hands clasped, a distressed face with tears, and between one and seven daggers piercing her heart, the latter representing the seven sorrows she experienced in her lifetime. The engraving in Figure 5.2, found in Parreño’s novena mentioned earlier, is representative of the sorrowful Virgin’s iconography. It depicts the statue of the Virgin of Sorrows venerated at the Jesús María convent in Mexico City with the seven sorrows combined into one large dagger piercing her heart. At the bottom half of the engraving, one notices a carefully designed fold in her dress mimicking the shape of the crescent moon, which, although not a common feature in Sorrows iconography, is reminiscent of Immaculate Conception iconography, in which Mary stands on the crescent moon.

Because this particular statue was reported to have saved Mexico City from a flood in 1714, it was given the local title of “Nuestra Señora de las Aguas” (Our Lady of the Waters). Water, as we will see, was an important element in the Passion narrative, and not just because of its association with tears. Although the white color of the paper on which the engraving was made makes it difficult to see the tears, very recent restoration work on the statue, still held and venerated by nuns living in the contemporary Jesús María convent, indicates that the original eighteenth-century piece did in fact have tears carved into the face, appearing as if secreted from the Virgin’s eyes naturally.

While the Passion Gospels do not mention the Virgin Mary’s crying, the presumption that she would have reacted in such a way, inspired by her depiction in the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, captivated and moved believers. Indeed, devotees could understand the Virgin Mary’s devastation at the Passion, “the anguish of a mother enduring the horrors
inflicted on a beloved child.” In her psychoanalytic discussion of the life of the Virgin Mary and its role in motherhood and femininity throughout Christian history, Julia Kristeva comments on the semiotic role of Mary’s tears at the foot of the cross. “The Mater dolorosa,” she notes, “knows no male body except that of her dead son, and her only pathos . . . comes from the tears she sheds over a corpse.” She focuses on a passage from Pergolesi’s rendition of the Stabat Mater sequence, “Hail, mother, source of love” (Eia mater, fons amoris). Then Kristeva posits that maternal love is expressed at the foot of the cross and resounded in Pergolesi’s music,
and that this type of love is different from and superior to the divine love through which Bernard of Clairvaux had entwined the Virgin with the Song of Songs in 1135. Divine love, as we saw in the previous chapter, is more universal than maternal love, yet both were carefully prescribed upon nuns to deploy in their devotions.

In addition, Kristeva evades discussing the inherent vocality of the Virgin’s weeping, concomitant with tears, which was often represented symbolically in music, especially in the early modern period, including in Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater, her essay’s namesake. She notes that the Virgin Mary effects non-linguistic communication through her tears at the foot of the cross. As we will see later, it is nuns who, moved by the Virgin Mary’s sorrow, claimed divine love as they wept, or sang of weeping, communicating their sadness over their divine spouse’s death. Their own role-model sisters and clerical leaders would explain the meaning of such crying through other affective metaphors.

In his printed sermon for the feast of Our Lady of Sorrows that took place at Puebla’s Santa Inés de Montepulciano convent on March 29, 1697 (the Friday before Palm Sunday), José Sarmiento allegorized Mary’s weeping at the foot of the cross with music. He called it a counterpoint with the plainchant of a divine cithara, an allegory for Christ nailed to the cross, as we observed in Chapter 4. Sarmiento’s interpretation was approved by high-ranking clerics. Their supportive letters form the pretext of the printed sermon and were included in the publication. The pretexts made sense of Sarmiento’s sermon with musical allegories too. The Mercedarian Juan Antonio Lobato’s pretext drew on Mary’s association with the voice of God to describe her counterpoint as an improvisatory fantasia, for “singing a fantasia, ‘the musicians say,’ is veering away from the rules of art without detaching from the sonorous tempo.” Improvised music thus begins and concludes the cycle of Christ’s humanity: Mary now improvises a fantasia that accompanies his spirit—“Jesus cried out again with a loud voice and gave up his spirit” (Matthew 27:50)—in song upon completion of his earthly life. Similarly, the Immaculate Conception of Mary was God’s fantasia at the Creation that pre-destined Christ’s humanity (Chapter 1).

At pains to move his listeners’ and readers’ affections, Sarmiento also relied on anti-Semitic rhetoric. Just as the Egyptians in the Old Testament were the enemies of the Jews—and God—so now in the New Testament the Jews were portrayed as hostile to Christians, even as they were essential for the salvation narrative to come to fruition via Christ’s death. And whereas Adam and Eve were acknowledged, despite their sin, for making way for a
new redeemer and co-redeemer in Christ and Mary, respectively, Christians took the hypocritical stance of blaming Christ’s death not just on the specific Jews who were present at his crucifixion, but on all Jewish people, at the time of the crucifixion and thereafter, to justify their ongoing hatred of them.\(^{62}\)

The Jewish collective in the sermon is encapsulated in the image of a string instrument tuner who prepares the cithara to accompany the Virgin’s song. Sarmiento switches to the imperative mood to inflict a diatribe on his audience that cheers on the necessary tuning process:

And shall this instrument be tuned so that the cithara’s sound harmonizes? Yes. And who ought to tune it? The Jew: he is the one that torments Christ, crucifying him with three nails, winding up his blessed nerves, stretched by three pegs. May the Hebrew tremble, for only he knows how to crucify, so that Mary will sing, for only she can feel. Take that cithara, Jew, use its strings for cruel torture. Pull, twist the pegs. O blasphemy, how he tightens! Strong torment! And with all of the trembling tyrants tightening, the tone of that cithara is still low, and that innocent one that you torment desires to suffer more. Pull more, Jew. That nerve is well stretched.\(^{63}\)

Already, we can perceive the dehumanizing of the Jewish community unfolding while Mary is elevated beyond her own Jewish heritage as one with feeling, empathy. Anti-Semitism of this sort is also at the center of the Spanish obsession with blood purity whose consequences for convent professions we observed in Chapter 3, and it was not unusual in Passion devotion from before and beyond the early modern period. The Jews in the Passion Gospels are often described as extremely violent, as in this sermon, or noisy, particularly in Passion dramas with music.\(^{64}\) Yet, for all the various artistic responses to the Passion of Christ and the Spanish penchant for mapping his crucifixion onto the cithara, no other source symbolizes Jesus’ execution with the process of tuning, the implication being that the metaphorical song that resounds is death itself. Sarmiento continues:

Let us now pluck that string, hear how it sounds. O my God, it sounds so well! Now Hebrew, torment that cithara some more, don’t remove your hand from the strings, so that your cruelty raises the harmony of that divine cithara, its sweet voice. Pull. Tighten, turn the nerves. Hear how the torment raises the pitch! Let us now play this string, to see if its tone is good. O my God, what sweetness! Proceed, Israelite, tighten more, pull those strings
more, tune. Hear how sharp is that pull! Let us pluck that string now to see if its tone is stable. O my God, what delicacy! Now stop, Hebrew, enough, do not tighten anymore; that cithara is tuned now, as there is no more torment to give those strings, the sorrow is complete, these sacred outstretched nerves are dead from three pegs: “It is finished.” . . . You have heard how well they sound. How nicely the sweet and the bitter, the torture and the joy, the groan and the song go hand-in-hand in the cross, joined in a wondrous harmony. And then, who will harmonize with this well-tempered plectrum? Who is to join the sweet song of this cithara? Mary, who is at the foot of that instrument. . . . O Mary co-redeemer of us all!  

These words would seem enough to intimidate any ancestors of Spanish Jews converted to Christianity by reminding them of their unwelcomed presence in New Spain because of their legacy with the Passion of Christ. Even as Miri Rubin reminds us that the Virgin Mary had been recognized for centuries as “the figure through which Jews may be converted,” with “her profound wisdom and understanding of the divine plan [making] her the best teacher of Christian truth,” concern that conversos dwelled among the New Spanish population nonetheless lasted well into the mid-nineteenth century, indicating that even conversion was not enough to make Jewish blood tolerable.  

As “proven” old Christians, or their descendants, nuns were deemed worthy to echo the co-redeeming resonance of Mary’s song and avoid any affiliation with the torturous tuner.  

Like Christ, nuns too were considered sacrificial lambs, metaphorically martyred by way of their death to the secular world, enclosed in a convent for the salvation of the world they left behind. Sarmiento alludes to this subject in acknowledging the sermon’s sponsors: the nuns of the Santa Inés (St. Agnes) de Montepulciano convent, one of Puebla’s three Dominican nunneries. He says, “It is a choir of virgins, daughters of the great Dominic . . . who follow the lamb of heaven Agnes . . . applauding in their cadences the glorious sorrows of Jesus, singing in the death of Christ, the joyful sorrows of Mary. . . . Indeed, what appropriate music!”  

Here, Sarmiento drew on the relationship between Agnes and the Latin root of her name, “agna/lamb”; he promoted the presumption that all nuns are virgins (recall Chapter 1); and all the while, he reminds us of Mary’s mixed emotions, at once sad but also joyous because her son’s death achieved the salvation that commenced with the Immaculate Conception of Mary’s soul at the beginning of time.  

The confluence of extreme pain and joy contained in Mary’s heart, so reminiscent of St. Teresa’s oxymora discussed in Chapter 2, prompts Sarmiento
to compare her emotions to raging water trapped in the depths of the ocean: she would want nothing more than to have her heart pierced with a lance—as was done to Christ’s side at the Passion—to relieve her heart overfilled with emotion, but, instead, her body entraps those emotions, mediating the bitterness of death and the joy of salvation through weeping and tears imagined to have escaped her body.\textsuperscript{69} Lastly, in Sarmiento’s allegorical music representing the death of Christ, the lance is the clef: just as the piercing of Christ’s side with the lance was a sign that he was dead, the clef is the sign that confirms the pitches of the notes.\textsuperscript{70} He claims that without the clef there is no music; at worst an exaggeration, perhaps, but at best a signal of a musically literate audience of nuns. Indeed, the extant choirbook from the Santa Inés de Montepulciano convent suggests a musically vibrant cloister (recall Appendix I.2).

Because Mary’s heart is not pierced by the lance in the sermon, her counterpoint to Christ’s plainchant is inaudible to humans, Sarmiento concludes. Her improvised fantasia is silent, trapped in her heart. Mary’s heart thus plays a very different cognitive role in the Virgin’s iconography than in the sermonized metaphorical music. The iconography suggests a physical pain because it depicts a pierced heart, Mary’s co-passion with Christ.\textsuperscript{71} One of the seven sorrows that explicitly comes to mind seeing the dagger-impaled heart on the Jesús María convent statue of Our Lady of Sorrow (las Aguas) is the prophesy of Simeon at the presentation of the Christ Child in the temple, in which Simeon reveals to the Virgin that the pain of losing her son through the salvation narrative would be like the piercing of her heart with a sword (Luke 2:34–36). This prophesy too became musicalized as the canticle for the Office of Compline, \textit{Nunc Dimittis}. The sermon, on the other hand, would suggest a psychological pain. The Virgin Mary’s heart in the sermon maintains an audible silence, unable to burst into its mysterious song within its chambers, since in the sermon the lance does not pierce the heart. That song in Mary’s heart is her belief in the salvation attributed to her son’s death. With Mary so choked up with emotions that her body becomes an archive of silence, Sarmiento suggests that it is up to the brides of Christ to envoice the Virgin.

\textbf{Music for Widowed Virgins}

The metaphorical music of Sarmiento’s sermon—to be contemplated when actual music was performed—was closely associated with villancicos for
the Virgin of Sorrows, as we will observe in two extant examples from the Santísima Trinidad convent in Puebla, in which nuns join in the counterpoint of Mary and the divine cithara. As both spiritual mothers and brides of Christ, nuns took on the all-encompassing role of widow, martyr, and sorrowing mother in response to the Passion. This multifaceted task for nuns intertwines them with Christ’s true mourning mother at the cross in the villancicos, which, typical of Virgin of Sorrows villancicos, also interpolate the poetics of the *Stabat Mater*. The first and penultimate verses of the lengthy *Stabat Mater* sequence suffice to demonstrate how its text begins with third-person references to the Virgin, then moves to a conclusion that is a personal reflection on death and salvation through the intercession of Mary:

Stabat mater dolorosa           The sorrowful mother was standing  
Juxta crucem lacrimosa         in tears beside the cross on which  
Dum pendebat filius.            her son was hanging.  

Christe, cum sit hinc exire,   When it is time, Lord Christ, for  
Da per Matrem me venire         me to leave this world, give me  
Ad palmam victorae.             through your mother’s prayers the palm of victory.

We can observe a similar scheme in the coplas to the anonymous 1718 villancico *Corazón de dolor traspasado* (CSG.024) for two sopranos and accompaniment. The coplas also reveal two possible characters, the Virgin Mary clearly in the odd verses and a bride of Christ represented in the even verses by the multi-charactered dove of the Song of Songs.

**Estribillo**

Corazón de dolor traspasado,      The heart pierced in sorrow,  
en tiernos motetes                in tender motets  
festeja el dolor.                celebrates the sorrow.  
A llorar con gran primor,       Weep fervently  
a este dolor inflamado            over this swelling pain,  
llega a tenerlo.                 come to accept it.  
No temas, que a su dueño         Do not fear,  
inmaculado gima                  that it groans and cries  
y llore el corazón,              to its immaculate master,  
que ya contrito llorando,        crying now contrite,  
corazón de dolor traspasado.    the heart pierced in sorrow.
Coplas

1. Virgen, la más dolorosa que entre los hombres se vio, pues es tu dolor medido, alta mano de tu amor.

Virgin, most sorrowful ever seen among humans, for your pain is as great as your bountiful love.

2. Blanca paloma, que lloras de tu esposo la pasión, cuya severísima muerte, es tu tormento mayor.

White dove, you weep the Passion of your husband, whose most severe death is your main torment.

3. Dolorosa madre y pura, cuyo triste corazón en medio de un mar de penas se alimenta del dolor.

Sorrowful and pure mother, whose sad heart, surrounded by a sea of pity, nourishes on sorrow.

4. Tórtola más solitaria, cuyo sagrado candor, te elevas aún con las penas, viendo padecer a un Dios.

Most lonely turtledove, whose sacred nature elevates you despite the grief, seeing a God suffering.

5. Sagrada madre, que gimes la dolorosa pasión del hijo de tus entrañas que en una cruz padeció.

Sacred mother, who groans the sorrowful Passion of the son of your womb, who suffered on a cross.

6. Si tus tormentos alivian una humana compasión, admite por compañero de tus penas mi dolor.

If a human compassion alleviates your tortments, accept my pain as a companion to your sorrows.

While the dove has sometimes symbolized Mary in popular devotion, calling on the rhetoric of the Song of Songs, and while Bishop Juan de Palafox y Mendoza even taught of the commingling of Trinitarian and Marian devotion with Mary being the daughter of God, mother of Christ, and wife of the Holy Spirit, we must remember that Palafox also instructed that it was only Christ’s body—in carnated in Mary’s womb—that expired
on the cross. The Holy Spirit did not die at the crucifixion. As such, in the context of this convent villancico, the phrase “the Passion of your husband” in copla 2 suggests that nuns are the more likely protagonist of the even verses, while “son of your womb” in copla 5 would suggest Mary for the odd numbers. The sixth (final) copla provides the personal reflection.

Neither one of the two soprano voices stands out soloistically or floridly in the coplas, set strophically to G minor harmony in homophonic texture (Example 5.1). A dialog of alternating verses between the sopranos would have proven more conclusively that there are two women characters reflected in the poetics, but the estribillo also alludes to the possibility of two hearts pierced in sorrow. In the last third of the estribillo, the poetry speaks of the heart’s fear and contrition, characteristics of even some of the most exemplary nuns, as we have observed, but unbecoming of the pure and sinless Virgin Mary who knew and rejoiced within her sorrowful heart that salvation was imminent through the death of her son.

The estribillo also contains much of the tone painting characteristic of villancicos, not least the longest melisma on the word “motete/motet.”

Example 5.1 Anonymous, *Corazón de dolor*, 1718 (CSG.024), mm. 5–9
Highlighting the musicality suggested by the words, the first soprano cascades upward in stepwise motion to F natural, the piece’s highest pitch, as the second soprano accompanies it mostly in thirds over G minor harmony, moving to B-flat major to “festeja el dolor /celebrate the sorrow” (Example 5.1). At times one voice will begin half a bar ahead of the other, prompting brief moments of imitation and free counterpoint, as on the arrival of the most repeated phrase in the piece, “gima y llore/groans and cries.” Inflections of G major to suggest tears of joy for salvation resolve to C minor (Example 5.2).

A modal affective description from Nassarre’s Escuela música solidifies the appropriateness of the composition of Corazón de dolor in hypodorian mode, or mode 2, for expressing the Virgin’s grief. This mode is governed by the moon, whose coldness and dampness provoke tears of sadness, a mood Nassarre notes is well represented by women. Early modern medical treatises reiterated the same adjectives of “cold” and “wet” as conducive to fertility. Beyond these gendered biases, which recall the Virgin Mary’s fecundity and
miraculous domination of the moon in her immaculacy, Nassarre continues, “All texts dealing with sad things, or painful judgment, or of horrifying things, would certainly best be composed in this mode.” As we have observed in the villancico and in the Virgin of Sorrows’ attributes, such descriptions only capture her affect partially, since knowledge of the resurrection also implied joy.

Similar characteristics can be found in the poetics, texture, and harmony of Ay, afligida madre (CSG.125) by Pedro de Ardanaz Valencia (ca. 1638–1706).  

**Estribillo**

Ay, afligida madre, que así te quejas.
Ay, tortolica amante, que así lamentas
las duras ansias, las crueldades penas
que en ti se encierran con los puros dolores que a ti te cercan.

Ah, grief-stricken mother, thus you groan.
Ah, loving little turtledove, thus you lament
the severe longings, the cruel punishments
that are enclosed in you
with the pure sorrows that surround you.

**Coplas**

1. Afligida tortolica, que al pie de la cruz demuestras que en las lágrimas que lloras se escuchan tus voces tiernas. Si es mi Dios la causa, que bien te quejas.

Afflicted little turtledove, at the foot of the cross you demonstrate that tender voices can be heard in the tears you shed. If my God is the cause, how appropriate your groan.

2. Ay, dueño del alma mía, que en esas duras afrentas os contempola como madre entre angustias y tristezas. Viuda y sola he quedado, que dura pena.

Ah, master of my soul, in those severe affronts, observing you as a mother between anguishes and sadness. I have been widowed and left alone, what a harsh punishment.

Another duo for two sopranos, this piece is missing its accompaniment but resides in A durus, a modal area that had significant affiliation with Passion devotion. With its A final and D mediation final, the piece is in the seventh mode, another one apt for the poetic subject of sorrow. Nassarre associates it with melancholy, solitude, and weeping, among other things; it causes sadness.
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in its listeners: “The composers who compose music in this tone should use it to set words that speak of sad, weepy, and deceitful things.”85 The most dramatic feature in Ay, afligida madre is the long sustain of the interjection “ah” (ay) in all of its reiterations. It is reminiscent of Vidales’ treatment of Con qué gala en el campo for Mary’s nativity that we observed in Chapter 1, in which “ah” was also sustained. But that time, this device was used to convey the awe of Mary’s miraculous, divine attributes in humorous fashion, while in Ay, afligida madre, it calls to mind the musical characteristic of the Spanish lament air.86 In this way, it draws attention to the opposite affect caused by the gravity of the grief-stricken mother, even if at moments the underlying harmony veers between A minor and major (Example 5.3).

The phrase “widowed and left alone” in copla 2 would more aptly refer to nuns than to Mary, for the Virgin in fact was not left alone, but rather committed to the care of Christ’s disciple John. At the crucifixion, Jesus told Mary to behold her son John, and told John to behold his mother Mary (John 19:26–27), an instruction that Palafox incorporated into the preface to his rule for Conceptionist (1641) and Hieronymite (1773) nuns as a way of lauding perpetual virginity, since John was thought to be a virgin. In her Passion meditations, Sister María Anna Águeda de San Ignacio of Puebla’s Santa Rosa convent reflects on Jesus’ entrustment of Mary to John as a New Testament inversion of the now-familiar downfall of Adam and Eve:

Just as Adam gave the excuse that his partner helped him and facilitated sin, so too his [Christ’s] mother, as a co-redeemer, accompanied him [Christ] to redeem the world, and through her mediation as [a] mother she was

Example 5.3 Ardanaz, Ay, afligida madre, ca. 1658–1706 (CSG.125), mm. 37–45

TIP 1

TIP 2

TIP 1

TIP 2

Example 5.3

Ardanaz, Ay, afligida madre, ca. 1658–1706 (CSG.125), mm. 37–45

ay! tor-tol-li-ca-a-man-te, li-ca-a-man-te, la-men-tas las qua-si la men-tas
However, upon the death of Christ, nuns were not assigned a new spouse. Once more, reality yields to spirituality, recalling that Christ has always been dead for these nuns. Yet the cyclical commemoration of his death enlivened Christ only for him to be wounded and tortured over and over, sometimes even by the nuns themselves, as shown later. Thus, nuns voiced the Virgin of Sorrows’ joyous sorrows with sweet motets, but in their humble humanity they were capable of having deficiencies—perhaps uncertainty in the mysteriousness of the resurrection, prompting feelings similar to those experienced in widowhood. Such expressions of loneliness, a feeling that, however minor, must have at times plagued cloistered women, also required contrition. This would be particularly true on Fridays, often dedicated to Passion devotion throughout the liturgical year, recalling that Good Friday is the day in Holy Week when Christ was considered truly dead.

**Good Friday Reflections**

In the biography of Sister Bárbara (1662–1723), in whose lifetime these Virgin of Sorrows villancicos were possibly performed within her convent, we also perceive the commingling of pain and sorrow between the Virgin and Bárbara. They lament Christ’s crucifixion as an expression of motherly and divine love, respectively. Because the feast of the Virgin of Sorrows took place on the Friday in Lent before Good Friday, devotion to the Virgin prepared people to grieve on the Friday to come. The Virgin of Sorrows appeared to Bárbara on one Good Friday to show her a thorn that had pierced her heart, saying, “My daughter, look at this thorn, one of the hundreds that my son had around his head. You must always have it in mind for relief of your tribulations.” Bárbara then felt a piercing in her heart. Similarly, every Friday throughout the year, Sister María de Jesús was said to have felt the prick from the crown of thorns, thus instructing believers in how the events of Good Friday should be contemplated year-round. These women shared the physical pain that Christ endured at the Passion. The Virgin in Bárbara’s vision instructed subtly that tribulations are relieved through the pain of the Passion that has earned humanity’s salvation.

The interior piety fostered by the devotional literature and music considered up to this point, placing nuns by the Virgin’s side at the foot of the
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cross, reaches its most introspective climax with a final hymn in the Passion
devotion chapter of Sister Bárbara’s biography. The hymn unites the topics of
humility and eucharistic, Trinitarian, and Marian devotion for other nuns
to sing. In prayer before a crucifix, Bárbara focused her attention on Christ’s
wounded feet, “asking them to guide her through the path of humility.”91 She
was instantly rewarded for this by being lifted up by St. Michael the Archangel
to drink of the blood and water from Christ’s side wound.92 Bárbara’s faith in
the Trinity was said to have been reassured after drinking from this wound
carried by the lance’s piercing at the crucifixion.93

Bárbara commemorated the crucifixion weekly by meditating on the sta-
tions of the cross, always imagining herself watching the Passion in person.94
At last, seeing Christ’s dead body in the Virgin’s arms after being taken down
from the cross, Bárbara once asked Mary to hand her son over.95 A “religiosa
musa/ nun muse,” probably a poet, in the Santísima Trinidad convent later
set the words that Bárbara recited to her dead spouse into the Spanish lament
meter known as endechas.96 According to her biographer Torres, he included
the poem in Sister Bárbara’s biography so that it might be sung by devotees:

**Endechas**

1. Divino Jesús mío
   acerico de mirra entre mis pechos:
   tanto el rigor impio
   Tu beldad ha deshecho, con sus hechos,
   ni especie me dejó de tu hermosura.

2. Quién (bellísimo esposo)
   siendo tú de los cielos embelesó
   ese compuesto hermoso
   osó descomponer con tanto exceso?
   Que sola tu paciencia
   excede a la crueldad de su inclemencia.

3. Quién majestad divina
   esa piedra angular, esa cabeza
   de oro, preciosa mina
   presumió penetrar con agudeza?
   Yo fui, que aunque tan ruda
   solo para picarte me hice aguda.

**Laments**

My divine Jesus,
pincushion of myrrh between my breasts:
such ungodly rigor
has dissolved your beauty with its deeds,
that in this entire figure
not a trace of your loveliness remains for me.

Who (beautiful husband),
dared decompose so extremely
your beautiful composure, [being that]
you are an astonishment from heaven?
Your patience alone
exceeds the cruelty of its severity.

Who, divine majesty,
dared to bash sharply
that cornerstone, that head of gold,
that precious mine?
It was I, who, though smooth,
became sharp only to stab you.
4. Tus ojos eclipsados!
¿Quién se atrevió mi luz, a hacerles sombra?
Mis azotes pecados;
que en mi maldad, aun tu bondad se asombra,
luego que abrí los ojos
fue para darte mi Jesús enojos.

5. Tus sagradas mejillas
ya azucenas, ya rosas, y granadas;
como son maravillas
en la mano de un necio están ajadas.
Por no verlas me postro,
que fui yo ingrata la que te di en rostro.

6. La nariz afilada
para partir los duros corazones;
a mí me huele a espada,
que ha de vengar, aun mis respiraciones;
porque muerto me adviertes,
que en las ventanas te cause mil muertes.

7. La sangre de los labios
se retira a su centro acíbarada
de mis muchos resabios;
pero otra puerta miro ensangrentada,
que a beber desafía
sangre, que vierte dulce, y agua fría.

8. De este mar de dulzuras
tu cuello ebúrneo (mi Jesús) venero es,
porque mis venturas
las derrama por el tu amor sincero:
más fue mi maldad tanta,
que oprimí con mis lazos tu garganta.

9. Como esposa tus manos
pretendo dulce dueño, y horadadas
de hierros inhumanos
rotas las miro, y aun apedazadas; pero más dolorosa
te fue a las manos esta errada esposa.

I see them broken and torn apart; but this misguided wife went to your hands most sorrowfully.

10. A tus plantas divinas como a más alto trono aspira mi alma; porque son sin espinas plantas, en que se logra eterna palma: o, los claveles rojos de tus dos pies se rieguen con mis ojos.

To your divine feet, my soul aspires as if they were the highest throne; only through your sinless body can one obtain the eternal palm: oh, those red nails of your feet, may they be washed with my tears.97

This type of lament to the dead Christ resonates with and follows a rhetorical scheme similar to Heinrich Schütz’s Passion motets from Cantiones sacrae (1625), based on the Pseudo-Augustine Meditations. The motets include an interrogation of Christ (Quid commissisti, O dulcissime puer); the sinner’s self-blame (Ego sum tui plaga doloris and Ego enim inique egi); and repentance, forgiveness, and salvation through the Eucharist (Ego enim inique egi and Calicem salutaris accipiam). Consistent with his Protestant tradition, the text set by Schütz lacks the explicit carnal nature of the Eucharist in Bábara’s lament and does not include the Marian devotion prefixed by Torres or the sensuality of the Song of Songs. The latter continues to be a relevant source in Bábara’s song, with the start of the hymn recalling Bernard of Clairvaux’s meditation on the passage “myrrh between my breasts” (Song of Songs 1:12), in which he associated myrrh’s bitterness with the Passion’s rigor.98 A closer precedent is Angelo Grillo’s 1607 Dell’essequie di Christo col pianto di Maria Vergine, whose poetics reflect on Mary’s lament and the expired Christ’s anatomy, according to Robert Kendrick, “with special emphasis on contemplating the blood, eyes, and ears of the dead Christ.”99 This type of lyric poetry, despite “the static and repetitive character of the texts,” common in early modern laments, was among the source texts for Holy Week entombment semi-operas in seventeenth-century Italy known as sepolcri.100

Such stasis and repetition in Torres’ lament are offset by the conflation of the Virgin of Sorrows with the brides of Christ while maintaining a tone of humility. Six stanzas of self-deprecatory language precede a change in the lament’s mood to one of forgiveness. The seventh stanza alludes to drinking from Christ’s side—the other “bloody opening.” After receiving the cool, sweet waters of redemption from Christ’s side wound, his spiritual bride
turns to one final self-reproach in the eighth stanza, then continues to sing of reaching out to touch Christ’s extremities. The singer extends her hand toward his hand penitently in the ninth stanza, concluding with the dispersal of her tears at Christ’s feet, the humblest of gestures that would later obtain for her a palm of victory in heaven, the symbol of martyrdom.101

What an extraordinary privilege it was for these women to be able to obtain forgiveness for taking on the act of metaphorically torturing Christ because of their shortcomings. Any minor sin could be counteracted by their humble self-deprecation, as narrated by biographers, confessors, and sermonizers. The tone, significantly different from that of Sarmiento’s narration of the Jewish cithara tuner, reminds us of the elevated place that nuns could arrive at, singing Christ’s death to the inverted tune of joyous sorrow and humbly drawing those outside the cloister walls to come follow the way of the cross. The Virgin Mary was the model, her sorrow and co-passion approximating martyrdom; her joy at the Passion was prefaced by her deep knowledge of salvation—through Christ’s death and resurrection, the teleological reasoning for Mary’s miraculous Immaculate Conception.102

Who was Sister Marina de San Francisco, who so desired a devotional service dedicated to Christ’s humility at the first station of the Passion, dressed in white and mocked as a lunatic by Herod? She was a humble imitator of Christ, well on her way to her own co-passion like the Virgin Mary’s and to her own crucifixion like Sister Bárbara’s. This instance of the Passion narrative in which Christ stood before Herod was but an initial point on a long and arduous road to Calvary that would lead to his death. This path required humility and careful expression of the joy and sorrow of the Passion to assist devotees in treading closer to the foot of the cross, where salvation awaited in its shadow.
Epilogue

On a daily basis, Sister María de Jesús wanted to die, “with a burning longing of love,” because in death she would be reunited with Christ.\(^1\) Descriptions of her final hours and passing suggest unceasing Passion devotion and provide a glimpse of the seventeenth-century soundscape of Puebla’s Purísima Concepción convent. María de Jesús had an affliction that rendered her incapable of attending the Office.\(^2\) Some of her sister nuns, in charge of taking care of her, reported that she was despondent when the convent bell rang for the liturgies. When she heard echoes of the nuns singing the Office reverberating all the way to her bedroom, she wept inconsolably because she could not be in the coro singing along with them. Her weeping enacted a spiritual Office in the same way that contrite weeping could effect spiritual communion and enact the Virgin Mary’s co-passion, as discussed in the two previous chapters. On June 11, 1637, at the start of Vespers for Corpus Christi, she expired after having received the Eucharist. At that same moment, some most unusual festivities were taking place in the convent church, with the entrance of what appears to have been a celebration separated from the main Corpus Christi procession:

> Ultimately, the hour of Vespers arrived . . . the convent bells resounding in festive peals, the entering of a concerted dance through the church doors to celebrate the day with festivity, the piercing of the air with loud shawms and trumpets, and the nuns singing the divine praises in the coro, with delicate canticles.\(^3\)

Meanwhile, the nuns who attended to María de Jesús’ postmortem care sang the Credo. They tried shutting her eyes with candlewax, but she opened them for a time amounting to some three Credos, and her eyes focused on a nearby image hung on a wall. That image was of St. Veronica’s sudarium, the sweat cloth imprinted with Christ’s face from the blood and sweat of his Passion and reproduced in devotional artwork.\(^4\)

Almost one hundred years later, a few blocks away at the Santísima Trinidad convent, Sister Bárbara Josefa de San Francisco also died on a day associated
with the Body of Christ: in her case, Passion Sunday. Ailing and bedridden on March 14, 1723, the third day of the Novena for the Virgin of Sorrows, she experienced a “burning desire to see and enjoy her husband eternally.”5 She called for her spiritual director and confessor. After confessing, she asked him to be the spiritual father of the children she was leaving behind. She was a widow with children when she professed at the Santísima Trinidad convent. Her daughter was also a nun in the same cloister, and her son Pedro was a local priest in Puebla.6 Bárbara entrusted them to the confessor in a manner like Christ on the cross entrusting the Virgin Mary to the Apostle John. Torres, her biographer, elaborated on the similarities between Christ and Bárbara, who imitated Jesus’ familial directive: “For Christ our Lord gave on the cross the example of this pious recommendation to all parents.”7 After Bárbara’s confession, the Santísima Trinidad nuns came into her room to sing the Credo. The longest chant of the Mass liturgy, the Credo marked the central part of the Mass, preparing believers to reflect on the mystery of Christ’s body in the Eucharist and to receive him through communion. It also professed belief in salvation, preparing nuns to be received by Christ in heaven. Bárbara fixed her eyes on the crucifix held by her confessor. Before dying, she beat her breast three times, invoking Jesus, Mary, and Joseph.8 She died peacefully hearing her sisters sing.9

Singing was essential to nuns’ daily lives, particularly as it was used to vocalize salvation. Indeed, “the goal for all [nuns] is salvation, and self-perfection, and of that of their neighbor, following this directive in imitation of the glorious Virgin Mary,” according to the Order of the Company of Mary’s rule book.10 I hope that after reading the preceding chapters this instruction seems apropos for all cloistered convents, and that I have convinced you that imitation of Mary also drew forth imitation of Christ. The Virgin Mary’s virginity, grace, obedience, and suffering have been observed in detail in the chapters of this book to provide an interpretation of the centuries-silent voices of Sisters Flor de Santa Clara, Rosa, Mariana Josefa de San Ignacio, Paula, and Marina de San Francisco referred to in archival fragments. I have suggested possibilities as to the identities of their musical lives, pieced together from a necessarily interdisciplinary host of sources: extant music manuscripts; religious literature, such as the biographies of nuns like María de Jesús and Bárbara; printed sermons; other devotional literature, including order-specific guidebooks and rule books for nuns; and sacred art.

The arts, whether literary, visual, or musical, never existed isolated from one another in convents, but worked together to create an atmosphere of
devotion that continues to cause wonder. This is especially true when we think about the words, doctrines, and devotions that were set to the ephemeral sound of live music. What it would have sounded like to New Spanish nuns originally, we will never be able to hear. Their music and voices were idealized—often, as we have seen, through the pen of male clerics who elevated nuns to the status of co-redeemers like the immaculately conceived Virgin Mary. Despite the gendered inequities inherent in early modern musical and writing practices, I have shown that the idealization of the convents’ sacred sounds locates certain women’s agency within a hierarchy that silenced some women and required others to sing. As we observed in Chapter 3, Mariana de San José y Machuca’s mother took advantage of that practice, providing music lessons to Mariana in order for her to profess as a musician at the Concepción convent, because her Spanish lineage—her calidad—qualified her for a role as a bride of Christ.

The musical lives considered in this book have been framed as “good women,” models of the Virgin Mary—co-redeemers. Should the archival record prove more generous in the years to come, I hope that scholars attempt to unframe them. (Though, I predict that they will probably not turn out to be as revolutionary as the “bad woman” Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz.) In so doing, scholars will need to contend with the peace of mind New Spanish citizens experienced in knowing that their souls would be saved through pious deeds, endowed memorial Masses, and the voices that resonated from daily convent liturgies and devotional services. The sacredness of the extant music that we know cloistered nuns performed and the purpose for which that music was notated and resounded cannot be neglected. Even at the moment of their own deaths, nuns consolated one another in song, with the Credo in particular, whose length served as a way to track time, as observed with the nuns who experienced the miracle of María de Jesús’ eyes opening after having died.

As sources held in private collections and in some contemporary nuns’ convents, such as María de Jesús’ still active Purísima Concepción convent in Puebla, pass into the hands of future generations of conservators, I hope that new collaborations develop to continue fleshing out the history of women’s musical contributions to the New Spanish soundscape. A robust tradition of writing and publishing biographies of nuns, along with other devotional literature read by nuns, can also be traced in early modern Spain, Italy, France, and New France. Here too, we may find iterations of veiled voices by other groups of Christ’s brides that helped to save humanity in song.
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Appendices

APPENDIX I.1

Profession Chant, *Ceremonial para las religiosas geronimas de México*, San Jerónimo convent, Mexico City, ca. seventeenth century, Hispanic Society of America, New York, Call number B2911

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chant</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Feast</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prudentes virgines aptate</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Common of several Virgins</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>f.5r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veni filia</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.5v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Et nunc sequor in toto corpore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.6r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veni sponsa Christi</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>f.9r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mecum enim habeo custodem</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes, Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.9r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regnum mundi et omnem</td>
<td>Responsory</td>
<td>Common of several Virgins</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>f.9v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancilla Christi sum</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agatha, Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>f.10r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posuit signum</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes, Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.11r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipsi sum desponsata</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes, Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.11v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annulo meo subarravit me</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes, Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.12r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induit me Dominus</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes, Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.13r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecce quod concupivi</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes, Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.13r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX I.2

Chant, *Libro de Coro del Convento de Santa Inés de Montepulciano*, Puebla, ca. 1709, Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, Mexico City, Colección Antigua Vol. 968

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chant</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Feast</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salve Regina</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Various feast days for Virgin Mary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.3r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O lumen ecclesiae doctor</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>St. Dominic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>f.3v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria ergo unxit pedes Jesu</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Mary Magdalene</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>f.4r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Petre martir inclite</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Peter the Martyr</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>f.4r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iste sanctus digna in memoriam</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Common of one Confessor (Pope)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Thoma laus et gloria</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Thomas Aquinas, Priest and Doctor of the Church</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsit nobis propitius</td>
<td>Responsory</td>
<td>John the Baptist</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>f.5r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ist est virgo sapiens quam</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Common of one Virgin</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>f.5r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veni sponsa Christi</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Common of one Virgin</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>f.5v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stella caeli</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Five feast of Virgin Mary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.5v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixit Dominus</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common of one Confessor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.6r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confitebor tibi Domine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>f.6r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author/Event</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Folio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatus vir/Latetatus sum</td>
<td>Gregory the Great, Pope and Doctor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>f.6v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laudate Pueri/Nisi Dominus</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>f.6v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laudate Dominum/Lauda Jerusalem</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>f.6v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnificat</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>f.6v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnificat/Benedictus Dominus Deus</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>f.6v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedictus Dominus Deus</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>f.6r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedictus Domino</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>f.7r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iste Confessor</td>
<td>Hymn</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.7r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesu Redemptor omissum</td>
<td>Hymn</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.7r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave maris stella</td>
<td>Hymn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.7r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Gloriosa Virginum</td>
<td>Hymn</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>f.7v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veni Creator Spiritus Spiritus Domini replevit</td>
<td>Hymn</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>f.7v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christe fili Dei vivi</td>
<td>Responsory</td>
<td></td>
<td>f.8r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haec est Virgo sapiens et una</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.8v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haec est virgo sapiens, quam Dominus</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.8v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haec est quae nescivit</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>f.8v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veni electa mea</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.8v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ista est speciosa</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>f.9r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacerdos in eternum</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.9r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miserator Dominus</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>f.9r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caeclicem salutaris</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>f.9v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicut novella olivarum</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>f.9v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qui pacem point fines</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>f.9v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin Phrase</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Latin Title</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O quam suavis est</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>f.10r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pange lingua gloriosi</td>
<td>Hymn</td>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td>Mozarbc</td>
<td>f.10v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O sacrum convivium</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>f.10v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacris solemniis</td>
<td>Hymn</td>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>f.11r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panem de caelo</td>
<td>Versicle</td>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>f.11v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te Deum laudamus</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.14v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amo Christum in cuius thalamum</td>
<td>Responsory</td>
<td>Saint Agnes Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.14v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annulo suo subarravit me et immensis</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.15r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipsi sum desponsata</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.15v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annulo suo subarravit me Dominus</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.15v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induit me Dominus</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Saint Agnes Virgin Martyr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.15v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nunc dimittis with minor doxology</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Purification of Mary</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.16v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adorna thalamum tuum</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Purification of Mary</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>f.16v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsum accepit Simeon</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Purification of Mary</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>f.17v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum inducerent purem Iesum</td>
<td>Mid.</td>
<td>Purification of Mary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>f.18r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtulerun pro eo Domino with minor doxology</td>
<td>Responsory</td>
<td>Purification of Mary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>f.18r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subvenite, Sancti Dei</td>
<td>Responsory</td>
<td>Requiem Mass</td>
<td>f.19r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrie</td>
<td>Kyrie</td>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.20r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memento mei Deus</td>
<td>Responsory</td>
<td>Job</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>f.20r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumen ad</td>
<td>Antiphon</td>
<td>Purification of Mary</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>f.20v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 1.1

Rodríguez Mata, Excerpt of *Asperges me*, mm. 16–24, Encarnación Convent Choirbook 2, folios 115v–118r
APPENDIX 1.2

Art Gardens in Convent Manuscripts

1.2a.1 Francisco Guerrero, *Missa Saeculorum Amen*, a4, Agnus Dei (tiple part), Decorated A Initial, Encarnación Choirbooks, vol. 1, fol. 74v

1.2a.2 Juan de Lienas, *Salve Regina*, a4, Snake in Tree (before tiple part), Encarnación Choirbooks, vol. 1, fol. 78v
1.2a.3 Juan de Lienas, *Salve Regina*, a4, Bird (before alto part), Encarnación Choirbooks, vol. 1, fol. 79r

1.2a.4 Juan de Lienas, *Salve Regina*, a4, Snakes in Vines (before second tiple part), Encarnación Choirbooks, vol. 1, fol. 79v
In the outer frame the Virgin is surrounded by the seven virtues, from top left going clockwise: Faith, Charity, Hope, Fortitude, Temperance, Prudence, and Justice. The inner square has her surrounded by God the Father at the top, and a scroll beneath that reads words from the Song of Songs, “You are all beautiful, my love, and the stain of original sin is not in you.” Continuing clockwise from below God’s orb are the items and their allegorical titles affiliated with the Immaculate Conception's purity: beautiful like the moon, spotless mirror, tower of David, exalted like a Palm tree in Cades, lily of the valley, exalted like a cypress on Mt. Sion, sealed fountain, city of God, enclosed garden, plane tree exalted, well of water, fair olive tree, thornless rose, flower of the field, gate of heaven, chosen as the sun, star of the sea.
APPENDIX 1.3B

Anonymous, Immaculate Conception, Jesús María Convent Profession Book, ca. 1774

As the iconography of the Immaculate Conception gets established later in the seventeenth century, many of the attributes get reduced, often leaving (clockwise from bottom left) the tower of David, a well of water, the gate of heaven, a spotless mirror, a sealed fountain, and an enclosed garden. It is not even necessary to label the images anymore. Meanwhile, the “amica” (my love) from the Song of Songs text is now completely replaced with “Maria” in the text below the image.

**Purísima Concepción**

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 101, Exp. 4, folio 4r, September 5, 1672

Dressed in pontificals with mitre and crosier, his illustrious lordship arrived at the high altar, in which one of the chaplains opened the tabernacle of the said convent, and he incensed and adored the Blessed Sacrament that was in it, and he took it in his hands, and showed it to the people to adore, as the nuns sang what is called for. [Note that in all convents visited the bishop performed the adoration, and it is described with the exact same rubric for every location.]

Vestido su señ oría ilustrísima de pontifical con mitra y b áculo, y lleg ó al altar mayor donde abriendo el sagrario por uno de los capellanes de dicho convento y incensó y adoró el santísimo sacramento que estaba en él y lo cogió en las manos y enseñó al pueblo para que lo adorasen, cantando las religiosas lo que se observa.

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 101, Exp. 4, folio 16r, September 15, 1672

In addition, may the chaplains of said convent be compelled to sing the passions in Holy Week but, if they do not possess either the appropriate voices or the decent intelligence for it, may they find someone to sing them and may they defray the cost out of their wages for the latter will supply what is supposed to be the obligation of the said chaplains. Said convent and administrator will help the chaplains by giving twenty pesos each year for that
purpose. In addition, said administrator will give twenty-four pesos to the mother singers for Holy Week so that they might enjoy of a compensation for the work they have during those days.

Ítem, sean obligados los capellanes de dicho convento a cantar las pasiones en la semana santa, y no teniendo voces ni la inteligencia decente que conviene, busquen quien las cante pagándoles de sus salarios, pues han de suplir los que sirvieren en dicho ministerio lo que es de la obligación de dichos capellanes, a quienes ayudará el dicho convento y mayordomo, en su nombre, con veinte pesos cada año para dicho efecto. Ítem, dará dicho mayordomo a las madres cantoras, la Semana Santa, veinte y cuatro pesos para que gocen de algún alivio en el trabajo que tienen dichos días

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 101, Exp. 4, folio 23v, February 6, 1675

As an aid in singing the passions, twenty pesos will be given to the mother singers in payment for the work of Holy Week; twenty-four pesos per year.

Para ayuda de cantar las pasiones, veinte pesos a las madres cantoras por el trabajo de la semana santa, veinte y cuatro pesos al año.

**Regina Coeli**

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 101, Exp. 5, folios 16v, October 14, 1672

Expense for the *maestro* of music; likewise, thirty-five pesos will be given each year to the mother vicar of the choir for the *maestro* who writes the *villancicos* and the music for the choir; thirty-five pesos for the entire year.

Gasto del maestro de música, asimismo, se le dan a la madre vicaria de coro treinta y cinco pesos cada año para el maestro que hace los villancicos y música para el coro todo el año 35 pesos.

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 101, Exp. 5, folios 17r, October 14, 1672

That which is given to them who sing the passions and the blessing of the serge: in addition, forty-two pesos will be given to them who sing the passions in Holy Week and to whom blesses the serge, that is, six pesos for each passion, for the two that are sung, and six pesos for the blessing of the serge. Attention, 20 pesos. That is enough.

Lo que se da a los que cantan las pasiones y bendición el sirio Ítem se dan a los que cantan las pasiones las semanas santas y al que hace la bendición del sirio, cuarenta y dos pesos a seis pesos cada pasión, de dos que se cantan, y seis pesos por la bendición del sirio. Ojo 20 pesos. Bastan

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 101, Exp. 5, folios 20r, October 8, 1672

And likewise, the expense of forty-two pesos given to them who sing the passions of Holy Week and the rest that is included in paragraph sixteen of said memory has been changed for it falls under the obligations of the chaplains of said convent. And, in case they do not possess voices or aptitude to perform such task, may they appoint people who might do it in their stead; and the said convent will help them to defray the costs with twenty pesos and no more.
Y asimismo, reformaba y reformó el gasto de cuarenta y dos pesos que se han dado a los que cantan la pasión las semanas santas, y lo demás que se contiene, en el párrafo diez y seis de dicha memoria por ser del cargo de los capellanes de dicho convento; y en caso que no tengan voces y suficiencia para lo referido, pongan personas por su cuenta que suplan por los susodichos en dicho ministerio, y para la costa les ayude el dicho convento con veinte pesos y no más.

**Jesús María**

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 101, Exp. 3, folios 23v, November 28, 1672

During the time of said day and octave, thirty-one pesos from the alms of the priest and the ministers who sing the Masses that have been requested by different people, as can be gleaned from the judgment of the mother Abbess.

En el tiempo de dicho día y octava, treinta y un pesos de la limosna del preste y ministros que cantan las misas que están dotadas por diferentes personas, como parece de la memoria que dio la madre abadesa.

**San Jerónimo**

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 259, Exp. 27, folios 20r–20v, January 18, 1673

In addition, petates will be purchased twice a year for the choir and lofts. To this effect, eight pesos will be given by the administrator to the mother vicar of the choir every six months, which add to sixteen pesos per year and, likewise, said mother vicar will take care that the bells have ropes and she will warn the administrator in case any rope is missing.

Ítem, se comprarán dos veces al año petates para el choro y tribunas y para este efecto se entregarán por mano de el mayordomo a la madre vicaria de choro ocho pesos cada seis meses, que hacen al año diez y seis pesos, y asimismo, cuidará la dicha madre vicaria de que haya sogas en las campanas y de avisar al mayordomo quando falten.
performance of such music, they ought to find someone to replace them in said task and they ought to pay the performers with their own money, although the convent will contribute with twenty pesos and no more than that amount.

Ítem, ordenó y mandó que el cantar las paciones sea a cargo de los capellanes de dicho convento, y si por razón de no tener la habilidad que conviene en la música para dicho efecto, busquen quien supla su falta a su costa, ayudando para ello el dicho convento con veinte pesos y no más.

In addition, the choir vicar is given twenty years every year, as is customary, for the compensation for the maestro who composes the music, six pesos for strings and reeds, and ten pesos for the petates for the high and low choirs.

Ítem ordena se den a la madre vicaria de coro cada año veinte pesos como a sido costumbre para el regalo del maestro que compone la música, y seis pesos para cuerdas y cañuelas, y diez pesos para petates para los coros alto y bajo.

And the choir vicar is given twenty pesos yearly, as is customary, for the gift to the teacher who composes the music, and six pesos for strings and reeds.

Ítem, se ordena a la madre vicaria de coro cada año veinte pesos como ha sido costumbre para el regalo del maestro que compone la música, y seis pesos para cuerdas y cañuelas.

**Encarnación**

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 259, Exp. 26, folio 21r, February 11, 1673

And [the archbishop] orders and commands that the choir vicar be given forty pesos yearly, twenty for strings and other things that pertain to music and its instruments, and the other twenty to be disbursed equally among the convent singers on Christmas Eve to compensate them for their work during the celebration of the Christmas Masses. And we completely prohibit the spending that has taken place up to now on villancicos, since the old ones that they have can be repeated, and because it is believed that there is no shortage of pious poets whose charity can fulfill the need [for villancicos] of this convent.

Ítem, ordena y manda que a la madre vicaria de coro se le den en cada año cuarenta pesos, los veinte para cuerdas y demás cosas que pertenecen a la música y sus instrumentos, y los otros veinte para que la víspera de navidad se repartan entre las religiosas músicas de dicho convento con igualdad, para alivio del especial trabajo que han tenido en la celebración de las misas de aguinaldo. Y, totalmente, prohibimos el gasto que se ha hecho hasta aquí en la paga de villancicos, pues, además que se podrán repetir los más antiguos con que se hallaren, se debe creer que nunca les faltarán poetas piadosos que por caridad se ejerciten en este ministerio constándoles la necesidad de este convento.

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 259, Exp. 26, folio 28v, February 6, 1675

Forty pesos be given to the mother vicar for strings and another twenty [pesos] for the music for Christmas Vespers.

A la madre vicaria, cuarenta pesos los veinte para cuerdas y los otros veinte para que la víspera de navidad se repartan en las músicas.
Twenty pesos be given to the mother vicar for the choir *petates* and for the bells for the bells.

A la madre vicaria para petates de los choros y cordeles de las campanas, veinte pesos al año.

### Santa Inés

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 259, Exp. 31, folio 16r, March 20, 1673

Likewise, up to sixteen pesos will be handed over for instrument strings and reeds and for *petates* for the high choir. Thus, the expense sums up to six thousand one hundred and twenty-five pesos and five *tomines* according to the registries.

Asimismo, se entregan todos los años hasta diez y seis pesos para cuerdas y cañuelas de los instrumentos y para petates para el choro alto, con que monta el gasto seis mil ciento y veinte y cinco pesos y cinco tomines según consta de las partidas que se refieren 6 mil 125 pesos 5 tomines

### San José de Gracia

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 259, Exp. 30, folios 18v–19v, April 17, 1673

In addition, it is ordered that the current custom of saying every year fifty recited Masses and fourteen sung Masses for the soul of don Fernando de Villegas be maintained. [Fernando de Villegas] was a patron of the convent, according to what has been stipulated in said foundation, whose alms amount to thirty-nine pesos; twenty-five for the recited [Masses] and fourteen for the sung [Masses].

Ítem, se ordena que se continúe la costumbre que hasta hoy se ha tenido de que se digan cada año cincuenta misas rezadas y catorce cantadas por el ánima de don Fernando de Villegas, patrón que fue de dicho convento, en conformidad de lo capitulado en dicha fundación, cuya limosna importa treinta y nueve pesos, los veinte y cinco de las rezadas y los catorce de las cantadas.

In addition, it is ordered that thirteen sung Masses be said together with a deacon and subdeacon for the patrons of the convent’s church. That is, for Juan Navarro and his wife. [Nine sung Masses] be said for the nine festivities of Our Lady, another one for the anniversary of the aforementioned, another one for the Vespers of St Andrew, another Mass for the King our lord, another Mass for the Day of the Dead, and another Mass for Ash Wednesday. [It is also ordered that] one peso in alms be given to the priest and four reales to the deacon and subdeacon, which sums up to twenty-six pesos in accordance to what is stipulated by the writs of said institution.

Ítem, se ordena y manda se digan trece misas cantadas con diácono y subdiácono por los patronos de la iglesia de dicho convento, Juan Navarro y su mujer, las nueve a las nueve festividades de nuestra señora, otra de aniversario por los susodichos, otra víspera de San Andrés por el rey nuestro señor, otra el día de difuntos y otra el miércoles de ceniza, y se dé de limosna al preste un peso y al diácono y subdiácono a cuatro reales, que hacen veinte y seis pesos en conformidad de lo capitulado en las escrituras de dicha fundación.
In addition, the administrator will give six pesos to the choir vicar each year for *petates* and ornaments for the high and low choirs. Similarly, [give] another six pesos [to the choir vicar] for the strings and reeds for the instruments in her care.

Ítem, dará el dicho mayordomo seis pesos cada año a la madre vicaria de coro para petates y aseo de dichos coros: alto y bajo. Asimismo, otros seis pesos para cuerdas y cañuelas de los instrumentos de su cargo.

And it is ordered that they continue the custom of giving eight pesos to the said [choir] vicar on the feast of Christmas and Easter to be distributed equally among the musician nuns who served on said solemnities.

Ítem se ordena se guarde la costumbre que se ha tenido de que se den ocho pesos la pascua de navidad y otros ocho la de resurrección a dicha madre vicaria para que los reparta entre las religiosas músicas que hubieren servido en dichas dos solemnidades a quienes les dará lo que les tocaré por iguales partes.

In addition, it is ordered that they continue the ongoing custom of saying ten sung Masses for each one of the nuns at the time of their death and that they spend the thirty-five pesos for the Masses. They have been informed that such interments are necessary.

Ítem, ordenó y mandó se continué y guarde la costumbre que hasta hoy se ha tenido de decir diez misas cantadas por cada una de las religiosas al tiempo de su fallecimiento y que se gasten los treinta y cinco pesos que en lo referido y en los demás de dicho entierro se le ha informado ser necesarios como hasta hoy se ha hecho.

---

San Bernardo

AGN, Bienes Nacionales, Vol. 259, Exp. 28, folios 20 r–20v, August 1, 1673

In addition, as has been the custom, the administrator will give six pesos to the singers of said convent for the day of the Ascension.

Ítem, dé el dicho mayordomo, como a sido costumbre, seis pesos el día de la Ascensión para las religiosas cantoras de dicho convento.

In addition, as has been the custom, the butler will give out six pesos every year for strings and musical instruments.

Ítem, de dicho mayordomo seis pesos cada año como a sido costumbre, para cuerdas y demás instrumentos musicales.

In addition, the custom be upheld that nine sung Masses be said for a nun who passes away and that eighteen pesos be spent [for these Masses].

Ítem, se guarde la costumbre de que se le digan a la religiosa que muriere nueve misas cantadas en que se gasten diez y ocho pesos.
APPENDIX 2.1

Franciscan Coro Gestures,
Excerpt from Manuel Aromir y Bustamante,
*Reglas generales para dentro y fuera del coro*, ca. 1825

**Entering Choir**

When entering the choir, the nuns must adore the Blessed Sacrament, prostrating between the lectern (“fascistol”) and the choir grate, until her lips touch the floor. If the liturgy has begun, she does the same veneration and goes directly to her place, bows her head toward the altar, then toward the choir [of nuns across from her], then she kneels with her face toward the altar until the superior signals her to get up. Of the two cantors, the oldest will be the leader (“hebdomada”) of eight cantors on first class feasts and six on second class feasts. They all wear surplices. There are also acolytes for the candles and sensor, especially of the service is sung, not least Vespers. The leader (“hebdomadaria”) and choir of eight wear capes. Not wearing them would be a lapse in uniformity, which is the most beautiful display in public acts (“gala más hermosa que tanto se procura en los actos públicos”).

**Order in the Choir**

The nuns will be organized in the choir by age. The Office is prayed with a slow pause in the middle of the verse on double [feasts] and not so slow on semi double [feasts] and fe- rial days.

**Sign of the Cross**

At the start of every Office liturgy by the leader at the verse *Deus in adjutorium* at Prime with right hand open touching forehead with three fingers at *Deus*, lowering at *in adjutorium* to touch below the breast, touching the left shoulder at the word *meum* and the right shoulder at *intende*. Do not make a cross with your thumb and index finger and kiss them. She also does the sign of the cross at *Indulgentiam*.

Leader makes a sign of the cross with thumb only on lips and chest during *Domine labia mea* and *converte nos Deus* at Compline.

The entire community makes sign at Prime during *Dominus nos benedicat*.

The entire community makes sign at Compline during the words *patris, et filii, et spiritus sancti*. 
Head nod: incline the head, keep body straight

During the Office when the following names are said: Jesus (deep head nod), Mary (medium head nod), St. Francis, other saints, and pope (minimal head nod).

For the Holy Innocents during the hymn *Salvate flores martyrum*

At *Gloriosa Domina* during *Benedicta*.

When *Salve Regina* is sung, at the words *Salve Regina* and *Spes nostra, salve*.

At the stations of the Cross during the words *quam crucem adoramus*.

At Mass, during the *Gloria* at the words *adoramus te*, and *suscipe deprecationem nostram*.

When intoning psalm or antiphon, right after the intonation.

When acknowledging each other (minimal nod).

When crossing the middle of the choir, toward the altar (deep nod).

When acknowledging each other (minimal nod).

Profound bow: when you bend your torso with arms out and palm of hands are parallel to the knees

At the start of Our Father, *Ave Maria, Gloria Patri*, at Confession, at the end of every hymn that mentions the Trinity at Matins.

At Vespers, during *Confitebor tibi* (Psalm 110), at the phrase *Sanctum et terribile nomen ejus*.

At Vespers, during *Laudate pueri* (Psalm 112), at the phrase *sit nomen Domini benedictum*.

At the *Magnificat* during the phrase *sanctum nomen ejus*.

During the hymn *Tantum ergo* when the Blessed Sacrament is not exposed.

At Compline preces, *Benedicamus Patrem* until the phrase *qui tecum*.

At Matins, nod toward the leader at *Jube Domine benedicere*.

At Matins, nod at *Sit nomen ejus benedictum in saecula* during *Deus Judcium Tuum* (Psalm 71).

At Matins, nod at *Benedicum nomen majestatis ejus* during *Benedic, anima mea* (Psalm 102).

At Matins, nod at *Confiteantur nomini tuo magno, quoniam terribile et sanctum est* during *Dominus regnavit* (Psalm 98).

At Lauds, nod at *Benedicat nos Deus* during *Deus miseratur nostri* (Psalm 66).

At Lauds, nod at *Benedicamus Patrem* during canticle *Benedicite*.

At Prime, during the phrase *Dominum nos benedicat* until the phrase *Perducat aeternam*. 
At the Salve Mass, nod during *Sancta parens*.

Note, most of these during the office are not performed by the leader so that she can recite/sing the words.

**Genuflexion: right knee touches the floor**

When passing the center of the choir, toward the Blessed Sacrament if it is exposed.

During the hymn *Tantum ergo* when the Blessed Sacrament is exposed.

During the phrase *Venite, adoremus, et procidamus* in *Venite exultemus Domino* (Psalm 94).

During the *Te Deum* at verse *Te ergo quaesumus*.

At the start of the hymn *Ave maris stella*.

At the start of the hymn *Veni creator*.

At the start of the hymn *Vexila Regis* through the phrase *O Crux ave*.

At the start of the Nativity hymn *Et nos, beata quos sacri*.

At the Office of Our Lady during the eighth blessing.

Cross arms across chest during genuflection at the start of *Veni creator* hymn and at *te ergo* of *te Deum*.

Genuflections happen while the words [indicated] are recited, not before or after. The singers should take care to go off pitch, and should genuflect after intoning the song if the opening phase is long.

**Kneeling: both knees on the floor.**

At the final antiphons of the Office of Our Lady except in Paschal time.

Kneel if a mistake is made, until [the superior] makes the signal [to get up].

At Compline, kneel during *Our Father, Ave Maria*, and *Credo*, except in Paschal time or Sundays when a profound bow will suffice.

Kneel when to pick up something you dropped.

At the Epistle on Good Friday when phrase *in Nomine Jesu* until the word *infernorum*.

When *Veni Creator* is sung.

During the Gospels when the following is said: *Verbum caro, Procidentes adoraverunt*, and *Incarnatus*.

To receive ashes, palms, and candles, kissing the candle and palm, and then the priest’s hand.

To adore the cross before Good Friday.
On Holy Saturday during *Lumen Christi*.

Whenever speaking to the superior in the choir; everyone stand when she enters the choir, unless the Blessed Sacrament is exposed [then everyone remains kneeling].

Prostration: this is a sign of humility

At the Christmas Kalenda at the words *in Bethlehem Judæ* through the words *secundum carnem*.

During the Passions at the words *emisit Spiritum* and kiss the floor for the length of an Our Father.

At the final adoration of the cross on Good Friday, and one also kisses the cross without opening the eyes and says silently *adoramus te Christe*. 
APPENDIX 2.2

Dominican Coro Gestures,
*De las inclinaciones*, Excerpt from Francisco Guerra, *Regla y constituciones para las religiosas recoletas dominicas*, 1789

**Entering Choir**

When the sisters come to the choir [they] bow profoundly toward the altar; and when they kneel (“pongan de rodillas”) and get back up again, they do the profound bow again; and sit when they arrive at their spot; when the presider (like “hebdomadaria”? ) signals, on knees, prostrated, or in profound bow, say Our Father, Ave Maria, and Creed: this way the hour (office) begins devoutly; when the presider makes the sign, they straighten up, turn toward the altar and make the sign of the cross; bow at *Gloria patri* until *sicut erat* in both choirs facing each other at the same time; at the *Gloria Patri of the Venite exultemus* (Psalm 95; 94 in Greek) invitational that opens up Matins, one choir stands while the other across sits for first psalm. And they switch sitting and standing for every psalm from then on until the *Laudate Dominum de coelis* (final psalm 148 of Lauds) when everyone stays standing; this alternation between choirs during psalms is done in all the other hours; **this also indicates that Matins and Lauds were sung together.**

*Head nod: incline the head, keep body straight*

Whenever the names of Jesus, Mary, and St. Dominic are heard/invoked.

When they receive a garment, book, etc.

At *Sit nomen Domini benedictum* (blessing after Vespers or Lauds, or benediction).

Whenever the “prelada” asks her to do something.

When intoning psalm or antiphon, right after the intonation.

When passing in front of “prelada” or other nuns.

When they are sprinkled with holy water at the moment the water touches their head or when they are insenced (“turiboladas”).

During Mass *Credo* at *Qui cum Patre, et Filio, etc.*

When the precious blood of Christ is mentioned.
When they are in refectory and pass through the center, they bow toward the image above the prioress’s seat.

When the Invitatory is sung or said, when the verse *Quoniam ipsius* is said bow toward the altar.

During Lent, bow during the prayer *Super populum*.

*Usque ad genua* bow: bow crossing arms under the scapular, until head is parallel with knees

This bow is always done at the *Gloria Patri* during all the Office hours.

On final verse of hymns and penultimate verse of *Benedicte*.

During Mass at *Gloria in excelsis Deo* at the verses *Gratias agimus tibi* and *Suscie deprecationem* and *Altissimus Jesu-Christe*.

During Mass at preface *Gratias agamus*, and when Jesus and Mary’s names are mentioned, as well as in prayers, collects, and the *Salve* service.

At the blessing before lessons in choir or refectory.

At the Santa Maria prayer during the “Preciosa sangre”; Passion devotion; maybe station of the cross).

During prayers at the mention of St. Dominic’s name.

At the blessing after Compline.

At the refectory at the prayers after eating; no prostrations or profound bows there.

*Profound bow: bow crossing arms under the scapular, with an inward tuck so that knees can touch the elbows*

Upon entering and exiting the Coro, with the addition of a genuflection.

When crossing from one choir to the other. . . . when crossing, thus toward Blessed Sacrament at altar.

At the Our Father before Lessons and after “Gracias” and at the prayer *Retribuere*, before and after the hours, in the Preces, and at Vespers and Matins for the Dead.

The nuns who say the Lessons at Matins, between the space that exists between the “coro” grate and the music stand (“facistol”), except at the Lessons for the Dead.

Also, at the first *Gloria Patri* of every hour and at the first prayer in both Mass and Office.

Whenever prostrations are omitted.

At the prayer at Mass after communion (“despues de la comunicada”).
Genuflection: right knee touches the floor

In “coro” at Salve Sancta parens (Salve Service).

Intonation of Salve at Compline through Regina; stand up at Mater; again at Eia ergo through O clemens.

At Veni Creator at Terce during the Octave of Pentecost; and for the entire first strophe of the hymn at the taking of the habit and professions.

At Passion hymn, during O Crux ave through the end of the strophe.

At Trinity hymn, during Adsumus until the end of the strophe (Adsumus et nos cernui).

For hymn Ave maris stella.

At Mass during Veni sancte spiritus until reple.

During Salve Regina or Antiphon said after the hours.

During the Te Deum at verse Te ergo quaesumus.

At the Gospel on Epiphany during the words Et procidentes

At sung Mass of the cross (“Misa de la Cruz”), and Palm Sunday during the words Omne genuflectatur during the Epistle.

At the Credo during Incarnatus through Crucifixus.

During the final Gospel at Verbum caro.

At the antiphon Sub tuum praesidium.

At the responsory O spem miram said every day for St. Dominic.

During the psalm Venite exultemus at the verse Venite adoremus.

During Palm Sunday Procession when one sings Ave rex through Redemptor mundi.

When one kisses the bishop’s hand.

At the end of nuns’ burials at the antiphon Clementissime Domine during the words Domine miserere until the words Super peccatores.

Prostration: kneel and bow until elbows touch the knees

During ferial days, except in Pascal time, at first Our father and Hail Mary before the start of the Office hours and at first Gloria Patri.

At the precis of every Office and at the prayer after the preces.

Within Ferial Office at every Our Father, Ave Maria, and Credo, except at the Our Father before the lessons at Matins and during the “Preciosa.”

At Our Father during Gracias after the Fidelum if prostration at Nones (Outside of Lent) or prostration at Vespers.
After *Tu autem Domine* between “fascistol” and “coro” grill by the one who reads the lessons at Matins.

At all ferial Masses, including Requiems, after *Dominus vobiscum* of first and last prayer.

At ferial Masses between *Sanctus and Agnus*.

Non-ferial Masses from elevation to Our Father.

At ferial offices during Our Father after the *Magnificat* Antiphon.

During the entire Psalm *Lauda anima mea*, *Prece* and Prayer, and after *Requiescat in pace*; the same at Lauds.

During Litanies after Compline, again only if ferial, not on saint day feast.

During disciplines and all other times *Confiteor Deo* to its completion (except non-ferial Compline and Prime).

During Matins of Holy Week throughout *Miserere* psalm, Prayer, and Our Father.

At the adoration of the cross on Good Friday, when priest says *Ecce lignum* until *Crucis*; then stand for the first antiphon and prostrate at the next antiphon through *Lignum cedrorum*.

**Seems like only during penitential times, since no prostration on last seven days of Advent (when O antiphons are sung). No prostrations throughout Pascal time through Corpus Christi, even if ferial time.**

*Venia*: entire body stretched out on the floor leaning up on right side

During vigil of Annunciation at the singing of *Annuntiatio* during the Kalenda.

During vigil of Christmas at the singing of *Factus homo* during the Kalenda.

During chapter faults (“capitulo”) when making accusation before superior (“prelada”).

When being reprimanded by superior.

When causing an offence to another sister until the offended tells the offender to stand.

When a mistake is made singing, praying . . . in the choir until superior signals to get up.
APPENDIX 4.1

4.1 Decorated Initials of María Teresa de San Francisco, Name on Alto of part of Second Choir, Vidales, *Al aire que se llena de luces* (CSG.283)
APPENDIX 4.2

Riva, Cisne, no halagues

Estribillo
Cisnes, no halagues, a tu muerte, rigores con suavidades.

Swan, do not flatter rigors with melodiousness when you die.

Coplas
1. Dulce cisne, que muriendo de tu llanto entre raudales, si das los ojos al agua fías las voces al aire.

Sweet swan, dying among the torrents of your weeping, if you turn your eyes to the water, you entrust your song to the air.

2. Gime y no cantes tu pena, que saben mal ajustarse destemplanzas del dolor a consonancias del arte.

Moan, and do not sing your sorrow, for the tunelessness of pain knows how to conform to the consonances of the skill.

3. Con cantar no se acreditan tus sentimientos de grandes, pues a cláusulas se ciñen y se miden a compases.

Your feelings do not prove to be great by singing, for they are confined to cadences and they are measured by measures.

4. La música del gemido puntos al dolor no vague, que el aliño de la queja es el tormento desaire.

May the music of your moaning not lead the notes astray to sorrow, for the ornament of grievance is torment's disdain.

5. A tu voz no se suspendan de tus ojos los cristales, que de la pena es el llanto la armonía más suave.

May the crystals of your eyes not hang from your voice, for crying is the sweetest harmony of sorrow.

6. Aprende esa palabra que, de silencio, en disfraces muere de amor mudo, cisne, si, nevado fénix, arde.

Learn that word, for love dies mute, swan, in guises of silence, yes, snow-covered phoenix, burn.
Cáseda, *Pajarito que en el aire elevado*

**Estribillo**

Pajarito, en el aire elevado,  
con dulces motetes,  
festeja tu amor.  
A cantar, con gran primor,  
a este Dios sacramentado,  
llega a comerle, no temas,  
a este divino bocado.  
No te engañe el corazón,  
come contrito y llorando.  
Pajarito, en el aire elevado.

**Coplas**

1. Dulce armonía de plumas,  
que, con sonora atención,  
hoy rindes tantos gorjeos  
a solo un trino que es Dios.

2. No cantes, porque te importa  
para rendirle a tu amor,  
más la firmeza en el pecho  
que la mudanza en la voz.

3. Si el dolor de amante gimes,  
nono cantes sonoro,  
mira que la destemplanza  
hace armonía al dolor.

4. Llora, pues, con los ojos,  
retórico el corazón,  
que está, en lo mudo del llanto,  
lo elocuente del amor.

5. Mas, si quieres, con dulzura,  
de esa forma cantar hoy,  
forma bien tu voz los puntos,  
porque está en los puntos Dios.

6. Tu pesar no se suspenda  
de esa dulce elevación,  
ni tu dolor haga pausas,  
aunque haga pausas tu voz.

---

**Little bird, high in the air,**  
your love celebrates  
with sweet motets.  
Sing, with great skill,  
to this sacramental God,  
come to eat him, do not fear  
this divine morsel.  
May your heart not deceive you,  
eat contritely and weeping.  
Little bird, high in the air.

**Sweet harmony of feathers,**  
that with sonorous attention  
you yield today so many chirps  
to one trinity that is God.

**Do not sing merely**  
to perform for your love,  
firmness of faith in the heart  
is greater than the flux of the voice.

**If you sigh because of a lover’s grief,**  
do not sing sonorously,  
otice that tunelessness  
harmonizes with the pain.

**Cry, then, with your eyes,**  
with a rhetorical heart  
that is mute from weeping,  
the eloquence of love.

**Yet, if you want to sing**  
in such a sweet way today,  
let your voice form the notes well,  
since God is in the notes.

**May your grief not fall**  
from this sweet elevation,  
nor your pain take rests,  
even though your voice takes rests.
APPENDIX 4.4

Riva, Que enigma tan bello

Estribillo
¿Qué cosa es aquella?
Que es más linda y bella,
con cuerpo y sin cara.
Que es hostia [ ]
Que cosa tan rara
que en una partícula
y es que Dios la ampara,
para ser más bella
cuando está sin cara.
Pues, sea en hora buena
sin cara más bella.
Vaya, vaya, vaya,
sea bella sin cara.

What is that thing?
It is prettier and more beautiful,
with a body but without a face.
It is the Host [ . . . ]
It is such an extraordinary thing,
that in one particle
of [ . . . ]
and it is that God safeguards it,
to be more beautiful
when it has no face.
Be it always
more beautiful without a face.
Well, well, well,
be it beautiful without a face.

Coplas
1. Entre cándidos celajes,
todo un Dios está escondido,
que es todo pan a los ojos
y es todo Dios a los oídos.

An entire God hides
between the candid clouds,
which is wholly bread to the eyes
and wholly God to the ears.

2. La vista, el gusto y el tacto
no perciben lo divino,
nor do the senses perceive the divine,
no a los sentidos se da
so as not to offend us.

The sight, the taste, and the tact
do not perceive the divine,
he does not give himself to the senses
so as not to offend us.

3. El al [ ] goza
este manjar peregrino,
y aun gozando su substancia,
the soul enjoys
this wandering delicacy,
y aunque gozando su substancia,
and even by enjoying its substance,
no tiene fin su individuo.
his presence has no end.

The [soul] enjoys
this wandering delicacy,
and even by enjoying its substance,
his presence has no end.

4. Él es un pan animado
que es muerte para el indigno,
the soul and life to the willing,
el alma y vida al dispuesto
y, en fin, es un pan de juicio.
and, in fact, he is a bread of judgment.

He is an ensouled bread
that means death to the unworthy,
the soul and life to the willing,
y, in fin, es un pan de juicio.
APPENDIX 5.1

Instancia presentada por la abadesa y religiosas del Convento de la Purísima Concepción de Nuestra Señora la Virgen María, AGN/ Instituciones Coloniales/ Indiferente Virreinal/ Caja 0565/ Expediente 023

Blessed Father

The abbess and nuns of the royal and oldest Convent (throughout this Kingdom of New Spain in the West Indies) of the Immaculate Conception of Our Lady the Virgin Mary, of the Order of St. Francis, as far as the law is concerned, find ourselves prostrate with all veneration from afar before the greatness of Your Holiness and say: That it is true, as documented and known through word of mouth, that Br. Joaquín Niño de Cordova, priest of this Archdiocese of Mexico, since before becoming our convent chaplain, had brought to light, and founded a pious devotion and celebration in honor of Our Holy Jesus the Redeemer in the church of the Jesús María convent of this court: making reparation to His Majesty [Jesus Christ] with devotion and adoration over that cruel offense, and dark insult with which Herod disrespected, mocked, and tried [Our Lord] like a lunatic: dressing him in a white robe before and together with his court.

We know that on Holy Wednesday morning, this feast and devotion is celebrated with a solemn Mass and sermon, the use of a sumptuous altar of costly silver on which is placed an image of the said Jesus Christ, that is venerated in the Jesús María convent church, that it is well attended by secular and regular priests, and by people of both sexes, that with all devotion, humility, and reverence attend this tender pious devotion and celebration.

We are aware that Br. Joaquín Niño de Cordova has written (as we have seen) an Office and Mass, particularly for this celebration and devotion, with the effective desire . . . to spread this devotion, thus we know that the Procurators of the Jesuits of New Spain, have been charged, so that with all veneration, [this petition] may be placed in the giving and pious hands of Your Holiness, seeking approval and concession for all this New World of the West Indies, with other graces, and Indulgences as requested.

And from these remote lands with strong humble prayers and supplications rendered, we ask Your Holiness to hear us if only because we are religious women, your daughters, although unworthy, and grant that all this Kingdom of New Spain in the West Indies may pray as a double rite of the second class the said Office and Mass of the Scorn and Derision of the Redeemer dressed in white like a lunatic: in the third Friday of Lent, or the fourth when the third is prevented by the celebration of a greater feast . . . or any other unimpeded day in Lent, as this is a Passion Office.

Deign to grant to all clergy, secular and regular of both sexes—who are obliged to pray the canonic hours, that exist and are given—a plenary indulgence for praying diligently
this proper Office of our Lord Jesus Christ Redeemer, despised, and mocked, dressed in white garments like a lunatic: and those who cannot pray it completely, because of legitimate impediments, can pray as much as they can to receive the plenary indulgence. For example, only Lauds, or the [little] hours [Terce, Sext, None], or Vespers with Compline.

Deign to grant a plenary indulgence as a jubilee indulgence for the day of the feast and devotion, as already described, the third Friday of Lent (or it can be transferred to any other if this one is unavailable) lasting from first Vespers until sunset of the indicated day, with permission to expose the Most Divine Sacrament of the Eucharist, or lasting from the First Vespers until sunset of another day, or just that same day of the feast: or only at the time of the sung Mass, depending on the availability of the churches, so that through the customary confession and communion and prayers all the faithful of both sexes may receive this indulgence by way of jubilee in hopes that this new feast and tender devotion will become a day of celebration throughout all of America.

Similarly, may the piety, zeal, and charity of Your Holiness grant all this for each and every one of the churches of this Kingdom of the West Indies for relief and repose of the souls of the faithful departed in purgatory, that these indulgences apply on this feast day (on the very day or if it is transferred [to another day]), establishing privileged altars¹ within all the churches in North America for all priests, secular and regular, that celebrate the Mass of this devotion to Our Lord Jesus Redeemer presented and mocked as a lunatic by Herod.

May all these graces and indulgences and privileges be perpetual and universal across this empire of North America so the poor little Indians, living in their remote villages, can participate and enjoy them [as well], since they lack year-around jubilees, and lack the joy of frequent exposition of the Sacramental Redeemer for public adoration.

To Your Holiness we ask and beg that you attend to our pious prayers and supplications, having repeated them many times, that you give your apostolic permission, granting what we ask in honor and glory of God, Our Lord and of the Passion of his son Jesus Christ, whose memory and remembrance we want, through this medium, to remain always among the faithful children of his and Your Holiness, so that our desires will come to fruition in their hearts.

Marina de San Francisco, Abbess
Maria Gertrudis de San José, Vicar
Maria Gertrudis de Guadalupe, Head of Council
Juana Estefanía del Señor San José, Council Member
María Hipólita de San José, Council Member
María Lucía del Señor San José, Council Member

Original text

Beatísimo Padre

La abadesa, y religiosas, del real y más antiguo Convento (en todo este Reino de la Nueva España, en las Indias Occidentales) de la Purísima Concepción de Nuestra Señora la Virgen María, del Orden de San Francisco, como mejor halla lugar por derecho, parecemos postradas con toda veneración desde aquí ante la grandeza de Vuestra Santidad y decimos: Que es cierto y nos consta por relación, y por la publica voz que el Br. Don Joaquín Niño de Córdova, presbítero de este Arzobispado de México, nuestro capellán, o párroco claustral: desde antes que fuese señalado por la sagrada mitra para nuestro tal capellán ya había sacado a luz, y fundado una piadosa devoción, y fiesta
en honra de Nuestro Santo Jesús Redentor en la iglesia del monasterio, también real, de religiosas de Jesús María de esta corte: desagraviando a su Majestad con cultos de adoración y reverencia, de aquel cruel agravio, y negro improperio con que Herodes lo despreció, lo burló, y trató como loco; vistiéndolo de una vestidura blanca delante de toda su corte, y con ella juntamente.

Sabemos que el miércoles santo por la mañana, se celebra esta fiesta, y devoción, con Misa solemne, y sermón que se dispone un suntuoso altar de costosa plata en que se coloca, una imagen del mismo Jesucristo Redentor Nuestro que se venera en dicha iglesia de religiosas de Jesús María, que ay mucha asistencia de eclesiásticos, seculares y regulares, y de pueblo de uno y otro sexo: que, con toda devoción, humildad, y reverencia, asisten a tan tierna como piadosa devoción, y fiesta.

Nos consta también que dicho Br. Don Joaquín Niño de Córdova ha compuesto (como lo hemos visto) un Oficio y Misa, propios de esta fiesta y devoción, con el deseo eficaz, y santo fin de que esta devoción se extienda, para lo cual sabemos que por medio de los reverendísimos padres procuradores de la Compañía de Jesús de esta Provincia de Nueva España, lo despacha, para que con toda veneración, sea puesto en las liberales y piadosas manos de Vuestra Santidad, pretendiendo su aprobación, y concesión para todo este nuevo mundo de las Indias Occidentales, con otras gracias, e Indulgencias que se pide.

Y nosotras desde estas remotas tierras con humildes ruegos fuertes, y rendidas suplicas, pedimos a Vuestra Santidad nos oiga siquiera porque somos mujeres religiosas sus hijas, aunque indignas, y nos conceda que en todo este Reino de la Nueva España en las Indias Occidentales, se rece bajo el rito doble de segunda clase, el citado oficio, y Misa del desprecio y burla del Redentor vestido de blanco como loco: en viernes tercero de Cuaresma, o en el de la semana siguiente que es el cuarto, cuando el tercero estuviere impedido con fiesta de mayor rito, o de igual a este, pero, intransferible por de precepto de oír Misa, o en otro cualquier día de la cuaresma no impedido, por ser este oficio de Pasión.

Que se digne conceder indulgencia plenaria a todos eclesiásticos, seculares y regulares, de uno y otro sexo, que obligados a rezar las horas canónicas las que haya y consigan, solo con la diligencia de rezar este propio oficio de Nuestro Señor Jesús Redentor despreciado y burlado vestido de una vestidura blanca como loco: y los que no pudieren por legítimo impedimento rezarlo todo, como recen la parte que pudieren. Por ejemplo, los Laudes solos, o solo las horas, o las Vísperas con Completes, también que hallan y consigan dicha indulgencia plenaria.

Que se digne conceder: indulgencia plenaria por modo de jubileo para el día de esta fiesta, y devoción, que es como dicho es el viernes tercero de cuaresma (y otro a que se traslade cuando este, o el siguiente cuarto estuvieren impedidos) desde las primeras Vísperas hasta el día señalado, con facultad así mismo de exponer a la adoración pública de los fieles el Divinísimo Sacramento de la Eucaristía, o desde las primeras Vísperas hasta el sol de otro día, o solo este día mismo de la fiesta: o solo al tiempo de la Misa cantada, según la posibilidad de las iglesias: en que confesando y comulgando y habiendo la oración que se acostumbra y se señala: todos los fieles de recepto de uno y otro sexo hallan y consigan dicha indulgencia por modo de jubileo, de suerte señor que se haga celebrce este día de esta fiesta nueva y tierna devoción en toda esta América.

Que así mismo se digne la piedad, celo y caridad de Vuestra Santidad de conceder todo lo dicho para todas y cada una de las iglesias de este Reino de las Indias Occidentales con mas que pedimos para el alivio y descanso de las almas de los fieles difuntos del purgatorio, y es que estas indulgencias se les puedan aplicar por modo de sufragio y que
en este día esta fiesta (ahora sea en él; ahora para en el que se traslade) todos los altares de todas y cada una de las iglesias de esta América septentrional, sean de privilegio de alma para todos los sacerdotes, seculares y regulares que celebrasen la propia Misa de esta devoción a Nuestro Señor Jesús Redentor presentado y burlado como loco por Herodes.

Que todas estas gracias e indulgencias sean perpetuos, y universal a todo este imperio de la América septentrional para que los pobrecitos indios que viven en sus remotos pueblos participen y gocen también de ellos ya que carecen de jubileo circular, y de gozar a menudo la presencia de Jesús Redentor Sacramentado expuesto a la adoración pública.

Por tanto: a Vuestra Santidad pedimos y suplicamos postradas con toda humildad y reverencia ante Sus SS. PP. se sirva decir nuestros piadosos ruegos y atender a nuestras rendidas suplicas teniéndolas por repetidas una y muchas veces para el fin de despachar y dar sus apostólicas letras concediendo en ellas cuanto le pedimos a honra y gloria de Dios Nuestro Señor y de la Pasión de su hijo Jesucristo, cuya memoria y recuerdo queremos que por este medio permanezca siempre entre todos los fieles hijos suyos y de Vuestra Santidad para que en sus corazones haga el fruto que deseamos.

Marina de San Francisco, Abadesa
María Gertrudis de San José, Vicaria
María Gertrudis de Guadalupe, Maestre de Consejo
Juana Estefanía del Señor San José, Definidora
María Hipólita de San José, Definidora
María Lucía del Señor San José, Definidora
APPENDIX 5.2


I am carefully looking for a sweet-sounding instrument, on which to sing my sorrow to you, oh, beautiful sovereign Lord.

But after looking at you so lonely in this hill, oh, life of mine, my wounded love acquiesced to pluck the strings that I notice.

Lacerated Lord of the soul, whom the roughest reeds and whom the cruel nails interlocked to the log.

To whose taut strings may a sweet-sounding echo begin, that, resounding in heaven, may a devout sun be eclipsed.

Humiliated, Dimas sung that pitiful verse:

*Domine, memento mei,*

to whom I tearfully follow.

*Domine, memento mei,*
gentle, compassionate Lord,
I kneel at the foot of the cross, singing in you and to you.

With your permission, Lord, I praise you in atonement purifying my lips from the wrongs of the sinner.

Listen to my calls, Lord, may the echoes reach to you.

Jesus is in the orchard with his face close to the ground, sweating streams of blood, surrounded by despair.

Soul, accompany your God, and show pity for the lamb, for he suffers unspeakable torments so that you may live.
Han culpado al inocente, 
alma vil, por tus delitos, 
no así le dejes matar, 
Vuelve, alma, por tu Cristo. 
Jueces, oídme, yo soy 
el que peco, no mi Cristo: 
dejadle libre, matadme, 
ánimo son esos delitos.

Rompe, esposo de mi vida, 
los lazos del alma, rompe, 
pues el amor no nos une, 
a aquéllse [sic] mármol informe. 
¿Quién te despoja, mi Dios? 
y para que a ti te azoten, 
te amarran a una columna 
aquello crueles sayones.

Rosa es ya Dios entre espinas, 
quede espinas coronado, 
es doctor de los dolores, 
a fuer del sangriento grado. 
Los juncos por más agudos, 
sus dos sienes taladrando, 
el vícctor le dieron todos, 
tanta ciencia laureando.

Ángeles del cielo, 
cantad con regocijo; 
bendito sea Dios, 
sea Dios bendito.

Sentenciado a muerte va, 
alma, tu amante Jesús 
con el peso de la cruz, 
con ella no puede ya. 
Por el suelo ensangrentado, 
le puedes, alma, seguir, 
también oirás su gemir 
lástimoso, y ya cansado.

Tremolando las banderas, 
clarines roncos rompiendo 
el aire, al aire levantan 
el venturoso madero. 
Corazón, si tienes alas, 
las alas bate, rompiendo 
el pecho donde asistieres, 
a la vista de este objeto 
el sol se cubre de luto, 
la luna, y el firmamento: 
tocan a pena los montes, 
sus peñascos deshaciendo.

They have blamed the innocent, 
vile soul, because of your offenses; 
do not let them kill him like that, 
come back, soul, for your Christ. 
Judges, listen to me, I am 
the one who sins, not my Christ: 
let him go free, kill me, 
these trespasses are mine.

Husband of my life, break 
the bonds of the soul, break [them], 
for love does not unite us 
to that shapeless marble. 
Who has stripped you, my God? 
and those cruel executioners 
tie you to a column 
so that you may be beaten.

God is a rose among thorns, 
for he is a doctor of sorrows 
crowned by thorns 
out of the bloody step7. 
The reeds, being sharper, 
boring both his temples, 
everyone cheered him, 
celebrating so much wisdom.

Angels of heaven, 
sing with joy; 
blessed be God, 
God be blessed.

Your lover Jesus sentenced to death walks 
carrying the weight 
of the cross, oh soul, 
and he can no longer stand it. 
Soul, you can follow him 
through the bloody ground, 
and you will also hear 
his pitiful and weary groaning.

Waving the flags, 
gruff bugles breaking 
the air hoist the fortunate 
piece of wood up in the air. 
Heart, if you have wings, 
flap those wings, breaking 
the breast where you may dwell. 
In the view of this object, 
the sun is mourning 
the moon and the firmament: 
they move the mountains to pity 
by undoing their rocks.
Ya tu Dios está en el campo,
sus enemigos venciendo,
acompañáale, criatura,
armada de sentimiento.

Parad potencias, parad,
que ya es tiempo de sosiego,
pues que ya vuestro hacedor
está clavado en el leño.
Muerto le miro, y me admire,
de que con él no me muero,
más si gusta de que pene,
quiere darle gusto en ello.
A la sombra del árbol,
donde mi dueño
por mi bien reposa,
guardaré su sueño.
¡Ay vida muerta!
¡Ay mi Dios! ¿qué es esto?

En los brazos de su madre,
hallarás, alma, a tu esposo,
o poco sientes su muerte,
o tu amor es tibio, y poco
si allí la vida no pierdes,
no corresponde piadoso,
más si quiera compasivo,
a su madre di lloroso:
Madre, la más afligida,
aquí os ofrezco mi vida,
para padecer con vos,
Madre, muramos los dos.
¡Ay, María soberana!
¿Quién os ha robado el alma?

Sálvete Dios, reyna, y madre
de misericordia, y vida,
y dulzura conocida,
esperanza firme nuestra.
Dios te salve, fiel maestra
de gracias, a ti llamamos
los desterrados, que estamos
hijos de Eva en este valle
de lágrimas, sin que halle
el alma consuelo en él:
ea, pues, Señora, fiel
abogada nuestra, y madre,
hija del eterno padre,
vuelve a nosotros, Señora,
tus ojos, que el cielo adora
tan piadosos: y después
de este valle, donde es

Now your God is in the field
defeating his enemies,
go to him, creature,
clad in feeling.

Stop, nations⁸, stop,
for it is now time for peace,
because your maker
is nailed to the wood.
I looked at him dead, and I was amazed
to find that I do not die together with him,
though if it pleases him that I repent,
I want to please him in that.
In the shadow of the tree,
where my lord
rests for my well-being,
I will watch his sleep.
Oh, dead life!
Oh, my God! What is this?

In the arms of his mother
you will find your husband, oh soul,
oh you suffer little by his death,
oh your love is lukewarm and little.
If you do not lose your life there,
you are not corresponding piously,
but you want to be compassionate,
weeping, tell to his mother:
Mother, the most sorrowful,
here I offer my life to you,
to suffer with you,
Mother, let us both die.
Oh, sovereign Mary!
Who has stolen your soul?

May God hail you, queen and mother
of mercy and life,
and known sweetness,
our steadfast hope.
May God hail you, faithful master
of grace, to you do we cry,
poor banished that we are,
in this valley of tears,
we the children of Eve, with a soul
that cannot take comfort in him:
Then, oh Lady, faithful
advocate of us, and mother,
daughter of the eternal Father,
oh Lady, turn your eyes toward us,
that heaven so piously adores:
and then, after
this valley, where all
todo gemir, y llorar,
danos el rico collar
de precio, y valor infinito,
fruto adorado, y bendito
de tu vientre: ¡O clemente!
Piadosa Judith, valiente,
dulce, misericordiosa,
siempre virgen, y hermosa
más que el cielo, muéstranos
a Jesús, madre de Dios
para que seamos dignos
de las promesas que el bien nos han de alcanzar.
Amén.

is sighing and weeping,
give to us the rich necklace
of infinite price and worth,
the beloved and blessed fruit
of your womb: Oh clement!
Pious Judith, brave,
sweet, merciful,
always virgin,
and more beautiful than heaven,
show Jesus to us, mother of God,
so that we may be made worthy
of the rare gifts,
of the promises that the good may bring to us.
Amen.
Notes

Preface

* Ana Louise Keating defines Gloria Anzaldúa’s autohistoria-teoría as a “theory developed by Anzaldúa to describe a relational form of autobiographical writing that includes both life story and self-reflection on this storytelling process. Writers of autohistoria-teoría blend their cultural and personal biographies with memoir, history, storytelling, myth, and/or other forms of theorizing. By doing so, they create interwoven individual and collective identities. Personal experiences—revised and in other ways redrawn—become a lens with which to reread and rewrite existing cultural stories. Through this lens, Anzaldúa and other autohistoria-teorístas expose the limitations in the existing paradigms and create new stories of healing, self-growth, cultural critique, and individual/collective transformation.” In *The Gloria Anzaldúa Reader*, 319.

1. Sacramental learning consists of the formal and informal religious instruction offered by the Catholic Church. Since the Second Vatican Council, formal Roman Catholic religious instruction has typically consisted of serving in various unpaid roles for the liturgies, such as assisting in the distribution of communion or performing the readings at Mass, regular confession, and attending catechism classes offered to youth in preparation for the sacraments of Penance, Eucharist, and Confirmation. Similarly, couples attend pre-matrimonial and pre-baptismal lessons before they receive the sacrament of Matrimony and present their children for Baptism, respectively. Informal learning takes place in social settings, with clergy and nuns often the guests of honor around dinner and coffee tables. Here, I am extending Jessica L. Delgado’s concept of sacramental learning, through which she addresses the experiences of early modern New Spanish laywomen with the sacraments of Penance and the Eucharist, and in laywomen’s social interactions and negotiations with male clergy. See Delgado, *Laywomen and the Making of Colonial Catholicism*, 33–72. Kathleen Ann Myers refers specifically to confession as part of a “sacramental process” in *Neither Saints nor Sinners*, 11. See also Lavrin, *Brides of Christ*, 7.
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early modern Hispanic Church, see Lavrin, “The Erotic as Lewdness,” 36. For more on the Church's sacraments and their development, see Rubin, “Sacramental Life.”

3. Wobeser, Sor Juana ante la muerte, 50–54.
4. Lundberg, Mission and Ecstasy, 91 and 100–105; Wobeser, Sor Juana ante la muerte, 54.
6. While discerning her calling to the convent life, María de San José (1656–1719), who eventually became an Augustinian nun in Puebla's Santa Mónica convent, tells of similar conversations with a convent abess and with her sister, who was a professed nun in the San Jerónimo convent. See Myers and Powell, Wild Country Out in the Garden, 40–45.

7. Lavrin, Brides of Christ, 5.
8. Waisman, Una historia de la música colonial hispanoamericana, 45.
9. Vallarta, Luz que guía al camino, folio 164r.
10. Santos Morales and Arroyo González, Las monjas dominicas, 370.
11. The imitation of Christ has its roots in the martyrdom of the early saints. See Kieckhefer, “Imitators of Christ,” 11–12.
12. By “early modern,” I refer to the period roughly dating from 1500 to 1800. See Owens and Mangan, Women of the Iberian Atlantic, 1; Filippi and Noone, Listening to Early Modern Catholicism, 1–3. In addition to Filippi and Noone's volume, other works attending to the sounds of the post-Tridentine world (i.e., the Catholic Church's affairs after the Council of Trent), particularly sacred sounds in cities, include Baker and Knighton, Music and Urban Society; Dell'Antonio, Listening as Spiritual Practice; Fisher, Music, Piety, and Propaganda; Kendrick, The Sounds of Milan; Knighton and Mazuela-Anguita, Hearing the City in Early Modern Europe; Monson, “The Council of Trent Revisited.” There is a lacuna in scholarship on the history of early modern women's music making more broadly, not just in Latin America, owing to the dearth of sources from non-church settings. See Muriel and Llédias, Musica en las instituciones femeninas novohispanas, 33–36.
13. The scarcity of convent sources stems from the effects of the nineteenth-century Mexican War of Reform (1857–1861), which annihilated many New Spanish convent music manuscripts and displaced others. Tovar, La Ciudad de México, 70; Schleifer, “The Mexican Choirbooks,” 17. See also Waisman, Una historia de la música colonial hispanoamericana, 15.
14. Mexico City, the capital of New Spain, alone had twenty-two convents, all established before 1811. See Lavrin, Brides of Christ, 1, 377.
15. For Guadalajara, see Rivera y San Román, Noticias históricas, 1–37; Swain, “One Thousand Sisters,” 269. For Querétaro, see Gunnarsdóttir, Mexican Karismata, 36. For San Miguel el Grande, see Chowning, Rebellious Nuns, 172–173.
16. The quote is from Lavrin, Brides of Christ, 4–5. See also Waisman, Una historia de la música colonial hispanoamericana, 45.
17. On the Encarnación's choirbooks, including transcriptions of some of the works, see Schleifer, “The Mexican Choirbooks.” For the Santa Inés repertory, see Bal y Gay, El códice del Convento del Carmen. On the Concepción profession book, see Loreto López, Tota pulchra, 87–138; there is brief mention of this convent's choirbook with

18. The catalog and study by Tello et al. is the closest to a microhistorical account of the Santísima Trinidad convent’s musical practices, which coincide with other Spanish and New Spanish trends, most notably the influence of Italian music by the eighteenth century. See Tello et al., *Colección Sánchez Garza*, 59. On the broader phenomenon of the Italianization of musical practices in eighteenth-century New Spain, see Davies, “The Italianized Frontier”; Ramos-Kittrell, *Playing in the Cathedral*, chapter 4. There were precedents for Italian influence on Spanish music in previous centuries as well. See Carreras and Fenlon, *Polychoralities*.


20. Mónica Díaz (*Indigenous Writings*, 187) has described the zealous guardianship the contemporary nuns at the Corpus Christi convent have exhibited over their archival materials. Puebla’s cathedral archive has remained closed to scholars for over a decade now. Even the Mexico City cathedral archive, now considered one of the most accessible archives to historians and musicologists, was hardly accessible to scholars before 1995. See Krutitskaya, *Los villancicos que se cantaron en la catedral*, 7–8.

21. See, for example, the circumstance regarding four villancicos described by Marín López and Zambrano in “¿Ay, qué dolor! (1701) de Antonio de Salazar,” 573.

22. On the Santísima Trinidad repertory, see Tello et al., *Colección Sánchez Garza*, 18. The Encarnación choirbooks were acquired by American collectors at the end of the nineteenth century. See Schleifer, “The Mexican Choirbooks,” 2–3. It is tempting to envision such purchases of material culture as being in line with the overall Mexican divestment of its land and labor force, among other things, to American and other foreign investors during the regime of President Porfirio Díaz. See the introduction to Lytle, *Bad Mexicans*. The tradition of Mexican book and manuscript sales to foreign collectors, however, predates the Porfiriato by a few decades, as Hubert Howe Bancroft rhapsodized in “From Bibliopolist to Bibliophile,” 19 and 27.
23. In the context of eighteenth-century opera seria, Martha Feldman refers to aria scores as templates for a convention that had more flexibility than the written notes suggest; *Opera and Sovereignty*, 42–43. Given that we know so little about performance practice in the convents from where the music manuscripts came, I find the term “template” useful to avoid making any assumptions about how the music was executed, especially regarding the performance of villancicos and polyphony. Drew Davies suggests the need to do more research on villancico performance practice; “Introduction,” xv. Regarding the scarcity of notated music from convents, see also Waisman, *Una historia de la música colonial hispanoamericana*, 307. The lack of surviving sources of notated music performed by nuns or lay women is not unique to New Spain and should not dissuade scholars from attempting to recover women’s musical expressions from the past, as Stras would suggest in *Women and Music*, 36.

24. Kirk, *Convent Life in Colonial Mexico*, 1–7; Lavrin, *Brides of Christ*, 5; Myers, *Wild Country Out in the Garden*, xix; Waisman, 45. There is no doubt that research in South American archives, although outside the scope of this project, will also prove fruitful for expanding the discourse on women’s contributions to Latin American music history, as demonstrated by a recent chapter on convent music from colonial Córdoba, Argentina. See Restiffo, “Ilustración, polifonía e identidad en Santa Catalina de Siena.” See also Waisman, 44–46, 160–167, 307–311.

25. On the continuation of earlier colonial customs in nineteenth-century New Spain and independent Mexico, see Marín López, “El universo musical mexicano,” 28; Waisman, 14. They echo Daniele Filippi’s call for a *longue durée* approach when attending to the soundscape of early modern Catholicism, in “Catechismum modulans docebat,” 144–147. Initial studies on late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century music pedagogy from Mexico City’s Colegio de Belem and Colegio de San Ignacio de Loyola (schools for young women) have begun to expand the discourse on women’s music in exciting directions while bridging the temporal gap between early modernity and modernity, coinciding with the end of Spanish colonial rule in New Spain. These studies will more fully inform our understanding of the region’s diverse sonorities and of New Spanish music education. For a preliminary investigation into both convent and colegio music in Mexico, see Muriel and Lledías, *Música en las instituciones femeninas novohispanas*; Waisman, 45–46. Through the lens of villancico analysis, see Swadley, “The Villancico in New Spain 1650–1750,” 266–305; see also Swadley, “Educating the American Girls.” Faith Lanam’s dissertation is the first full-length critical examination of the robust conservatory-like curriculum that young women encountered in the colegios; Lanam, “El Colegio de San Miguel de Belem.” El Colegio de la Caridad in Mexico City also provided music training for young women; see Delgado, *Laywomen*, 153–155. On the repertory for the Colegio de Santa Rosa de Valladolid (present-day Morelia), see Bernal Jiménez, *El archivo musical del Colegio de Santa Rosa*. It is not clear whether any of the music from this colegio’s collection was left by the Dominican nuns who formerly inhabited the building and transferred to a new cloister elsewhere in the city in 1738. On the transfer of the nuns, see Lavrin, *Brides of Christ*, 102–103. I echo Jesús Ramos-Kittrell’s call for more research on
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90. Folio 17r. On the devotion to St. Peter in the cathedral, see Krutitskaya, Villancicos que se cantaron en la catedral, 303–305.
“Autos de averiguación en torno a la calidad de María Ana de la Cámara, quien salió en el sorteo de huérfanas de la iglesia del convento de religiosas de San José de Gracia, por sospecharse de su calidad de mulata.” In AGN, Indiferente Virreinal, Vol. 5594 Ex. 19.

“De ser hija de una hermana de una negra mandadera del mismo convento.” In AGN, Indiferente Virreinal, Vol. 5594 Ex. 19, folio 2v.

“Lo dicho es público y notorio en todo el barrio de San José de Gracia.” Folio 2v.

“A quien entiende por mulata.” Folio 3v. On mulatta/o, see Martínez, Genealogical Fictions, 142–145.

Martínez, 163–164.

“Soy, pobre, española doncella sin amparo, razones tan recomendadas por las leyes a la protección de vuestra santísima . . .”; in AGN, Indiferente Virreinal, Vol. 5594 Ex. 19, folio 5r.

On the tradition of convents offering “protection” to women, see Lavrin, Brides of Christ, 415.

“Especialmente se pregunte a los testigos para la calidad de mi madre, y de sus padres mis abuelos . . .”; in AGN, Indiferente Virreinal, Vol. 5594 Ex. 19, folio 5r.

Folios 5v–8r.

“Son españoles y no ha oído cosas en contrario.” Folio 6v.

“No tiene noticia de que sea parienta.” Folio 7v.

For instances in which phenotypical descriptions made their way into the blood purity confirmation process, see Martínez, Genealogical Fictions, 248–249.

“El defecto que se le suponía de ser su madre hermana de una mulata.” Folio 9r.

Folio 9r. On villancicos for the Purification, see Tello et al., Colección Sánchez Garza, 545–546. It was a major feast for the cathedral, celebrated as a double second-class feast with “Vespers, salve, procession, Terce and Mass with instruments . . .” ; Marín López, “Música y músicos entre dos mundos,” vol. 1, 228.

Tello et al., Colección Sánchez Garza, 289.


Bristol, Christians, Blasphemers, and Witches, 26.

Krutitskaya, Villancicos que se cantaron en la catedral, 237. Though in these villancicos shadow is a metaphor for sin, shadows throughout Christian history have had varied meaning. See Gill, “‘Until Shadows Disperse,’” 258. Sor Juana’s meditations for the novena to the Virgin of the Incarnation, inspired by the Ignatian meditations and María de Ágreda’s Mística ciudad de Dios, also make use of the light and shadow metaphor. See Wobeser, Sor Juana ante la muerte, 48–49.

Jones, Staging “Habla de Negros”, 126.

We know that Nicolás Ximénez de Cisneros sat on various music auditions for the cathedral, which were presumably more involved and intense than those for nuns’ convents. On Ximénez de Cisneros, see Tello et al., Colección Sánchez Garza, 544–546.

These quotes are taken from transcriptions in Gallagher, “The Family Background of the Nuns of Two Monasterios in Colonial Mexico,” 282–283. On the methods put
in place by the Spanish colonial government to determine indigenous purity, see Martínez, *Genealogical Fictions*, 104–105.


114. Bristol, 56.

115. Bristol, 55.

Chapter 4


2. The tenor part indicates that it is for violon.

3. I am grateful to Mark Lomano for his assistance with this text.


5. “En manos del señor arzobispo, hicimos nuestra profesión reiterando los votos y prometiendo guardar la regla primitiva de nuestra Señora del Carmen. Con esto nos puso los velos negros y dio la comunión dando fin a este acto con las demás ceremonias de nuestra sagrada religión, y con muchos villancicos.” In Mariana de la Encarnación, *Relación de la fundación del convento antiguo*, 64.

6. The idiom comes from the proverb “aún se come el pan de la boda/the wedding bread is still eaten,” explained in a 1740 dictionary as follows: “That is, the wedding feast is scarce over, it is all love and mirth. The new married couple have not had time to find fault with one another, or to fall out, because the wedding joys are fresh, it is the honeymoon still.” In Pineda, *Nuevo diccionario, español e ingles e ingles y español*, 338. See also *Diccionario de autoridades*.


9. Nuns’ advocacy for eucharistic devotion seems to have superceded enclosure rules that might yield their complete absence from the civic celebration of Corpus Christi. As Linda Curcio-Nagy observes, once when the Mexico City Corpus Christi procession stopped in front of the Santa Clara convent, the nuns dropped confetti over the crowds from their roofs; “Giants and Gypsies,” 5. This is consistent with Miguel de
Torres's recollection that nuns were given permission to see street processions for major feast days from their convent rooftops, a treat that Sister Bárbara was too austerer to take part in; *Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bárbara*, 160.


15. Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz was clearly aware of the effects of resonance. See Finley, *Hearing Voices*, 105–106.


18. Drawing on the teachings of St. Paul, St. Augustine correlated the Old Testament as the shadow of the New Testament, of which Christ is the embodiment. See Gill, “‘Until Shadows Disperse,’” 266.


23. Rubin, 142.


25. Some tabernacles and monstrances were even built in the shape of statues of Mary. See Rubin, 145.


29. The piece dates from around 1642. See Tello et al., *Colección Sánchez Garza*, 103.

30. Tello et al., 103.

31. Rojo de Costa, *Sermon en la profesión de la Madre María de S. Simón*, folio 10v–11r. On *hortus conclusus* (enclosed garden), see Ross, *Figuring the Feminine*, 111. Similar horticultural poetry is found in Hildegard von Bingen's writing that emphasized Mary’s singing as a product of her artistically fruitful virginal womb, in which God

35. In early modern Spanish wedding traditions, the madrina took the veil from the groom’s shoulder and placed it over the head of the bride, symbolizing their union. See Dehouve, “El matrimonio indio frente al matrimonio español,” 78.
37. Mystic nuns often described divine union as a feeling of burning. See Lavrin, *Brides of Christ*, 92.
40. Krutitskaya, 261.
41. Krutitskaya, 269–270.
42. Krutitskaya, 264–265.
44. Similarly, we saw in Chapter 1 how Immaculate Conception devotion was peppered into Christmas villancicos.
46. “Habiendo recibido a su divino hijo, y quedando sumergida en estrechísima unión con la madre amabilísima.” In Bellido, 226–227.
50. Palafox, *Regla y constituciones, que han de guardar las religiosas*, folio 10r.
51. *Regla y constituciones para las religiosas recoletas dominicas*, 58–59
52. *Regla, y constituciones, que por autoridad apostólica deben observar las religiosas del orden del máximo doctor S. Jerónimo*, folio 16r.
53. *Regla y constituciones de las religiosas de Santa Brígida*, 16.
54. “Considera, que el amor de Cristo, no se contentó con habernos redimido a costa de su Pasión, y muerte, expendiendo por nuestro amor toda su substancia, sino que quiso, que este mismo beneficio se repitiese frequentemente en el sacrificio del altar, porque aun después de redimidos, habíamos de ser pecadores, y supo que le habíamos de volver a ofender.” In Lanciego y Eguilaz, *Carta pastoral*, folios 26v–27r.
55. On Palafox’s departure to Spain, see Vilar-Payá, “Lo histórico y lo cotidiano.”
60. “¡O unión celestial y eterna! en la cual se junta el cielo con la tierra para hacer la tierra Cielo. ¡O unión celestial y eterna! en la cual lo divino se toca con lo humano y hace a lo humano divino.” In Palafox, Puntos, folio 15r. This transformation was also preached by St. Bonaventure in a sermon on the Song of Songs. See Rubin, Corpus Christi, 27.


62. For nuns’ shortcomings that might lead to a potential assignment of spiritual communion, see Kirk, Convent Life in Colonial Mexico, chapter 3; Lavrin, Brides of Christ, chapter 7.

63. Rubin, Corpus Christi, 150.

64. Rubin, 150.

65. Torres, Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bárbara, 234.

66. Torres, 234.

67. “Si todas las enfermas . . . levantaran con vehementes deseos las alas del espíritu para volar a su esposo Sacramentado; yo les aseguro, que en premio de su devoción; os consiguieran la sanidad.” Torres, 234–235.

68. Rubin, Corpus Christi, 169.

69. Covarrubias, Tesoro de la lengua castellana (1611), folio 286v.


71. Lavrin, Brides of Christ, 197. See also Ibsen, Women’s Spiritual Autobiography, 37–40.

72. “Vino a la Madre María de Jesús el mismo Dios sacramentado a la boca, entrándosele por los labios su esposo, entonces más dulce, por más nuevamente comunicable, pues vino a introducirse en su pecho con accidentes de sacramento, y vuelos de enternecido. De esta suerte con un amor que despuntaba en prodigio, y una asistencia, que se declaraba en milagro, le dio a su virgen esposa, el esposo celestial en acuesta ocasión el regalo del pan de la boda, las arras de la eternidad de la vida, y la comunión de su cuerpo sacramentado, sin estorbarle la inhibición de la prelada, el gusto mayor de toda la gloria escondida, y todo el bien en los candores de una forma, comunicada a esta apacible paloma, que así gustaba el grano más puro del laurel más glorioso, en el círculo cándido del sacramento.” In Pardo, Vida y virtudes heroicas de la Madre María de Jesús, folios 132v–133r. On the use of the term forma for the host, see Noone, Music and Musicians in the Escorial, 163.


74. Precedents for flying hosts into the mouths of mystics can be seen in the life of St. Catherine of Siena and other late medieval women. See Debby, The Cult of St. Clare, 107; Rubin, Corpus Christi, 120.

75. Torres, Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bárbara, 294–295.

76. Torres, 295.

77. “Conocen los senos de las conciencias.” In Regla y constituciones de las religiosas recoletas dominicas, 59.

78. “Juzgábase como esposa preparada ya para las espirituales nupcias, que había de celebrar con la Majestad Suprema; y finalmente se hallaba ya, como desposada en la posesión gloriosa, y reciprocamente inmanencia, con que se gozaba en Cristo transformada toda su alma, y el Señor todo unido, y transformado en su esposa.” In Torres, 296.
79. “Alégranos sumamente, ver el ejemplo, y espíritu con que por la misericordia divina, siguen las vírgenes de nuestro obispado, al Cordero de Dios, su esposo.” In Palafox, *Regla y constituciones que han de guardar las religiosas*, folios 3v–4r.


81. “Le tenemos como redentor y en discurso de su Pasión santa se humilló entregándose a los tormentos como cordero mansísimo sin abrir para la queja los labios.” In Ossorio, 8.

82. Ossorio, 9.


84. “Para estas octavas solemnes componen las religiosas musas algunos sagrados poemas, que cantan al son de templados, y sonoros instrumentos en músicas y armoniosas, y al tiempo que estas se cantaban en el coro meditaba la Madre Bárbara el sentido de sus letras, y solía oírlas de las inteligencias soberanas; y porque entre las muchas, que se cantan tengan las buenas músicas, que lo son las almas devotas en metro armonioso el rythma [sic], que el doctor angélico Santo Tomás compuso para tributar adoraciones a la sacramentada grandeza, que celebran con cantos los más encumbrados sarenales; me pareció traducir al castellano, el mismo rythma, que Santo Tomás dejó escrito en el latino, así por ser tan devoto, como porque fue de todo un Santo Tomás, glorioso estudio, y lo fue también de un rey tan soberano, como David no solamente cantar, sino bailar también a vista de todo el pueblo, delante de la arca santa en que iba el mana, figura del sacramento eucarístico, y en suma es la Eucaristía Cithara Jesu, en su rigoroso anagrama, y así pues, el dulce, y divinísimo Jesús es quien la tocó mientras se come en la mesa, no será ofensa de la sobriedad religiosa, sino lisonja de la devoción tierna, cantarle a su majestad el siguiente rythma, que contiene las heroicas virtudes, y elevados pensamientos, que hallarán en él los que lo cantaren devotos.” In Torres, 322. I am grateful to Javier Patiño Loira for assistance in deciphering this quote.

85. “La vista, el gusto, el tacto, si te tocan, en lo que más perciben, más se engañan. Y solo el oído seguro te confiesa, porque es testigo fiel de tu palabra [sic].” Torres, 322.


88. For the date range for *Qué música divina*, see Tello et al., 116.


Chapter 5

1. AGN/ Instituciones Coloniales/ Indiferente Virreinal/ Caja 0565/ Expediente 023, folio 2v.
4. On privileged indulgences (or privileged altar), see Tingle, *Indulgences After Luther*, 83.
5. Sister María Anna Águeda de San Ignacio of Puebla's Santa Rosa convent explains in her Passion meditations that the white tunic "singled out the insane/señalaba a los fatuos" and was placed on Christ to humor Herod. Her meditation is steeped in vocality, suggesting that Christ remained silent when Herod asked him to perform a miracle to prove his innocence because his voice had already been silenced by Herod himself, who had ordered the execution of Christ's precursor and cousin John the Baptist. See Águeda de San Ignacio, *Devociones Varies*, 64–65.
6. Marina de San Francisco proposed that it be instilled across all of North America.
14. “Debe darles tiempo para que lean libros de santa doctrina y gran devoción, y que aprendan a sentir la Pasión de nuestro Señor y amarla e imitarla, que este es el a. b. c. en que nuestro padre San Francisco y todos los santos aprendieron y principiaron; conviene a saber sentir la Pasión de nuestro redentor y animarse a imitarla por la suavidad de su amor, que él comunica a los que de veras estudian en su cruz y Pasión.” *Regla de la orden de la Concepción*, folio 15.
16. “Porque así se dispusiesen con más sentidas a la celebración de la Semana Santa, que se seguía, meditando con atenciones cotidianas los trabajos, congojas, dolores, y heridas de su crucificado esposo, y enamorado muerto: continuaron las convocadas vírgenes, el cuidado de decir este número [treinta y tres] de veces la oración del Credo, repitiéndola todos aquellos días, que corrieron hasta el viernes que llama de
Lázaro (y es el antecedente al viernes santo) y en el sobredicho penúltimo viernes de la Cuaresma, llevaron aquella escuadra de almas vírgenes (que conducía y caudillaba la Madre María de Jesús) la imagen de un sagrado crucifijo, que hoy se venera en el coro colocado en el comedia de uno de sus lienzos, le pusieron en un altar con mucha reverencia de adornos, y afectos. A este tiempo aquel simulacro mudo, o imagen muerta del crucifijo, teniendo siempre cerrados los párpados, abrió milagrosamente entonces los ojos, y los clavó aquel Señor clavado en la cruz, o los puso dulcemente en todas las religiosas, que habian frecuentado la devoción dicha, y permaneció mirando a las mismas esposas suyas, que en esta ocupación le habían servido. . . . [La] Madre María de Jesús: pidió a su soberano y muerto en la cruz esposo: que se dignase de también dar la bendición a las religiosas todas de aquella clausura.” Pardo, 193r.

17. On divine infinity, see Kendrick, *Fruits of the Cross*, 60.
18. The moment of the “divine glance” from Peter’s denial in Luke’s Gospel was featured prominently in Lasso’s motet “Vide homo, quae pro te patior” in his cycle *Lagrime di San Pietro*. The piece was composed during Lasso’s service under the Duke of Bavaria, a Catholic region heavily influenced by early modern Spanish asceticism. See Fisher, “Per mia particolare devotione,” 170–171.
21. No extant examples of music specific to convent mortification rituals exist from New Spain as they do from Italian convents, according to Craig Monson, “Le pene sofferte per Te son glorie” (presentation at the 2013 annual meeting of the American Musicological Society).
22. Lavrin notes that biographers found the mortification practices of nuns seeking to imitate Christ’s suffering especially effective for the drama they sought in their narratives; *Brides of Christ*, 193–195.
25. Lavrin, *Brides of Christ*, 321. The strength of role model nuns would serve as an example to those nuns who inevitably succumbed to so-called weakness attributed to their sex. Especially considered a weakness was the practice of developing strong friendships, platonic or otherwise, within the convent walls. See Kirk, *Convent Life in Colonial Mexico*, 55–65; Lavrin, *Brides of Christ*, 241 and 251.
26. This would contradict the long-held belief, drawn from the teachings of Luis de Granada among others, that women were weak and lecherous, the cause of sin among the stronger (male) sex. See Lavrin, “The Erotic as Lewdness,” 40. For precedents from the early Church fathers blaming Eve, and femininity by association, for the downfall of Adam/humanity, see Clifton, “Gender and Shame,” 643–645. The “manly” strength of holy women also has its roots in the teachings of the Church fathers and later in Medieval theology. See Harness, “Chaste Warriors and Virgin Martyrs in Florentine Musical Spectacle,” 80.
27. Torres, *Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bárbara*, 156. Sor Juana also promoted similar mortification practices. See Wobeser, *Sor Juana ante la muerte*, 61.
28. Torres, 155.
29. “Confortada con su varonil esfuerzo.” Torres, 155. On the male attributes accorded to St. Teresa of Ávila, see Rowe, *Saint and Nation*, 112.


32. Cruz González, “Beyond the Bride of Christ,” 102–107; see also Salazar Simarro, “El papel del cuerpo en un grabado del siglo XVIII.”

33. On *Crux Fidelis*, see Szövérffy, “Crux Fidelis.”

34. Cruz González, 112–123.

35. Cruz González, 123–125.

36. “Sean mis manos enclavadas con las vuestras, mi corazón traspasado con la lanza, que penetró el vuestro, mis pies penetrados, como los vuestros, de clavos: muero yo Jesús con vos en vuestra cruz, y muera de vuestro santo amor.” Jesús María, *Vida, virtudes y dones sobrenaturales*, 111.

37. “Hija esta es la cruz de la religión: todas las que la llevan, y abrazan con gusto, tienen estos consuelos en ella misma. Llévala con mucho amor; y di a tus hermanas, que se resignen en ella, y vivirán con gusto en la vida, y tendrán mucho premio en la hora de la muerte.” Con tan divina enseñanza, quedó en su cruz crucificada Bárbara tan gozosa; Torres, *Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bárbara*, 163.


39. “Y como en la cruz del cielo le dio la mejor citara a su amada el verdadero Apolo, luego que la pulsó con el espíritu, le infundió numen con que pudo cantar congratulándose Bárbara en su crucifixión estos versos.” In Torres, *Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bárbara*, 164. Sister Juana de la Cruz, the sixteenth-century Franciscan mystic from Spain, experienced a similar ecstatic, musical crucifixion; see Surtz, *Guitar of God*, 68. We know that Bárbara’s biographer, Torres, was familiar with Juana de la Cruz's life, as he mentions examples from it (301). The musical metaphor had a long tradition that passed through the writings of St. Bonaventure, Hildegard of Bingen, and Clement of Alexandria. See Monson, *Disembodied Voices*, 80–91.

40. Tenorio, *Los villancicos de Sor Juana*, 74.


42. Roure, *El soberano cedro de María*, 3.

43. Salmerón, *Vida de la venerable madre Isabel de la Encarnación*, folios 110v–111r.

44. Such manuals had a longer history spanning over a century of use. See Burdette, “Reparations for Christ Our Lord: Devotional Literature, Penitential Rituals, and Sacred Imagery in Colonial Mexico City,” 358.


46. Bestul, *Texts of the Passion*, 113. The *Stabat Mater*, the famous sequence about the Virgin Mary’s distress over Christ’s Passion, for example, is attributed to the Franciscan Jacopo da Todi; see Warner, *Alone of All Her Sex*, 217. In seventeenth- and eighteenth-century New Spain, the Jesuits also promoted the Virgin of Sorrows in
their churches through visual art; see Bargellini, “Jesuit Devotions and *Retablos* in New Spain,” 687–689.

47. “The seven sorrows of Mary are: the prophecy of Simeon; the flight into Egypt; having lost Christ in the Temple; meeting Jesus on his way to Calvary; standing at the foot of the cross; the deposition; the burial of Christ,” as Drew Davies notes in his contextualization of the eighteenth-century Durango cathedral repertory for the Virgin of Sorrows; “The Italianized Frontier,” 386–390. Willem Elders also notes that there have been any number of sorrows associated with the Virgin, from five to as many as twelve. As might be expected, earlier European composers drew on the symbolism of the number seven in music for the Virgin of Sorrows; *Symbolic Scores*, 151–156. Robert Kendrick notes that seventeenth-century Passion devotion music was generally open to numerological and scientific symbolism as well; *Fruits of the Cross*, 94–99. For more on the iconography of the Virgin of Sorrows, see Díaz and Stratton-Pruitt, *Painting the Divine*, 86–87.


50. Leyva Rendón, “Recupera INAH historia y esplendor de Nuestra Señora de las Aguas.”

51. The Gospel of Nicodemus is also known as the Acts of Pilate (*Acta Pilati*). On this gospel as the source for Mary’s fainting and weeping at the crucifixion, see Kendrick, *Fruits of the Cross*, 105.


54. Kristeva, 144.

55. Kristeva, 144.

56. Kristeva, 141–145. On the primacy of Mary’s maternal love in the doctrine of her intercessory power, see Warner, *Alone of All Her Sex*, 286.

57. Kristeva, 143.

58. Kristeva, 143.

59. Sarmiento, *Harmonicos dolores*, 5 de 16 contenido. The pagination of Sarmiento’s sermon in these footnotes corresponds with the pagination of its digitized format found through the link in the bibliography. The feast was celebrated twice in the Spanish Church, including the Friday before Palm Sunday, according to the Roman calendar, and additionally on September 15 after 1735. See Davies, “The Italianized Frontier,” 392.

60. “Cantar de fantasía, dicen los músicos, es salirse de las reglas del arte sin apartarse del sonoro compás.” In Sarmiento, *Harmonicos dolores*, 22 de 24 preliminares. Fantasias were typically instrumental and not vocally extemporized. However, there are cases in which, of all instruments, the vihuela could accompany pieces known as fantasias, suggesting a broader definition that could employ voice. See Griffiths, “The Vihuela,” 162–163.


63. “¿Y no se templara este instrumento para que suene acorde la cítara? Sí. Y quién lo ha de templar? El judío: que él es quien atormenta a Cristo crucificándole de tres clavos, devanándole sus sacratísimos nervios. Tirantes de tres clavijas. Pues tiemble el hebreo, si él solo sabe crucificar, para que cante María, pues ella sola sabe sentir, toma esa cítara judío, tire las cuerdas al tormento tu crueldad. Tira, tuerce las clavijas. ¡O blasfemo, y como aprieta! ¡Fuerte tormento! Pero con todo aprieta el tiemble tiron, que aún está bajo el tono de esa cítara, y desea padecer más ese inocente, que atormentas. Tira más judío. Bien tirante está este nervio.” In Sarmiento, *Harmonicos dolores*, 3 de 16 contenido.


65. “Pulsemos ahora esta cuerda, oigamos como suena. ¡Válgame Dios, que bien suena! Ea hebreo, dale más tormento a esa cítara, no dejes de la mano las cuerdas, para que lo des, pasado de tu crueldad, levante a cueza divina cítara, más armonía, dulce la voz. Tira. Aprieta, tuerce los nervios. ¡Oye como levanta de punto el tormento! Toquemos ahora esta cuerda, veamos si está en buen tono. ¡Válgame Dios, y que dulzura! Prosigue israelita, aprieta más, tira más esas cuerdas, tiempla. ¡Oye que agrio está el tiro! Pulsemos ahora esta cuerda, veamos, si está en tono fijo. ¡Válgame Dios, y que suavidad! Ya basta hebreo, ya basta, no tires más; que ya está templada esa cítara, porque no hay ya tormento que darle esas cuerdas, estando ya consumados los dolores todos, que han de padecer a questos sacratísimos nervios tirantes de tres clavijas: Consuntum est. . . . Ya habéis oído, que bien suenan. Que bien se dan la mano en la cruz con admirable armonía templados, lo dulce con lo agrio, el tormento con el gozo, el gemido con el canto. Y pues, ¿quién ha de discantar en lo armónico y bien templado de este plectro? ¿Quién ha de cantar en la dulzura de esta cítara? María, que está al pie de ese instrumento. . . . ¡O María co-redentora nuestra!” In Sarmiento, *Harmonicos dolores*, 3 de 16, 4 de 16, 15 de 16 contenido.


68. “Es un coro de vírgenes hijas del gran Domingo… que siguen a la cordera del cielo Inés… aplaudiendo en sus metros las gloriosas penas de Jesús, cantando en la muerte de Cristo, los alegres dolores de María… ¡Por cierto acertada música!” In Sarmiento, *Harmonicos dolores*, 2 de 16 contenido.


70. Sarmiento, *Harmonicos dolores*, 12 de 16 contenido.

71. On Mary’s co-passion, see Fulton, *From Judgment to Passion*, 202.


73. Tello et al., *Colección Sánchez Garza*, 71.

74. Since the early seventeenth-century villancicos of Gaspar Fernández, even as far back as the music of Guerrero, it was typical to represent multiple characters with corresponding voice parts. See Waisman, *Una historia de la música colonial hispanoamericana*, 198.

75. Astell, *The Song of Songs*, 44.

77. Palafox y Mendoza, 380–382.
81. “Toda letra que tratere de cosas tristes o deprecaciones de juicio o de cosas espantosas será mayor acierto el componerla por este tono . . . ;” Nassarre, 77.
82. Ardanaz was active in the cathedrals of Pamplona and Toledo. For more on Ardanaz, see Tello et al., Colección Sánchez Garza, 307.
83. Fischer, “‘Per mi particolare devotione,’” 209; Powers, “Tonal Types,” 448–450.
84. Lorente, El porque de la música, 564–565.
87. “Porque como Adán dio por disculpa que su compañera le había ayudado, y facilitado a el pecado, así su madre, como co-redentora le había acompañado a redimir el mundo, y por su medio le encargaba les fuscilitase como madre el buen logro de la redención; y nosotros la obligásemos con nuestro amor, y nos valiésemos de su poderosa intercesión.” In Bellido, Vida de la V.M.R.M. María Anna Águeda de San Ignacio, 224.
88. Lavrin, Brides of Christ, 45.
89. “Hija mira esta espina, que mi hijo santísimo tuvo en una cien de su sagrada cabeza: siempre la haz de traer en la tuya para alivio de tus tribulaciones.” Torres, Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bárbara, 257.
90. Torres, 257.
91. “Postrada a los pies de un santo crucifico hacía oración a las dos sacratísimas llagas de sus pies, pidiendo la guíase por el camino de la humildad.” Torres, 259.
92. Torres, 260. On the implications of mystic nuns drinking from Christ’s side wound as reversal of menstruation and the erotic implications of this interaction as “a negation of phallocentrism,” see Franco, Plotting Women, 18–19.
93. Torres, 260.
94. Torres, 263–274.
95. Torres, 272.
96. The endecha was a poetic form for expressing sadness. See Álvarez Sellers, Literatura portuguesa y literatura española, 354.
97. Torres, Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bárbara, 273–274. A similar prose veneration was written by Sister María Anna Águeda de San Ignacio of Puebla’s Santa Rosa for meditations on Christ’s dead body at the Passion. See Águeda de San Ignacio, Devociones Varias, 37–52.

100. Kendrick, 21.

101. The palm is also a symbol for virginity, supporting further the notion that the vow of chastity was akin to martyrdom. See Kirk, *Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz and the Gender Politics*, 196.

102. This adds another layer to the argument that martyrdom was interpreted by Sor Juana as a form of female knowledge creation, in Kirk, *Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz*, 195–198. See also, Finley, “Sounding the Feminine,” 29–30. On the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception and Mary’s wisdom, see Bergman, “A Maternal Genealogy of Wisdom.”

**Epilogue**

1. “Con encendidas ansias de amor.” In Jesús María, *Vida, virtudes y dones sobrenaturales*, 320.


3. “Últimamente, llegó la hora de vísperas . . . resonando las campanas del convento con festivos repiques: entrando por las puertas de la iglesia una concertada danza a celebrar con un festín el día; rompiendo el aire sonoras chirimías, y trompetas, y entonando en el coro las religiosas con suavísimos cánticos las divinas alabanzas.” In Lemus, *Vida, virtudes, trabajos*, 436.


5. “Con ardentísimos deseos de ver, y gozar eternamente a su esposo.” In Torres, *Vida ejemplar y muerte preciosa de la Madre Bábara*, 503.

6. Torres, 93, 504.

7. “Pues Cristo Señor Nuestro les dio en la cruz el ejemplo para esta recomendación piadosa a todos los padres de familias.” In Torres, 504.

8. Torres, 504–505.


13. See Loreto López, *Tota pulchra*, regarding some of the Purísima Concepción convent’s holdings. A recent article in *Relatos e historias en México* by Elena Díaz Miranda demonstrates how unknown works of art about/related to convent culture remain in private collections. The article depicts a painting in a *colección particular* of a supposed eighteenth-century Puebla convent coro (alto) with nuns busying about a central *fascistol* (lectern for music) before a large, gilded altar. My efforts to find out more about this rare painting, that to my knowledge has not been documented anywhere else, have been time consuming and fruitless so far. See Díaz Miranda, “¿Cuáles eran las tentaciones de la carne en las monjas novohispanas?”

Appendix 5.1

1. A privileged altar is one in which an indulgence can be granted to a soul in purgatory by special permission from the Pope.
2. Emphasis underline in original document.

Appendix 5.2

1. Possibly also a play on the word for “harp,” as in “being like a harp.”
2. “enclavijado” also means “with pegs,” as in a musical instrument.
3. Also, a musical term denoting the repetition of concluding syllables or words, sung softer by a different voice (or choir or musical instrument).
4. “Lord, remember me.”
5. Also, a musical term denoting pitch, as in “pitches.”
6. Same as in note three.
7. Also, a “degree,” as a doctor’s degree, and “quality.”
8. “Potencias” may also mean the three faculties of the soul: memory, will, and understanding.
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